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FOREWORD 
This study was performed under Contract NAS8-30820 for the George 
C. M~rshall Space Flight Center of the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration under the direction of James R. Turner, the Contracting 
Officer's Representative. The final report consists of two volumes: 
Volume I 
Volume II 
Executive Summary, 
Technical and Cost Analysis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Much of the Space Transportation System (STS) planning centered around 
the investigation of various operating methodologies to achieve low-cost 
space operations. Primary emphasis f.ocused on just'ifying the STS develop-
ment on an economic basis. The emphasis was to show that the development 
investment, initial fleet costs, and supporting facilities for the STS 
could be effectively offset by exploiting the capabilities of the STS to 
satisfy mission requirements and reduce the cost of payload programs. Al-
though many items contribute to cost effective payload programs, the main-
tenance and/or refurbishment question, with its many variables, embraces 
a majority of the design, operation, and cost questions that must still be 
resolved before the full potential of the STS can be achie~;ed. 
Considerable work has already been done relative to the orbital mainten-
ance question. The large number of maintenance studies performed for NASA 
and DOD over the past few years formed the basis for this study. These 
studies generally accented specific maintenance concepts, spacecraft pro-
grams, space tug effects, or certain analytical aspects. It was necessary 
to place all these alternative maintenance concepts on a common basis for 
effective comparison. This effort included an assessment of the relative 
value of the previously identified concepts and an overall comparison of 
the expendable, ground-refurbishable, and on-orbit maintainable modes. 
Through this process, the most effective concepts were isolated. 
The following major conclusions were reached in the study. 
• The development of an on-orbit servicer maintenance system is com-
patible with many spacecraft programs and is recommended as the 
most cost effective system. 
• Spacecraft can be designed to be serviceable with acceptable 
des~gn, weight, volume, and cost effects. 
• Use of on-orbit servicing over the 12 years' covered by the 1974 
SSPD and the October 1973 Payload Model results in savings greater 
than 
nine billion dollars over the expendable mode, and 
four billion dollars over the ground refurbishable mode. 
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• The pivoting arm on-orbit servicer was selected and a preliminary 
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• Orbital maintenance does not have arty significant impact on the 
space transportation system. 
• Users need guarantees that servicing will be available and assur-
ances that it will be cost effective. 
Tne advantages of on-orbit servicing are greatest when there are many 
similar spacecraft in orbit, when the program time is long compared to the 
spacecraft lifetime, when the spacecraft availability requirement is simi-
lar for comparative modes, and when the spacecraft cost J.8 not too low com-
pared to the launch cost. The study outputs included a one-tenth scale 
mockup of the on-orbit servicer and three representative spacecraft as well 
as engineering test units of two forms--side- and bottom-mounting--of module 
interface mechanisms. 
While the study used a NASA mission model representing automated space-
craft, the general conclusions are applicable to sortie missions and to 
DOD spacecraft. The study has been coordinated, integrated, and data ex-
changed with a parallel study, Integrated Orbital Servicing and Payloads 
Study, being conducted by the COMSAT Laboratories of the Communications 
Satellite Corporation (COMSAT) under the direction of Dr. Gary D. Gordon. 
The COMSAT study principally looked into on-orbit servicing and STS effects 
on communications satellite operations. These activities have been most 
beneficial to the conduct of this study. 
A. STUDY OBJECTI\~S 
The broad objective of this integrated orbital servicing study (IOSS) 
was to provide the basis for the selection of a cost effective orbital 
maintenanc·~ system supported by the space transportation system. This ob-
jective required the select.ed mode to be cost effective in the sense of 
minimizing the total life-cycle spacecraft program costs, including those 
associated with maintenance, while retaining the spacecraft availability 
level implied by the payload model. The maintenance approach selected 
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could have been a combination of modes which could be selecti.vely applied 
to the payload model automated spacecraft programs. 
Inclusion of the study add-ons has expanded the objective to include 
preliminary design of a cost effective servicer, fabrication of a one-tenth 
scale mockup, evaluation of the control issues pertinent to servicing in 
orbit, expanded technical emphasis on spacecraft interfaces to better assess 
the potential effects of spacecraft configuration for servicing, and the 
design and fabrication of engineering test units of two di.fferent space-
replaceable unit interface mechanisms and an associated end effector. 
The large number of maintenance studies performed for NASA and DOD the 
past few years form the basis of this study as shown in Table I-I. These 
prior studies (Chapter XI) generally accented specific maintenance concepts, 
spacecraft programs, space tug effects, or certain analytical aspects. It 
was necessary to put the alternative maintenance concepts on a common basis 
for effective comparison. All cost-generating effects were to be identified 
so the cost comparison could be co~plete. The design effort was originally 
limited to "gap filling" as necessary to form a basis for generating costs. 
Of the many approaches to providing servicing functions, module exchange 
was selected for maintenance concept evaluation because it satisfies the 
majority of the servicing operations with a single technique. This selec-
tion is consistent with the findings of the majority of the prior studies. 
TabZe I~l IOSS Scope 
CONS I DERATI ONS ACTIVITIES 
BUILD ON PRIOR STUDY RESULTS PUT PRIOR WORK ON COMMON BAS IS 
I NCLUDE ALL MA I NTENANCE CONCEPTS PERFORM TECHNICAL EVALUATIONS 
ALL AUTOMATED SPACECRAFT IN PAYLOAD MODEL CONDUCT STS IMPACT ANALYSIS 
SHUTILE ORBITER AND FULL CAPABILITY SPACE DETERMI NE SPACECRAFT I NTERFACE DES IGN 
TUG REQU I REMENTS 
PRIMARY SERVICING FUNCTION IS MODULE EX- PERFORM CONS ISTENT ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT 
CHANGE EVALUATE PROGRAMMATIC/MANAGEMENT ASPECTS 
PREPARE SERVICER PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND 
MOCKUP 
IDENTIFY SERVICER CONTROL SYSTEM APPROACH 
DESIGN AND FABRICATE SRU INTERFACE MECHAN-
ISMS 
PREPARE STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS WITH SUP-
PORTI NG RATIONALE 
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Module exchange can provide the servicing functions of (1) repair failed 
equipment, (2) repair degraded equipment, (3) overcome design failures, 
(4) replace/replenish worn-out equipment, and (5) update equipment with 
new models. Equipment includes mission equipment as well as subsystem 
equipment. The maintenance concepts were also evaluated as to their adap-
tability to such other servicing functions as inspection, cleaning, and 
fault detection and isolation. 
As the various maintenance conc,epts were identified, it became obvious 
that very little hard data existed; most concepts were just sketches of the 
spaceborne equipment and there were no data concerning the associated ground 
and operations equipment. Thus it was necessary to complete the concept 
definitions in many areas. Inherent in the activities of Table I-I is iden-
tification of the criteria for the several evaluations. These criteria have 
been identified and evaluated and have become one of the significant study 
outputs. 
In our examination of the many maintenance concepts, the entire auto-
mated spacecraft mission model, full life-cycle costs, the entire range of 
STS interfaces, and the myriad detail aspects, we found that the resultant 
breadth of our study permitted depth in only certain limited areas. We have 
compensated for this effect by drawing particularly on two excellent concur-
rent studies, Operations Analysis Study by the Aerospace Corporation, and 
ServiCing the DSC's-II with the STS by Tm-l Systems Group. These studies con-
centrated on more limited aspects and provided the depth of analysis needed 
SO we could apply it across the breadth of this study. 
The automated spacecraft of the payload model were evaluated to identify 
those to which maintenance might reasonably be applied. This involved 47 
different spacecraft programs with 340 missions. To provide the desired 
depth of analysis, six spacecraft programs were selected to characterize, 
or represent, all the maintenance-applicable spacecraft programs. The con-
figurations of the six spacecraft in this characteristic set are shown in 
Figure I-I. The figure shows each spacecraft in its operating configuration 
to approximately the same scale for each spacecraft. The characteristic set 
spacecraft designations are biomedical experimental scientific satellite 
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Figure I-l Configurations of Characteristic Set 
(BESS), environmental monitoring satellite (EMS), gravity satellite (GRAVSAT), 
international communications satellite (1NTELSAT), large X-ray telescope 
(LXRT), and upper atmosphere explorer (UAE). 
The figure illustrates the variety of shapes, sizes, and configurations 
of spacecraft that might be involved in servicing. The configurations of 
the spacecraft considered for maintenance are important for the following 
reasons: 
1) The sizes and shapes of the spacecraft as stowed in the payload 
bay are necessary to calculate potential launch sharings and costs; 
2) The operating configuration of the spacecraft as compared to the 
stmoled configuration in the payload bay is necessary to determine 
requirements for reconfiguring the operating spacecraft to fit 
back into the payload bay for ground refurbishment; 
3) The operating configuration is necessary for investigating docking 
considerations and movement of external servicing devices over the 
spacecraft surfaces; and 
4) The current configuration is necessary to help determine if, and 
how, a spacecraft should be configured for servicing. 
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Figures 1-2 and -3 illustrate serviceable config~~ations of the large 
X-ray telescope and the INTELSAT being serviced by an on-orbit servicer 
where the orbiter an1 tug are the respective carrier vehicles. These 
figures show two applications of the pivoting arm servicer, recommended 
by this study, that can also be applied to an earth-orbital teleoperator 
system, to a geosynchronous free-flyer, to the solar electric propulsion 
system, and to some forms of the interim upper stage. 
RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER NASA EFFORTS 
The lOSS, with its emphasis on building on prior and parallel study 
results, had a significant relationship to other NASA efforts. The prime 
relationship was with the Integrated Orbital Se~vicing and Payloads Study 
being performed by COt1SAT Laboratories of the Communications Satellite 
Corporation. These two studies were conducted in parallel for the same 
MSFC Contracting Offlcer's Representative, James R. Turner. The studies 
were coordinated, integrated and data was exchanged. Monthly coordination 
meetings were held and all our formal presentations were joint. The purpose 
of the COMSAT effort is to include a commercial user's perspective and to 
provide a fuller consideration of the effects of servicing on INTEL SAT de-
sign and operations. 
The major part of the prior work, which included over three million 
dollars of contracted effort, is well represented by the seven studies of 
Table 1-2. The recommendations from these studies ·and the types of data 
TabZe I-2 Significant ppiop Studies 
PAYLOAD SUPPORTING STUDIES FOR TUG ASSESSf,lENT 
~lSFC IN-HOUSE. 1973 
IN-SPACE SERVICING OF A DSP SATELLITE 
SAII1S0/TRW, ~lARCH 1974 
UN~lANNED ORB ITAL PLATFORlI.l 
. ~lSFC/R I, SEPTE~lBER 1973 
't>AYLOAD UTILIZATION OF TUG 
~lSFC/MDAC, GEAND FAIRCHILD, ~lAY 1974 
OPERATIONS ANALYSIS 
NASA/AEROSPACE, JULY 1974 
SERVICING THE DSCS-II WITH THE STS 
SAMSOfTRW, MARCH 1975 
EARTH OBSERVATORY SATELLITE SYSTE~l 
GSW I N-HOUSE AND CONTRACTED, CONTI NU I NG 
I-6 
contained in the study reports are 
shown in Table 1-3. These recom-
mendations were useful because they 
provided a tentative set of conclu-
sions the lOSS CQuld support or re-
ject. The study agrees with most 
of the stated recommendations as 
explained in Chapter II. 
Two of the studies were parti-
cularly helpful. The operations 
analysis study by Aerospace defined 
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Figure I-2 Servicing the Large X-Ray TeZescope at the Orbiter 
Figure I-3 Servicing the InteZsat via the FuZZ-Capability Tug 
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TabZe I-3 ResuZts of the Significant 
Prior Studies 
THEI R RECOMMENDATIONS INCLUDED: 
ON-ORBIT SERVICING IS THE MOST PROMISING 
MAINTENANCE APPROACH (ALL); 
SPACECRAFT SHOULD BE DESIGNED FOR SERVIC-
ING (ALL); 
GROUND REFURBI SHMENT I S NOT AS PROMI SING (SIX); 
HIGH RELIABI LlTY MAY BE MORE COST EFFECTIVE (THREE); 
ON-ORBIT SERVICING SHOULD BE FURTHER IN-
VESTIGATED (AW. 
TYPES OF DATA AVAILABLE: 
SERVICER CONCEPTS (ALL); 
SERVICEABLE SPACECRAFT CONCEPTS (ALL); 
COST DATA (ALL); 
SERVICER EVALUATION CRITERIA (S IX); 
RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT (FIVE); 
MODULE SIZES AND WEIGHTS (SIX). 
Table I-4 Concurrent Studies 
MULTI-MISS ION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
MSFC/MMCf JUNE 1974, 10 MONTHS 
ORBITAL ASSEMBLY AND MAINTENANCE 
JSC/MMC, AUGUST 1974, 12MONTHS 
STUDY TO EVALUATE THE EFFECT OF EVA 
ON PAYLOAD SYSTEMS 
AMES/R I, JULY 19'14, 6 MONTHS 
MULTI-MISSION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
(LAUNCH SITE) 
MSFC/MMC, SEPTEMBER 1974, 8 MONTHS 
EARTH ORBITAL TELEOPERATOR SYSTEM 
(EOTS) CONCEPTS AND ANALYSIS 
MSFC/MMC, JANUARY 1975, 12 MONTHS 
a set of standardized modules and 
the complement of those modules 
for 29 spacecraft. It also provided 
weight and reliability data for 
these modules. The data were extrap-
olated to our set of 47 spacecraft 
programs. The DSCS-II study by TRW 
was based on eXisting TRW spacecraft 
and provided much detailed data on 
deSigns, costs, and schedule effects. 
These data helped us to extrapolate 
the NASA-provided spacecraft cost 
numbers from the expendable form to 
the ground-refurbishable and on-orbit 
serviceable forms of spacecraft. 
The statement "high reliability 
may be more cost effective" can be 
interpreted in two ways. Two of the 
studies concluded that high relia-
bility may be more cost effective 
than orbital servicing, while the 
third study concluded that orbital 
servicing is more cost effective than 
the other two modes and, within this 
mode, the reliability increases con-
sidered prOVided additional savings 
for the spacecraft system considered. 
Table 1-4 lists five concurrent 
studies that provided additional 
data helpful to the lOSS and to 
which the lOSS provided significant 
and useful data. 
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The objective of maintenance is to increase a system's availability, 
which is a measure of the time that a system is re~dy to perform its inten
-
ded mission. Maintenance, or servicing, is one way to reduce the cost of 
availability. The many approaches to obtaining spacecraft availability 
are shown in Figure 1-4. This tree of approaches is easily divided into 
APPROACHES TO OBTAININ9 
SPACECRAFT PROGRAM 
AV A I LA B I L ITY 
i 
SPACECRAFT QUANTITY 
I 
, i i 
ON GROUND ON ORBIT 
I 
I 
I 
SPACECRAFT QUALITY 
I 1 RELI AB I LlTY 
INCREASE 
MAINTENANCE 
r
---' ...... --... - , I 
REDUNDANCY INHERENT 
i 
S£lF-
SWITCHED 
-__ I 
i 
REMOTELY 
SWITCHEO 
I 
ON GROUND 
I 
SELF-REPAI R 
'~------------------~v~-------------------_/~ 
EXPENDABLE GROUND 
REFURBISHABLE 
I 
, 
BUILT-ON 
I 
ON ORBIT 
i 
VIS ITING 
SYSTEMS 
'~------------~v~---------~/ 
ON-ORBIT MAINTAINABLE 
Figure I-4 Spacecraft Program AvaiZabiZity Approaches 
the maintenance modes of the study--expendable, ground-refurbishable, and 
on-orbit maintainable. Two maintenance concepts sho~m were considered and 
found to have little application--built-on and self-repair. Built-on is a 
maintenance concept in which the spacecraft has its own spare modules and 
the failed modules are replaced mechanically. Self-repair is an extension 
of built-on where the spacecraft has a second manipulator that is used to 
repair the failed modules. Note that the availability approaches in the 
shaded area are not considered part of the study effort; those in the un-
shaded area were addressed. 
In the expendable mode, spacecraft are launched until the desired on-
orbit fleet size is obtained and then each failed spacecraft is replaced 
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with a new spacecraft. The ground-refurbishab1e mode starts as with the 
expendable mode until a spacecraft fails. Then the failed spacecraft is 
returned to earth, repaired, and relaunched. (If an extra spacecraft has 
been procured, then it is sometimes possible to launch the replacement 
spacecraft and retrieve the failed spacecraft on one mission.) The on-orbit 
maintainable mode is also like the expendable mode until a failure occurs. 
Then replacement modules are taken into space,exchanged with the failed 
modules, and the spacecraft returned to normal operation. The method used 
for exchanging the modules, called visiting systems, has been the subject 
of much study. 
The overall study task identification and interrelationships shown in 
Figure 1-5 demonstrate the highly interactive approach necessary for the 
technical and economic evaluations to support the study objective--provide 
the basis for selection of a cost effective orbital maintenance system sup-
ported by the STS. The d~sired results are tradeoff studies, rationale, 
evaluations, criteria, spacecraft configuration data, and cost structure 
formats to support the selection of maintenance concepts to be used in the 
actual cost determination of on-orbit serviceable versus expendable and 
ground-refurbishab1e alternatives that will provide the desired spacecraft 
availability. 
TASK I MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS 
ANALYSIS 
SELECTION OF MAl NTENANCE APPLICABLE SET 
SELECTION OF CHARACTERISTIC SET 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SPACECRAFT 
FUNCTI ONAL AND HARDIV ARE REQU I REMENTS 
STS CAPABILITIES 
r
TASK 2 REV I E\'I AND ANALYSiS OFPREVliUS 
STUDIES 
DATA COLLECTION AND FORMATTING I ~IAINTENAI\tE CONCEPr REVIEW I 
I.IAI NTENANCE CONCEPT CATEGORIZATION , 
PRELlI,1I NARY ANAL YS IS' 
PRELIMINARY EVALUATlOr, 
TASK 4 SYSTEMS COST AND EFFECTS 
1-------,---------1 MAINTENAI\tE SYSTEM COSTS 
SPACECRAFT PROGRAM COSTS 
TASK 3 DESIGN AND cOSrSUPPORT'ANALYS~S 
AIAINTENANCE CONCEPT ANALYSIS 
SPACECRAFT INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS 
STS I~IPACT ANALYSIS 
COST SUPPORT ANALYSIS 
INTERMEDIATE EVALUATION 
COST COMPARI SONS 
SIGNIFICANT FACTOR IDENTIFICATION 
TASK 5 SELECT/RECOMMEND CONCEPTlS) 
TECHNICAL RANKING 
COST RANK I NG 
RECOMMENDATl ONS 
COORDINATION 
DOCUM~N~!QN ____ _ 
I TASK 7 SERVICER PRELIMINARY 
DES I GN AND MOCKUP 
l----I DlSIGNREQUIREMUIlS 
L 
LAYOUT DRAWINGS 
SCALED MOCKUP 
Figure I-5 Study Tasks and FZo1;) 
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After the first quarterly review the study effort was increased to in-
clude an increment to task 3, spacecraft interface requirements; task 6, 
servicer control issues; and task 7, servicer preliminary design and mockup_ 
These activities were added to meet the important needs of providing an 
effective on-orbit servicing demonstration device; i.e., a servicer mockup, 
an initial evaluation of the controls problem, and expanded definition of 
the effect on the spacecraft interfaces resulting from the on-orbit servi-
cing scenario. After the third quarterly review, task 8, space-replaceable 
unit interface mechanism design and fabrication, was added to provide en-
gineering test units for two approac~es to the important mechanical fasten-
ing interface between the space-replaceable units and the spacecraft and 
stowage rack. 
This technical volume has been organized to introduce each subject in 
sequence and to complete the discussion of that subject in its own chapter. 
The result is a different grouping of subjects from the study tasks. Table 
1-5 shows, on the left hand Side, which chapters discuss the subjects of 
specific tasks. The chapters have been ordered by completeness of discus-
sion with the primary chapters listed first. The inverse correspondence 
is shown on the right hand side of the table. 
Table I-5 Task/Chapter Correspondenae 
TASK TO CHAPTER CHAPTER TO TASK 
TASK CHAPTERS CHAPTER TASKS 
1 III I --
2 IV, II II All, 2 
3 IV, V, VIII, IX III 1 
4 I X, V II, V III, V IV 2, 3, 5 
5 " IV, V, IX V 3, 8,4, 5 1\, 
6 VI VI 6 
7 VII VII 7, 4 
8 V V II I 3, 4 
IX 4, 5, 3 
X 5 
-
While the study involved many facets, iterations, and evaluations, 
the flow of the major tradeoffs is shown in Figure 1-6. The three modes 
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EXPENDABLE ON-GROUND VISITING SYSTEMS 
I i 
I 
EVA SRMS 
i 
ON-ORBIT 
SERVICERS 
I 
i 
PIVOTING 
ARM 
, 
GENERAL PURPOSE 
MANIPULATOR 
--...-. 
EXPENDABLE 
~ '~------------------------~v~------------------------~/ 
GROUND ON-ORBIT MAINTAINABLE 
REFURBISHABLE 
EVALUATION CONS IDERATIONS: 
1. SPACECRAFT DESIGN ASPECTS 
2. STS IMPACTS 
3. TECHNICAL 
4. OPERATIONAL AREAS 
5. PROGRAMMATIC 
6. COST 
Figure I-6 Study EvaZuation FZow 
CONCEPTS 
MODES 
are shown across the middle of the figure. Each mode can be achieved by 
one or more maintenance concepts. The primary tradeoff is between the 
three modes, but the maintenance concept for the visiting system level--
EVA versus shuttle remote manipulator system vs on-orbit servicer--also 
had to be selected. While Figure 1-6 expresses the on-orbit servicer 
tradeoff as being between the pivoting arm and the general-p~rpose manip-
ulator maintenance concepts, these two concepts are the result of a 
screening/categorization/evaluation process that started with 15 differ-
ent concepts. The considerations sho~m on the figure were used in the 
evaluations depicted as well as in most of the other study evaluations. 
D. SIGNIFICANT CONCLUSIONS AND RESULTS 
The significant conclusions and results reached in the two Integrated 
Orbital Servicing studies are presented below with the major conclusions 
shown in italics. Many secondary results and supporting conclusions are 
given in the rest of this chapter and in the technical volume. The follow-
ing significant conclusions and results were generated by both COMSAT and 
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Martin Marietta in their two companion studies. These conclusions, where 
Hartin Marietta has performed a significant part of the work, are discussed 
aL1'1 their supporting rationale are presented in t'he remainder of {_his 
chapter, 
1. Top-level conclusions 
a) On-orbit maintenance is the most cost-effective mode (Chapter X). 
b) Spacecraft can be designed to be serviceable with acceptable 
design, weight, volume, and cost effects (Chapter V). r· c) The module exchange form of servicing is applicable to repairing failed satellites, improving reliability of operating satellites, 
and updating equipment (Chapter II). 
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d) Analysis, design, engineering test unit fabrication, and evalua-
tion of on-orbit servicers should continue (Chapter VII). 
e) On-orbit servicing can increase program flexibility and satellite 
reliability, lifetime, and availability (Chapter II). 
f) Ground refurbishment is not cost effective for most geosynchronous 
satellites (Chapter IX). 
2. Maintenance concepts 
a) The on-orbit servicer maintenance concept is recommended (Chapter X). 
b) The on-orbit servicer, extravehicular activity, and shuttle remote 
manipulator system are all technically feasible (Chapter IV). 
c) Only the on-orbit servicer is applicable to both tug and orbiter 
based missions (Chapter IV). 
d) Remote control of module exchange with an on-orbit servicer is 
technically feasible (Chapter VI). 
3. On-orbit servicers 
a) The pivoting arm on-orbit servicer Was selected and a preliminary 
design was prepared (Chapters IV and VII). 
b) On-orbit servicer concepts exist that will permit a broad range 
of spacecraft design alternatives (Chapter IV). 
c) On-orbit servicing is compatible with standardized modules or H spacecraft, but does not require them to be cost effective (Chapter ,. 
V). 
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d) Side- and bottom-mounting forms of space replaceable unit inter-
face mechanisms are useful and have been designed (Chapter V). 
4. Economics evaluations 
a) Use of on-orbit servicing over the 12 years covered by the 1974 
SSPD and the October 1973 Payload Model resuUs -in savings greater 
than 
• nine billion dollars over the expendable mode 3 and 
• four billion dollars over the ground refurbishable mode 
(Chapter IX)" 
b) The life cycle costs of the on-orbit servicer represent approxi-
mately one percent of the overall savings and these costs can be 
fully recovered by 1982 (Ch~pter IX). 
c) Cost sensitivity analyses showed that wide variations in cost data, 
especially mission model size and fraction of space~raft replaced, 
affect specific savings but do not change the major study conclu-
sions (Cha,ter IX). 
d) A long-life free-flying servicer at geostationary orbit is poten-
tially cost effective (Chapter IX). 
e) Specific launch cost reimbursement policies can be an important 
factor in which form of servicing is adopted for individual 
spacecraft programs (Chapter IX). 
f) Expendable satellites are cost effective where satellite lifetime 
meets program lifetime requirements (Chapter IX). 
5. Development implications 
1-14 
a) A single development of an on-orbit servicer maintenance system 
is compatible with many spacecraft programs and is recommended 
(Chapter V). 
b) Orbital maintenance does not have any significant impact on the 
space transportation system (Chapter VIII). 
c) On-orbit maintenance with the pivoting arm servicer is compatible 
, 
with a variety of delivery vehicles such as the orbiter, full capa-
bility tug, free-flying servicer, solar electric propulsion system, 
earth orbital teleoperator system, and some forms of the interim 
upper stage (Chapter IV). 
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6. User acceptance 
a) Users need guarantees that serviaing wiZl be available and assur-
anaes that it wilZ be aost effeative. 
b) 
c) 
d) 
A deeper understanding of the orbital servicing cost structure is 
required before initiating drastic changes in conventional satel-
lite construction and operations methods. 
Scheduling delays of several months are tolerable for many servi-
cing requirements. 
Development of the on-orbit servicer should include early in-space 
demonstrations of module exchange along with rendezvous and docking 
, ~ (Chapter X). 
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e) Building, flying, and servicing a serviceable satellite is needed 
to obtain widespread acceptance of orbital servicing (Chapter X). 
IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH 
All the on-orbit servicers considered--especially the one recommended--
used approaches, components, techniques, and arrangements that are well 
within present day state of the art. However, several associated aspects 
have been identified as candidate supporting researc~ and technology items 
in the advanced development category. These are discussed in the following 
paragraphs. n 
1. Control Techniques for On-Orbit Servicers (Chapter VI) 
This study recommended a combination of supervisory and remotely manned 
control. These techniques should be further considered to ensure that the 
most effective system of control of the module exchange process is employed. 
2. Space-Replaceable Unit Interface Mechanisms (Chapter V) 
The mechanical interface between space-repla:c~able units and the space-
craft and stowage rack needs a level of' standardization if a single.servicing 
concept is to be used across many spacecraft programs. Although two versions 
of the SRU interface mechanism have been deSigned and engineering test units 
fabricated, a significant amount of technology and development work must be 
performed before any interface mechanism can be established as a standard. 
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3. Connectors (Chapter V) 
When modules or SRUs are exchanged, connectors will be demated and mated 
with a single push-or-pull action. No such connectors suitable to this use 
were found and they must be developed. In addition to the usual electrical 
power and electronic signal connectors, waveguide connectors are needed. 
There is also a probable need for fluid connectors and some consideration 
should be given to thermal connectors. 
4. On-Orbit Servicing One-G Demonstration Facility (Chapter VII) 
This facility is needed to study the exchange of modules in one-g so 
control systems, latches, trajectories, connectors, and tolerances can be 
investigated and basic data developed for application to flight hardware 
development. 
5. Long-Term Space Environmental Effects (Chapter V) 
The long-term effects of the space environment on the ability to replace 
modules and on continued operation of the various parts of the nonreplace-
able units are not known. It is desirable to verify predictions that modules 
can be replaced and that the nonreplaceable units will have an adequately 
long life. 
6. Contamination Protection (Chapter V) 
The contamination limits for spacecraft during on-orbit servicing should 
be established so the appropriate limits for the on-or-it servicer and its 
carrier vehicle can be established. The servicer itself and the stowage rack 
can be kept clean by proper shrouding if necessary. However, the carrier 
vehicles, i.e., orbiter and tug, are not so easily kept clean and develop-
ment of a "clean" earth orbital teleoperator system should be considered if 
contamination limits are too stringent. 
7. Space-Replaceable Solar Arrays and Drives (Chapter V) 
Solar arrays and drives are expensive items that were considered .as 
part of the nonreplaceable units but that possibly should be considered for 
development into space-replaceable units. 
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F. SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL REPORT 
A review of the lOSS efforts and conclusions identified a number of 
areas that merit consideration for substantial additional effort. They 
are as follows • 
1. Engineering aspects, 
a) Analysis, design, engineer~ng test unit fabrication, and evaluation 
of on-orbit servicers (Conclusion I-d), 
b) Development of SRU interface mechanisms (Conclusion I-b), 
c) Development of electrical, waveguide, and fluid connectors compat-
ible with SRU interface mechanisms (Conclusion I-b), 
d) Simulations of module exchange including full-scale SRU interface 
mechanisms (Conclusion 3-a) , 
e) Investigation of on-orbit servicer control following the approach 
that has been suggested (Conclusion 2-e) , 
f) Design of representative serviceable spacecraft (Conclusion I-b), 
g) Development of spacecraft structural configurations that are com-
patible with space-replaceable units (Conclusions 1-b) , 
h) Investigation of multiple payload rendezvous techniques and energy 
requirements (Conclusion 4-b) , 
i) Evaluation of need for~ and possible development of, a thermal con-
nector (Conclusion I-b), 
j) Investigation of alternative materials in on-orbit servicer designs 
I' (Conclusion 3-a) , 
2. Economic aspects, 
a) Development of better cost data including spacecraft standardiza-
tion, flight density, and scheduling effects (Conclusion 4-a) , 
b) Generation of confidence limits on cost data (Conclusion 4-a) , 
c) 
d) 
Application to DOD programs (Study Limitations of Vol. I), 
Investigation of potential servicer benefits with other spacecraft 
not in the mission model considered herein; i.e., sortie lab pay-
loads, planetary, lunar, and heliocentric spacecraft (Study Limita-
tions of Vol. I), 
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e) Determination of effects of the continuing development of NASA 
launch cost reimbursement policy plans on economics and operations 
of servicing (Conclusion 4-e) , 
f) Investigation of availability, lifetime, and servicing strategies 
with a reliability simulation (Conclusion 1-e) , 
3. Management aspects (Conclusion 2-a) , 
a) Development of on-orbit servicer implementation plan, 
b) Investigation of programmatic/scheduling aspects of the STS, 
c) Consideration of operational mode alternatives, 
d) Evaluation of com~atibi1ity of interim upper stage with on-orbit 
.• • servicing, 
e) Consideration of orbit-based servicers (chemical vs solar electric 
propulsion), 
f) Development of techniques for spacecraft program manager selection 
of maintenance modes, 
g) Identification of safety implications, 
h) Evaluation of adaptability of the on-orbit servicer to central or 
peripheral docking systems; 
4. User aspects (Conclusion 5-a) , 
a) Development of an on-orbit servicer demonstration plan including 
on-orbit demonstrations, 
b) Ident!fication and fabrication of equipment for concept verifica-
tion and test facility. 
G. STUDY GUIDELINES 
The following guidelines were abstracted from the study Request for 
Proposal for reference purposes. 
1) This study will make maximum usage of the previous orbital maintenance 
conceptual studies and/or analyses. All methods are to be compared; 
therefore, no effort is being made in the beginning to restrict the 
range of consideration. 
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2) Only automated spacecraft are to be considered. In this context 
automated refers to spacecraft which are delivered to orbit and re-
leased and operate without the direct presence of man,. , 
3) The integrated orbital servicing system shall be compatible with the 
shuttle and the high technology (full capability) tug. 
4) This study shall be applicable to the current NASA traffic and mission 
models existing during the period of study'. 
5) The payloads/spacecraft descriptions to be uti1~zed in this study 
shall be defined by the Shuttle Systems Payload Data (SSPD) existing 
during the contract period. 
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II. PRIOR SERVICING STUDIES 
The background of this study is found in the large number of orbital 
maintenance studies which were ccmpleted or in progress when the lOSS 
started. One of the lOSS conditions is that it use this prior work as 
a starting point. It is thus useful to discuss these prior studies and 
their application to lOSS. They included many different aspects of space-
craft servicing, each had their own specific objectives, approaches, and 
areas of interest. Most tended to have positive conclusions on the value 
Some concluded that servicing was marginal eonomically 
advantages gained would be worth the development. Others, 
Institute for Defense Analyses paper, Current (FY 73) Issues 
Regarding Reusability of.Spacecraft and Upper Stages for Military Missions 
(Chapter XI, Item 0-5) is representative; concluded that on-orbit serv-
icing was marginally better economically but that the programmatic dis-
advantages and development problems militated against it. 
of servicing. 
but that the 
of which the 
~ The majority of the prior work may be .loosely grouped into seven con-
tinuing activities whose current conclusions are represented by the studies 
listed in Table II-I. The symbols in parentheses after the study name are 
used as designators on other figures in this chapter. Specific references 
:Table II-l Significant Frio!' Studies 
PAYLOAD SUPPORTI NG STUD IES FOR TUG ASSESSMENT MSFC IN-HOUSE, 1973 (TA) 
/\J-SPACE SERVICING OF A DSP SATELLITE 
SAMSOITRW, MARCH 1974 (DSP) 
UNMANNED ORBITAL PLATFORM 
MSFC/RI, SEPTEMBER 1973 (UOP) 
PAYLOAD UTILIZATION OF TUG 
MSFCtMDAC, GE AND FAIRCHILD, MAY 1974 (PUT) 
OPJ:RATi ONS ANALYS IS 
NASA/AEROSPACE, JULY 1974 (GA) 
SERVICING THE DSCS-II WITH THE STS 
SAMSOITRW, MARCH 1975 (DSCS III 
EARTH OBSERVATORY SATELLITE SYSp.;:.'''' 
GSFCIIN-HOUSE AND CONTRACT~.--cONTINUING (EOS) 
// 
,/ 
II-l 
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to the work may be found in the Bibliography of Chapter XI. The data and 
results of the prior studies, summarized in Table 11-2, were used to 
~dentify directions and provide data and methodology for this study. The 
various items were analyzed, cross-checked between studies, and verified 
before being incorporated in the lOSS conclusions. 
Table II-2 Results of the Significant Prior Studies 
THEI R RECOMMENDATIONS INCLUDED: 
ON-ORBIT SERVICING IS THE MOST PROMISING 
MAINTENANCE APPROACH (ALU; 
SPACECRAFT SHOULD BE DESIGNED FOR SERVIC-
ING (ALLl; 
GROUND REFURBI SHMENT I S NOT AS PROMI SING 
(SIX); 
HIGH RELIABILITY MAY BE MORE COST EFFECTIVE 
(THREE); 
ON-ORBIT SERVICING SHOULD BE FURTHER IN-
VESTIGATED (ALL). 
TYPES OF DATA AVAILABLE: 
SERVICER CONCEPTS (ALL): 
SERVICEABLE SPACECRAFT CONCEPTS (ALL): 
COST DATA (ALL): 
SERVICER EVALUATION CRITERIA (SIX): 
RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT (FIVE): 
MODULE SIZES AND WEIGHTS (SIX). 
A. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
.( 
.1 
All the seven studies addressed on-orbit servicing as a significant 
STS capability. The questions were in the nature of how and under what con-
ditions. The impetus to evaluate on-orbit servicing was provided by the 
activity to justify the space transportation system. The momentum was in-
creased by the series of low cost payload studies performed by Lockheed 
Missiles and Space Company for NASA. This was followed by a series of 
point deSigns such as the earth observatory satellite, large space tele-
scope, and defense support program. However, every study was limited to 
one or a few spacecraft or to specific aspects of on-orbit servicing. 
The general, servicing-related, recommendations of the seven studies 
are given in Table 11-2. Each study made positive statements on the 
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value of on-orbit maintenance and its superiority to the ground refurbish-
able maintenance mode and the expendable mode. The relative benefit of 
the ground refurbishable and expendable modes was not as clear cut. The 
operations analysis study did not connnent on ground refurbishment and 
four of the studies did not connnent on the relative value of high reli-
ability. The tug assessment study did connnent that long life, obtained 
by high reliability and reduction of wear-out aspects, could be cost effec-
tive. None of the other studies connnented to this point. The lOSS has 
agreed with the first four reconunendations of Table 11-2 but has done no 
work to support or refute the fifth ·recommendation. 
B. SCOPE AND DATA AVAILABLE 
The scope of the seven prior studies with respect to servicing is 
shown in Table 11-3. The emphasis and type of servicing data is given for 
each study. Most of the studies used reliability simulations to obtain 
numbers of spacecraft failures that could be used in the costing analyses. 
In some cases the reliability simulations were used with a costing model. 
The types of data given in Table 11-4 are those that could be used 
by the lOSS study and which were available in at least one of the studies. 
The operations analysis (OA) study by Aerospace Corporation is the most 
inclusive and applicable by subject and the DSCS-II study by TRW Systems 
Group went into the greatest depth with regard to spacecraft design and 
cost/reliability s~mulations. While these analyses ~nd data were of the 
type we needed, they were used with care and with a full realization of 
the objectives, ground rules, and limitations of the reference work. 
The reliability simulations provided some data on the relationships 
between availability, servicing strategies, and cost. Using the DSCS-II 
study as the primary baSis, several points may be stated. High avail-
abili ty (> 0.97) can bes t be obtained with the use of operating on-orbit 
spares. The major down-time contributor will then be the time to phase 
the spare spacecraft to its operating location. Ground preparations and 
orbiter scheduling inhibit obtaining high availabilHy by spares on the 
ground. When on-orbit spares are used, then on-orbit servicing can re-
duce costs while maintaining the minimum availability at a high level. 
The number of maintenance missions (whether to replace or service space-
craft) tends to be small. For exampl~, a ten year program with four 
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TabZe II-3 Saope of Friar Studies 
TA - DOMSAT B SPACECRAFT 
- LIM ITED CONS I DERATION OF SERVICER OPTIONS 
- EMPHASIS ON HIGH AVAILABILITY, MAINTENANCE POLICIES, AND 
UPPER STAGE ALTERNATIVES 
DSP - DSP SPACECRAFT 
- LIMITED CONSIDERATION OF SERVICER OPTIONS 
- AVAILABILITY REQUIREMENT NOT CONSTRAINED 
UOP - LIMITED CONSIDERATION OF SERVICER OPTIONS 
- NO RELIABILITY SIMULATION 
- CAPTURED 60-80% OF MAl NTENANCE APPLICABLE MISS IONS 
PUT - FOUR GEOSYNCHRONOUS SPACECRAFT 
- EMPHASIS ON EXPLOITING THE STS 
OA - 29 PROGRAMS REPRESENTED THE 42 MAl NTENANCE APPLICABLE 
SPACECRAFT 
- LIM ITED CONS IDERATION OF SERVICER OPTIONS 
- NO CONSIDERATION OF GROUND REFURBISHMENT 
- EMPHAS I S ON UPPER STAGE ALTERNATIVES 
DSCSII - DSCS II SPACECRAFT 
- INCLUDES MAINTENANCE POLICIES AND UPPER STAGE ALTERNATIVES 
- INCLUDES SPACECRAFT EQUIPMENT FAILURE CLASSIFICATION 
- DETAIL SPACECRAFT AND SERVICER DATA 
EOS - EOS SPACI:CRAFT 
- LIM ITED CONS I DERATION OF SERVICER OPTIONS 
- AVAILABILITY REQUIREMENT NOT CONSTRAI NED 
- DETAIL SPACECRAFT AND SERVICER DATA 
operating spacecraft might require four maintenance mission'~' on the average. 
Each servicing mission replaces 15% of the modules on each of two space-
craft visited on the average. One result of there being few maintenance 
missions is that the cost per mission of keeping a cadre of Imow1edgeab1e 
people available (for the period from end of production to end of pro-
gram) becomes high. As different sets of people are requirf!d for each 
spacecraft program, there is no proportionate savings for multiple space-
craft programs. 
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Table II-4 Types of Data Available Fpom Priop Studies 
-
-VI 0.. 0.. l- e:..> VI <t VI 0 :::> <t VI 0 I- 0 :::> 0.. 0 0 I.I.J SERVICER EVALUATION CRITERIA X X X ,X X SERVICER CONCEPT X X X X X X X SERVICEABLE SPACECRAFT CONCEPTS X X X X X X X MODULE SIZES AND WEIGHTS X X X X X MISSIONEQUIPMENT MODULES X X X RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT X X X X X X RELI ABILITY SIMULATION MODEL X X X X X COST DATA X X X X X X X COSTI NG METHODOLOGY X X X COST SENS ITIVITY ANALYS I S X X 
FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAMS X SOFTWARE COST ESTIMATES X 
c. FUNCTIONAL AND DESIGN GUIDELINES 
Functional and design guidelines for orbital maintenance were also abstracted from the prior studies. The functional guidelines are shown in Table 11-5. Note the low level of consensus on specific functtonal guidelines. On only one item are all seven studies agreed, although more than one study recommended similarly on seven of the ten items. 
These functional gUidelines and the design guidelines were used as possible guidelines in the lOSS study. They were further evaluated as the study progressed and some were included in the study reconnnendations. The first item has been used as an lOSS guideline. It appears advantageous to use similar equipment for high earth orbits (HEO) and low earth orbits (LEO) if technically feasible so that the development cost of a second system can be avoided. The third item is involved in, a national policy question as to whether anything will be left in space. The lOSS recom-mended that modules and spacecraft be left in space, for Some cases, to save cost. However, if policy becomes one of reducing pollution in space by retrieving all space debris, then the cost of expendable spacecraft will increase and on-orbit maintenance will appear even better. The availability 
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Table I1"-5 Candidate Funational Guidelines From Prior Studies 
LIMIT SERVICING TO MODULE EXCHANGE (ALL) 
SIMILAR EQUIPMENT FOR LEO AND HEO (UOP, OA) 
RETURN FAILElJ MODULES (uOP, OA, EOS, DSP SAID NO) 
REPLACE LI FE LIM ITED EQUI PMENT AND PROPULS ION MODULES WHEN 
REPLACING FAILED MODULE (DSCSII, EOS) 
AVAI LAB I LlTY REQU I REMENT~ 0.9999 (TA) 
REPA I R COST FRACTI ON = 0.3 (TA) 
WARNING INITIATED SERVICING PROGRAMS COST MORE (DSP, DSCSII) 
ONE EXTRA FLEET SIZE IS GENERALLY BEST (TA, DSCSII) 
MANNED SUPPORT FOR CONTINGENCIES (OA, EOS) 
A PRE-SHUTTLE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM IS REQUIRED (OA) 
requirement of the TA study is more stringent than the availability numbers 
discussed in other studies where availability was used as a reliability 
simulation output rather than as a requirement. The one extra fleet size 
means that one more spacecraft is purchased and flown on-orbit than is re-
quired to meet the scheduled on-orbit requirement. 
Every one of the studies recommended that on-orbit servicing be 
limited to module exchange. Module exchange can accomplish: 
1) Repair of failures, 
2) Repair of degraded equipment to improve spacecraft reliability, 
3) Repair of design failures, 
4) Repair of worn-out equipment and replenishment of expendables 
such as propellants, and 
5) Updating of equipment in terms of more modern equipment or to 
change the mission objective. 
Other functions such as cleaning, inspection, and checkout were not given 
significant importance as on-orbit servicing activities. There is part 
of a serviceable spacecraft called the nonreplaceable unit (NRU) which 
normally is not exchanged. It generally consists of structure, antennas, 
wiring, and solar arrays. All of these have a high reliability and thus 
represent few failures. 
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spacecraft would be lost in attempting to operate four spacecraft over a 
ten-year program due to NRU failures. The result is that the large ma-
jority of servicing requirements can be met by the single activity of ex-
changing modules. To add more servicing functions will require signifi-
cantly more servicer capability. Note that the spacecraft can be de-
signed to do its own fault detection and checkout. The IOSS has thus con-
centrated on the important servicing activity of module exchange. 
The design guidelines are shown in Table II-6. While it was easier 
to identify design guidelines than f~nctional guidelines, the consensus 
Table II-6 Candidate .Design Guidelines F~om Prio~ studies 
USE DATA BUS CONCEPT (ALL) 
SERVICERISPACECRAFT INTERFACE MUST BE STANDARDIZED (PUT, EOS) 
FLAT MODULE MOUNTING SURFACE (uOP, TA) 
SIDE MODULE MOUNTING (DSCSII, OA) 
SERVICER LENGTH ~ 3 FEET (PUn 
SERVICER WEIGHT ~ 500 LB (Pun 
AVOI D CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER (OA, DSP) 
SMALL REPLACEABLE MODULES ARE PREFERRED (TA) 
SRU SIZE HAS M I NOR EFFECT ON NUMBER OF SERV IC I NG FLI GHTS (DSCS II) 
SMALL SRUs REQU I RE HALF THE PER FLI GHT REPLACEMENT WEI GHT (DSCS II) 
CARRY ~ 1500 LB OF MODULES PER SERVICE MISSION (DSP) 
WEIGHT AND COST INCREMENTS FOR ON-ORBIT SERVICING ARE zlO% (TA) 
WEI GHT PENALTY FOR SERVICEAB I LlTY ~ 1700 LB (OA), 400 LB (DSCS I J) 
SOFTWARE COSTS NOT EXCESS IVE (OA) 
""----------------------------_",J 
on recommendations is no better. Acceptance of the data bus concept for 
the spacecraft is almost mandatory for on-orbit maintenance, otherwise the 
number of pins in the mating electrical connectors will become excessive. 
This is particularly true if functional redundancy through the electrical 
connectors is used. The DSCS-II study was unique in that it involved 
three sizes of modules. The medium size module (15 per spacecraft) re-
sulted in the lowest total program cost. The larger size modules resulted 
in a larger total module weight to orbit for the whole program while the 
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c.onverse was true for the smaller modules. This can imply a larger launch 
cost for large modules depending on the launch cost reimbursement policy 
used. The DSCS-II study recommended use of large (eight per spacecraft) 
modules. The EOS study used four subsystem mcdu1es and six mission modules. 
The lOSS suggests the use of between twelve and twenty modules per 
spacecraft. 
The PUT study length and weight limits were established by the orbiter 
cargo bay length constraint when carrying the tug and by the tug round 
trip weight capability. The three candidate guidelines on spacecraft geom-
etry (items 2, 3, and 4) simplify the module exchange mechanism design 
but could cause the spacecraft design to be more difficult. Side mount-
ing of modules and bottom (flat mounting surface) mounting of modules were 
both suggested. Note also the differences in spacecraft weight penalties 
incurred when the spacecraft is designed for on-orbit servicing. lhe TA 
number was for a single spacecraft and the OA number was averaged over 16 
spacecraft. The OA number was large because almost every piece of mission 
equipment was indiVidually modularized. Also the OA study involved an 
additional 121 lbs associated with each module which was due to: baseplate, 
mechanism, thermal control, electrical connector, and power conditioning. 
lbe DSCS-II raw data showed an additional 800 lbs of propellant to allow 
for stationkeeping and inclination control over the ten year program life. 
The lOSS suggests that 600 to 800 lbs per spacecraft is a more likely 
penalty for serviceable spacecraft aesign. 
D. CONDITIONS FAVORING MAINTENANCE 
Documentation for the seven studies was reviewed to isolate those 
spacecraft program/servicing conditions that might favor orbital servic-
ing. These conditions are listel;l in Table 11-7. 
There are only two areas where the prior studies agree as to what 
favors orbital maintenance. These are launch cost sharing and multiple 
spacecraft servicing, both of whi'ch reduce the effective launch costs of 
a service mission. In no other area is a consensus obtained. This illus-
trates the difficulty of reaching simple, definite conclusions on orbital 
maintenance. -
It had earlier been suggested that high spacecraft cost should favor 
the application of maintenance. However, none of the referenced studies 
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TabZe II-? Conditions Favorin~ OrbitaZ Maintenanae as Identified By Prior Studies " 
---
-V') c.. c.. I- U V') « V') 0 :::::I « V') 0 I- 0 :::::I c.. 0 0 L.IJ LAUNCH COST SHARI NG X X X X MULTIPLE SPACECRAFT SERVICING X X X X LOWER SERV1CER COSTS X X X ""-MORE SPACECRAFT PER PROGRAM X 
, SUBSYSTEM STANDARDIZATION X X LOWER SPACECRAFT LIFETIME X NO X LOWER RELIAB ILiTY NO X X GREATER UPPER STAGE PERFORMANCE NO X NO USE OF SEPS 
X 
identified this factor as favoring maintenance. The ross has concluded that the advantages of on-orbit servicing are greatest when there are many similar spacecraft in orbit, when the program time is long compared to the spacecraft mean time-to-failure, when the launch charges are based on weight or volume taken to and from orbit, when the spacecraft avail-ability requirement is similar for comparative modes, and when the space-craft cost is not too low as compared to the launch cost. 
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III. MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 
In order to perform a cc&plete analysis on the feasibility of a cost-
effective maintenance system for automated spacecraft during the shuttle 
era, it was first necessary to establish a data basis to be used through-
out the performance of t:he study. The performance of maintenance involves 
the correct combination of three separate and distinct elements: (1) the I, 
spacecraft upon which maintenance may be performed, (2) the system used to ,'" 
perform maintenance, and (3) the system used to transport both the space-
craft and the maintenance system. 
This chapter discusses in some detail the process used to select the 
spacecraft upon which the performance of maintenance was investigated and 
describes a few of the important, maintenance related characteristics of 
a representative set of the selected spacecraft. Also discussed are the 
existing and currently planned capabilities of the separate STS elements, 
as they apply to maintenance. A brief description of typical maintenance 
mission scenarios follows, plus a brief description of functional and hard-
ware requirements of maintenance resulting from combining the spacecraft, 
the maintenance systems, and the STS elements in the various scenarios. 
A. MAINTENANCE APPLICABLE SET OF SPACECRAFT 
Several hundred spacecraft missions will be flown during the shuttle 
era. In order to fully evaluate maintenance concepts, the spacecraft upon 
which maintenance may be performed must be considered. Rather than use all 
of the spacecraft in orbit as a basis for evaluating maintenance concepts, 
only those spacecraft upon which the performance of maintenance appears to 
be most feasible will be used in this study. This group of spacecraft is 
called the maintenance applicable set. Since that still could represent a 
large number of spacecraft, a smaller set of spacecraft, called the charac-
teristic set, was chosen to represent the larger set. This characteristic 
set, which was selected to span most df the important maintenance-related 
characteristics of the larger, maintenance applicable set, was used where 
it was necessary to develop a greater level of detail than was possible 
for the entire maintenance applicable set. 
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Figure 111-1 presents a brief, flow chart type summary of the approach 
used to select these two sets. The first step in the process was to deter-
mine the total automated spacecraft planned to be flown during the shuttle 
era. From this group of spacecraft, the spacecraft upon which it may prove
 
feasible to perform maintenance and the spacecraft in the characteristic 
set would be selected. 
The next step in the process involved the selection of the spacecraft 
upon which maintenance might prove to be more feasible by the elimination 
of ~11 spacecraft upon which the performance of maintenance appeared to be 
very unlikely at this time. Sever~l criteria were evaluated to be used in 
the elimination of spacecraft from maintenance considerations. The five 
criteria shown in Figure 111-1 were the ones selected to be used in the 
TOTAL AUTOMATED SPACE- f-__ 5_45_M_I_SS_I_ON--, 
CRAFT PROGRAM 101 PROGRAMS 
ORBIT----~ SELECT SPACECRAFT f--_33_5_M_IS_S_10_NS_"_, 
SCHEDULE - FOR MAINTENANCE 49 PROJRAMS MA INTENANCE 
NECESS ITY CONS I DERATIONS APPLICABLE 
DATA-- . SPACECRAFT 
COST-----~ 
L-... ___ --' I" 
E DATA CATEGORIZ 
GROUP IN 5 
ESTABLISH 
SELECT SPA 
CHECK SET 
ETS-
MATRIX 
CECRAFT 
"REVISED TO 340 M ISS IONS AND 47 PR OGRAMS DURING 
ECONOM IC ANAL YS IS, 
1 
DETERMINE 
CHARACTERISTIC 
SET 
54 MISSlbNS 
6 PROGRAMS 
CHARACTER I STI C 
SET 
Figure III-l Approach for Selection of Maintenance Applicable Spacecraft 
elimination of spacecraft and the spacecraft remaining formed what is called
 
the maintenance applicable set. The maintenance applicable set consists 
of all the spacecraft upon which it may prove feasible to perform mainte-
nance and establishes the basis used tu investigate the technical and 
economic interfaces between maintenance concepts and spacecraft. The 
characteristic set was selected from the maintenance applicable set and 
was used to represent the entire maintenance applicable set in several 
instances in the study. 
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The final step in the selection proce
ss involved the actual determina~ 
tion of the characteristic set. The 
criteria used to select the spacecraft
 
were determined and a logical process 
was established to select the space-
craft. An iterative procedure was use
d to help verify that the set selected
 
included the best mix of spacecraft to
 represent the maintenance applicable 
set. 
The numbers shown as a part of the ou
tput from each step in Figure 
111-1 show the total number of spacec
raft missions and programs for each 
step. There were 545 missions and 101 p
rograms identified in the total 
automated spacecraft program. From th
ese, 210 missions and 52 programs 
were eliminated to leave 335 missions 
and 49 programs in the maintenance 
applicable set. Finally, six spacecra
ft programs with a total of 54 
missions were selected as the charact
eristic set of spacecraft. 
In the economic analysis of the maint
enance applicable set, a review 
of the data identified several incons
istencies. As a result, the space-
craft in the maintenance applicable se
t were revised to 47 spacecraft 
programs and 340 missions, which forme
d the a(:tual basis for the cost 
analysis. 
1. Selection of Maintenance Applicabi
e Set 
The total automated spacecraft were se
lected from two sources, the 
October 1973 NASA Payload Model (Chapter XI, It
em A-I) and the July 1974 
SSPD (Chapter XI, Item E-3). The payload mode
l presented a summary of the 
future planned spaceflights for NASA f
or the years 1973 through 1991. 
While there are actually two SSPD docu
ments, one for aLLomated payloads 
and one for sortie lab (spacelab) payloads, on
ly the automated payload 
SSPD was used. Similarly, only the au
tomated payloads from the payload 
model were used. This study did not t
ake into consideration any spacelab 
payloads. While it certainly could pr
ove feasible to perform maintenance 
upon automated spacecraft during space
lab missions, maintenance upon 
spacelab payloads was not considered i
n this study., Also, no DoD payloads 
were considered in this study. 
Table 111-1 presents a sunhnary of all 
of the automated spacecraft 
missions which formed a basis for this
 study. Spacecraft missions are 
listed by year of launch and by progra
m. The table is baSically the same 
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TabZe III-l TotaZ Automated Spaaearaft Summary 
YEAR OF LAUNCH - 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 H2 U3 C4 65 ::;6 1:>7 !:Sf, 89 90 91 TOTAL 
NASA 
2 2 2 1 2 4 ASTRONOMY 
1 2 1 2 1 2 PHYSICS 
2 2 PLANETARY 1 1 :;l 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 LUNAR 1 o· LIFE SCIENCES 0 0 0 0 
EARTH OBSERVATIONS 1 2 0 2 3 3 
EARTH & I.::':EAN PHYSICS 0 1 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 COMMUN. & NAVIGATION 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 SPACE PROCESSING 
0 0 0 0 SPACE TECHNOWGY 0 0 
TOTAL 6 8 7 7 11 10 
NON-NASA/NON-OOD 
& NAVIGATION 5 9 8 6 6 9 COMMUN. 
2 3 4 EARTH OBSERVATIONS 1 1 2 
EARTH & OCEAN PHYSICS 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 9 13 TOTAL 6 10 10 
GRAND TOTAL 12 18 17 15 20 23 
SOURCES: THE OCTOBER 1973 PAYWAD MODEL 
THE JULY 1974 SSPD 
2 6 6 
2 2 3 
5 2 7 
1 0 0 
1 2 2 
3 3 4 
2 2 4 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
16 l!.! 26 
4 6 6 
3 2 4 
0 0 0 
7 8 10 
23 26 36 
911 9 15 14 12 12 12 9 13 143 
1 2 3 1 2 3 4 3 4 4 43 
0 3 4 5 5 2 0 2 2 2 49 
0 0 1 0 1 '1 1 1 1 1 8 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 26 
4 3 3 3 3 7 2 5 2 5 58 
2 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 4 0 22 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 6 
25 25 27 357 19 21 23 27 32 27 22 
5 & 6 6 6 3 9 5 9 4 120 
4 2 2 3 3 3 7 4 5 4 59 
0 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 9 
9 10 8 9 12 6 19 9 17 8 188 
28 31 31 3u 44 33 41 34 42 35 545 
as the summary table presented in the payload model, with the main excep-
tion being the additional missions added by the July 1974 SSPD. A total 
of 474 missions were shown in the payload model as compared to the 545 
missions shown in this table. 
Although this study encompasses the performance of maintenance upon 
shuttle era spacecraft, many of the missions shown in Table 111-1 will be 
launched prior to the time that the shuttle and tug will be ready. In 
fact, some of the spacecraft shown have already been placed in orbit. 
These spacecraft were included in this study for two reasons. First, the 
format of this table was left essentially the same as the format of the 
summary table in the October 1973 payload model to enable an easier com-
parison between the two tables. This was done since the data from the 
summary table in the payload model has already been used in several related 
studies and it is necessary, when discussing results or making compari-
sons of studies, to know what the basis was for the studies. The second, 
and main reason why the pre-shuttle era spacecraft have been included was 
that lit may prove feasible, and desirable, to perform maintenance upon 
spacecraft placed into orbit by expendable launch vehicles, after the 
shuttle and tug become operational. 
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At this point, 545 spacecraft missions, representing 101 spacecraft 
programs, had been identified. The next step in the process was to elimi-
nate spacecraft upon which it was evident that it would probably not be 
feasible to perform maintenance. This would serve to narrow the boundary 
of the study and to help focus the major attention of this study upon the 
spacecraft most likely to benefit from orbital mainte'nance. Many criteria 
were considered to be used for the elimination of spacecraft. The follow-
ing five were selected as valid criteria to be used: 
1) Orbit - All spacecraft in earth escape orbits were eliminated from 
further consideration in this study. This included all lunar, planetary, 
and heliocentric spacecraft. While some maintenance could be performed on 
an earth escape mission while the spacecraft is still undergoing checkout 
in earth orbit, that is considered to be a part of the normal checkout 
capability of the shuttle or tug. Once the spacecraft has been placed on 
the escape trajectory, the energy or the time required to perform a mainte-
nance mission would be excessive over the current planned STS capabilities. 
Once a maintenance concept has been selected, its use with an earth escape 
type of spac~craft could be considered; however, it would not be proper to 
base the selection of a maintenance concept, even in part, on requirements 
of a spacecraft designed for earth escape missions. 
2) Schedule - All spacecraft planned on being launched prior to 1979 
have been eliminated from this study. All spacecraft which would require 
a tug to emplace in orbit and which are planned on being launched prior to 
1982 have been eliminated from this study. Initial operational c.apability 
(IOC) of the shuttle orbiter is expected to occur in 1980 and IOC of the full 
capability tug (ground-ruled for use in this study) is expected to occur in 
1983. Even though the shuttle and tug will not be available to perform 
maintenance until these times, some payloads launched prior to these times 
have been included to permit consideration of performing maintenance on 
spacecraft already in orbit when the shuttle and full-up tug become oper-
ational. It was decided not to look at spacecraft launched more than 2 
years before the IOCs of the shuttle and full-up tug since there probably 
will not be enough time for the maintenance concept design to affect the 
spacecraft, due to the long lead time usually required to implement design 
changes on a spacecraft. This will also help prevent levying too stringent 
requirements on the maintenance concept due to early spacecraft require-
ments. 1II-5 
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3) !~ecessity - All spacecraft with no active systems (Le., no elec-
trical power system, no attitude control system, no tracking, telemetry 
and command, etc.) were eliminated from further consideration in this study. 
These spacecraft would be entirely passive and have no systems to maintain.
 
Two spacec'raft programs, with 8 missions (long duration exposure facility 
and MINILAGEOS) were eliminated under this criteria. 
4) Inadequate Data - tU1 Bpacecraft with inadequate data currently 
available were eliminated from further consideration in this study. Only 
one spacecraft was found that could. be eliminated under this criteria, the 
space processing free flyer. Almost no other data, except the name of the 
spacecraft, were available, not even the number of missions. 
5) Cost - All spacecraft for which a very simplified cost analysis 
showed that the expendable form of the spacecraft appeared to be much less 
expensive than the on-orbit maintenance form were eliminated from this 
study. Only the expendable and on-orbit maintainable spacecraft costs were
 
compared for this simplified costing. For the simplified analyses, the 
following assumptions were used: 
• On-orbit fleet size was one 
• All shuttle and all tug flights had the same operations costs 
• No loss factors 
• The same cost sharing used for expendable as for on-orbit mainte-
nance 
An equation was set up comparing the total costs of the expendable form of 
the spacecraft program and the on-orbit maintainable program, and the numbe
r 
of missions required to make on-orbit maintenance less expensive than 
expendable was determined. Very simplified assumptions required that a 
large margin be included so as not to eliminate any spacecraft programs 
that should be considered. 
Table 111-2 presents a summary of all spacecraft eliminated at this 
time for all the five criteria. The data is presented by number of mis-
sions and number of programs eliminated for each criteria and totaled both 
by program and by criteria. If some missions were e1iminatf~d due to 
several criteria, only the first criteria under which it was eliminated 
is shown. If a certain spacecraft program was eliminated for more than 
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TabZe III-2 Summary of Spacecraft EZiminated 
TUG 
LAUNCH LAUNCH 
NASA ORBIT <1979 < 1982 NECESSITY DATA COST TOTAL 
PAYLOAD MIS- PRO- MIS- PRO- MIS- PRO- MIS- PRO- MIS- PRO- MIS- PRO- MIS- PRO-
PROGRAM S IONS GRAM SIONS GRAM S IONS GRAM S IONS GRAM SIONS GRAM SIONS GRAM SIONS GRAM 
ASTRONOMY 6 1 13 j I 0 -- -- -- -- -- -- 20 2 
PHYS ICS 9 3 9 0 4 0 -- -- -- -- -- -- 22 3 
PLANETARY 49 28 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 49 28 
LUNAR 8 5 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 8 5 
LIFE SCIENCES -- -- j 0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 0 
EARTH OBSERVA-
-- --
11 2 1 0 -- -- -- -- j j 13 3 
TION 
EARTH AND OCEf,N -- -- 3 2 2 0 2 j -- -- 4 3 II (, 
PHYS ICS 
NON-NASlliNON-DOD -- -- 56 0 21 0 -- -- -- -- .1 I 78 1 
COMMUNICATIONSi -- -- 2 2 .- -- _. 
--
-. 
--
-- --
2 2 
NAV IGIITION 
SPACE PROCESSI NG -- -- -- _. -- -- .. -- TBD j -- -- fllO 1 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY -- -- -- -- -- -- 6 1 -- -- -- "" (J 1 
TOTAL 72 37 95 7 29 0 R 2 TBD I () 5 210 52 
one criteria, the spacecraft program is listed under the criteria that 
eliminated the last mission, and thus the entire program. A total of 210 
missions and 52 programs were eliminated. Table 111-3 presents a summary 
of the spacecraft programs eliminated. This table does show which missions 
were eliminated for more than one criteria. For example, there were four 
missions in the total automated spacecraft (Table 111-1) for the advanced 
synchr.onous meteorological satellite. Three of these four were to fly 
prior to 1979, so they were eliminated. Since they are to be in geosyn-
chronous orbit, a Tug will be required. Since they fly before 1979, they 
could also be eliminated under the criteria "Tug Launch<1982". In Table 
111-2, these three missions were eliminated under the criteria "Launch < 
1979". In Table 111-3, these three .missions are listed under both cri-
teria. The one mission remaining was elindxlated under the cost criteria. 
In Table 111-2, this mission and the spacecraft type are both listed under 
the cost criteria. 
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TabZe III-3 Spaaearaft Programs EZiminated 
NUMBER OF MISSIONS ELIMINATED 
LAUNCH TUG LAUNCH NECES-
SPACECRAFT NAME NET ORBIT <1919 
<1982 S ITY DATA COST 
EXTRACORONAL LYMAN ALPHA EXPLORER 6 6 1 
ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY 1 1 
HIGH ALTITUDE EXPLORER 6 6 1 
GRAVITY AND RELATIVITY SAT. - SOLAR 2 • 2 
HELIOCENTRIC & INTERSTELLAR SPACECRAFT 1 1 
EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE 1 1 
NIMBUS 2 2 
ADVANCED SYNCHRONPUS METEOROLOGICAL SAT. 4 3 3 
1 
GEODETIC EARTH ORBlTl NG SATELLITE 1 1 
LASER GEODYNAM IC SATELLITE 1 1 1 
SEASAT 2 1 
1 
GEOPAUSE 2 1 
1 
MINILAGEOS 2 
2 
MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR SATELLITE 3 1 
2 
TlROS OPERATIONAL SATELLITE 7 6 1 
1 
APPLIED TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE 1 1 1 
COOPERATIVE APPLICATIONS SATELLITE 1 1 1 
LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FAC IUTY 6 
6 
SPACE PROCESS I NG FREE-FLYER TBD 
TBD 
ALL PLANETARY MISSIONS 49 49 10 24 
ALL LUNAR MISSIONS 8 8 2 
The total number of spacecraft programs eliminated was 52, including 
28 planetary programs, 5 lunar programs, and the 19 other programs listed 
in Table 111-3. The 52 programs eliminated included 106 missions. The 
additional 104 missions eliminated came from spacecraft programs not 
entirely eliminated, but which have had some of their missions eliminated. 
Table I~I-4 presents a summary of the spacecraft programs remaining 
once the criteria of orbit, schedule, necessity, inadequate data, and cost 
have been applied. At this point, a total of 335 missions and 49 space-
craft programs were left. This group of spacecraft was called the 
maintenance applicable set and represents all of the spacecraft which were 
considered for maintenance in the rest of this study. 
Spacecraft programs and missions that have been eliminated from further 
consideration in this study were reevaluated later in the study to insure 
that none were eliminated that would actually be feasible for maintenance. 
This was performed once the detailed technical and economic analyses were 
well under way. Other criteria which were considered, but not selected, 
to be used to eliminate spacecraft at this time (such as Size, weight, 
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TabZe III-4 Swnmary of Maintenance ApplicabZe Set 
I 
PAYLOAD 
PAYLOAD MODEL 
NO. CODE NO. SPACECRAFT NMIE 
AS-03-A ASHB COSAIiC BACKGROUND EXPLORER 
AS-OS-A ASHC ADVANCED RADIO ASTRONOhlY EXPLORER 
SO-Q3-A ASH SOLAR A1AX IAlUAl All SS ION 
HE-09-A ASH LARGE HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY 8 
HE-03-A AST-5A EXTENDED X-RAY SURVEY 
HE-08-A AST-58 LARGE HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY A 
HE-IO-A AST-5C LARGE HIGH ENERGY OBSERVATORY C 
HE'05-A AST-5D IIIGH LATITUDE COSMIC RAY SURVEY 
AS -OJ-A ASH LARGE SPACETELESCOPE 
SO·02-A AST-7 LARGE SOLAR OBSERVATORY 
ASI6-A ASH LARGE RADIO OBSERVATORY ARRAY 
IIE-lI-A AST-9A LARGE II I GI-I ENERGY OBSERVATORY 0 
HE-OI-A AST-9B LARGE X-RAY TELESCOPE FACILITY 
AS-07-A AST-NI 3M M1B lENT TEhlPEllATURE I R TELESCOPE 
AS-I!'A AST-N2 l.5M IR TELESCOPE 
AS-13-A AST-N3 lIV SURVEY TELESCOPE 
A$-14-A AST-N4 1M UV - OPTICAL TEl ESCOPE 
AS'I7-A AST-N5 30M IR I NTEIlFEROMETER 
HE·07·A PHY-IA S~lALL HIGH ENERGY SATELLITE 
AP-OI-A PHYIB UPPER ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER 
AP-02-A PIW-IC EXPLORER'~IED I Uhl ALTITUDE 
AP-04-A PHY-2A GRAVITATIONAl. AND RELATIVITY SATELLITE - LEO 
AP05-A PIIY-3A ENV IRO~I\IENTAL PERTURBATION SATELLITE-A 
1 
1 
AP-07 -A PHY-3B ENVIIW~lENTAL PERTURBATION SATELlITE-B 
IIH2-A PHY-S COSAIIC RAY LABORATORY 
LS -02-A LS·I BIOA1EDICAL EXPERlhlENT SCIENTIFIC SATElLITE 
EO-08-A EO-3 EARTH OBSlRVATORY SATELLlTF 
lO-09-A EO·4 SYNCHRONOUS EARTH OBSEINATOP.Y 5AT[tLITE 
EO-IO-A EO-5 APPLICATI ONS EXPLORER (SPEC I AL PURPOSE SATfLlI TEl 
FO-12-A [0-0 TIROS 
OP -02-A Ear-5 GRAVITY GRADIOMETER 
OP -04-A EOP-7 GRAVSAT 
OP-05-A EOP-8 VECTOR ~lAGNETO~\mR SAIELlITE 
CN 51·A NWD·I I NTELSAT 
CN-52 A NWD-2A* DOMSAT A 
CN'53-A NWO-2B DOA1SAT B 
CN·S8-A NN/D-2C DO~lSAT r. 
CN-54-A NN/D-3 DISASTER WARNING SATELLITE 
CN-55-A NNlD-4 TRAFFIC A1ANAGEMENT SATrLLlTE 
GN-56'A NNID·5A FORE I GN COl\l~lUNICATION SATELLITE-A 
CN60A NN/D-5B * FOREI ON GO~lA1UNIGATION SATELLlTE-B 
CN59-A NN/D6 COA1A1UNICATIONS H&D PROTOTYPE 
rO-56-A NN/D-3 [NVIR(1·1I1ENTAL MONITORING SATELLITE 
EO-57 -A NN/D·9 FOREI· N SYNCHRONOUS METEOROLOGICAL SAT[LLITE 
EO'58-A NN/D·1O GEOSYNCHRONOUS OPERATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SATELLI Tf 
EO-61'A NNID·lI EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY OPERATIONAL SATELlITE 
EO-59-A NNlD·12 GLaS YNCHHONOUS EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE 
EQ-62-A NNlD-13 FOREIGN SYNCHRONOUS EARTH OBSERVATION SATEllITE 
OP-51·A NNfD 14 GLOBAL EARTfi AND OCEAN MONIJORI NG SYSTEM 
*DROf'P[D rROM MAINTE ANCE APPLICABLE SET IN [CONOMIC ANAL YSIS. 
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types of subsystems, number of launches, on-board experiments, redundancy, 
'etc.) were considered for use later in the study to help evaluate space-
craft/maintenance concept interfaces; 
2. Selection of Characteristic Set 
The next step in the selection process involved the establishment of the 
criteria that the characteristic set would satisfy and the establishment of 
the logical process used to select the characteristic set from the mainte-
nance applicable set. The following criteria were established as conditions 
that the characteristic set should fulfill. 
1) Taken from the maintenance applicable set. 
2) Used to represent the entire maintenance applicable set in later 
tasks in this study. 
3) Span all spacecraft maintenance-related data in the maintenance 
applicable set. 
4) Show potential feasibility problems. 
5) Cover all factors that could affect costs. 
6) Permit evaluations of cost factors for spacecraft not in the charac-
teristic set. 
7) Have sufficient level of detail available. 
8) Have high interest level in NASA, other government agencies, the 
aerospace industry, and in commerical satellite designer and user industries. 
9)' Span ranges of STS impacts. 
In order to insure that all of the above criteria were satisfied as well 
as possible by the characteristic set, a logical process was established to 
select the spacecraft in the characteristic set. Figure 111-2 presents a 
flow chart of that process. 
Step'l - Categorize the important maintenance':'related c!,1aracteristics 
of spacecraft in the characteristic set. In order to ensure that the 
characteristic s.et did span all maintenance-related data in the maintenance 
applicable set, that all factors that could affect cost were covered, and 
that the costing evaluation could be spread across the entire maintenance 
applicable set, it was necessary to first, determine what type of data 
would be required on spacecraft in the maintenance applicable set, second, 
to gather the dat~ for all spacecraft in the maintenance applicable set, 
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Figure III-2 SeZection Process for Characteristic Set 
and then to categorize the data for each spacecraft. The categorization of 
data would enable a more orderly investigation of the effects of that data. 
Many different categories of data were investigated to determine what the 
effects might be upon maintenance concepts. Some categories were discarded 
as having no real effect on maintenance concepts, or only minor effects. 
The categories finally selected were as follows: 
1) Orbit - Could maintenance be performed from the shuttle,or is a 
tug also required? 
2) Size - Is the spacecraft small, medium, or large? Size is not only 
a measure, somewhat, of spacecraft and system complexity, but size also 
affects STS transportation capabilities, and thus gives some measure of 
STS impacts. 
3) Attitude - What is meant here by attitude dynamics is the space-
craft stable or spinning? While this study did not attempt to solve the 
problems associated with performing maintenance upon a spinning satellite, 
this could present a potential feasibility problem and should be investi-
gated. 
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4) Number of Missions - As the simplified cost analysis showed, the 
number of missions (or number of operating cycles) would be one of the 
most important economic parameters to consider. 
5) On-Orbit Fleet Size - As was also recognized in the simple cost 
analysis discussed above, on-orbit fleet size was an important parameter 
that could certainly affect the economics of a maintenance program. 
6) Life - Satellite lifetime would also be an important factor in the 
feasibility study of on-orbit maintenance. Different requirements might 
be necessary for a satellite with a few months lifetime as compared to a 
satellite with a 10 year lifetime. 
7) Cost - Satellite costs, both for DDT&E and for each satellite, are 
two of the prime cost parameters used to determine the economic feasibility 
of any satellite program. 
8) First Launch Date The first launch date of a spacecraft is 
important for two reasons. First of all, the time that the spacecraft 
will first be launched, as compared to the different laCs of the STS 
elements, will be important. And, secondly,the time when the spacecraft 
must first be launched is important as far as user (satellite designers, 
builders, and customers) acceptance of maintenance concepts. 
Data on these categories were gathered for all 49 spacecraft programs 
in the maintenance applicable set. The data were then evaluated to deter-
mine the most advantageous divisions in the various categories to best 
represent the maintenance applicable set. The divisions decided upon are 
described as follows: 
1) Orbit - The best division of this category was to divide the space-
craft into those delivered into orbit by the orbiter and those which also 
require a tug. All spacecraft in the maintenance applicable set used 
orbits such that if a tug was required to place the satellite in orbit, 
a tug would be required to perform maintenance. 
2) Size - Weight of the spacecraft was used as the best approximation 
of size. Most of the spacecraft were about the same density; those that 
weren't were well within. one order of magnitude. A plot was made arranging 
all of the spacecraft according to weight (see Figure 111-3). This figure 
shows all the spacecraft arranged from the heaviest to the lightest. The 
spacecraft were then divided into groups to try to place approximately an 
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Figure III-3 Spacecraft Weight Plot 
equal number of spacecraft in each diVision, but at the same time to try 
to use natural divisions between groups. This technique led into dividing 
this category into spacecraft heavier than 9,000 pounds, spacecraft between 
2,500 and 9,000 pounds, and spacecraft lighter than 2,500 pounds. The 
2,500 pound value was also selected since it is the approximate tug round 
trip capability to geosynchronous orbit. 
3) Attitude - The only division made here was into spinning and 3 
axis stabilized spacecraft. 
4) Number of Missions - A plot was also made arranging the spacecraft 
according to number of missions (see Figure 111-4). Since single missions 
had already been shown to be an important division in tbe simplified cost 
:malysis, this was selected as one division. The rest of the spacecraft 
types were then divided so that about half fell into each division. This 
led to the divisions of single missions, two to five missions, and six or 
more missions. 
5) On-Orbit Fleet Size - More than half of the spacecraft types had 
an on-orbit fleet size of one. Of those remaining~ most were either two 
or three, with only a few being four or more. These were the divisions 
selected. 
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6) Spacecraft Lifetime - A plot was made arranging the spacecraft 
according to spacecraft lifetime (see Figure 111-S). The spacecraft were 
divided into three equal divisions with lifetimes of one year or less, 
. 
one to three years, and three years or more. 
7) Non-Recurring Cost - This category lent itself into an easy division 
with half the spacecraft programs being less than 100 million 1972 dollars 
(M) and hGl~ being 100M or more. 
8) Recurring Cost - Division of this category along natural break 
points accounted for divisions of spacecraft less than $lSM, spacecraft 
between $lS and $SOM, and spacecraft greater than $50M. 
9) First Launch Date - Natural division points here led to two divi-
sions; spacecraft launched from 1979 through 1983 and spacecraft launched 
in 1984 or later. This is also the point at which the full capability 
tug will be available. 
Table 111-5 presents a summary of the categorization results obtained 
with both spacecraft programs and number of total missions included in each 
category division. Table 11I-6 presents a summary of all the spacecraft 
in the maintenance applicable set, showing the categorization of data. 
Table III-5 Categopi~ation Summapy 
NUMBER OF NU~1BER OF 
SPACECRAFT SPACECRAFT 
CATEGORY DIVIS ION PROGRAMS MISSIONS 
ORBIT ORBITER 27 222 
OR B ITER/TU G 22 113 
WEIGHT <25001b 19 132 
2500 < SPACECRAFT < 9000 Ib 17 107 
<90001b 12 87 
ATTITUDE DYNAM ICS SPINNING 6 21 
3-AXIS 41 280 
NUMBER OF MISSIONS 1 4 4 
2-5 22 69 
~6 23 262 
MAX!MUM ON-ORBIT 1 27 169 
FLEET SIZE 2-3 16 110 
:!4 6 56 
SPACECRAFT LIFETIME ~ 1 YEAR 16 154 
1 YEAR < LIFETIME < 3 YEARS 17 92 
? 3 YEARS 15 80 
NONRECURRING COST ~ $100M 21 102 
< $100M 21 153 
RECURR I NG COST < $15M 16 III 
$15M ~ COST 5 $50M 16 84 
>$50M 10 60 
FIRST LAUNCH DATE 1979 THROUGH 1983 32 260 
?1984 17 75 
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'.' • Table III-6 Categorization of Data for Maintenance ApplicabZe Set 
NUMBER ON-ORBIT NONRE- FIRST 
ATTI- OF FLEET LlFE- CURRING RECURRING LAUNCH 
ORBIT WEIGHT, Ib TUDE MISSIONS SIZE TIME, yr COST COST DATE 
PAYLOAD '-' ~,~I ~ I :2: => CODE NO. l- e Ct! ii! U"\ ~ :2: ..,.. ....... ....... VI :2: ~ !::: !::: 8 ~ 8 I '" co co l<l z ..... ~ ~ :2: ~ 00 ;:1j Ct! Q. '{' "" 'i' .... ..... 'i' ::J ..,.. .,.. U"\ I SSPD P.M. 0 Ct! V f\ I 1\\ 1\\ VI V 1\ V ..... f\ ~ 1\\ 0 VI "" ..... N ..... N .... .,.. 
AS-03 ASHB X 1312 X 7 1 1 X X 79 
AS-05 ASHC X 2644 X 3 2 3 X X 83 
SO-03 AST-3 X 1678 X 6 1 2 X X 80 
HE-09 AST-4 X 13792 X 2 1 2 80 
HE-03 AST-5A X 17664 X 3 1 2 X X 82 
HE-08 AST-5B X 19183 X 3 1 2 X X 86 
HE-lO AST-5C X 11766 X 2 1 2 X X 87 
HE-OS AST-5D X 15572 X 1 1 3 X X 91 
AS-01 ASH X 25005 X 12 1 1 80 
SO-02 ASH X 21664 I~ 7 1 2 X X 85 AS-16 ASH X 2867 4 1 2 X X 85 
HE-ll AST-9A X 14930 X 4 1 2 X X 83 
HE-01 AST-9B X 26171 X 3 1 2 X X 86 
AS-Ot NEW-l X 18950 X 9 1 1 83 
AS-ll NEW-2 X 13329 X 36 1 .25 81 
AS-13 NEW-3 X 7563 X 6 1 .25 80 
AS-14 NEW-4 X 8922 X 11 1 .25 81 
AS-17 NEW-5 X 7695 X 4 1 1 85 
HE-07 PHY-IA X 1311 X 6 1 1 X X 81 
AP-01 PHY-IB X 2004 X 2 1 1 X X 85 
AP-02 PHY-1C X 599 X 3 1 1 X X 83 
AP-04 PHY-2A X 1323 X 2 1 1 X X 80 
AP-05 PHY-3A X 3281 X 1 1 3 X X 84 
AP-07 PHY-3B X 8701 X 2 1 3 X X 87 
HE-12 PHY-5 .X 22121 X 5 1 1 X X 87 
LS-02 LS-1 X 1504 25 1 .5 X X 79 
EO-OS EO-3 X 7662 X 19 2 2 X X 79 
EO-09 EO-4 X 3376 X 8 2 2 X X 83 
EO-10 EO-5 X 310 X 16 2 1 X X 79 
EO-12 EO-6 X 4741 X 2 1 2 X X 82 
OP-02 EOP-5 X 7226 X 1 1 1 X X 80 
OP-04 EOP-7 X 6805 X 1 2 2 X X 79 
op-os EOP-8 X 310 X 9 3 1 X X 81 
CN-51 NN/D-l X 3246 X 16 16 10 X X 83 
CN-52 NN/D-2A X 577 X 3 3 7 X X 82 
CN-53 NN/D-2B X 3246 X 14 14 10 X X 84 
CN-58 NN/D-2C X 1913 X 6 6 7 X X 83 
CN-54 NN/D-3 X 1285 X 3 3 5 X X 82 
CN-55 NN/D-4 X 658 X 6 6 5 X X 82 
CN-56 NNID-5A X 679 X 3 3 7 X X 82 
CN-6O NN/D-5B X 732 X 7 7 7 X X 85 
CN-59 NN/D-6 X 2109 X 3 3 5 X X 85 
EO-56 NN/D-8 X 4860 X 7 2 2 X X 82 
EO-57 NN/D-9 X 566 X 5 3 5 X X 82 
EO-58 NN/D-10 X 566 X 7 5 5 X X 82 
EO-61 NN/D-11 ® 1616 X 13 2 2 X X 79 
EO-59 NN/D-12 X 3376 X 4 2 2 X X 88 
EO-62 NN/D-13 X 3376 X 4 3 2 X X 88 
OP-51 NN/D-14 X 9 3 X X 86 
® LATER MOVED TO 
ORB ITER/TUG COLUMN 
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Step 2 - Group the spacecraft based on function and program - The space-
craft had already been partially grouped according to payload program in the
 
payload model. There was a little overlap in function between the groups, 
and a slightly difference grouping was used in the SSPD. A very simplified 
grouping w~s used here, as follows: 
• Medium/small space viewing observatories 
• Large space viewing observatories 
• Ear'thviewing, experimental 
• Life sciences 
• Commercial communications 
• Commercial earth viewing 
Six groups were formed,. and since one spacecraft from each group was to 
be selected, this set the number of spacecraft types in the characteristic 
set at six. Table 111-7 presents a summary of the groupings showing the 
spacecraft in each group. 
TabLe III-? Grouping of Spacecraft for Characteristic Set 
MEDIUM/SMALL LARGE SPACE COMMERCIAL 
SPACE ViEWING VIEWING OB- EARTH VIEWING LIFE COMMERCIAL COM- EARTH 
OBSERVATORIES SERVATORIES EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCES MUNICATION VIEWING 
AST-IB AST -4* EO-3 t LS-I NNID-I NN/D-8 
AST-IC AST-5A EO-4 NNiD-2A NNlD-9 
AST-3 AST-5B EO-5 NNlD-2B NNiD-lO 
AST-8'" AST-5C" EO-6 NN/D-2C NNiD-ll 
NEW-3" AST -5D* EOP-5 NNlD-3 NNlD-12" 
NEW-4" AST -6" EOP-7 NN/D-4 NNiD-13" 
NEW-5" AST-7'" EOP-8 NNlD-5A NNlD-l4" 
PHY-IA AST-9A NN/D-5B" 
PHY-IB AST-9B NNlD-6* 
PHY-IC NEW-I" 
PHY-2A NEW-2" 
PHY-3A PHY-5" 
PHY-3B 
"'TOTAL DATA NOT AVAILABLE. 
tGROUNDRULED OUT FOR CHARACTERISTIC SET. 
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Step 3 - Eliminate spacecraft with inadequate data - In order to ensure 
that the spacecraft in the characteristic set constituted the best span of 
data, and to ensure that each one had sufficient detail available, all 
spacecraft for which complete data were not available were eliminated from 
consideration for the characteristic set (they were still kept in the mainte-
nance applicable set). This included any spacecraft for which there were 
blank columns in Table 111-6, or any dpacecraft which were not in the 
detailed descriptions (Level B) of the SS~D. Those spacecraft with inade-
quate data are so indicated in Table 111-7 by an asterisk. 
Step 4 - Select singular spacecraft and prime choices - The first space-
craft for the characteristic set were selected at this time. The biomedical 
experiments scientific satellite (BESS) was the only spacecraft in the iife 
sciences group and was selected as a singular spacecraft. The international 
communications satellite (INTELSAT) was selected as a prime choice from the 
commercial communications group. This was done since: 1) 1NTELSAT had the 
highest number of missions in the corrnnerical communications group, 2) 
1NTELSAT appears almost identical to DOMSAT B and thus, between the two, 
30 of the 61 spacecraft in this group could be represented by ~NTELSAT, 3) 
1NTELSAT is an ongoing program and more data exists on it than any other 
spacecraft in the group, and 4) COMSAT, the operator for the 1NTELSAT sys-
tem is performing a concurrent study to this one and could furnish da.ta to 
this study besides having a high interest in the investigation of the feasi-
bility of maintenance for 1NTELSAT. 
Step 5 - Determine categories and groups not. covered - These two space-
craft being in the characteristic set covered, of course, the groups of 
life sciences and commercial communications. Four more spacecraft were to 
be selected, one each from the large space viewing observatories, the 
medium/small space viewing observatories, the earth viewing experimental 
and the commercial earth viewing groups. The divisions in the categories 
not covered include: weight >9,000 lbs; attitude, spinning; number of 
missions, 1, 2-5; on-orbit fleet sizes, 2-3; life, 1-3; non-recurring 
cost >$lOOM; recurring cost> $50M; and first launch date, ~ B4. 
Step 6 - Establish a matrix with unused categories and remaining 
spacecraft in unused groups - A matrix was established (see Table III-B) 
to enable the rest of the spacecraft to be picked for the characteristic 
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TabZe III-B Spacecraft Selection Matrix 
GROUPS 
MED I UMI SMALL LARGE SPACE COMMERCIAL 
SPACE VIEWI NG VIEWI NG EARTH VIEWING EARTH 
CATEGORIES OBSERVATORIES OBSERVATORIES EXPER I MENTAL VIEWING 
WEIGHT: 
>90001b 0 AST-5A 0 0 
AST-5B 
AST-9A 
AST -9B 
ATTITUDE: 
SPI NNING PHY-IB 0 EOP-5 NN/D-9 
PHY-IC NN/D-IO 
NUMBER OF MISSIONS: 
I PHY-3A 0 EOP-5 0 
EOP-7 
NUMBER OF MISS IONS: 
2-5 AST-IC AST-5A EO-6 NNlD-9 
PHY-IB AST-5B 
PHY-IC AST-9A 
PHY-2A AST-9B 
PHY-3B I 
.---~~-
ON-ORBIT FLEET SIZE: 
2-3 AST -IC 0 EO-4 NN/D-8 
EO-5 NN/D-9 
EOP-7 NNiD-ll 
EOP-8 I 
LIFETIME: 
1-3 AST-3 AST-5A EO-4 NNlD-8 
AST-5B EO-6 NNiD-ll 
AST-9A EOP-7 
AST -9B 
NONRECURRI NG COST: 
> $lOOM AST-3 AST-5A NNID-ll 
PHY-!C AST-5B EO-4 
PHY-3A AST-9A EOP-5 
PHY-3B AST-9B EOP-7 
RECURRING COST: 
> $50M 0 AST-5A 0 NNiD-ll 
AST-5B 
AST-9A 
AST-9B 
FIRSTLAUNCH DATE: 
~ 84 PHY-!B AST-5B 0 0 
PHY-3A AST -9B 
PHY-3B 
.... _ e _~ .. 
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set. This matrix included all the spacecraft left in each group that had 
. not had a selection, listed for each category that was still open. Not 
included were any spacecraft from the life sciences or commercial groups, 
nor were any spacecraft included for which total data was not available. 
Also excluded was EO-3, the earth observatory satellite (EOS) which had 
been ground-ruled out of in the characteristic set. 
Step 7 - Select remaining spacecraft 
Step 8 - Check characteristic set 
Step 9 Iterate back to Step 7 until check in Step 8 is satisfied -
These three (and final) steps were carried out together. Several iterations 
were carried out to select the best possible choices for the characteristic 
set. The final selection for the characteristic set included the following 
spacecraft: 
Payload 
Number 
HE-Ol-A 
AP-Ol-A 
LS-02-A 
OP-04-A 
CN-5l-A 
EO-56-A 
Payload Model 
Code Number 
AST-9B 
PHY-lB 
LS-l 
EOP-7 
NN/D-l 
NN/D-8 
Spacecraft 
Large X-Ray Telescope Facility (LXRT) 
Upper Atmosphere Explorer (UAE) 
Biomedical Experiments Scientific 
Satellite (BESS) 
Gravity Satellite (GRAVSAT) 
International Communications Satellite 
(INTELSAT) 
Environmental Monitoring Satellite (EMS) 
Table 111-9 presents a summary of the spacecraft chosen for the 
characteristic set. The table shows how the characteristic set spans the 
entire range of categories used in the process of determining the charac-
teristic set. The two lines at the bottom of the table give the number 
of spacecraft programs in the characteristic set for each category and 
the number of spacecraft programs in the maintenance applicable set for 
each category. In most cases, the ratios are approximately the same. 
3. Description of Spacecraft in Characteristic Set 
Figure 111-6 presents a schematic showing the configurations of the 
six spacecraft selected for the characteristic set. The wide variety of 
sizes, shapes, and appendages of the six spacecraft are evident. The 
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SPACECRAFT 
LARGE X-RAY TELESCOPE X 
FAC ILiTY (LXRTl 
UPPER ATMOSPHERE EX-
PLORER WAE) 
BIOMEDICAL EXPERIMENTAL X 
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE 
(BESS) 
GRAVITY SATELLITE X 
(GRAVSATl 
I NTERNAT IONAL 
COMMUNICATION 
SATELLITE (I NTELSAT) 
ENV IRONMENT AL 
MONITORI NG SATELLITE 
(EMS) 
TOTAL CHARACTERISTIC 3· 
SET 
APPLICABLE SPACECRAFT 'll 
WEIGHT, Ib 
Ci 
'0 
0 
0 0- 0 
0 I 8 (!) K'l Ci 
:=l 0 0-v K'l 1\ l-
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
3 2 3 1 
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Figure III-6 Configurations of Characteristic Set 
GRAVSAT 
Gi 
checks used in Step 8 of the selection process helped to ensure that the 
characteristic set did form the best representation of the spacecraft in 
the maintenance applicable set. 
The characteristic set was used in several later steps in this study, 
mainly to investigate more detailed interfaces between spacecraft and 
maintenance systems. In particular, it was used to investigate various 
modularization schemes for spacecraft. During and following the economic 
evaluation, more attention was paid to all of the spacecraft in the mainte-
nance applicable set to ensure that the total economic effects of maintenance 
were evaluated. 
Table 111-10 presents a summary of some important maintenance-related 
parameters for the six spacecraft in the characteristic set. The para-
meters presented were mainly useful in the technical considerations of 
maintenance, although many of these same parameters were also considered 
under the economic evaluation of maintenance. 
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TabZe III-l0 Spaeeeraf~ Requiremen~s,and CapabiZi~ies 
Spacecraft Spacecraft Requirements and 
Capabilities LXRT UAE BESS GRAVSAT INTELSAT EMS 
Orbit Incl. - 0, 15, Incl. - 70, 90, Incl. - TBD, Incl.-89.9, 90, Inc1.- -0.1, 0, Inc1.-102.43, 102.97, 
28.5 deg 110 deg 37.7, TBD 90.1 deg to.1 deQ 103.1 deg 
Apogee - 240, 250, Apogee - 1800, deg Apogee-159, 162, Apogee- 19,298 Apogee-890, 915, 940, 
260 n mi 1900, 2000 n mi Apogee-270 , 165 n mi 19,323, 19,348 n mi 
Perigee - 240, Perigee - 100, 300. TBD Perigee-159, 162. n mi Periaee-8BO. 905, 
250, 260 n mi 140, 180 n mi n mi 165 n mi Peri gee- 19,29B 940 n mi 
Delivery - orbiter Delivery - orbi- Perigee-270, Delivery-orbiter 19,323, 19,348 Delivery-orbiter!tug 
Launch site - ETR ter.!tug 300, TBD Launch site-WTR n mi Launch site - WTR 
Launch site - WTR n mi Delivery-orbiter! 
Oe1ivery-orbi- tug 
ter Launch site-ETR 
Launch site-
any 
Weight Total spacecraft Total spacecraft Total space- Total spacecraft Total spacecraft Total spacecraft 
wei ght, 1 aunch = weight, launch = craft weioht, wei~ht, launch*= weight, launch = weight, launch = 
21,877 lb; 2,004 lb; launch = 6,804 lb; 2,090 lb; 4,860 1 b; 
retrieve = 20.655 retrieve = 1.618 5,000 lb; retrieve*= 6,196 retrieve = 1,725 retrieve = 4,833 
lb; lb; retreive = lb; lb; lb; 
C&D equipment in C&D equipment in 4,000 lb C&D equioment in C&D equi~ment in C&D equinment in 
orbiter = 265 lb orbiter = 251 lb orbiter = 100 lb orbiter = 100 lb orbiter = 100 lb 
*weight given for 
two sic. both 
launched on same 
flight 
Current Defi- Ground refurbish- Expendable. but Ground refur- Expendable. no Exnendable. no On-orbit maintain-
nition of able and on-orbit capability exists bishable, current caoa- current capabil- ab 1 e, capabi 1 i ty 
Spacecraft maintainable, to include dock- capabil ity to bility for'dock- ity for docking to include docking 
capability to in- in9 include dock- ing ing 
clude docking 
(but not shown 
in weight) 
Attitude 3-axis stable Spinner Gravity 3-axis stable 3-axis stable 3-axis stable Dynamics gradient 
Spacecraft See Fig. III-6 See Fig. 1II-6 See Fig 1II-6 See Fig. III-6 See Fig. III-6 See Fig. 1II-6 Configuration 
Docking! Capability exists Capability exists None None Capability exists, 
Capture! to include a 7-ft but none current- but none current-
Attachment diameter x 1.5-ft ly provided '1 y prov i ded 
Mechanisms long docking 
adapter of TBD lb 
Consumables 1000 1 b hydrazi ne, 370 lb hydrazine Water 304 lb GN and 365 lb hydrazine, 27.5 lb hydrazine 
(propulsion), (propulsion), Hydrazine NH3 syste~ (ACS) 4 tanks (propulsion) TBD 
4 tanks; TBD tanks; Food TBD tanks each tanks; 220 lb GN , at 15 lb hydrazine TBD lb GN2 (ACS) 1 east tw02tanks (ACS); TBD tanks spacecraft TBD tanks 
(ACS) 
Constraints None None None None Waveguide con- None 
on Mainten- nectors; radiator 
ance Concepts area alignment 
, problems 
Protective Contamination Contamination None None None 
Covers and thermal protective 
protective cover 
cover 
Contamination 
protective 
cover 
Safety Cryogenics pyrotechni cs High-pressure Momentum wheel Pyrotechnics Pressurized tanks 
Criti cal Heat Rejection NiCd batteries bottl es Etatteries Pressure Tanks Momentum wheels 
Items capabil i ty of Batteries 
SSM 
Pressurized 
Pyrotechnics 
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Contamination Protective 
Covers ··-·-·and--the rma 1 
protective 
cover 
Contamination 
protective 
cover 
Safety 
Critical 
Items 
Co~straints on 
Onentation 
Acceleration 
Power Re-
quirements 
and Capa-
bil Hies 
Data Require-
ments and 
Capabilities 
Cryogenics 
Heat Rejection 
capability of 
SSM 
Pressurized 
shell around 
payload 
Control moment 
gyros 
Batteries 
Operating: tele-
scope pOints to-
ward sp'ace, solar 
arrays perpen-
dicular to sun 
axis 
Nonoperating: 
solar arrays 
perpendicular 
to sun axis 
Operating: 1 x 
10-4 g 
Nonoperating: 
5g 
Requirements, 
operating: 
Mission equip-
ment: 
Peak: 905 w 
St.St.: 665 w 
Subsystems: 
Peal<: 
St.St. : 
Requi rements ; 
nonoperating: 
~'ission equip-
ment: 
Peak: 
St.St.: 229 w 
Subsystel!ls: 
Peal<: 
St.St. : 
Capabil i ty: 
Peak: 1800 w 
St.St.: 1200 w 
Batteries: 
4.8 kW/hr 
Data require-
ments, mission 
equipment: 
Science: 
4.465xlOsbps D 
3 Hi A 
Housekee~ing: 
2.042x10 bps D 
Command: 
1.024x103 bps D 
Subsystems: 
Science: 
Housekeeping: 
Command: 
Data Capability: 
Storage: 287 
mbits 
Transmission: 
S-band, 5.12x 
104+1xl0Gbps 
--"·>~>1.'"'!III!II~'~ ·--~·~·~'~'"~~'~~r~a·~aHgnme~t--~I~~-·-,-·-""",.·¥W'"'·""'I"'·"'I". "" .... ,. ... P .. , ... _ 
Contamination 
protective 
cover 
Pyrotechnics 
NiCd batteries 
Operating: 1.0g 
Nonoperating: 
15g 
Requi rements, 
operating: 
Mission equip-
ment: 
Peak: 62 w 
St.St.: 62 w 
Subsystems: 
Peak: 
St.St. : 
Requi rements, 
nonoperating: 
Mission equip-
ment: 
Peak: 
St.St.: 0 w 
Subsystems: 
Peak: 
St.St. : 
Capability: 
Peak: 
St.St.: 200 w 
Batteries: 
40 al11p-hr 
Data require-
ments, mission 
equipment: 
Science: 
9.81Ox103 bps D 
9.05x104 bps A 
Housekeeping: 0 
Command: 0 
Subsystems: 
Science: 
Housekeeping: 
Command: 
Data capab il i ty 
storage: 64K 
words 
Transmission: 
10 watt S-band 
5 watt UHF 
problems .. ...". 
\ None None 
High-pressure IMomentum wheel 
bottles Batteries 
Pyrotechnics 
Pressure Tanks 
S-Band 
Nonoperating: none NonoDerating: so-
Operating: X-axis lar' arrays per-
along velocity pendicular to 
vector body solar sun axis 
arrays, no re- Operating: earth 
quirements pointing, +0.1 
deg about -e-ach 
axis 
Operating: O.lg 
Nonoperating: 
3.5g 
Requirements, 
op!'!rating: 
Mis!">ion equip-
ment: 
Peak: 
St.St.: 75 w 
Subsystems: 
Peak: 
St.St. : 
Requirements, 
nonoperating: 
Mission equip-
ment: 
Peak: 
St.St. : 
SubsY5tems: 
Peak: 
St.St. : 
Capability: 
Peak: 
St.St.: 325 w 
Batteries: 
Data require-
ments, mission 
equipment: 
Science: 5bps D 
Housekeeping: 
lk bps D 
Command: 48bps D 
Subsystems: 
Science: 
Housekeeping: 
Command: 
Data Capability 
Storage: 
Transmission 
S-bar.d lxl0 3 bps 
Req~irements, 
operating: 
Mission equip-
ment: 
Peak: 
St.St. : 
Subsystems: 
Peak: 
St.St. : 
Total 
Peak: 
St.St.: 1000 w 
Requi rements , 
nonoperating: 
Total: 
Peak: 
St.St.: 150 w 
Data require-
ments, total 
1000 bps 
None 
PresslJrized tan,! 
Momen.!lm wheels 
Batteries 
pyrotechni cs . 
Operating: earth 
pointing for ex-
periments OEO-
011 and OEO-012, 
solar array per-
pendicular to 
sun axis 
Nonoperating: 
solar array per-
pendicular to 
sun axis 
Operating: O.lg 
NonoDerating: 
3.5g 
Requirements; 
operati nq:-
Mlssion equip-
ment: 
Peak: 
St.St.: 219w 
Subsystems: 
Peak; 
St.St. : 
Requirements, 
nonooerating: 
t4ission equip-
Ilient: 
Peak: 
St.St. : 
Subsystems: 
Peak: 
St.St. : 
Capabil Hy: 
Peak: 
St.St.: 589 w 
Batteries: 
20 amp-hr 
Data require-
ments, mission 
equipment: 
Science: 
5.597x10 bps D 
Housekeepin!]: 
20+TBD bps D 
.5 Hz 38 channel A 
Command: 
20+TBD bps D 
Subsystems: 
Science: 
Housekeeping: 
Command: 
Data caDability 
Storage: 
Transmission: 
S-band 2x1Q4bps 
X-band 2xl0 8 bps 
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B. STS MAINTENANCE CAPABILITIES 
The current known capabilities of the STS, as related to maintenance, 
have been listed in this section. The various elements of the STS investi-
gated in this section include the orbiter, the full-capability tug, and the 
ground support elements. The data was primarily obtained from the docu-
ments listed in Chapter XI as Items D-l to D-3, E-5 to E-8~ and J-16 and 
-17. Although the STS will probably eventually include such elements as 
the tracking and data relay satellite system (TDRSS), some form of an 
interim upper stage (IUS) and an earth orbital teleoperator system (EOTS), 
, , 
data on the current capabilities of these systems are not as readily avail-
able and have not been listed in this section. Considerations of the use 
of those elements are discussed in other chapters and .sections of this 
report, and estimated capabilities are presented where required. 
Table 111-11 presents a brief description of the types of data con-
sidered for maintenance-related STS capabilities for the three STS 
elements investigated. Tables 111-12, 111-13, and 111-14 present detailed 
Table III-ll Maintenanae-Related STS Capabilities Summary 
ORBITER TUG GROUND SUPPORT 
PAYLOAD SIZE & HANDLING X X X 
GUI DANCE & NAVI GATION X X 
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM X X 
TRACKING, TELEMETRY, & COMMAND X X X 
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM X X X 
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM X X X 
FLUIDS X X X 
EVA IIVA X 
SHUTTLE MANI PULATOR SYSTEM X 
o PERATI ONAL X X X 
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Table III-12 Orbiter-Ma"intenance Related Capabilities 
~ 
o r-. 
8 S 
1'\ 
." 
po 
-;;. 
,~ 
--
Cat~ 
Payload Size and Handling 
Guidance and Navigation 
Attitude Control System 
Tracking, Telemetry, and 
Command 
Electrical Power Systems 
Capabil ities 
• Payload bay size - 60 ft x 15 ft diameter, 
less 7.7 ft for docking module, 
less 9.7 ft for OMS kits. 
• Payload attachment fittings" twelve 3-point attachments and one 2-point 
attachment. All except the first three and 
last two are snaced 59 in. anart . 
• Active retention and release mechanism for the payload . 
• Payload delivery - 65,000 lb to 100 n mi at 28.5 deg inclination. Other 
altitude, inclination, weight capabilities as shown in 
Chapter XI, Item D-2. 
• Payload return - 32 j OOO lb, maximum--other capabilities as shown in Chapter 
XI, Item D-2. 
• Orbiter to payload - state vector, attitude, GMT, mission elapsed time, clock 
synchronization 
• Payload to orbiter - payload mounted sensor attitude information 
• Pointing accuracy - + 0.5 deg; + 0.01 deg per second 
- Cooperative Target 
• Rendezvous - Range 
Range Rate 
300 n mi to 100 ft 
1476 ft/sec to 0 
Passive Target 
24 n mi to 100 ft 
492 ft/sec to 0 
• Pointing capability - use RCS to meet pointing accuracy as defined above. 
• Telemetry - attached pav10ads-to-orbiter - 25k bps hard1ine data to orbiter 
- 256k bps data relayed to ground 
via wideband FM transmitter 
- released pay10ads-to-orbiter - S-band, phase modulation 16k bps 
TM only (unmanned payloads) 
- C&W interface provided from payload to orbiter. 
• Commands - orbiter-to-attached payloads - hard1ine, 2k bps, generated on 
board orbiter or relayed from 
ground, encoded and interleaved 
to provide total command rate of 
9k bps 
- orbiter-to-re1eased payloads - same rate as attached payloads, 
S-band, phase modulation 
• Tracking - orbiter has the capability to track cooperative targets up to 300 
n mi and passive targets up to 12 n mi. 
• Telemetry and command range - 30 n mi 
• Video - orbiter provides capability to transmit video data time-shared 
with wideband payload data 
• H2/02 fuel cell power plants 
• Can supply 1 kW average and 1.5 kW peak to payloads during all mission phases 
• Can supply 5 kW average and 8 kW peak to ~avload during most orbital ooera-
tions mission phase 
• 50 kWH energy allocated to payloads 
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Electrical Power Systems 
Fluids 
EVA/IVA 
Shuttle Remote Manipulator 
System 
Thermal Control System 
Operational 
• Commands - orbiter-to-attached payloads - hardline,2k bps, generated on 
board orbiter or relayed from 
ground. encoded and interleaved 
to provide total command rate of 
9k bps 
- orbiter-to-released payloads - same rate as attached payloads, 
S-band, phase modulation 
• Tracking - orbiter has the capability to track cooperative targets up to 300 
n mi and passive targets up to 12 n mi. 
• Telemetry and command range - 30 n mi 
• Video - orbiter provides capability to transmit video data time-shared 
with wideband payload data 
• H2/02 fuel cell power plants 
• Can supply 1 kW average and 1.5 kW peak to payloads during aZt mission phases 
• Can supply 5 kW average and 8 kW peak to oavload during most orbital ooera-
tions mission phase 
• 50 kWH energy allocated to payloads 
• 28 vdc nominal, two wire, structure ground 
• Orbiter will provide capability to fill, vent, and drain payload cryogenic 
propulsion systems with the payload installed in payload bay. 
• Payloads with earth-storable propellants shall be loaded before installing 
payloads in the payload bay. 
• Consumables loaded for three. 2-man, 4-hour EVAs 
• Exterior lightin~ and interior lightin9 within orbiter bay provided 
• IVA maximum package envelope - 22 x 22 x 50 in. (unsuited) 
• EVA maximum package envelope - 18 x 18 x 50 in. (suited) 
• 40-in. diameter hatch 
• Stowed outside of 15-ft diameter x 60-ft payload bay 
• 570 in. (47.5 ft) maximum reach 
• 190 in. (15 ft 10 in.) minimum reach 
• Capable of deploying or retracting a 32,000 lb payload in less than 7 minutes 
• One arm provided charged to orbiter; second arm can be provided, but charged 
to payload 
• Capable of deploying or retrieving multiple (~5) payloads 
• Average heat rejection capability dedicated to payloads 
Nominal - 3,400 BTU/hr 
Peak - 5,200 BTU/hr 
• Orbital operations (orbiter electrical power requirements <8kW) heat rejection 
capability dedicated to payloads can be increased to 
Nominal - 11,250 BTU/hr 
Peak - 21,500 BTU/hr 
• Thermal attitude constraints 
• Payload heat rejection - accomplished by heat exchanger located in Freon 21 
loop of ATCS--water is the coolant fluid on the payload side. Flow is 550 lb/ 
hour 
• Shuttle system capable of launch within 24 hours of notification 
• Shuttle system capable of launch from standby status within two hours, and to 
hold in standby status up to 24 hours 
• Shuttle system capable of on-pad payload changeout within an interval of 10 
hours, until T - 2 hours 
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Table III-1J Tug-Maintenance Related Characteristics 
Category 
Payload Size and Handling 
Guidance and Navigation 
Capabilities 
• Tug length - 30 ft; payload bay length remalnlng - 30 ft. Tug/soacecraft 
deployment/release and attachment mechanisms included in Tua 30-ft length. 
• Tug diameter - 176 in. (14 ft, 8 in.) 
• Tug wet weight is 58,679; orbiter maximum delivery into orbit is 65,000 lb, 
allowing 6,321 pound~ spacecraft into 160 n mi. 
• Tug payload weight capability ~1ission Max. Weight 
7,926 1 b 
3,396 lb 
from 160 n mi =ltitude to geo-
synchronous altitude 
• For deploy/retrieve of dif-
ferent spacecraft, refer to 
Chapter XI, Item E-6 
Deploy only 
Retrieve only 
Deploy and 
retrieve 
(60% apart 
in orbit) 
2,070 lb 
• 
• 
Position and velocity 
Placement Accuracy 
Position 
Velocity 
Deploy and 
retrieve 
(same lo-
cation) 
- 2,500 lb 
accuracy, + 2.7 n mi - Position; + 16.4 fns - velocity 
Geosynchronous Low Earth . 
Orbit Orbit 
27 n mi 
32.8 fps 
5.4 n mi 
32.8 fps 
• Stationkeeoing accuracy: Longitudinal velocity, 0.1 - 10 fps 
Lateral velocity, 0.5 fps 
Angu 1 a r mi sa 1 i gnment, ~10 deg 
Angul ar rate, 1 deg/ sec 
• Spacecraft insertion accuracy: Geosynchronous orbit 
Semimajor axis, +20 n mi 
Inclination, +0.1 deq 
Longitude, TBD 
Low earth orbit TBD 
• Docking accuracy: Centerline miss distance, 0.1 ft 
Misalignment angle, 0 - 5 deg 
Constant velocity, 0.1 - 1.0 fps longitudinal 
o - 0.3 fos lateral 
o - 0.5 deg/s angular 
Attitude Corrtfl1)7; System • Tug/spacecraft retrieval alignment (same as docking accur,acy) 
• Spacecraft attitude and rate accuracy (following deoloyment): 
Translational velocity, 0+ to 5.0 fns 
Attitude rates, +0.1 deg/sec 
Attitude, +2 deg , 
• Spacecraft pointing on tug - ~0.2 deq 
• Tug capable of acceptina spacecraft spin/despin device; tug will initiate 
device at spacecraft deploy/retrieve for spin rate ~ 100 rpm 
• Tug capable of providing any orientation or attitude required by spacecraft 
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Attitude Control System 
Data/Communi ca ti ons 
Electrical Power Systems 
Fluids 
Thermal Control System 
Operational 
a - 0.5 deg/s angular 
• Tug/spacecraft retrieval al ignment (same as docking accur.acy) 
• Spacecraft attitude and rate accuracy (following deoloyment): 
Translational velocity, 0+ to 5.0 fns 
Attitude rates, +0.1 deg/sec 
Attitude, +2 deg . 
• Spacecraft pointing on tug - 2:,0.2 dea 
• Tug capable of acceptina spacecraft spin/despin device; tug will initiate 
device at spacecraft deploy/retrieve for spin rate < 100 rpm 
• Tug capable of providing any orientation or attitude required by spacecraft 
during tug/spacecraft operation 
• Data link between spacecraft and tug bv hardline only 
• Tug will be active element in spacecraft rend9zvous/retrieval 
• Orbiter will be active element in tug/spacecraft rendezvous 
• Laser radar for rendezvous and dockino 
,Range - maximum 300 n mi 
nominal 50 n mi 
• Tug will relay 
• Telemetry data 
spacecraft TM) 
minimum 30 n mi 
spacecraft data to orbiter for relay while in orbiter bay. 
'" 200 measurement carabil ity (all tug - no caoabil it.v of 
• Tug video system included for post-deployment visual inspection of spacecraft 
• No requirement for orbiter/tun communications following tug deployment until 
tug/orbiter rendezvous and retrieval operctions begin 
• Tug will have two fuel cells - 2 kW average power each; 3.5 kW peak oower each 
• One auxiliary battery - 25 amo hr 
• Tug shall supply spacecraft 300 to 600 watts from tug dep10yment until tug 
retrieval 
• Tug power requirements estimated to be 967 watts, average 
• Steady state voltaqe, 28 vdc, +4.5, -4.0 
• Orbiter power avaiiable to both tug and spacecraft while in orbiter oayload bay 
• Tug shall provide capability for spacecraft fill, drain, dump, pressurization, 
and venting via orbiter service panels 
• No propellant sharing between tug and spacecraft or between tua and orbiter 
• Only fluid interface between tug and spacecraft limited to meet oressure and 
fluid dump requirements for orbiter payload bay safety 
• Tug shall provide interconnects for spacecraft cooling in orbiter bay via 
cooling provisions of the orbiter 
• No vehicle orientation constraints imoosed by TCS 
• Tug has both active and passive TCS, including Freon 21 1000, inSUlation, 
and heat pipes 
• Tug turnaround time ~ 258 work hours from orbiter landing 
• Tu~ mission duration 154 hours from denloyment through retrieval 
• Tug shall h~ve capability to accept changes in mission assiqnment (not in-
cluding spacecraft changeout), target, or spacecraft eohemeris data to \~ithin 
two hours before launch 
• Tug capable of launch from standby status within two hours 
• Maximum standby in launch configuration is 24 hours 
• Baseline tug available for fliqhts in December 1983 
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Table III-14 Ground Support-Maintenance Related Capabilities 
Category Capabilities 
Payload Size and Handling • Payload removal or installation with the orbiter in the vertical position 
only at the launch pad 
• Payload removal or installation with the orbiter in the horizontal position 
at all other locations 
• Pad access to pavload accomplished through the payload doors or the orbiter 
crew.compartment 
• Shuttle system flight vehicle capable of turnaround in less than 160 working hours spanning 14 days 
• GSE stations involvinq payload and maintenance 
- Orbiter maintenance and checkout facility 
• orbiter and payload safing 
• payload removal and installation and interface verifi-
cation 
• verification of orbiter/payload communication 
- Launch n~d station 
• prelaunch checkout 
• payload removal and installation 
- LRU maintenance station 
• maintenance, repair, test, analyses, acceptance, and packa9ing 
- Launch processing system station 
Data/Communications • Provisions supplied on pad for both RF and hardline (umbilical) interfaces between orbiter and GSE communications for orelaunch voice, TM, video, com-
mand checkout 
Fluid • Fluid interfaces to payload provided by GSE 
Thermal Control System • GSE ground thermal conditioning available within 30 minutes after touch-dovm for payload bay 
Operational • Installation and/or removal of OMS kits without impact to, or by, installed payloads 
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descriptions of maintenance-related capabilities for the orbiter, tug and 
ground items, respectively. These types of items were used throughout the 
study to help assess economic and technical impacts of applying maintenance 
using elements of the STS. 
C. MAINTENANCE MISS ION SCENARIOS' 
In order to help evaluate maintenance concepts, mission scenarios 
were prepared for all the maintenance modes. Different scenarios were 
prepared for LEO mLssions, for REO missions, and for certain MEa missions. 
These scenarios were used to help evaluate compatibilities between mainte-
nance concepts and the STS elements, to help evaluate STS impacts, to 
obtain rough estimates of mission timelines, and to help determine feasi-
bility of using various maintenance concepts with different spacecraft. 
Figure 111-7 presents the baseline LEO maintenance mission where the 
shuttle orbiter can reach any spacecraft in LEO and can service it with 
any of the maintenance concepts of shuttle remote manipulator system 
(SRMS), EVA, or an on-orbit servicer mechanism. Approximately 159 hours 
are available for maintenance activities. Figure 111-8 presents a base-
line REO maintenance mission, also used on several MEa missions, where the 
tug takes the maintenance concept, in this case a servicer mechanism, to 
REO, services the spacecraft, and then returns to the orbiter. Meanwhile, 
the orbiter can be conducting pallet experiments while the tug is away, 
or after it comes back. Approximately 100 hours are available for servicing 
activities and transfer between spacecraft. The third scenario (Figure 
111-9) presents an atypical mission, but one which may prove feasible in 
some cases. In this scenario, the spacecraft is in a medium orbit and one 
tug can retrieve ~he spacecraft, bring it down to the orbiter where it is 
serviced, replace the spacecraft in its correct orbit, and return to the 
orbiter. There were only 4 programs in the maintenance applicable set 
where this technique could be used, but it may warrant consideration for 
these missions. The last scenario (Figure 111-10) presents a mission which 
was considered, but dropped because of its potential high costs, as compared 
to all the other missions. In this mission, spacecraft in REO are returned 
to the orbiter by one tug, serviced, and then replaced in REO by a second 
tug which also requires a second orbiter flight. Although technically 
feasible, the costs of this mode do not warrant further consideration in 
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LOW EARTH ORBIT TYPE SPACECRAFT 
DEPLOY/RETRIEVE SERVICER EVA RETRIEVE FOR~ GROUND c:r~ 
SPACECRAFT SRMS REFURBISHMENT 
-~-~-~-~ ~CD ®® CD CD  160 n mi 
QROUND 
1. SHUTTLE LAUNCH, OPEN ORBITER CARGO BAY 
DOORS AND PERFORM INITIAL PAYLOAD 
CHECKOUTS 
2. DEPLOY SPACECRAFT USING SRMS 
3. PERFORM FINAL SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONAL 
CHECKOUTS 
4. ORBITER AND CREW AVAILABLE TO CONDUCT 
LEO SPACECRAFT MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
A. ON-ORBIT SERVICER 
B. EVA 
C. SRMS 
5. RETRIEVE ONE OR MORE LEO SPACECRAFT FOR 
EARTH RETURN (PERFORM GROUND REFUR-
B ISHMENT) 
ESTIMATED TIME 
EVENT TOTAL 
(hr) (hr) 
3 3 
4 
1 5 
159 
164 
Figure III-7 LEO Maintenance Mission 
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r CD ®® ®@ ®CV 
f1(i) CD 
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GROUND 
ESTIMATED TIME 
EVENT TOTAL 
(hr) (hr) 
1. TUG SEPARATES FROM ORBITER AND TRANSFERS SERV!CER 22 22 
TO HEO 
2. CIRCULARIZE TUG/SERVICER AT GEOSYNCHRONOUS, 
COAST AND ORBIT TRIM 
11 33 
3. TUG/SERVICER RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKS WITH SPACECRAFT 6 39 
4. SPACECRAFT DEACTIVATION 2 41 
5. ORBITER AND CREW AVAILABLE TO CONDUCT PALm 
EXPERIMENTS I N LEO~120 
6. SERVICER PERFORMS MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES BY PRE-
PROGRAMMED DIRECTION AND/OR REMOTE MANNED 
GROUND CONTROL 
A. TIME AVAILABLE FOR SERVICING ONE SPACECRAFT 141 
IV 100 
B. AVERAGE TIME AVAILABLE FOR SERVICING ONE OF 
TWO ""'40 
C. AVERAGE TIME AVAILABLE FOR SERVICING ONE OF 
THREE rv 15 
7. SPACECRAFT ORIENTATION, ACTIVATION AND PRELlMI-
NARY CHECKOUT 
142 
8. TUG/SERVICER SEPARATION FROM SPACECRAFT 1 143 
9. FINAL SPACECRAFT CHECKOUT 2 145 10, REPEAT STEPS 3 THROUGH 9 FOR ADD ITIONAL SPACECRAFT 
II. TUG POS ITIONED FOR GEOSYNCHRONOUS DEBOOST AND 12 157 
TRANSFER OF SERVICER TO 170 n mi PERIGEE 
12. TUG CIRCULARIZES AT 170 n mi 3 160 13. ORBITER RENDEZVOUS AND RETRIEVES TUG/SERVICER TO 4 164 
CARGO BAY 
III-8 BEO Maintenance Mission 
. ... ~ 
.. ' 
I 
MEDIUM EARTH ORBIT TYPE SPACECRAFT 
1. 
., 
l... 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
ll. 
GROUND 
ESTIMATED TIME 
EVENT TOTAL 
(hr) (hr) 
TUG SEPARATES FROM ORBITER, TRANSFERS TO, DOCKS 56 56 
WITH AND RETRIEVES MAINTAINABLE SPACECRAFT 
FROM MEDIUM EARTH ORBIT (MEO) 
ORBITER AND CREW AVAILABLE TO CONDUCT PALLET EX-
PERIMEr\rrS IN LEO "-50 
SPACECRAFT PLACED IN ORBITER BAY USING SRMS 4 60 
SPACECRAFT POSITIONED AND PREPARED FORMAINTE- 2 62 
NANCE 
SPACECRAFT MAl NTENANCE PERFORMED US I NG ONE OR 32 94 
MORE OF/HE FOLLOWING: SRMS, EVA, AND ON-ORBIT 
SERVICER--v32 
FUNCTIONAL CHECKS PERFORMED 2 96 
TUG/SPACECRAFT SEPARATION FROM ORBITER 1 97 
PERFORM SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONAL CHECKOUT 2 99 
TRANSFER TUG/SPACECRAFT TO MEDIUM EARTH ORBIT 37 136 
AND DEPLOY SPACECRAFT 
FINAL SPACECRAFT CHECKOUT PERFORMED 2 138 
TUG DEPARTS FROM MEOTO 170 n mi PERIGEE, CIRCU- 22 160 
LARIZES AT 170 n mi AND IS RETRIEVED BY THE ORBITER 
FOR RETURN TO EARTH 
Figure III-9 MEO Maintenance Mission 
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. SlIT1 GROUNO 
ESTIMATED TIME 
EVENT TOTAL 
(hr) (hr) 
l. TUG SEPARATION FROM ORBITER AND TRANSFERS, DOCKS 56 56 
AND RETRIEVES SPACECRAFT FROM GEOSYNCHRONOUS 
ORBIT 
2. ORBITER AND CREW AVAILABLE TO CONDUCT MAINTENANCE --
ACTIVITIES I N LEO"" 100 
3. SPACECRAFT PLACED IN ORBITER BAY USING SRMS 4 60 
4. SPACECRAFT POSITIONED AND PREPARED FOR MAINTENANCE 2 62 
5. SPACECRAFT MAINTENANCE PERFORMED USING ONE OR MORE 100 162 
OF THE FOLLOW I NG: SRMS, EVA AND ON-ORBIT SERV$CE;R 
,...,100 
6. SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONAL CHECKS PERFORMED 2 164 
7. SPACECRAFT SEPARATED FROM TUG AND DEPLOYED BY 2 166 
SRMS 
8. SECOND TUG FROM SECOND ORBITER TRANSFERS TO SPACE- 4 170 
CRAFT AND DOCKS 
9. TUG TRANSFERS SPACECRAFT TO GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT 36 206 
AND DEPLOYS 
10. TUG LOITER TIME OF UP TO 110 hr 90 296 
11. FI NAL SPACECRAFT CHECKOUT PERFORMED 2 298 
12. TUG DEPARTS FROM GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORBH TO 170 n mi 22 320 
PERIGEE, CIRCULARIZES AT 170 n mi AND IS RETRIEVED 
BY THE ORBITER FOR RETURN TO EARTH 
Figure I11-10 HEO Maintenance Mission - Two Tugs 
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this study. The prime missions considered for this study involved the 
baseline orbiter and tug missions of Figures 111-7 and III-S. 
D. FUNCTIONAL AND HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 
In order to perform complete analyses of the maintenance concepts, it 
was necessary to identify the effects of the maintenance concepts upon the 
spacecraft, the STS, and other equipment. It was also necessary to know 
the requirements of the maintenance concepts upon the systems that will 
actually perform the maintenance. The work performed in this part of the 
study investigated the service miss Lon phases for identified maintenance 
concepts and generated the requirements of the maintenance concept upon 
the servicing system, the STS (orbiter, tug, and ground support) and the 
spacecraft. 
This was performed by first identifying the maintenance concepts 
(see below) and by then determining all the service mission phases for 
each concept. Twenty-four separate phases were identified for all of 
I Ground refurbishment using the Orbiter 
II Ground refurbishment using the Tug, or the Earth Orbital 
Teleoperator System (EOTS) 
III Built-On 
IV Self-repair 
v IVA 
VI EVA 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
Shuttle Remote Manipulator System 
On-Orbit Maintenance from the Orbiter 
On-Orbit Maintenance from the Tug or EOTS 
the concepts. The most phases employed in anyone concept were 21. Table 
111-15 presents the maintenance mission phases. 
Functional requirements were then generated for each mission phase to 
account for all concepts. Each separate functional requirement was then 
reviewed to determine the hardware or other cost requirements that it would 
, 
I 
impose on the servicing system, the elements of the STS; and the spacecraft. 
To eliminate redundant work, requirements that were the same for more than 
one concept were so identified. Table III-16 presents ,a typical example 
of the data generated on this task. 
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Tabte LII-15 Maintenance Mission Phases I j 
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Applicabi.lity 
Servicer Mission Phases I II III IV V VI VII VII I IX 
Premission X X X X X X X X X 
., 
, 
Mission Preparation X X X X X X X 
Prelaunch X X X X X X X 
Orbiter Lau~C~/Ascent X X X X X X X 
Orbiter Orbital Operations X X X X X X X 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Tu~ or EOTS/Servicer Checkout X X 
Tug or EOTS Deployment X X 
Tug or EOTS Orbit Transfer X X 
Tug or EOTS Orbital Operations X X 
- - - - - - - - - - -------
Servicer Checkout X X X X X X X 
Servicer Deployment (Preparation) X X X X X X X 
Spacecraft Preparation for X X X X X X X X X Servicin9 
Rendezvous X X X X X X X 
Docking (Attachment) X X X X X X X 
Pre-EVA (I VA) X X 
EVA (IVA) Operations I X X 
Servicing Operatidns X X X X X X X 
Spacecraft Checkout X X X X X X X X X 
Post-EVA (IVA) X X 
Undockin~ (Release) of Space- X X X X X X X craft 
Spacecraft Preparation for X X X X X X X X X Nominal Operation 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Tug or EOTS Return to Orbiter X X 
Tug or EOTS/Orbiter Rendezvous X X and Mating 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Orbiter Preparation, Reentry X X X X X X X and Landing 
Post-Mission X X X X X X X 
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The data gathered under this task was used in the other tasks of this 
program to help analyze concepts, to help establish costs, to aid in the 
setting-up of the work breakdown structure 0[BS) and to help establish 
timeline sequences. 
Table III-16 Functional and Cost-Generating Requirements Table~ Typical 
ON-ORBIT SERVICING FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
HARDWARE AND OTHER COST GENERATI NG REQU I RENIENTS 
FUNCTIONAL TUG OR SPACE- GND APPLICABILITY 
REQU I REMENTS SERVICER ORBITER EOTS • ~A.!L SUPT OTHER I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX -~. - --. ~--- -'-' --" ------- ~~ ~--.------
PROVIDE POWER TO HARDWIRED X X X X X 
SERVICER FROM CAR- ELECTRICAL 
RIER VEHICLE POWER TRANS-
M ISS ION 
EQUIPMENT, 
CORRECTORS 
HARDIVIRED fLEC- X X 
TRICAL POIVER 
TRANSMISSION 
I NTERFACE CON-
NECTORS HARDIVI RED £lEe- x x 
TRICAL POWER 
TRANSM ISS ION 
INTERFACE CON-
NECTORS 
TRANS~11T AND RE- SENSORS, DATA X X X X X X X 
CEIVE TELEMETRY MANAGEMEf'lf 
SIGNALS TO & FROM EQUIP~I[NT. 
CARRIER VEHICLE HARDWIRED 
INTERFACE 
CONNECTORS 
DATA RECEPTI ON X X 
& TRANSMISSION 
EQU IPMENT FOR 
SERVICER DATA, 
HARDWIRED 
INTERFACE 
CONNECTORS 
DATA RECEPTION X X 
& TRANSMISSION 
U EQU I PMENT FOR SERVleER DATA, HARDWIRED IN-TERFACE CONNECT ORS .-. 
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IV. MAINTENANCE CONCEPTS 
The selection of a maintenance concept is a primary study output and 
has received significant attention during the course of the study. The 
evaluations were made in a series of steps successively reducing the number 
of candidate systems so the selected ones could be addressed t~ a higher 
level of detail. 
The maintenance concepts evaluated in this chapter are shown in Figure 
IV-l. The major objective is to examine the concepts for technical feasi-
bility and to provide a level of concept definition which is compatible 
with the needs for performing spacecraft interface analysis (Chapter V), 
STS impact analysis (Chapter VIII), cost generation and analysis (Chapter 
IX), and to select a recommended system (Chapter X). 
MA I NTENANCE CONCEPTS 
I 
I 
EXPENDABLE 
I 
ON-GROUND I VI S ITI NG SYSTEMS 
r--------~I----------~I----------------~I , 
EVA/IVA SRMS ON-ORBIT SELF-REPAIR 
SERVICERS BUILT-ON 
I 
ORBITALLY MAINTAINED 
Figure IV-l Maintenance Approaches 
Since there are such a large number of maintenance concepts, a realistic 
and valid comparison within limited resources is difficult. However, an 
effective time-saving approach was evolved which permitted a valid compari-
son to be made. The approach involves two fundamental factors. First a 
critical grouping of similar concepts is per,formed at each of the concept 
levels. Then one concept of the group is chosen and carried forward in the 
analyses as representing the total group. The second important factor re-
lates to working eac~l level of comparison to a proper degree of detail. The 
degree of detail should be adequate to draw the conclusions required, but 
it should not go deeper and waste project time. 
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The categorization system of Table IV-l was developed so that greater 
confidence in the identification of all maintenance concepts could be 
TabLe IV-l Maintenance Conoept Categories 
• GROUND REFURBISHABLE 
.SELF CONTAINED 
BUILT-ON 
SELF-REPA I R 
• MANNED 
IVA 
EVA 
• SHUTTLE REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM 
·ON-ORB IT SERVICER 
obtained. It was important that all alternative maintenance concepts be 
identified and compared. The concept categorization is sufficiently gen-
eral that any single concept should fit into the categorization and thus 
have been effectively evaluated in this study. It provided a method for 
grouping similar concepts by system characteristics such as operational 
utility, functional capability and hardware utilization. It also permits 
the grouping of similar concepts together so that a single concept can be 
used to represent the group. This approach will permit evaluation ~f all 
concepts to a greater depth than would be possible individually. The three 
basic advantages of this approach include the capability to represent simi-
lar concepts by a single concept, provide a tracing capability for every 
concept from its original source to its eventual disposition with support-
ing rationale, and provide a flow structure by which new concepts identi-
fied in later tasks [\lay be grouped, compared, and evaluated on a consistent 
basis. 
Note that the categorization system does not relate concepts to the 
elements of the transportation system (orbiter, tug, or free flyer). 
These effects are expressed in terms of STS impacts. Note also that the 
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control mode (automatic, remotely manned, manned) is not :~ncluded in the 
categorization. Man's direct presence is on~y involved in the on-orbit 
operations associated with IVA and EVA. The shuttle remote manipulator 
system is nominally to be operated in a remotely manned mode. All the other 
maintenance concepts, includi.ng the deployment and retrieval activities 
associated with ground refurbishment, can be operated automatically or 
remotely by man. 
Our approach is illustrated in the subtask interrelationships and flow 
shown in Figure IV-2. In Section A a top level look at the complete field 
A CANDI DATE MAl NTENANCE CONCEPT 1"'. EXPENDABLE 
I DENTIFICATION FORMULATION AND Y' . 
PRELIMINARY EVALUATI,ON " . 0 GROUND REFURBISHABLE 
EVA 
AND 
SRMS 
D 
(15 ON-ORBIT SERVICERS) 
B COMPAR I SON OF ALL 
CANDI DATE ON-ORBIT 
SERVICERS 
(2 ON-ORBIT SERVICERS) 
+ W COMPARISON OF PIVOTING ARM 
AND GENERAL PURPOSE MANIPU-
LATOR ON-ORBIT SERVICERS 
I (PIVOTING ARM ON-ORBIT SERVICER) 
COMPARISON OF VISITI NG 
MA I NTENANCE SYSTEMS: ON-ORB IT 
SERVICER, EVA AND SRMS 
VISITING SYSTEMS 
[) P IVOTI NG ARM 
EVA 
SRMS 
Figure IV-2 Maintenance Concept EvaZuation FZow 
of candidate maintenance concepts is performed. There are four outputs of 
this section. The expendable and ground refurbishable modes are defined for 
use in other tasks. Fifteen on-orbit servicer conceptual designs are identi-
fied for a categorizing and comparative evaluation in section B which results 
in the selection of two on-orbit servicers: pivoting arm (TRW), and general 
purpose manipulator (MDAC). These two servicers are evaluated to a greater 
level of detail (Section C), where the pivoting arm is recommended as the 
IV-3 
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best on-orbit servicer and is recommended to represent the total field of 
on-orbit servicers in fur.ther evaluations. 
Finally, in section D the pivoting arm on-orbit servicer, EVA and SRMS 
maintenance concepts are compared for operation in low earth orbit. This 
last section concludes that these three maintenance c~ncepts are all tech-
nically feasible. Advantages and disadvantages of each are compared. 
Several significant equipment areas are ider.tified which can affect cost 
comparisons performed in Chapter IX. The significant equipment impact 
areas are: 
(1) Spacecraft man-rating for EVA, 
(2) Additional support structure for large spacecraft for EVA and 
SRMS maintenance (weight, stowage and operating volumes), and 
(3) Addition of a module exchange capability to the SRMS (positional 
accuracy and manipulator degrees of freedom). 
A. CANDIDATE MAINTENANCE CONCEPT IDENTIFICATION AND PRELIMINARY EVALUATION 
The candidate maintenance concepts are shown in Figure IV-I. The con-
cepts listed represent the totality covered in the literature with the 
exception that fifteen on-orbit servicers (Table IV-2) have been identified. 
PabZe IV-2 FieZd of On-Orbit Servicers 
1. MDAC DIRECT ACCESS 
2. AEROSPACE CORPGRATION 
3. BELL AEROSPACE CARTES IAN COORDI NATE 
4. RI UOP A (EXTERNAL) 
5. P IVOTI NG ARM TYPE 
A. RI UOP B (INTERNAL) 
B. MSFC 
C. TRW 
D. BELL AEROSPACE CYLI NDRICAL COORD I NATE 
6. GENERAL PURPOSE MANIPULATOR TYPE 
A. RI GEOSYNCHRONOUS PLATFORM 
B. MDAC EXTERNAL 
C. MMC GENERAL PURPOSE 
D. GE AGOES BOOM 
7. SHUTTLE CARGO BAY ONLY 
A. MSFC SHUTTLE MODULE EXCHANGE 
B. RI EOS 
C. SPAR/DSMA EOS 
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A description of each servicer and a top level evaluation are contained in 
the next section. As the table shows, a first grouping of the servicers wa~ 
performed to aid in the evaluation process. This grouping is reviewed in 
the next section as more servicer details are introduced . 
The expendable and ground refurbishable maintenance modes require very 
little technical definition. The methods of design and on-orbit functioning 
of expendable spacecraft has been established and verified over a consid-
erable number of years. The ground refurbishable maintenance mode basically 
requires the addition of retrieval capability to an expendable spacecraft. 
The advantages and disadvantages for ground refurbishable maintenance are 
listed in Table IV-3. There are not any technical feasibility questions. 
Both the expendable and ground refurbishable maintenance modes are 
investigated for cost impacts in Chapter IX. 
Table IV-3 Ground Refurbishment Maintenance Concept 
DESCRIPTION 
TH IS CONCEPT UTILIZES THE STS TO RETRI EVE AND RETURN TO EARTH THE SPACECRAFT 
FOR A COMPLETE REFURBISHMENT OR MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES. 
ADVANTAGES 
MINIMUM MAl NTENANCE MODIFICATION REQUI RED TO SPACECRAFT DESI GN. 
THE SPACECRAFT CAN BE REFURB ISHED TO A LIKE-NEW CONDITION. 
THERE I S NO NEW GSE DEVELOPMENT FOR GROUND MA I NTENANCE. 
NO REQUIREMENT FOR SPECIAL MODULE MOUNTING; FAULT DETECTION, ISOLATION, AND 
. VERIFICATION EQUIPMENT; SERVICI NG MECHANISMS; RESTRAI NTS SYSTEMS, ETC. 
CAPABILITY TO REPAIR/REFURBISH AND CHECKOUT OF EQUIPMENT THAT CANNOT BE 
DONE ON-ORB IT, 
UPDATE SPACECRAFT CAPABILITIES. 
DISADVANTAGES 
SPACECRAFT MUST HE COMPATI BLE WITH RETRIEVAL OPERATION. 
TWO SHUTTLE LAUNCHES TO ACCOMPLISH MAl NTENANCE TASK, ONE TO RETRIVE AND ONE 
TO RELAUNCH SPACEGRAFT. 
MAINTAIN A REPAIR FACILITY ON THE GROUND WITH ALL THE SPECIAL HANJUNG EQUIP-
MENT AND REPLACEABLE MODULES/COMPONENTS. 
DOWNTIME I S GREATER FOR THIS CONCEPT THAN ANY OTHER CONCf:?T. 
EQUIPMENT THAT IS NOT REPLACED MUST GO THROUGH A RE-ENTRY AND. M;OTHER LAUNCH 
ENVI RONMENT WHICH PLACES ADDITIONAL STRESS ON THE EQUIPMENT. 
EQU IPMENT WHICH IS DEPLOYED FOR OP;EIMTION REQUI RES EITHER A RETF ACTION OR 
DROP-OFF CAPABILITY PRIOR TO fA~'fH RETURN. 
CONCLUS IONS 
THE ADVANTAGES OFFERED BY THIS CONCEPTPROVI~E A HIGHER LEVEL OF REFURBISH-
MEfllT THAN ANY OTHER MA I NTENANCE CONCEPT REV rEWED, HOWEVER THE D I SADVAN-
TAGES ARE ALSO COSTLY. THEREFORE, THIS CONCEPT SHOULD BE FURTHER INVESTIGATED 
FOR SPECIAL CASES. o ___ 
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The results of our investigation of built-on and self-repair mainten-
ance concepts are summarized in Tables IV-4 and IV-5, respectively. The 
built-on concept maintains a spacecraft in an acceptable operational 
TabZe IV-4 BuiZt-On Maintenance Concept 
"-DESCRIPTION 
THIS CONCEPT WILL MAINTAIN A SPACECRAFr IN AN ACCEPTABLE OPERATIONAL CONDITION FOR THE DURATION OF A MISS ION WITHOUT PHYS ICAL ASS I STANCE FROM ANY OTHER SOURCE SUCH AS THE STS BY USE OF A BUILT-ON SERVICING MECHANI SM AND THE EXCHANGE MODULES STORED I N THE SERV I CER. 
ADVANTAGES 
--NEAR CONTINUOUS OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY. 
NO ADD ITIONAL SHumE LAUNCHES OR DOCI< I NG PROVI S IONS NEEDED EXCEPT WHERE S P ACEC RAFr RETR I EVAL IS REQU I RED. 
'-. 
DISADVANTAGES 
COST OF.4, SEPARATE SERVICING MECHANISM FOR EACH SPACECRAFr INCLUD-I NG FAULT DETECTION ISOLATION, AND VERI FICATION EQU IPMENT OFTELEMETRY FOR GROUND DIAGNOSIS AND VERIFICATION. 
CANNOT BE UPDATED WITH NEW EQUIPMENT. 
HIGH R ISI< FACTOR DUE TO THE COMPLEXITY OF THE MECHANICAL EQU I PMENT REQU I RED TO PERFORM THE MA I NTENANCE FU NCTI ONS AND STORAGE REQU I RE-MENTS. 
REQU I RES TAl< I NG REPLACEMENT MODULES FOR MODULES THAT MA Y NOT FA I L. 
CANNOT COMPENSATE FOR MODULES THAT HAVE DESIGN FAILURES. 
HIGH COST, WEIGHT, VOLUME, AND POWER. 
CONCLUSION 
. 
THE SAME GOAL OF TH IS COI'ltEPT CAN BE AnAl NED THROUGH SIMPLE REDUN-DANCY WITH A HIGHER DEGREE OF RELIABILITY, AND REDUNDANCY IS CON-S I DERED A SPACECRAFr DES IGNERS PROBLEM. 
EVEN THOUGH ELIMINATION OF ADDITIONAL SHumE LAUNCHES IS A CON-S I DERABLE COST SAVI NGS, THE DI SADVANTAGES ARE OF A MAGNITUDE THAT DOES NOT WARRANT FURTHER I NVESTI GAT IONS. 
condition for the duration of a mission wjthout physical assistance from 
any other source such as the STS by use of a built-on servicing mechanism 
and the exchange modules are stored in the servicer. The self-repair 
concept consists of a built-on module exchange mechanism and the capability 
to repair the failed module by a remotely manned mechanism within the space-
craft. Many of the disadvantages for both these concepts are similar and 
are very significant. Each spacecraft has its own servicer mechanism with 
associated weight, volume, reliability, and cost penalties. The o'ffsetting 
advantage is no additional servicing launches. It was concluded that this 
does not offset the disadvantages and that the built-on and self-repair 
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TabZe IV-5 SeZf-Repair Maintenance Concept 
DESCRIPTION 
THIS CONCEPT CONSISTS OF A BUILT-IN MODULE EXCHANGE MECHANISM AND THE CAPABI UTYTO REPAI R THE FAI LED MODULE BY A MANNED-REMOTE MECHANISM WITHIN THE SPACECRAFT. 
ADVANTAGES 
NEAR CONTI NUOUS OPERATIONAL CAPAB ILIlY. 
NO ADD ITiONAL SHUTTLE LAUNCHES OR DOCK I NG PROVI S IONS NEEDED EXCEPT WHERE S P ACEC RAFT RETR I EVAL IS REQU I RED. 
ONLY ONE REPLACEABLE MODULE OF EACH TYPE REQU IRED I N ADD ITION TO THE SPARE COMPONENTS. 
POTENTIAL FOR MORE DIRECT APPLICATION OF STANDARDIZED COMPONENT HARDWARE. 
PROVI DE REPAI R FOR THE LEVEL AT WH ICH FAI LURES HI STORICALLY OCCUR. 
DISADVANTAGES 
A SEPARATE SERVICING MECHANISM FOR EACH SPACECRAFT INCLUDING THE MODULE EXCHANGER, MODULE REPAIR MECHANISM, AND FAULT DETECTION, ISOLATION, AND VERIFICATION EQUIPME~fT OR TELEMETRY FOR GROUND DIAGNOSIS AND VERIFICATION. 
NO M£At!.S TO UPDATE WITH NEW EQUIPMENT. 
HIGH RI SI< FACTOR DUE TO COMPLEXITY OF THE MECHANICAL EQU IPMENT RE-QUIRED TO PERFORM MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS AND STORAGE REQUIREMENTS. 
NO MEANS TO COMPENSATE FOR DES I GN FAI LURES THAT MAY OCCUR. 
STORAGE SPACE REQUIRED FOR REPLACEMENT MODULES AND COMPONENTS THAT MAY NOT FAIL. 
HIGH POWER, 'COST, WEIGHT AND VOLUME REQUIREMENTS TO PERFORM MAIN-TENANCE FUNCTIONS. 
CONCLUSION 
EVEN THOUGH THE ELIMINATION OF ADDITIONAL STS LAUNCHES WOULD BE A CONS IDERABLE COST SAVI NGS, THE DISADVANTAGES ARE OF A MAGNITUDE THAT DOES NOT WARRANT FURTHER I NVESTI GATIONS OF THI S CONCEPT. 
maintenance concepts did not warrant further investigation .. 
The IVA maintenance concept utilizes man within a pressurized compart-
ment to accomplish the task of performing the servicing activities on a 
visiting basis in a low earth orbit. The level of repair could be at the 
module or component exchange level depending on the overall concept. This 
concept most nearly represents a ground maintenance concept on-orbit with 
man-in-the-loop. It has been demonstrated in previo~s space missions that 
man can accomplish tasks in a spatial environment with nearly the same 
efficiency as on the ground. There are some inconveniences such as provid-
ing restraints for the man and tobls/equipment, but these. are not considered 
constraints. The largest cost factor is providing the life support systems 
and the resulting additional launch weight for the spacecraft o~ the ~epair 
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facility in the cargo bay of the orbiter. The most benefit is derived by 
having man in a position to evaluate the condition and perform the required 
maintenance, which may be different than what was diagnosed prior to the 
maintenance launch. The advantages and disadvantages of IVA maintenance are 
sumn.~rized in Table IV-6. Spacecraft design information indicates that this 
type of system would have limited applicability. Thus, it was concluded that 
IVA maintenance did not warrant further investigation. 
TabZe IV-6 IVA Maintenance Concept 
ADVANTAGES 
MAN AT THE SITE HAS BENEFITS THAT COMPARE TO ON THE 
GROUND REPAIR. 
CONFIGURATION AND ORIENTATION ARE NOT AS CRITICAL 
AS REMOTE OR AUTOMATIC OPERATIONS. 
MAN HAS THE ABILITY TO WORK AROUND SITUATIONS 
WHERE MECHANISMS WOULD FAIL.. 
MAN PROVIDES GREATER DEXTERITY AND COGNITIVE CAPA-
BILITIES. 
MAN IS AVA'ILABLE ON LOW EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE FLIGHTS. 
DISADVANTAGES 
LIM ITED APPLICABI LilY TO SERVIC I NG THE MANY ANTIC 1-
PATED SPACECRAFT. 
HIGH COST ASSOCIATED WITH PROVIDING THE LIFE SUP-
PORT SYSTEMSo 
HIGH COST TO PROVIDE RELIABILITY REQUIRED FOR MANNED 
MISSIONS. 
MUST BRI NG SPACECRAFT I NTO A LIFE SUPPORTABLE EN-
VIRONMENT; PRESSURIZE SPACECRAFT; OR PROVIDE 
GLOVEBOX DES I GN COMPATI B ILiTY. 
In summary, the expendable and ground-refurbishable concepts were 
accepted for further evaluation and cost considerations, the built-on 
and self-repair concepts were not further considered, the IVA concept was 
deemphasized and blended into EVA, the EVA and SRMS concepts were carried 
to section D, and the on-orbit servicers are discussed in section B. 
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B. ON-ORBIT SERVICER EVALUATIONS 
This section describes the processes by which the 15 servicer concepts 
of Table IV-2 were categorized into seven major groups. Subsequently, a 
selection was made of two servicer concepts for detail evaluation in 
section C. The two servicer concepts selected for expanded consideration 
are the pivoting arm and the general purpose manipulator. 
Servicing mechanisms evolved under contemporary studies have involved 
methods of moving a module a few fee.t from the spacecraft to the servicer 
stowage rack, the precept being that if the task were so limited, then the 
device should be much simpler than the versatile general purpose manipula-
tors employed for so many terrestrial applications. The fact is that the 
modules still must be moved in and out, rotated, indexed and positioned in 
varying degrees; and the result is the simplest mechanisms still require 
about four degrees-of-freedom plus end effectors for latching and unlatch-
ing. Hany of the proposed devices are found to be more complex and heavier 
than a general purpose manipulator and at the same time are limited in 
versa til i ty. 
Most of the module exchange devices proposed to date are limited in that 
the working range allows servicer module stowage and spacecraft module loca-
tion on the end only, outer ring facing aft only, or outer ring facing out-
board only. If module location is limited to the center or end of the 
spacecraft, the spacecraft design may not be greatly compromised. A modu-
lar spacecraft allows for good subsystem grouping and thermal control with 
end located modules. Other spacecraft not yet in the planning stage may 
not be as easily arranged, particularly if replaceable earth pointing in-
ftruments are involved, and must maintain continuous operation. 
Thus, the issues involved are highly interrelated but involve charac-
teristics and requirements of spacecraft interfaces, a servicing mechanism, 
a space replaceable module stowage ,r.ack, and carrier vehicle capabilities. 
It was decided to identify potentially effective candidates among the 
~arious servicer concepts which deserve the focus of study resources to 
conduct equitable and meaningful economic evaluations. 
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A set of screening criteria has evolved, based on a definition of most 
of the desirable requirements of spacecraft servicing devices. These 
criteria, which evolved into design guidelines for servicing economy, were 
useful for assessing impacts to spacecraft design necessary to realize 
potential benefits of on-orbit servicing. For this evaluation, however, the 
screening criteria are employed as a metric to maintain consistency in the 
competitive technical evaluation of the many servicer mechanisms. These 
screening criteria have been useful in the prr,)cess of comparing each pro-
posed spacecraft servicer for technical excellence in its implied design, 
a necessary initial step to identify the more desirable servicers in view 
of an eventual application to the entire mission model. 
1. Mechanism Evaluation Approach 
On-orbit servicers have been evaluated with the objective: to review 
and analyze all previous studies of on-orbit servicing and to reduce this 
variety to a manageable number of servicer concepts that retain all valid 
options. 
Of the three major elements of the space-borne equipment (servicer 
mechanism, storage rack, and programmer), the literature· search and prelim-
inary considerations led us to empbasize the servicer mechanism. The 
literature available had little or no data on the programmer., and the pro-
grammer can be readily designed to accommodate any servicing requirements. 
The third space-borne element, the stowage rack, in general can also be 
reconfigured to better satisfy the servicer requirements, so it was only 
considered where there were definite limiting factors. The evaluation 
approach thus emphasizes the alternative servicer'mechanisms. 
As this evaluation was the first step in a larger evaluation, we care-
fully examined a broad set of evaluation criteria and selected those which 
are most applicable to the level of detail available for use, and to a 
first evaluation. 
The servicer mechanism evaluation approach followed the flow shown in 
Figure IV-3 leading to the evaluation and selection of those mechanisms to 
be further studied. Fifteen servicer mechanisms were identified in the 
literature which were redt....;~~d to seven by the similarity discussions. Over 
85 references were reviewed for data applicable to this study. Some of these 
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COLLECT I NFORMATliON ON 
SERVICER MECHANISMS 
GROUP MECHANISMS WITH 
SIMILAR CHARACTERISTICS 
ESTABLI SH GROUND RULES 
AND SCREENI NG CRITERIA 
ANALYZE MECHANI SMS, DOCUMENT 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 
<> 
EVALUATION AND SELECTION OF 
MECHANISMS FOR FURTHER 
STUDY 
Figure IV-3 Servicer Mechanism EvaZuation FZow 
provided detailed data on servicer mechanisms. The seven studies of Table 
11-1 were reviewed for broader considerations, the servicer evaluation ' , 
criteria, candidate functional guidelines, and candidate design guidelines. 
These factors are introduced in the paragraphs below. The seven studies 
are the most recent work for the important continuing servicing studies 
and present their current conclusions. The data and results of the prior 
studies were used to identify direc·tion, and provide data and methodology 
for this study. The various items were analyzed, cross-checked between 
studies, and verified berure being incorporated in the study conclusions. 
2. Servicer Mechanism Data Sources 
This section identifies the data sources used to obtain data on the 
various servicer mechanisms proposed in the literature and groups similar 
mechanisms together. 
A formal NASA literature search and a Defense Documentation Center 
report bibliography provided few useful references. However, a 1973 Navy 
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Space Systems Activity conference report and the 1973 Proceedings of the 
Second Conference on Payload Interfaces supported by McDonnell-Douglas 
Astronautics Company led to most of the active organizations and their 
orbital maintenance concepts. A partial data deficiency was uncovered at the 
first quarterly review. It was found that a number of. additional references 
with regard to the GSFC module exchanger mechanism for the earth observation 
satellite were available. 
Over 85 useful references were located. From this, 15 ser.vicer mechan-
isms were identified. Generally, the'references discussed the mechanism and 
the stowage rack. There was little information on the r.est of the mainten-
ance concept; e.g., space-borne programmer, logistics computer, maintenance 
center, interfaces with the user community, or module refurbishment philoso-
phy. Several of the references included evaluations of four to eight 
servicer mechanisms. These references identified the criteria used for the 
comparative evaluations. Other references listed the advantages of particu-
lar mechanisms. These advantages were considered as possible screening 
criteria. The variety of mechanism designs and the differences in evaluation 
criteria uncovered imply that the design of a module exchanger to meet the 
requ'irements of the total maintenance applicable mission model is difficult. 
The fifteen servicer mechanisms identified are listed in Table IV-7 by 
reference to the originating organization with modifiers as necessary. The 
primary ~eferences are indicated in parenthesis in the table as item numbers 
from Chapter XI. In several cases, supplementary data from other sources 
were also used. 
Several organizations have suggested more than one servicer mechanism. 
The mechanisms have also been grouped where the a1teTnative concepts are 
functionally similar. In this way, the number of concepts have been reduced 
to permit greater depth of ·detai1 in the next level of evaluation with no 
loss of valid approaches. This approach extends the maintenance concept 
categorization technique to the servicer mechanism level. 
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Table IV-? Sepvioep Mechanisms 
1. MDAC DIRECT ACCESS (1(-8) 
2. AEROSPACE CORPORATION !F-19) 
3. BELL AEROSPACE CARTES IAN COORD I NATE ()(-l) 
4. RI UOP A (EXTERNAL) (M-13) 
5. PIVOTING ARM TYPE 
A. R! UOP B (I NTERNALl (M-B) B. MSFC (E-4) 
C. TRW (N-141 
D. BELL AEROSPACE CYLI NDRICAL COORD I NATE * 
6. GENERAL PURPOSE MANIPULATOR TYPE 
A. R I GEOSYNCHRONOUS PLATFORM IM-6) B. MDAC EXTERNAL (K -2) 
C. MMC GENERAL PURPOSE U-2) D. GE AGOES BOOM (1(-1) 
7. SHUTIlE CARGO BAY ONLY 
A, MSFC SHUTIlE MODULE EXCHANGE 11<-1) B. RI EOS (K-ll 
C. SPAR/DSMA EOS (0-1) 
* INFORMAL COMMUNICATION FROM DR. G. GORDON OF COMSAT LABS, SEPTEMBER 1974. 
3. Ground Rules For Screening Servicer Mechanisms 
This paragraph defines the ground rules used during the screening of the servicer mechanisms and presents the rationale for the ground rules selected. Table IV'-8 is a summary of the important ground rules. 
Table IV-8 Ground Rules for Scpeening of Servicer Mechanisms 
SPACECRAFT DES IONED TO BE SERVICEABLE 
MODULE EXCHANGE ONLY 
J\LL MODULES ARE LOCATED ON ONE OR TWO SEPARATE DOCK I NG FACES OR I N ONE OR TWO ADJACENT TI ERS 
I , . . LARGE ANTENNAS AND SOLAR PANELS ARE ASSUMEDlO HAVE LONG LIFE AND HIGH RELIABILITY AND THEREFORE DO NOT NEED REPLACI NG 
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Mechanisms would only be evaluated against spacecraft that were designed 
to be serviceable. This ground rule was suggested by the study Request for 
Proposal and is consistent with the approach of all of the servicer mechan-
ism references. The primary on-orbit servicing activity would be module 
exchange. This is consistent with all of the references. All modules are 
assumed to look alike as far as the servicer mechanism is concerned so that 
different end effectors need not be considered at this point. 
Each maintainable spacecraft can be configured so that all modules can 
be located on one or two separate docking faces or in one or two adjacent 
tiers. The ground rule is consistent with the results of all of the refer-
ence documentation. For the seven prior studies referenced above, all of 
them stated that it was definitely possible to configure an on-orbit main-
tainable version of their reference spacecraft to the level of definition 
of their study. 
Large antennas and solar panels are assumed to have long life and high 
reliability and, therefore do not need replacing. Again this rule is con-
sistent with the referenced studies. If an antenna has a moveable feed or 
if some of its components, to be located in the antenna feed area, are not 
reliable enough, then they can be designed as a space replaceable module. 
The solar panels are usually sized to meet the lifetime and reliability 
requirements and need not be replaced. There may be a need for replacement 
of solar panel drive motors and concepts for their on-orbit replacement have 
been advanced. 
The original approach was to identify a set of servicer requirements 
feom an evaluation of the maintenance applicable spacecraft. Elements were 
typic~lly to be: functional requirements as in Table IV-9, number of modules, 
module size, module weight, module location, applicability to many carrier 
vehicles: and ability to service mUltiple space9raft. However, a preliminary 
review of the servicer concepts shotved that many of the mechanisms would be 
needlessly rejected if they were strictly compared to a set of performance 
requirements. Thus, this approach was adjusted so that it did not unduly 
penalize servicer concepts that had been designed for a limited set of space-
craft or for a particular set of ground rules. Recognition was given to the 
fact that most of the concepts can be reconfigured or rescaled or h~ve func-
tions ~dded to meet given performance requirements. From the original set 
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TabZe IV-9 Representative On-Orbit Serviaer FunctionaZ Requirements 
SERVICER SYSTEM FUNCTIONS: 
PROVIDE POWER TO SERVICER FROM CARRIER VEHICLE. 
TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE TELEMETRY SIGNALS TO AND FROM 
CARR I ER VEH I CLE. 
TRANSFER STRUCTURAL LOADS FROM SPACECRAFT TO CAR-
RIER VEHICLE. 
THERMAL CONTROL OF MODULES. 
DO NOT INHIBIT OPERATION OF SPACECRAFT OR CARRIER 
VEHICLE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM. 
DO NOT INHIBIT OPERATION OF SPACECRAFT MISS ION 
WHEN SERVICING IS COMPLETE 
PROGRAMMER FUNCTIONS: 
COMMAND MECHANISM TO POSITION AT ANY FAILED OR 
REPLACEMENT MODULE. 
AUTOMAT IC SEQUENC I NG OF MODULE EXCHANGE. 
PROVIDE OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE (ANTENNAS, ARRAYS, ETC). 
MONITOR SERVicl NG PROCESS. 
ACCEPT AND EXECUTE COMMAND SIGNALS FROM CARRIER 
VEHICLE. 
MECHANISM FUNCTION: 
PROVIDE CAPABILITY TO REACH ALL MODULES. 
ATTACH TO AND RELEASE ALL MODULES. 
TRANSPORT MODULES TO DES I RED LOCATIONS. 
PLACE AND WITHDRAW ALL MODULES. 
PROVIDE TEMPORARY STOWAGE WHILE EXCHANGING. 
OPERATE MODULE LATCHES. 
STOWAGE RACK FUNCTIONS: 
PROVI DE MODULE STOWAGE (ALL MODULES FOR ONE OR 
MORE SPACECRAFT), 
OPERATE MODULE LATCHES (ALTERNATE APPROACH). 
PROV.I DE I NDICATION OF MECHANICAL LATCHINGI 
UNLATCH I NG. 
POSS I BLE BACKUP FUNCTIONS: 
.., , 
REDUNDANT MDDULE ATIACHMENT AND RELEASE. 
MANUAL SEQUENC I NG OF MODULE EXCHANGE. 
of servicer performance requirements, we set to one side those which could be 
reasonably accommodated by servicer design. The others were incorporated 
into the screening criteria of the next section. The servicer mechanisms 
were then compared against each other for these criteria. 
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The following aspects were believed to be applicable to most servicer 
concepts and could be evaluated independently of the servicer mechanism: 
I 
programmers, control systems, electrical interfaces, end effectors, attach-
ments, and backup modes. Emphasis in the evaluation was on a comparison of 
the servicer mechanism used to move the modules. 
4. Mechanism Screening Criteria 
This paragraph develops the criteria t~ be used in the top level screen-
ing of the servicer mechanisms. The evaluation factors established in this 
study and from a literature review were combined into Table IV-lO. It lists 
the factors selected for the top level screening. The final concept might 
well be the one which achieves the best balance between maximum simplicity 
and Inaximum versatility. Certainly for a much used and important system 
Table IV-10 Factors for Servicer Mechanism Screening 
MISSION OPERATIONAL FACTORS 
MECHANISM SHOULD BE USABLE ON MANY CARRIER VEHICLES 
CLASS OF SPACECRAFT PROGRAMS TO WHICH MECHANISM APPLIES. 
MULTIPLE SPACECRAFT MAl NTENANCE. 
MECHANISM OPERATIONAL FACTORS 
OPERATIONS TIME. 
SPACECRAFT MULTIPLE FACE ACCESSIBILITY. 
CONSTRAI NTS ON NUMBER, SIZE, LOCATION, AND ORDER OF EXCHANGE 
OF MODULES. 
DOES MECHANS 1M OPERATE LATCHES. 
PROVISION FOR TEMPOHARY MODULE STORAGE. 
MECHANI SM CHARACTERI STICS 
WEIGHT (MECHANISM, RACK, DOCKiNG DEVICE, ADAPTER). 
LENGTH (M I NIMUM FOR CARGO BAY STOWAGE). 
POWER REQUI RED. 
ANC I LLARY EQU IPMENT REQU I RED. 
VOLUME. 
COMPLEXITY (I. E., U NRELI AB I L ITY). 
REQUIRES ADVANCEMENT OF STATE-OF-THE-ART. 
EFFECTS OF STRUCTU RALFLEX I B I L1TY. 
EXCHANGE FORCE REQU I RED./ 
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such as the servicer mechanism, especially in geosynchronous orbit, 
having a simple system with inherent high reliability is highly desirable. 
Yet the mechanism must not be too restrictive on the spacecraft designer. 
The spacecraft designer is faced with a great many important decisions and 
tradeoffs. 'Io add unnecessary constraints in terms of number of modules, 
module size, module shape, and module locations could result in excessive 
spacecraft costs. Thus the approach of reducing constraints on the space-
craft designer is used as a primary criteria in servicer mechanism screening. 
The selected criteria were grouped ~nder four general headings: versatility, 
simplicity, length, and weight. These were further defined by the subhead-
ings shown in Table IV-H. The subheadings of Table IV-II were used to organize 
the evaluations of each of the 15 servicer mechanisms and are described in 
detail below. Each of the screening criteria of Table IV-IO appears under 
one of the Table IV-II subheadings. Each module exchange mechanism was eval-
uated on the basis of the configuration described in the reference literature. 
A "comments" paragraph was included at the end of each mechanism discussion 
to indicate options to the basic configuration that would make it more use-
ful. 
TabZe IV-l1 Servicer Mechanism Screening Criteria 
VERSATI L1TY 
VERSATI LlTY 
DOCK I NG MECHANISMS 
SIMPLICITY 
MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE 
STRUCTURAL FLEXI BI LlTY 
RELI AS I LlTY 
LENGTH 
SIZE 
WEIGHT 
WEIGHT IV-17 
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Versatility - Versatility is used to obtain a measure of hbW few con-
.straints are placed on the spacecraft designer. Under this heading are 
discussed: module size range, module shape range, numbers of modules, 
module locations on the spacecraft, applicability to the orbiter, tug and 
earth orbital te1eoperator systenl (EOTS), ability to service multiple space-
craft, and restrictions on order of exchanging modules. In the evaluations 
that follow, the desirable values for these items are those which provide 
the spacecraft designer with the widest choice of how he can design his 
spacecraft. Heavy restrictions on the spacecraft designer mean that servic-
ing will not be used or that its use will be 1inlited. Module weight is not 
included as a criteria as servicers can be designed to handle the masses 
involved, and weight restrictions are more related to carrier vehicle capa-
bility. 
Mechanical Advantage - Mechanical advantage was used to discuss the geo-
metric/kinematic nature of the mechanism as well as its relative efficiency. 
Under this heading are discussed: pow.er conversion for each mechanism 
motion, linear versus rotary motion, latching and unlatching forces, tem-
porary module stowage, and operations time. A small number of devices to 
convert energy from the electrical to mechanical fo:t'm is good. Rotary 
motions are preferred over linear because linear systems tend to be heavier 
and less reliable. Latching and unlatching forces should be low and coni-
cal tapers should he such ,that the latching force does not result in too 
high of an unlatching force. A method of temporarily, or permanently, stow-
ing the failed modules removed from the spacecraft must be provided ~.,hile the 
replacement modules are installed. Operations time to exchange modules should 
be a small part of the seven day tug operations time, say one or two hours. 
The mechanical advantage factors were considered more for their effect on 
other aspects such as reliability, weight, and operational capability rather 
than for themselves per se. 
Docking Mechanisms - The docking mechanisms were not evaluated; rather 
thE! effect of the se>:vicer mechanism on the utilization of a docking mechan-
ism is addressed. Two classes of docking mechanisms were treated: 1) center 
located, such as the Apollo docking probe and drogue, and 2) peripherally 
located, such as the baseline tug docking ring or the Apollo/Soyuz docking 
mechanism. It is desired that the servicer mechanism be adaptable to either 
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the center or peripheral docking systems so that thp spacecraft designer is 
not limit~d. The structural load paths during docking and In the docked 
configuration were considered for their effect on weight and servicer length, 
both of which should be kept low. Any significant interactions, such as 
the need to retract the center docking probe in the Bell Aerospace cartesian 
coordinate system are also discussed. Again, minimum.w~ight and maximum 
reliability at'e desired. 
Structural Flexibility - Two aspects of structural flexibility were con-
sidered: 1) the stiffness of the docked spacecraft, mechanism, and carrier 
vehicle assembly, and 2) the exchanger mechanism stiffness during module 
handling. The relative structural stiffness in the docked configuration 
was evaluated for its effects on weight and attitude control system inter-
actions. Low weight and low interaction effects are de~irable. The exchanger 
mechani.sm load paths and stiffness during module insertion and latching were 
evaluated to see if the mechanism is soft enough in the .right places for 
self-alignment and stiff enough in the right places to avoid binding. 
Several of the mechanisms tend to use redundant guides during module inser-
tion which can cause binding. Load path length during latching was also 
of concern. As the total load path must take the latching loads, it should 
be kept short so that undue ~lexing will not occur and so that weight will 
be low. 
Size - Generally size should be kept low as large size tends to imply 
high weight or soft structure. The operating configuration was ~Vgluated 
with regard to the space required to maneuver modules from the stowage rack t 
to the spacecraft and vice versa. A sh~)rt length is desirable. More important ,\ 
is the size of the servicer when configured for use on the tug and stovled in 
the orbiter cargo bay. The PUT study showed a significant impact on launch 
cost sharing benefits if the stowed servicer length was not kept short. 
Length values were expressed as multiples of module length. The orbiter 
cargo bay diameter was used as a limiting factor for servicer stowage. As 
a11 of the mechanisms were designed with this limitation in mind, it was not " 
a significant discriminator. 
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Weight - The space-borne weight of the servicer system should be kept 
~ow when it is to be carried by the tug to geosynchronous orbit because of 
the limited tug round-trip capability. Absolute weights were not deter-
mined, rather weight contributing factors and relative weight assessments 
were used. 
Reliability - Logic says that the module exchange operation has to be 
very reliable, otherwise the purpose of on··orbit maintenance, which is to 
put spacecraft back into an, operable condition, is defeated. Factors con-
tributing to unreliability which are. discussed include: mechanisms, latches, 
ability to release modules, number of degrees of freedom, number of parts, 
synchronization requirements, sequential effects, and the docking mechanism 
where it is used as part of the servicer mechanism. 
To simplify the evaluation of each prospective module exchange concept, 
it was helpful to identify areas that will remain similar regardless of 
concept. For instance, module storage in the tug adapter section for a 
given volume of equipment will require about the same structural support 
for all concepts. This structural support is based on flight loads imposed 
by the tug l,'ehicle. The same appears true for spacecraft support structure 
for the operational modules. The point is that structural weight required 
for the above purposec should not be charged to the particular concept. The 
same is true for centrally located docking devices. Of course, the addition 
of equipment to a docking device to afford motion was a consideration. 
Mechanisms which are required to perform functions of unlatching, sliding 
drawers in and out, and making electrical connections such as are required in 
these tasks require careful detail design to ensure high reliability. 
Thermal control is often brought up as being a key aspect oE (In-orbit 
servicing. There are three mission phases to be considered, each with 
different thermal control aspects: 1) while modules are in the stowage 
rack, 2) during module exchange, and 3) during spacecraft operation. When 
the modules are in the stowage rack they are inoperative or powered-down, 
thermal control coatings and insulation can be applied to the rack, elec-
trical power for heating is vailable from the carrier vehicle, and the 
"barbecue" mode (slowly turning the modules with respect to the sun's 
direction) can be used. These techniques, which have been used successfully 
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on many space transportation systems such as Transtage and Apollo, are 
equally applicable to all servicer module stowage racks and mechanisms. 
During module exchange, the time should be relatively short and the module 
thermal capacity should be adequate to keep module temperatures within the 
nonoperating limits. Techniques for thermal control ~f the servicer mech-
anism need not be a screening critp.ria. During spacecraft operation, 
thermal control is the spacecraft designer's problem and is one of the 
reasons for not, at this time, restricting the spacecraft designer's options 
with regard to module sizes, shapes, and locations. 
None of the servicer mechanisms evaluated appeared to require an advance-
ment of the state of the art, so this factor is not further considered in 
the comparative evaluations. 
5. Technical Discussion of On-Orbit Servicers 
The following paragraphs present descriptions and technical discussions 
of the various proposed on-orbit servicer mechanisms. The technical dis-
cussions are aligned to the screening criteria which have been selected to 
most clearly show the comparative attributes of each servicer. 
a) MDAC Direct Access Servicer Mechanism 
Description: The MDAC direct access servicing concept, shown in Figure 
IV-4, utilizes a ring type docking device operated by eight hydraulic actu-
ators powered by a pneumatic system. The operating sequence is shown in 
Figure IV-5. Pressure actuated ball latches at the end of each actuator 
effect the attachment of the satellite. On retraction of the actuators, the 
satellite is mated to the servicer, the satellite module pattern aligning 
with the servicer module storage pattern. The retraction motion is used to 
latch modules to be withdrawn from the servicer to the satellite and to latch 
modules to be withdrawn from the satellite to the rotating grid. A three-
position rotary actuator mounted in each of the square segments in the rotary 
grid determines whether the module will be withdrawn from the satellite, the 
servicer or neither. 
The docking mechanism actuators are then extended as shown on the second 
figures and the replacement and defective modules are withdrawn simultaneously. 
Motion at the end of the docking mechanism extension stroke automatically 
releases servicer modules from the satellite and latches them to the rotary 
grid. 
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Figupe IV-4 MDAC Dipect Access Sepvicep 
The grid is then rotated placing the defective modules over the storage 
slot vacated by the replacement module, and the replacement module over the 
slot vacated by the defective module. 
The docking mechanism is again retracted inserting the modules in ther 
respective slots and locking them in place. 
Half the modules can be exchanged simultaneously during one of these 
cycles. 
Versatility: This concept is designed only to handle a given square box 
size which probably means that subsystems much smaller than the standard box 
will be packaged with other small subsystems to fill the one size box. This 
may be considered an undesirable compromise. Further, roll angular position 
accuracy is high for exchange operations. Module sizes and placements are 
relatively restricted. 
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SERVICER OPERATION 
DEFEr,TlVE MODULE 
REPLACEMENT 
MODULE 
-ROTATING 
2 
k~Ii!6.~~\~ GRID 
• DOCKING 
• GRID ROTATED 180 DEG 
• DOCKING SYSTEM RETRACTED 
• DEFECTIVE MODULE LATCHED TO GRID 
• REPLACEMENT MODULE LATCHED TO 
SPACECRAFT 
5 
• DOCKI~JG SYSTEM RETRACTED 
• REPLACEMENT AND DEFECTIVE MODULES 
LATCHED TO SPACECRAFT AND SERVICER 
• MODULES EXTRACTED AND 
LATCHED TO GRID 
• EXTENDED AND RELEASED 
Figure IV-5 MDAC Direct Access Servicer Operation Sequence 
Mechanical Advantage: Thi.s concept provides excellent push-pull capa-
bility and adequate grid rotation capability; subsequently, good mechanical 
advantages. Latching and unlatching requires good positive moves and avail-
• 
able forces to have a reliable latch up. If only one or two latches are 
involved, it appears reasonable, but 24 latches, with 12 operating at the 
same time seems difficult. 
Docking Mechanism: This peripheral docking mechanism is integral to 
module exchange and does two things that seem to be advantageous. It opens 
up the center for easier installation of the rotating grid table and pro-
vides a very rigid attachment to the satellite, particularly in torsion. 
The rotating table could still be mounted around a centrally located dock-
ing probe with some additional complexity. 
For purposes of docking, this me~~hanism should work as well as a center 
docking mechanism. This is very similar to the international docking mech-
anism except that ball screw jacks were used in place of hydraulic cylinders. 
Their reasoning was that the radial arrangement opened up the center for 
the astronaut air-lock tunnel. 
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The real negative aspects of the MDAC direct access servicer appear, when 
we start using the docking device to move modules in and out. The MDAC 
module exchange device depends on accurate axial travel which means that 
the eight hydraulic cylinders must travel forward and back in unison to 
maintain alignment of modules to racks. It is not apparent from the infor-
mation available how this is to be done. Friction characteristics of 
m01ules moving out of the spacecraft will be different from those moving 
out of the rack. This may be very difficult to control. It seems that a 
hydI:aulically actuated center docking probe would accomplish the same thing
 
much better, simpler, less weight, less cost and certainly better reliabil-
ity, while maintaining good alignment. 
Stiffness: This approach provides very rigid structures and good load 
paths are always available. For instance, the peripheral type docking devi
ce 
would be very stable as long as the actuation fluid system is solid. This 
is not entirely clear in view of the use of the accumulator since close 
tolerances imply need for stiff members and close position control • 
Size: This concept utilizes space to the best advantage that is possible 
with its short « 3 feet) stowage' and operational length. The modules are 
efficiently positioned and are moved the least distance possible to get the
 
modules echanged. This system adds little to overall tug length outside th
e 
module stowage depth and some to the diameter. 
Weight: Since, this concept utilizes the least space, it follows that it 
is weight competitive. The items adding excessive weight are the latching 
mechanisms, the rotating grid and the portions of the docking mechanism 
charged with axial movement. The complicated individual module latching 
mechanism adds up to a substantial amount of weight for this fun'=!tion, much
 
more than is justified. 
Reliability: 
Docking Probe - The MDAC docking probe depends on proper functioning of 
eight actuators, eight check valves, and eight pressure-actuated ball latch
es 
plus related equipment. Each actuator requires a dynamic seal which is a 
high risk leak point. Tllis large number of active parts is not conducive t
o 
high reliability. 
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Rotating Grid - This is a simple rotating device requiring precise 
radial positioning. Good reliability should be obtainable for this mechan-
ism. 
Module Latches - There are 24 modules which require latching front and 
back on each. There are 24, 3-way rotary selector actuators to activate 
the particular latch being used at that time. For instance, after dock the 
rotary actuator will unlatch the used module from the satellite and latch 
it to the rotating grid. The new module is unlatched from the tug and 
latched to the satellite. After dock extend, the new module is unlatched 
from the satellite and latched to the rotating grid. After grid rotation 
and dock retraction, the old module is unlatched from the grid and latched 
to the satellite. This adds up to four latch and unlatch operations per 
module. If 24 modules are exchanged, the sequence is performed 48 times 
for a total of 192 separate latching functions per satellite. If one latch 
should malfunction, a complete refurbishment of the satellite is not 
accomplished. Also, if a module latch failed to operate properly, the tug 
and satellite may be in jeopardyv 
comments: The MDAC concept is complicated, thus relatively unreliable. 
The concept of module exchange maintenance is based On the idea of limiting 
the work load to gain simplicity of equipment. This system is as complex as 
a six or seven-degree-of-freedom device but will accomplish only a fraction 
of the tasks within the capability of a general purpose manipulator. 
b) Aerospace Corporation Servicer Mechanism 
Description: The Aerospace servicer, depicted in Figure riT-6, utilizes 
a center probe and drogue docking device and hard dock is accomplished when 
the Apollo-type probe retracts allowing the satellite to seat on the servicer 
outer ring. 
The servicer circular storage rack rotates 3600 around the centerline 
enabling module locations to match any position on the satellite. There is 
one empty module position on the rotating rack that is first aligned with 
the satellite module to be replaced. The linear actuator located in the 
transition section extends and attaches to the satellite module, rotates to 
unlatch, retracts the module into the storage rack, latches the module into 
the storage rack, and unlatches from the module. The rack is then rotated, 
positioning the new module over the vacated satellite module location. The 
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Figure IV-6 Aerospace Corporation Servicer 
linear actuator for that rack extends, pushing the new module into the 
satellite, latching the module to the satellite, unlatches itself from the 
module and retracts. 
This sequence is repeated for each module to be replaced. 
Two versions of this concept are described in the references. One 
version uses a single outer tier of 16 modules, while the other adds an 
inner tier of 12 modules for a total of 28 modules. 
This concept is also one which utilizes a minimum operating and stowage 
length. Modules can be located in an outer circular ring and also an inner 
circular ring. With modifications, the base plates can handle various width 
modules. Also, modules can be mounted in a circular shaped rack to improve 
thermal control if required. 
Although in general the operation of this concept is simple, the mechan-
ism is heavier and less versatile than other concepts. The baseplate actuators 
are relatively complex, and the number required (one for each servicer module) 
results in a heavy weight. Also the rotating frame which carries the replace-
ment modules may adversely affect attitude cnntr.ol system fuel usage due to 
the necessity of rotating all modules for every operation. Furthermore, 
structural integrity may be lost between storage rack and tug adapter because 
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of the necessity of detachment. Extra hardware and complexity will be 
required to assure that the rack is secure to withstand launch and crash 
loads. 
The requirement for circular storage patterns makes this concept less 
versatile than others. Also modules from an inner ring cannot be placed in 
an outer ring. 
Versatility: This type of device does not lend itself to universal 
usage. Module location positions are fixed. Each satellite must match the 
servicing module patterns. Module sizes tend to be fixed also, however, 
spacecraft can be designed with one or two tiers of modules. The use of 
tne inner tier only would suit smaller spacecraft. 
Mechanical Advantage: The module indexing ring is a large diameter, 
presumably a large pitch ring gear driven by a small pinion. This will 
give a very high gear ratio for small movements and good mechanical advant-
age. The module cross pin mechanism being a turnbuckle type thread drive 
also will engage with good force; however, there is a good chance here of 
malfunction because of thread friction when the cross pin bottoms out. If 
the closing force applied is not substantially less than the opening force, 
jamming will occur. Good closing force is needed here to make the required 
electrical contact at the tapered surface. The module removal mechanism 
depends directly on the amount of power applied (no mechanical advantage) 
for positive operation. The floating module should move rather easily though, 
so this should work with minimum power. 
Docking Mechanism: The standard Apollo docking probe is being used. 
This probe has been used many times and mechanically should be a sound 
design. It should be much simpler as the requirements are less. 
Stiffness: This concept lends itself to the most efficient structural 
design and results in a very rigid total structure when the two vehicles 
are mated. There is no divergence from the circular ring frame concept. 
Load paths continue straight through. 
Size: This concept will occupy less space than most other concepts; 
however, the available module volume decreases since the center area is not 
utilized. This may not be too inefficient if it is determined that adequate 
volume exists in the annular location of modules. Based on a single tier 
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of modules and a module depth of 24", a circular diameter limit of 168" and 
a box height of 24", the module volume of this concept amounts to about 
'ISO ft3 of volume. Assume a packaging efficiency of 13.5 lbs/ft3 , the total 
weight carrying capability of this concept is 1100 pounds. This could be 
low considering a tug payload capability of about 2500 lbs; however, with 
the double tier approach, the tug capability could be well utilized. 
For a squan'. center located storage rack 120" square 24" deep with center 
open for docking mechanism, the weight capability becomes 1340 lbs with 
180 ft3 of usable volume. 
Single tug payload weight to orbit and return ranges from 2500 lbs for 
one spacecraft visited to 2000 lbs for three spacecraft visited. If used 
modules and servicer are not returned to earth, the tug can transport around 
8000 lbs to geosynchronous orbit. With these higher weight capabilities, 
longer modules and all available end area could be utilized. The use of the 
full 14 ft diameter, rather than the 10 ft square area of other concepts 
utilizes the available shuttle cargo bay space relatively efficiently. How-
ever, the module removal mechanism occupies a volume in the transition 
area which has to be charged to added length of the tug to increase required 
cargo bay volume • 
Weight: From a structural viewpoint this design is very weight effi-
cient. The module base plCite concept rather than box structure is good. 
However, from a mechanism viewpoint, the situation is not as attractive. 
Latch mechanisms are required for each module. For a 28-module arrangement, 
56 cross pin latch mechanisms are needed. There is a considerable number 
of moving parts here of which many will probably be steel. A transport 
mechanism will be needed at each module station for a total of 28. There 
are three motions required, all of which tend to be heavy like the rack 
and pinion drive and rotary screw device. Motors are required to drive at 
least two of these and possibly a solenoid for module unlatch (56 motors 
and 28 solenoids, all heavy items). Therefore, overall weight appears 
excessive due to the actuators. 
Reliability: 
Docking Probe - Probably good reliability due to past flight experience. 
Remote docking will be. a new exper:ience but all concepts are faced with 
this new requirement. 
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Module Indexing Ring - A simple ring and pinion gear driven by a motor 
is used. All parts rotate on roller bearings and, mechanically, this is one 
of the most reliable mechanisms available. The method for determining posi-
tion is not discussed but the many methods available such as potentiometers, 
photo cells, or limit stops would all be reliable systems. 
Module Cross Pin Mechanism - This device is not a high reliability item. 
The index pin is close tolerance in the straight part so good electrical 
contact can be made. This pin can get real tight when the removal mechanism 
moves in to latch. Then, as the threads get loaded up, the motor which 
turns the screw must overcome the high friction force. 
Module Removal Mechanism - The rack and pinion device for in and out 
movement and the push-pull unlatch device should be reliable enough. The 
floating rollers on each side of the base plate will allow free movement 
in and out. It is unfortunate that these 12 rollers are needed because 
that adds up to 338 rollers for all nlodules. It is difficult to understand 
their purpose as reference surfaces are provided for final alignment. If 
they .are to provide side location, they will not be very effective as they 
are spring loaded. The rack must be perfectly aligned when the cross pin 
moves in or the electrical contact will be damaged. 
General - Considering a single tier of modules and a 16 module exchange 
device, the total number of motors would be: 
Module indexing ring 
Cross pin actuation 
Module removal 
Total motors 
1 
16 
16 
33 
Also, sixteen (16) solenoids or some type of push or pull device will be 
required for unlatching the removal probe for a total of 1+9 motors and actu-
ators. It ,is assumed there will be other electrical items required such as 
switches to show when each function is completed prior to activation of the 
next function. 
Comments: There is excessive electrical and mechanical equipment for 
the amount of work accomplished. There are eight discrete functions per 
module change or 16 to replace one module. For a 16 module rack, 256 dis-
crete functions take place. Add to this 33 movements of the indexing ring 
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and the total becomes 289. The use of a separate mechanism to move each 
.module forces the use of exces8ive nnmbers of mechanisms. The mouule 
removal mechanism occupies a volume in the transition area which has to be 
charged to added length of the tug that the oribter cargo bay must accommo-
date. 
c) Bell Aerospace Cartesian Coordinate Servicer 
Description: This servicer, shown in Figure IV-7, is equipped with a 
center located docking probe with total extend/retract capability. The probe 
Figure IV-? Be~~ Aerospace Cartesian Coordinate Servicer 
extends to make initial contact, then is retracted to allow engagement and 
docking of the four stabilizing posts to the satellite. The docking probe 
is then detached from the satellite and retracted completely into the 
servicer to allow clearance for the satellite to operate. 
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The servicer mechanism provides linear travel in the X, Y and Z planes 
plus a rotary head to reverse position of modules. The end effector is 
positioned over' the defective satellite module and latched through a central 
pin latch. The fastener wrench is rotated over one of the screw type fasten-
ers and activated to unscrew the fastener. This is repeated for each fastener 
until the module .~s unlatched from the satellite. 
The module is extracted from the satellite, rotated around to face the 
sel7vicer storage rack, 'positioned over an empty module storage compartment 
and inserted. The end effector faotening mechanism then reverses operation 
to attach the module to the Gtorage rack. This sequence is repeated for as 
many modules as need be replaced. 
The docking probe is re-extended to effect undocking of the satellite 
from the servicer. 
This concept utilizes a single end-effector for handling modules which 
leads to a simpler and weight-effective approach. The end-effector is also 
used to latch and unlatch modules. The X-Y translational carriages can 
locate the end-effector anywhere on the satellite end. If a rotational DDF 
is added near the end effector, circular storage patterns can also be used. 
This concept allows good versatility in various sizes and placement loca-
tions. 
The major problem of this approach is the relatively complex and heavy 
translational carriages. Linear motion producing actuators are usually 
more complex and heavier than rotary actuators. Also, the operating dis-
tance between the servicer and spacecraft is large (with no easy retraction 
capability), and thus stowage volume in the cargo bay is large. This fact,. 
coupled with the need for a clear center area for exchange mechanism motion, 
makes a long, complex, and heavy highly-retractable docking probe. 
Universal Usage: This design is particularly suited to handle varying 
sizes and shapes of modules. This eliminates the necessity to package many 
small subsystems in one box to fill volume. This seems to be a requirement 
which should be established for the design of a module exchanger. The 
external docking posts, however, present a problem when docking with small 
diameter satellites. It is noted that a circular storage pattern is possible 
if an additional DDF is added. A double end-effector would provide for 
temporary storage making more efficient use of the rack. 
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Mechanical Advantage: The fact that the mechanism is strong and removes 
only one module at a time means that one end-effector, latch-unlatch mechan-
ism is required. This mechanism can be provided with adequate power to 
handle high friction loads during module replacement. Thus a good mechani-
cal advantage is inherent. 
Screwing and unscrewing bolts by the end-effector automatically and 
remotely as a module attachment method seems cumbersome. It is, however, 
the lightest type of device. The screws add little weight and complexity 
to the modules, while individual latches and actuators multiplied by the 
number of modules adds up to a lot of moving parts. From the information 
available, it appears the screw installation device may be an electrically-
operated impact wrench which indexes radially around the six bolt pattern 
circle. These are obviously low torque screws so the concept is surely 
feasible. It could be simpler to use one or two fasteners rather than six. 
The tensile strength of one 1/4" bolt is over 4000 pounds, which should be 
more than adequate to support a module. This would eliminate the indexing 
head and greatly simplify the end-effector. Also, the number of operations 
required to remove and replace one module is reduced from 24 to 4. Time 
saved and the increase in reliability is substantial. This end-effector 
attaches to the module with a central attachment pin. A ball-retained 
sleeve combined with a motor driven bO'lt driver ~>Tas nsed to tension the 
end effector to the module. 
Docking Mechanism: This docking mechanism is designed to telescope 
primarily to aid the attachment of the module exchanger legs to the satel-
lite and then to retract and clear the area for operation of the exchanger 
mechanism. This has to be considered as a degree-of-freedom since the oper-
ation of the mechanism depends on the probe telescoping back. Telescoping 
devices are not Simple, and they are heavy. The tube must carry wires or 
mechanisms to operate the probe lock, and also carry bending moments until 
the four legs are locke.d in place. Consequently, this is a very sophisti-
cated equipme~~ item. 
Stiffness: This concept is very rigid with good load paths, providing 
the proper bracing is added for the docked configuration. The attendant 
rigidity should provide for good positioning tolerance. 
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Size: The square shaped modules stowed in the square rack again 
utilizes the usable volume most efficiently. Very little length is added 
to the tug and none to the diameter. However, the exchanger mechanism 
requires at least the same volume in front of the stowage rack, and prob-
ably Some additional so that two extra module lengths are required for 
storage • This mechanism is non-collapsable; the orbler cargo bay must 
accommodate this volume. 
three module lengths. 
Larger volumes are required for operation; up to 
Weight: This cartesian coordinate travel concept requires that the 
mechanism span the total height and width of the module stowage rack. The 
Y axis requires four very rigid, well-machined steel posts for the linear 
bearings to ride on. Each side must be driven simultaneously to prevent 
binding. Four heavy posts and two drives just to move in one direction is 
a big weight penalty. The X-axis platform reaches the full width of the 
rack and is wide enough to allow adequate travel in the Z-direction. All 
this structure must be rigid to preo;ent binding. The Bell drawing shows 
the guide posts braced along the Y-axis, and the moving table braced in the 
X plane. This bracing does not do much for torsional rigidity. Torsional 
deflection can deflect the guide posts and the moving table out of the 
plane of the existing braces which can cause binding in both the X and Y 
planes. Additional structure should be added. Too much structure is 
devoted to rigidizing with this concept, thus the weight will be excessive. 
Reliability: ° 
Docking - Docking of two vehicles usually consists of probe insertion 
and lockup. In this case, the two vehicles are brought together so the 
four post latches can lock up. This latching mechanism is not shown but 
it must consist of four separate latches. All four must work so the total 
docking reliability is degraded by this feature. 
X-Y-Z Carriage - Providing adequate rigidity of the guide posts is 
possible and good synchronous drive capability of the X and Y carriages 
can be obtained, so the mechaniEm should function properly. A rack and 
pinion or ball screw driver is conventionally used to obtain synchronous 
motion. However, it appears that cables or wires are shown which is not 
the reliable approach. 
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End-Effector - There seems no reason why this end-effector could not be 
made reliable if the six screws per module were reduced. With six screWS 
-per module, it requires the screw removal device to operate 24 times per 
module for complete exchange. For 28 modules, the device must operate 672 
times. If one screw failed to turn, a module would not be replaced and 
could diminish the effectiveness of the operation or possibly prohibit the 
activation of the spacecraft. If the number of screws per module is reduced 
from 6 to 1, the total number of 'operations is decreased to 112. 
General: This concept should be considered a six-degree-of-freedom 
system: 1) docking probe, 2) X-drive, 3) Y-drive, 4) Z-drive, 5) end 
effector lockup, 6) end-effector indexing head and impact device. To dock, 
exchange 28 modules, and undock requires that 687 discrete operations take 
place. The docking probe alone must perform 15 operations. 
This system cannot be considered very reliable in view of this large 
number of discrete operations. As discussed before, the number of cttach-
ment screws surely can be reduced which would help considerably. This would 
reduce the total discrete operations to 127 and the degrees of freedom to 5. 
Comments: This concept requires too many mechanisms for the task involved. 
Consequently, the reliability and weight suffer. The volume required to 
contain the exchange mechanism is considerably more than the MDAC unit. It 
probably occupies no more space than the pivoting arm types during operation, 
but the pivoting arm types may be storable which is important when stowed 
in the orbiter cargo bay. The ability of the mechanism to rotate the modules, 
thus exposing only one side of the module to space during tansport and during 
use, is an important plus for this device. The thermal problem is much less 
under this condition. Also, electrical connections are made in only one 
direction. 
d) RI UOP A (External) Servicer 
Description: This concept, shown in Figure IV-8, utilizes a center 
probe/drogue docking device similar to the Apollo type. This opens up all 
areaS to the outside of the satellite which this concept can use. 
The module exchange mechanism is a boom rotating around the docking 
probe and extending radially past the outside diameter of the satellite and 
module storage rack. The boom extends and also rotates around its own 
centerline. The cross arm is moved linearly for a total of four degrees of 
freedom. 
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J/igure IV-8 RI UOP A (ExternaZ Type) Serviaer 
The boom is rotated radially to the angular location of the satellite 
module to be replaced. The cross boom is rotated and extended into posi-
tion. The end-effector is moved down to the module by boom retraction and 
the module is unlatched and removed. The mechanism is operated to move 
the used module to an empty stowage rack position and latched in. The 
arm then moves to the replacement module stowed in the rack, removes it and 
installs it in the empty spacecraft module position. 
This procedure is repeated for each module to be exchanged. 
This concept also takes advantage of a single end-effector and begins 
to approach a minimum degree of freedom system (and is thus relatively 
simple). Since modules are exchanged outside the outer spacecraft servicer 
diameter, small separation and storage length is required. This concept can 
easily service various diameter spacecraft, and can reach one or more tiers 
of stowage racks. 
The radial external exchange approach of this concept limits the stor-
age pattern to an outer circular ring which is considered somewhat restrictive. 
With the rotating arm attached to a center pivot, a ring docking device can-
not be used, and the arm weight will be greater than other pivoting arm 
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approaches. If a peripheral docking mechanism is used, then the radial 
boom must be attached to an outer ring. This results in a heavier system 
and one that is harder to make retractable for cargo bay stowage. 
Versatility: This servicer will exhibit good acceptability for modules 
of various dimensions, due to the external mounting and access and no require-
ments to operate within the docking mechanism or internal spacecraft or 
carrier vehicle structural envelope. A potential restriction, particularly 
applicable to larger diameter spacecraft is the inability of this concept 
to retract modules axially from the spacecraft ends. 
Mechanical Advantage: Overall mechanical advantage should be good as 
long as higher force motions are accomplished along the axes of the servicer 
actuators. Some degradation is recognized from the requirement that the arm 
extend across the docking mechanism and over the exterior radial surface of 
the spacecraft to withdraw modules radially. The comparatively long linear 
motion actuator may be a problem. 
Docking Mechanism: Interaction with the docking mechanism for complete 
peripheral module access dictates that the central docking approach be used. 
If the docking is central, this servicer could accommodate a large degree of 
variation in docking mechanism designs. Since module access is not possible 
from the spacecraft ends with this system, a fairly large area for a docking 
footprint could be available. 
Stiffness: Due to servicer arm segment lengths, this device will exhibit 
flexibility proportional to length unless corresponding structural weight is 
added. However, it appears that good stiffness is possible with this 
approach without excessive structural impact, since the spacecraft periphery 
is accessed from the carrier vehicle radius only. Should the drum rotating 
around the docking mechanism axis be larger, the radial extension of the 
mechanism could be even less; thus, a good stiffness property is available. 
Size: This device will cause little axial length penalty in the orbiter 
cargo bay since it is deployed radially. The only standoff between the 
spacecraft and carrier vehicle would be the docking mechanism plus the 
diameter of the radial arm of the servicer. Some diameter extension due 
to peripheral stowage will be necessary, but small. The mechanism could be 
made retractable to within the center of the stowage module for some increase 
in complexity. 
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Weight: Weight for this servicer will be very competitive to other arm 
types. Total weight of the combined docking mechanh';,1 and servicer will be 
good since docking standoff is minimized and the servicer can be deployed 
from a spacecraft radius only. The inclusion of linear actuators and guide-
ways, however, is a compromise over other servicers ~apable of external 
relatively large reach area access. 
Reliability: This servicer accesses a good spacecraft surface area with 
little wasted motion. The requirement for a rotary table around the docking 
mechanism and possibly two linear actuators appears to compromise operational 
confidence over systems which do not require this approach. The system 
involv~s four degrees-of-freedom typicall.y, two of which are linear. Align-
ment by automated means could require. some sophistication in position or 
indexing sensors, but control of the degrees of freedom themselves appears 
straightforward. The combination or interaction of the rotary drum around 
the docking mechanism crf,ates a related failure mode where other approaches 
are independent in this l:espect. The single mechanism to latch, unlatch and 
handle modules is a good reliability advantage. 
Comments: This approach uses a single exchanger mechanism to handle all 
modules and thus should rank among the more promising concepts. The concept 
is more suited to a central docking mechanism, although it can be recon-
figured to work with a peripheral docking system. It can also be made to 
be as short in stowage length as any other concept by folding and retracting 
the boom. The main disadvantages are the boom length and the linear actuators. 
e) Pivoting Arm Type Servicers 
Description: A number of servicer concepts may be classified as pivoting 
arm types. These include the RI UOP B (Internal), MSFC and TRW pivoting arms, 
and Bell Aerospace cylindrical coordinate servicers. These concepts are 
summarized in Figures IV-9 and IV-lO. 
Each of these servicers operates around a centrally located boom around 
which the mechanism rotates to cover the end surface of the spacecraft. They 
may be used with either a center probe/drogue or outer ring type docking 
mechanism. The radial boom can rotate and accommodate linear travel. The 
end-effector is at the end of a linear extender which is mounted to the boom 
by a rotating joint. 
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To operate, the radial boom rotates to the angular position of the used 
module and extends to position over the module. The end-effector rotates 
to align with the module latches. The end-effector extends to latch onto 
the module and unlatches the module from the spacecraft. The radial boom 
then travels away, removing the used module from the sp~cecraft. The radial 
boom can then rotate around itself, so the module is now facing the stowage 
rack of the servicer. The mechanism then rotates and extends or retracts 
to place the used module over an empty module position in the rack. The 
module is moved into the empty space, latched and the end-effector disen-
gaged. The mechanism then travels to the replacement module in the stowage 
rack. The procedure is duplicated for installation in the spacecraft. The 
complete procedure is duplicated for each replaced module. 
These mechanisms, which also use a single end-effector that can latch/ 
unlatch modules, are basically minimum degree of freedom systems, yet they 
have good versatility in handling various sizes and locations of modules. 
They can be designed to stow in a short length and be reasonably light-
weight. 
The primary problem with these concepts is that they require relatively 
large separation distances between satellite and servicer during operation. 
This results in a long docking probe or ring docking device which may need 
to be retractable to save stowage space in the cargo bay. This space can 
be held to approximately one module length separation if a combination of 
rotational and translational motions are used while transferring the modules. 
TRW, Rockwell International, Bell Aerospace and MSFC all have proposed 
a similar concept with variations. This concept is an arm extending from and 
rotating around the centerline of the tug and spacecraft. The arm has a 
radial reach to the outermost modules, has in and out and rotational motion 
of the end-effector for removing and positioning modules. They, are all 
essentially the same concept and will, therefore, be evaluated together 
except that the Bell Aerospace cylindrical coordinate servicer is discussed 
separately. The TRW concept is used to represent this class because of its 
greater versatility, greater use of rotary as opposed to linear motions and 
the higher level of definition available. 
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Universal Usage: With linear travel along the radial boom, all points 
on the spacecraft end are reachable. Circumferentia11y, the arm can index 
I to any place so there can be various sizes and shapes of modules positi'Jned 
as desired • 
Mechanical Advantage: Of the four degrees of freedom of these devices, 
only one, moving the module in and out, requires high forces along with the 
module latching mechanism. Adequate devices such as screw jacks or cylinders 
can be applied here to do the job with excellent mechanical advantage and 
attendant force transmission. 
Docking Mech.anism: These concepts are not dependent on the docking 
mechanism to aid module transfer, so either the c::enter 10cat~dor the 
peripheral types would be a consideration. These concepts require the 
largest spacing between spacecraft and servicer which means that the docking 
mechanism will be long compared with other methods. This is because of the 
volume required to maneuver the modules after removal from the servicer and 
prior to installation in the spacecraft. 
Stiffness: These concepts are the most flexible structurally of all. 
The long docking mechanism and the radial boom have lengths of about 5 ft. 
With the added flexibility, initial close fits of guide rails, latches, etc. 
should be avoided. This should not be particularly restrictive. 
Size: A significant feature of these mechanism is that they tend to 
be foldable or stowable so orbiter cargo bay volume is not wasted. Space 
must be allowed between the module stowage rack and spacecraft during module 
exchange to allow maneuvering room for the modules. This is not particularly 
bad as long as rigidity is maintained through the docking mechanism. 
Weight: These designs are weight-efficient since the one 9rm accommodates 
all modules. It is also centrally located to minimize reach. Structure is 
located only where the work is being done. If the arm can be designed with 
a r,otation motion around the center, a motion in and out at the wrist (for 
pulling out modules), and a wrist pivot capability (to look at the servicer 
and spacecraft), plus a wrist rotation to align with the modules, then the 
total mechanism required amounts to the four mechanized joints. The. docking 
probe must be long enough to allow for module manipulation clearance. Unless 
the probe is retracted (which amounts to an additional degree of freedom), 
the additional length would occupy volume in the orbiter cargo bay. 
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1 Reliability: The most appealing aspect of these designs is the single 
mechanism required to latch, unlatch, and transfer all the modules. The 
number of electrical and mechanical parts required to do the job is reduced 
enormously. For example, the Aerospace Corporation servicer required 56 
motors and 28 solenoidsI' Typically, this should be r.educed to about 5 motors 
or actuators which implies a large increase in reliability. 
Ii 
Comments: It is apparent after reviewing all proposed concepts that a 
single exchanger mechanism to handle all modules is the most economical 
method for accomplishing the task. The methods discussed in this section 
and the RI UOP A (External) servicer meet this requirement 
The thermal control requirement may suggest that it is desirable to 
reverse the modules so the mounting interface is the same in the servicer 
as well as the satellite. With variati.ons, either the RI UOP A (External) 
servicer or the four concepts discussed here can be made to meet any of 
these conditions. 
The Bell Aeros:?ace cylindrical coordinate servicer is depicted in 
Figure IV-lO. A t'2,chnical discussion follows below. 
Universal Usage: Some capability for universal usage, allowing random 
module size and limited random positioning of modules, is available. If 
the storage rack was changed from a square pattern to one capable of 
receiving various module shapes, the universal usage requirement would be 
better satisfied. The module exchange mechanism not h~ving a variable 
radial position capability is actually the most restricting part of the design. 
i i 
It can only service satellites near their center, not being able to reach the ( 1 
outer diameter of the satellite. 
Mechanical Advantage: There is nothing in this desigJ;l that causes 
mechanical advantage problems such as long cantilevered members or precise 
alignment requirements. The cross travel carriage length appears to be greater 
than necessary. All module locations can still be reached if travel is 
limited to one side of center. Two linear and two rotary joints plus an 
end-effector are used. 
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Docking Mechanism: The center docking probe allows docking with all 
-satellite diameters. It is not telescoped, resulting in a simpler design. 
Accurate roll axis alignment is not required for docking or the module 
exchange function. This style requires the least number of moving parts. 
Stiffness: Rigidity of the two mated vehicles depends on the stiffness 
of the docking probe. If the tug is docked to one of the larger spacecraft
 
of 20,000 pounds, the probe should be a rather large diameter, but this 
should be no great penalty. The mechanism is sho~t and compact and thus 
can be made rigid for a low weight cost. 
Size: This servicer will occupy about the same volume in front of the 
storage rack as the Bell cartesian coordinate type. Room is required to 
remove the modules and rotate them 180
0
• The module exchange mechanism does 
not stow well; therefore, orhiter cargo bay volume suffers. 
Weight: This concept will result in one of the lightest of those reviewed.
 
The large X-Y-Z frame requiring good stiffness is gone. The central dockin
g 
probe remains, but the outer docking posts are gone. 
Reliability: This concept could be considered to include four degrees 
of freedom plus end effector. The movable joints are two linear joints and 
two rotating joints. Radial joints are usually more reliable and lighter 
weight than linear joints. Providing ar end-effector of simple design can 
be incorporated into the exchange mechanism, the concept should be capable 
of performing the module exchange function with the smallest number of 
mechanisms and discrete functions. This should indicate a high degree of 
reliability. 
Comments: This soncept provides one of the simpler methods available to 
exchange modules. it does not have the capability, though, of reaching a 
variety of radial positions which litnits the number and sizes of modules it
 
can handle. When the mechanism is rotated around the docking probe, only 
a square is traced by the end-effector, meaning that module attachment can 
only be made on this~. line. This severely limits its use when random module 
size and location is an important requirement. The cross track need only 
extend to one side from the center. Either form of cross track requires 
2700 of rotational travel about the docking axis. 
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f) General Purpose Manipulator Type Servicers - Four proposed on-orbit 
servicer concepts that may be categorized as general purpose manipulator 
types were identified. These are: 
1) RI Geosynchronous Platform; 
2) MDAC External; 
3) MMC General Purpose; 
4) GE AGOES Boom. 
Each concept is described below individually, while the concepts are 
evaluated as a group. 
General purpose manipulators simply rely on the mUltiple degrees of 
freedom to allow positioning of the end-effector in any attitude for the 
assigned work ta8k. By incorporating one of the many end-effector concepts 
for attachment to the module, latching and unlatching, the modules are 
simply moved out of the spacecraft and into the servicer stowage rack. New 
modules are then placed into the spacecraft. 
The general purpose manipulator type mechanisms have six degrees-of-
freedom positioning capabilities, can reach and operate where other mechan-
isms cannot, and are, therefore, the most versatile of all concepts. It is 
believed also, assuming that the op.e end-e,ffector can be used to apply 
connector insertion/extraction forces, that manipulators (at least relatively 
short ones) can be designed with competitive weights and stowage volumes 
(e.g., they can be folded and stowed in chordal areas). Manipulators with 
seven degrees-of-freedom can be designed to aid in avoiding hazards (e.g., 
solar panels) however, control ofa seven degree-of-freedom manipulator 
becomes more complex. 
Of course~ long manipulators, designed to reach to opposite spacecraft 
ends for example, will not be competitive in either weight or stowage length. 
Also, structural or therJ'!lal bending can become problems. In general, it 
is believed that mechanisms with lesser degrees of freedom, and therefore 
lighter mechanisms, will accomplish the objectives under the established 
ground rules, and that a general purpose manipulator type may not be required. 
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RI Geosynchronous Platform Manipulator 
This Rockwell International concept, Figure IV-II, is both a module 
exchange 'llechanism and a general purpose manipulator. It exchanges modules 
as the many c)tber mechanisms do, but because of the more universal reach, 
can perform other tasks such as removal and replacement of solar panels or 
antennas. 
RI Geosync 
MDAC 
Figure IV-ll General Purpose Manipulator-HI Geosynahronous Platform and 
MDAC External 
After effecting docking at the main ring, the ring is deployed 900 
placing the; spacecraft 900 to the tug servicer. This exposes the inside 
of the spacecraft and $ervicer stowage rack for the manipulator arm •. A 
second 'arm may be used to position a TV camera which allows remote viewing. 
Replacement operations consist of unlocking the module from the space-
craft structure, moving it inboard radially and moving it into an empty 
servicer stowage compartment. A new module is extracted from the stowage 
rack and placed in the empty spacecraft module space. 
The procedure is repeated for each replaced module. 
This systemi:s intended for remote operation from the ground, not 
automated operation. 
MDAC-External Manipulator 
This servicer, also shown in Figure IV-II, can remove modules radially 
from the spacecraft rather than from the end. It consists of a motor driven 
carriage moving on a track around the periphery of the spacecraft. On the 
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carriage is mounted a short articulated arm capable of reaching the outside 
of the spacecraft and module storage rack. 
The carriage travels around to the angular location of the used module 
to be removed. The arm positions the end-effector over the module, attaches 
to the module, unlocks the module and removes it fro~ the spacecraft. The 
carriage then travels around to the angular location of an empty storage 
space on the storage rack where the module is inserted and latched in. The 
device then travels to the new module location in the servicer and transports 
the new module to the empty spacecraft space. This procedure is duplicated 
for each replaced module. 
This concept is proposed to be used with the outer docking ring; however, 
the center is open allowing for the use of an Apollo-type center docking 
mechanism. 
MMC General Purpose Manipulator 
This servicer concept, shown in Figure IV-12, can remove modules aXially 
Figure IV:"12 General Purpose Manipulatol'S--MMC General Purpose and. GE 
AGDES Boom 
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from the end of a spacecraft or radially from the outer surface of the space-
craft. It is shown with a full six degrees-of-freedom and mounted on a small 
EOTS spacecraft. The combination of small EOTS and long docking probe permits 
module e».,,'hange from the spacecraft end. When the carrier vehicle diameter 
approaches or exceeds the spacecraft diameter, then module exchange from the 
spacecraft end forces the uSia of a long docking probe. An end-effector would 
be fitted to the arm to hold the modules during transfer and to latch and 
unlatch the modules. Module stowage could be provided on the accessible 
exterior surfaces of the EOTS. 
The module exchange sequence for this manipulator is similar to that for 
other manipulators. An empty position is required in the module stowage 
rack for temporary module stowage. 
The concept is shown for a central docking mechanism but is adaptable to 
a peripheral docking mechanism. 
GE AGOES Boom Manipulator 
This servicer concept, also shown in Figure IV-12, can remove modules 
from four of the six spacecraft surfaces (not from the ends). This extends 
the two external module tiers to the full length of the spacecraft. 
The long boom represents a track along which a carriage moves from the 
module stowage locations to the spacecraft module locations. The carriage 
supports an extendable member that reaches in to attach to the modules, 
unlatch them, and withdraw them outside the spacecraft. This extendable 
member also moves the modules in and out of the stowage rack. The long 
boom and spacecraft can be independently rotated about the tug roll axis so 
that four of the spacecraft faces and all of the stowage rack locations can 
be accessed. 
The module exchange sequence for this manipulator is similar to that 
for other manipulators. An empty position is required in the module stowage 
rack for temporary module stowage. The concept is adaptable to central and 
peripheral docking mechanisms. 
Representative of the Category 
The MDAC external manipulator. has been selected to represent the general 
purpose manipulators. The RI geosynchronous platform manipulator involved a 
very special docking mechanism (900 hinge) and insertion/withdrawal of modules 
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to the inside which seemed unduly restrictive. The MMC concept was not too 
well defined and would have had to be reconfigured for the tug as opposed to 
the EOTS so it would be comparable with the other maintenance concepts. The 
GE AGOES boom concept involved a traveling carriage and seemed comparatively 
complex for what it could accomplish. 
While not shown explicitly in .Figure IV-ll, the MDAC external manipulator 
is considered to be a full six-degree-of-freedom manipulator with a capabil-
ity to reach more than One tier of modules on the spacecraft surface. The 
detail technical evaluations .are with respect to the MDAC external manipulator 
considered as a full six-degree-of-freedom system. 
Versatility: The fact that this arm is operating outside the confinement 
of the spacecraft diameter, and not constrained to a particular X-Y coordi-
nate system means that it can pick a variety of work positions around the 
spacecraft. If the spacecraft des'igner decides he wants some small modules 
and some large modules, or modules of different shapes, it is possibJe with 
this system. The bad feature is the inability to reach inside the spacecraft 
diameter for end placement of modules. The ability of the arm to reach large 
areas and random positions, other than the spacecraft end, gives it good 
universal usage capability. 
Mechanical Advantage: Usually arms are equated to low tip forces and 
high joint torques. This is not the case here. First the arm segments are 
very short. Second, the angular travel of each joint will be very low con}-
pared to manipulators as used for orbiter cargo bay operations. The shoulder 
joint need only travel about 300 and the elbow possibly 600 • This allows 
the use of pneumatic, hydraulic or s~rew jack type actuators rather than 
rotational torqu.e devices such as motors. High forces for module removal 
can be obtained if desired. As small deflections at the joints become large 
movements at the end-effectors, it is important to minimize backlash as this 
adds to the undesirable end-effector movements. 
Docking Mechanism: This modular exchange system is adaptable to central 
and peripheral type docking mechanisms and might be much better off with a 
center docking mechanism rather than this one located right in the way of 
the carrier ring and arm. The length of the tug with stowage rack would be 
shorter. There is no requirement for accurate roll positioning of the 
spacecraft to tug as is required by the MDAC direct access servicer. 
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Stiffness: Normally manipulator arms are more flexible than the index-
~ng rack concepts, but in this case the arm will be so short, rigidizing 
should be easy. Mechanism flexibility should be no problem here. Use of a 
peripheral docking mechanism makes for good load paths and a stiff docked 
, 
configuration. 
Size: This concept moves modules in and out radially rather than axially 
which means that room is not required between the spacecraft and servicer 
for mechanisms or maneuvering room. This arm is shown mounted on the outer 
diameter of the tug. This is the mQst logical place as the arm requires 
substantial room to maneuver. MDAC shows the arm stowed within the 14 ft 
diameter tug envelope so arm stowage does not seem to affect diameter or 
length substantially. It seems this concept could be shortened considerably 
from what is shown. They are using the same docking mechanism as was used 
on the MDAC direct access design which is a peripheral device. This forces 
all the docking mechanism forward of the stowage rack. If they had used the 
Apollo-type docking device, the two vehicles could be moved closer together 
as the Apollo device is buried in the middle. 
In addition, the drawing shows the arm reaching outside the equipment 
module areas of the tug and spacecraft which for module exchange purposes 
does not seem necessary. This concept could be designed with a much shorter 
and smaller exchanger mechanism. 
We~ght: Exclusive of the docking mechanism and module rack structure 
which will not affect the comparative total weight of this concept, the 
weight is located in the carrier ring and arm. mechanism. The carrier ring 
tends to be heavy because of the large diameter ring gear and arm carriage 
which must be rigid. The arm, if made short to reach only the modules, will 
be very light. The mechanism thus could be considered a medium weight device 
and is competitive with any of the other devices proposed. Most of the 
weight is allocated to the drive joints. If high tip forces are desired, 
the weight increases. 
Reliability: 
Docking Probe - The four point attachment mechanism requires eight 
actuators, eight check valves and eight pressure-actuated ball latches 
plus related equipment. All this equipment was used in the other MDAC con-
cept for moving modules in and out of racks, which is not done here. 
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Arm Carriage - With one drive mechanism the arm can be positioned at 
anyone of the modules. It is a highly reliable device and accomplishes 
much. 
Manipulator - This design shows six driven joints exclusive of the end-
effector. The fewer the joints the more reliable the. manipulator. If we 
eliminate the need for such a long reach out of the module area, the lower 
arm extension can be eliminated. There also is no need for the extendable 
wrist motion if the shoulder and elbow/wrist pitch drives are used to keep 
the module aligned while removing th~ module. This would help simplify the 
arm and make it more reliable. The fact that the arm is more flexible than 
most concepts reduces the possibility of misalignment and possible jamming 
occurring during module removal. 
Comments: The external manipulator servicer has many good features, the 
most important being that only one mechanism is required to replace modules 
rather than the separate mechanism per module which adds up to too much 
equipment. This concept should occupy the least volume in the orbiter 
cargo bay. There could be many variations of the arm configuration. 
g) Shuttle Cargo Bay Only Servicer - Three references to this servicing 
mechanism approach have been found. They are: 
1) MSFC shuttle module exchanger, 
2) RI EOS (Rockwell International, earth observation satellite), and 
3) .SPAR/DSMA EOS (Spar Aerospace Products, Ltd./Dillworth, Secord, 
Meager and Associates Ltd., earth orbiting satellite). 
As they are quite similar, they will be described together. However, as 
our most complete documentation is for the SPAR/DSMA version, it will be used 
to represent the shuttl€\ cargo bay only servicer. 
Description: Each of these orbiter-based servicing concepts (see Figure 
IV-13) utilizes a module exchange mech(mism (MEM), a module storage rack, and 
a rotary docking table for the spacecraft to be serviced. 
The spacecraft is docked to the rotary table. The MEM is positioned over 
a new replacement module in the storage rack, attached to the module, and the 
module is unlatched. The module is removed from the rack. The double-sided 
end-effector attaches to and removes the failed module from the spacecraft. 
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Figupe IV-13 Shuttle Cqpgo Bay Only Sepviaep 
Thei end-effector is rotated 1800 , positioning the new module over the vacated 
module space. The new module is installed in the spacecraft. The failed 
module is then transported back to the storage rack and installed iJl the 
vacated module space. 
The procedure is repeated as necessary for complete module exchange with 
the spacecraft being repositioned by the rotary docking table between each 
module exchange. 
The servicers proposed for the use only in the cargo bay are fairly versa-
tile in that they can service almost any size module placed almost a~ywhere 
on the spacecraft (except the spacecraft ends). An extreme penalty, how-
ever, is paid in terms of weight and stowage volume, primarily because the 
mechanism is long and large such that it can reach a good distance from the 
cargo bay. 
The cargo bay servicers, of course, cannot be used in high earth orbits. 
It would be cost-effective to be able to use the same servicer in high earth 
orbits as in low earth orbits. 
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The GSFC approach to use the MEM includes reconfiguration of a series of 
spacecraft, led by the earth observation satellite, to be assembled from 
standardized subsystem modules and mission equipment modules that use the 
same latching and attaching concepts. The subsystem modules are large, on 
the order of 4 ft x 4 ft x 1.5 ft, anal 500 lbs, which necessitated a MEM 
designed to handle these large modules. GSFC has had a MEM demonstration 
model designed and built and evaluated. The evaluation indicated the need 
for a number of design modifications. 
Versatility: The rotating storage rack can be designed to accommodate 
random sizes and shapes of modules. The MEM can place modu:les in a variety 
of positions fore and aft and radially on the satellite. The limitation 
occurs in its inability to service the end of the satellite. Elimination 
of the satellite end as a module ~ocation limits the satellite design if all 
types of satellites are to be accommodated. Use of the SRMS for outsize 
modules increases the versatility of the approach. 
Mechanical Advantage: The mechanical advantage of the telescoping arms 
depends on the type of drive mechanism involved to move them up and down. 
Drive screws or rack gears can provide adequate force but can become heavy. 
Temporary module storage is obtained by use of a double-sided end-effector. 
The system has been designed for easy removal and installation in the orbiter 
cargo bay. 
The demonstration model uses chain drives, cables, rollers on as-rolled 
tubes, racks and pinions, electric motors, air motors, and air cylinders. 
The flight article design would have to be more sophisiticated. The extensive 
use of linear motions results in a heavy and complex mechanism. The latching 
system uses four separate latches for each module, one latch at each corner, 
a set of guides at each corner, and four attachment pip-pins between the end-
effector and each module. The use of four of each element, rather than one 
or two, implies a high possibility of binding of the mod~les on insertion 
and withdrawal. 
Docking Mechanism: In this case, the rotating table is the spacecraft , ' 
, docking mechanism. If it is designed to handle a variety of spacecraft dia-
meters, which it should be, then the docking concept is adequate. Since the 
spacecraft end is not reachable anyway, the type of mechanism does not affect 
the operation of the exchanger. 
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Stiffness: Except for the long telescoping module exchange mechanism, 
the concept can be designed very rigid. The MEM telescopes up to an 
,unsupported length of about 32 feet plus the rotating arm length of an add
i-
tional 10 feet. This structure must be designed heavy to reduce deflection
s 
at the end-effector. The rigidity requirements for this concept are high 
because of the use of redundant latches, guides, and. attachments. 
Size: The rotatio. s magazine fills thff full diameter .of the cargo bay 
and by rotating, exposes all modules for removal from the top. The exchang
er 
occupies little of the cargo bay length and stores over the top of the mag
a-
zine. The system is large because it is designed to handle large modules 
for large spacecraft. The magazine design appears to use only the peripher
y 
of the magazine leaving the center open. The effect is a magazine volum~t·-
ric efficiency of 27 percent. When stowed in the cargo bay, the system can
 
be mounted so that space is available to bring other spaceeraft up to shut
tle 
orbits. The overall length of the system is 15.4 feet as stowed in the orbiter 
cargo bay. This is somewhat larger than other concepts. The design data 
available to us indicates that the system is too large and heavy for stowag
e 
with a tug in the orbiter cargo bay. 
The size question also involves the practicality of module exchange with 
the dedicated mechanism compared to module exchange utilizing the SRMS. 
Weight: The spacecraft is mounted forward in the cargo bay. It is 
mounted on the rotary table which in turn is mounted next to the magazine. 
The launch loads i,mposed by the spacecraft must travel through the rotary 
table (also called the flight support system) and then into the cargo bay 
structure. This load path requires more structure than is desirable. The 
large and rigid MEM tends to be heavy. This is also reflected in the modu
les 
and latches which are quite heavy. GSFC has stated that the MEM should be 
strong and rigid enough to handle modules in one-g. This further adds to t
he 
anticipated weight. Their present estimate is 4743 lbs. This is heavy for
 
tug operations and may not be acceptable for orbiter operations. 
Reliability: The main point for the reliability of this system is that 
duplicate mechanisms are not required for the exchange of each module. The
 
arm with its three degrees-of-freedom plus end effector accomplishes the 
exchange of all modules with one set of mechanisms. However, the degrees-
of-freedom of the magazine (one) and of the docking table (two) must also be 
considered. The result is a full six degrees of freedom are involved, yet 
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only four controllable degrees of freedom are available for module insertio
n 
or withdrawal. Roll about an axis parallel to the orbiter X-axis, and 
lateral motion are not available. Structure design must be such as to 
acconnnodate tolerances for these t'wo motions. 
Use of two columns and, in later versions, two horizontal rails means 
that synchronization systems are required for both drives. As the deployed
 
mechanism can inhibit closing of the orbiter cargo bay doors, an additional
 
reliability requirement results. A backup explosive-activated separation 
system is to be provided. 
The module attaching/latching systems each involve four mechanisms oper-
ating in parallel. If anyone of these fails to open, then the system wil
l 
not separate. Thus the present design implies a lower probability of orbit
er 
survival than might need be. 
Connnents: The cargo bay only servicer has been conceived in a form to 
take full advantage of the orbiter capabilities of weight, volume, and con-
trol station location. The rotating magazine looks like a useful method 
for module storage and it can be made easily removable so the cargo bay can
 
be opened up for other use at the penalty of some wasted space. However, 
the size and weight of this concept suffers in comparison with the smaller, 
lighter systems designed for tug application. The availability of the SRMS 
and its use for the outsize modules might be extended to reduce the size, 
extension, and thus weight of the module exchange mechanism. 
6. Evaluations 
The servicer mechanism top level evaluation is primarily concerned with: 
1) identifying and understanding servicer relative merits, 2) grouping similar 
types of servicers,and 3) identifying which servicers are highly dedicated so 
they can be de-emphasized to avoid undue waste of contract resources in sub
-
sequent evaluations. 
Previously the 15 on orbit servicer mechanisms were tentatively grouped 
as shown in Table IV-7. The analyses of the fifteen servicer mechanisms 
has proven the grouping to be realistic. Table IV-12 lists the 15 servicer 
mechanisms, and the seven servicers that have been selected as representati
ves 
of separate groups are indicated. The servicer mechanism evaluation from 
this point forward will concern itself with the seven groups. 
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Table IV-12 Sepvicep Mechanism Reppesentatives 
® 1) MDAC DIRECT ACCESS 
® 2) AEROSPACE CORPORATION 
® 3) BELL AEROSPACE CARTES IAN COORDI NATE 
® 4) I~I UOP A (EXTERNAU 
® 
® 
5) P IVOTI NG ARM TYPE 
6) 
A. RI UOP B (I NTERNAU 
B. MSFC 
C. TRW 
D. BELL AEROSPACE CYLI NDRICAL COORDI NATE 
GENERAL PURPOSE MANIPULATOR TYPE 
A. RI GEOSYNCHRONOUS PLATFORM 
B. MDAC EXTERNAL 
C. MMC GENERAL PURPOSE 
D •. GE AGOES BOOM 
71 SHUTTLE CARGO BAY ONLY 
A. MSFC SHUTTLE MODULE EXCHANGE 
B. RI EOS 
® C. SPAR/DSMA EOS 
® RECOMMENDED TO REPRESENT EACH DISTINCT GROUP 
The factors covered in the servicer mechanism evaluation are: 
1) Servicer mechanism design; 
2) Maintenan.ce of competitive servicers for both HEO and LEO applications; 
3) Servicer ~apability to accommodate many spacecraft types (i.e., least 
restrictions on module characteristics); 
4) Servicer interaction or de{lendence on the docking mechanism; 
5) Servicer access to multiple spacecraft surfaces. 
a) Servicer Mechanism Design - The results of the servicer design comparison 
are summarized in Table IV-13. The columns of the comparison chart we~e 
derived from the mechanism screening criteria which were discussed above. An 
additional parameter,number of mechanical functions, was added to display 
this important parameter. 
This evaluation indicated that, when correlated to the mechanism screening 
criteria of this study, the pivoting arm type servicers appear to offer the 
greatest potential for economy through relatively 1mV' weight, good versatility 
and accommodation fer a wide array of docking mechanism approaches, module 
and spacecraft sizes. The general purpose manipulators retain good versatility, 
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TabZe IV-1J Design Comparison Chart - Spacecraft Servicers 
s ~/ ~~~~¥#' ~ § it41A~~rt i /; 11/ Illl~f ~/l ~~ l I 
MDAC DIRECT POOR' MEDIUM HIGH POOR LOW SMALL MEDIUM POOR ACCESS SERVICER 
AEROSPACE CORPORATION POOR MEDIUM HIGH GOOD LOW MEDIUM MEDIUM POOR 
BELL AEROSPACE FAIR MEDIUM MEDIUM FAIR LOW LARGE HIGH FAIR CARTESIAN COORDINATE 
R I UOP A EXTERNAL FAIR MEDIUM LOW GOOD HIGH MEDIUM MEDIUM GOOD 
TRW PIVOTING ARM GOOD HIGH LOW GOOD HIGH MEDIUM LOW GOOD 
MDAC EXTERNAL FAIR MEDIUM MEDIUM POOR MEDIUM SMALL MEDIUM FAIR MANI PULATOR 
SHUTTLE CARGO BAY FAIR MEDIUM MEDIUM GOOD MEDIUM LARGE LARGE FAIR ONLY SERV I CER 
size, and reliability at a greater weight and structural flexibility and 
lower mechanical advantage than pivoting arm type servicers. The remaining 
servicer types tend to be more dedicated to particular spacecraft applica-
tions; therefore, they do not offer a competitive potential for economy in 
application across the mission model. 
In addition, more detailed comments in the following paragraphs provide 
furthe~ insight into the relative merits of the various proposed on-orbit 
servicers. 
IdeaUy, a servicer~should be capable of handling selectable-size modules 
in selectable locations on the end of the satellite, on the outer ring, and 
along the outside of the spacecraft for radial removal. This suggests a 
device capable of three translational motions and orientation motions result-
ing in 5 or 6 degrees of freedom total. The servicer should be capable of 
docking with small diameter spacecraft as well as the large 15 ft diameter 
spacecraft and performing module exchange. 
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A concept which provided limited usage for now as well as in the future 
and was at least as complex as one with more flexible capability was deempha-
sized for subsequent analysis. The MDAC direct access servicer and the 
Aerospace Corporation carousel types definitely fall into this category. 
These concepts require individual active mechanisms for each module exchange 
position. The sheer number of powered mechanisms precludes the possibility 
of trouble-free operation, not to mention cost and weight penalties. On the 
other hand, the Bell Aerospace cartesian coordinate, servicer utilizes only 
one set of actuation mechanisms to affect module exchange. It can reach any 
point within the limits of x-y drive systems, meaning that within this area, 
modules could be of selectable sizes and shapes. This servicer, however, 
presents problems wi~h docking with small diameter satellites. Both the 
MDAC direct access and Aerospace Corporation carousel types suffer from this 
limitation. 
The RI UOP A (External) servicer is comparable to the Bell Aerospace 
cartesian coordinate design in mechanism complexity and weight. It is designed 
to remove modules radially at the outer ring only, but has the ability tv 
reach any point around the circumference within reach of arms' length. This 
allows the spacecraft designer to select module shapes and sizes. It could 
also be used to maintain miscellaneous equipment which may be identified in 
the future, such as earth-pointing experiments. The spacecraft end, however, 
is not available to this servicer, which seems a serious disadvantage in view 
of the m9re immediate application to the communication spacecraft requirement 
for end servicing. 
Several servicers rotate around the center docking probe, fold or tele-
scope out for radial positioning and have various similar degrees-of-freedom 
to position the end-effector and move the modules. These include: RI UOP A 
(External), and the TRW pivoting-arm type. This general type of servicer uses 
only one set of mechanisms to handle all modules. They can be designed to 
service selec'ted shaped and positioned modules. They require the least amount 
of structure to reach all positions because they originate at the vehicle 
centerline. There is only one structural member to reach the work area, no 
duplication. They can service small as well as large diameter spacecraft. 
Because of the wide range of positiioning capability, the spacecraft designer 
has a wide latitude for module position, particularly in regard to thermal 
control and instrument location. The RI UOP A (External) concept replaces 
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modules radially from the spacecraft periphery while the TRW pivoting arm 
type replaces modules axially from the spacecraft. end. 
If any of the pivoting arm servicers, which are designed to replace 
modules axially from the spacecraft end, were extended just slightly to reach 
outside the largest spacecraft diameter, an additional or interchangeable 
outer mechanism could be included as the growth factor designed to meet 
future spacecraft design requirements. For example, the TRW pivoting arm 
with one rotary joint in the middle can reach from near vehicle center to a 
radius of 8 or 9 feet with total area coverage for only 3 degrees of freedom. 
A rotating head and linear movement' at the end-effector satisfies all axial 
module removal requirements from the smallest to largest spacecraft planned. 
Modification of the device at the end-effector could add radial module removal 
capability at a later date if desired. 
It could be argued that if the pivoting arm servicer described above is 
expanded to include five or six degrees of freedom to meet all future require-
ments, this approaches the complexity of a general purpose manipulator. It 
probably does. A general purpose manipulator mounted at a fixed outer dia-
meter location is ineffic~ent as it is too close to the modules mounted on 
that side and must reach at least 14 feet to service the far side. A gen-
eral purpose manipulator mounted on a peripheral ring to provide good module 
access will have a higher weight. A c~ntra11y located arm need only reach 
the radius of operation. 
Servicer interaction with the docking me~hard.sm bears heavily on the 
functional versatility of the system. The two general types, peripheral 
devices ang the center probe/drogue types, are most often proposed. The 
peripheral docking device normally is shown at about the 14 ft diameter 
location. This impli.~s that all spacecraft, large and small, must inter-
face at this large diameter. This is a potential penalty for small diamete~ 
spacecraft. Also, the docking ring partially blocks the outer servicing 
areas from the inner servicing areas. 
Alternately, a centrally located docking mechanism would open up the 
total area for servicing regardless of the type servicer chosen. Apollo 
program docking studies showed the probe/drogue concept superior in many 
respects -- weight, dynamics, simplicity -- to other candidates. However, 
these concepts must be viewed in this study in light of interaction with the 
servicer mechanism in ways that imply various relative economic penalties 
or benefits. IV-57 
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TabZe IV-15 On-Orbit Serviaer ModuZe Aaaommodation 
SERVICER . MODULE CHARACTER I STI CS ACCEPTED:;: 
1) MDAC DIRECT ACCESS HIGHLY STANDARDIZED, RECTANGULAR 
SURFACES 
2) AEROSPACE CORPORATION HIGHLY STANDARDIZED, TRAPEZOIDAL 
AND RECTANGULAR SURFACES 
3) BELL AEROSPACE CARTESIAN CO- VARIETY OF DIMENSIONS 
ORDINATE 
4) R I UOP A (EXTER NAU REGULAR DIMENS IONS 
5) TRW PI VOTI NG ARM VARIETY OF DIMENS IONS 
6) MDAC EXTERNAL VARIETY OF DIMENSIONS 
(GENERAL PURPOSE MANIPULATOR) 
7) SPAR/DSMA CARGO BAY ONLY VARIETY OF DIMENS IONS 
:;'REPORTED I N LITERATURE SOURCES 
The analysis indicated that servicers 1) and 2) should he deemphasized 
since the impact of highly standardized modules on spacecraft programs 
would be excessively costly. Item 4) should also be deemphasized based on 
its potential to require spacecraft modules of regular dimension. Since 
the ability of an on-orbit servicer system to accommodate modules of a 
variety of dimensions appears to lead to both lower spq~ecraft impact and 
a potential for multiple functions (such as contamination shield remova1/ 
emplacement, or obstacle/appendage avoidance), it is recommended that 
servicers selected for detailed economic comparison, based OIl module accom-
modation, include: 3), and 5) through 7)0 
d) Servicer Interaction or Dependence on the Docking Mechanism - Table IV-
16 summarizes the interaction of on-orbit servicers with the docking 
mechanism. This analysis showed that most servicers could be adapted to 
both csrttral and peripheral docking and appeared to prdvide potential for 
various spacecraft accommodations, at least in concept.: However, from the 
standpoint of imposed limitations to spacecraft configuration for servicing, 
the central docking devices imposed less restriction than peripheral unless 
a good degree of dexterity is available in the servicer to avoid or work 
around the docking mechanism. That is, in view of carrying servicers further 
which seem to provide the least restrictions (Ito spacecraft configurations, 
servicers 5 and 6 again appear to offer good flexibility 0 It is also noted 
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TabZe IV-16 On-Orbi,t Servicer Interaction with Docking Mechanism 
DOCKING MECHANISM TYPE 
SERVICER CENTRAL PERIPHERAL COMMENTS 
1. MDAC DIRECT ACCESS ® 
. 
X DOCK I NG MECHANI SM USED TO 
EFFECT MODULE EXCHANGE. 
CENTRAL SYSTEM WOULD RE-
QU IRE REDES I GN OF APOLLO 
DOCK I NG PROBE TO MAKE IT 
CONTROLLABLE IN EXTENS ION 
AND RETRACTION. 
2. AEROSPACE CORPORA- ® X APOLLO-TYPE DOCKI NG DEVICE 
TlON 
3. BELL AEROSPACE CAR- ® X APOLLO-TYPE DOCKI NG DEVICE 
TESIAN COORDI NATE 
4. RI UOP A (EXTERNAL) ® X APOLLO-TYPE DEV I CE 
5. TRW PIVOTING ARM ® X APOLLO-TYPE DEVICr SHOWN; 
CAN ALSO WORK I NS IDE PER-
IPHERAL DEVICE 
6. MDAC EXTERNAL X ® PERIPHERAL DEVICE SHOWN 
CAUSES MANIPULATOR TO BE 
I NDEXED AROUND ON TRACK 
7. SPAR/DSMA CARGO N/A ® USES DOCK I NG ADAPTER OR 
BAY SWI NG TABLE OF CARGO BAY 
WHICH BLOCKS ACCESS TO 
END OF SPACECRAFT 
® PRIMARILY SHOWN IN LITERATURE; X - CAN BE ADAPTED TO THIS FORM 
that visiting system 4 wa!) discussed above as an extension of the TRW pivot-
ing arm allowing access of modules through spacecraft surfaces other than 
'I ' 
the docking plane. Therefore, little loss 'of generality should result if 
the RI UOP A External were deemphasized at this point. Servicer 7 requires 
an end type docking adaptor which restricts access to the end of the space-
craft. 
Servicers 5 and 6 are a pair of servicersincorporating good span of 
versatility with flexibility to accept various spacecraft designs from 
docking mechanism considerations. 
e) Servicer Access to Multiple Spacecraft Surfaces - Access to multiple 
spacecraft surfaces without redocking is an additional measure of servicer 
restriction on spacecraft configuration. Accordingly, access to both the 
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docking plane surface as well ae surfaces other than the docking plane 
should lead to eventual econom~. Figure IV-14 shows, by the shaded area, 
'the portions of a spacecraft external surface that the various on-orbit 
servicers can reach. Table IV-17 summarizes this factor for each of the 
servicers being evaluated. This evaluation shows that servicers 5 through 
7 provide better potential for economy through less restriction on space-
craft configuration. 
o 
,-----,--J 
0 .. ·'···· ,.' 
Aerospace 
o 
rG:\ 
'29 
MDAC Direct Access 
o 
I 2n"22'/I·!? ??tJ 
• Pivoting Arm 
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o 
MDAC External 
RI UOP A 
o 
o 
SPAR/DSMA Cargo Bay Only 
Figure IV-14 Comparative Access to Spacecraft Surfaces 
TabZe IV-l? Comparative Access to Spacecraft Surface for Servicers 
ACCESS TO SPACECRAFT SURFACES 
DOCKI NG SURFACES 
PLANE OTHER THAN SERVICER ONLY DOCKING PLANE BOTH 
1. MDAC DIRECT I\CCESS ® 
2. AEROSPACE CORPORA- ® TlON 
3. BELL AEROSPACE CAR- ®. 
TESIAN COORDINI\TE 
.. 
4. RI UOP A (EXTERNAL) ® WITH ADDITIONAL DOF OR 
CONFI GURATION MODIFICATION 
5. TRW PIVOTING ARM ® WITH ADD ITIONAL OOF AND 
LENGTH 
6. MDAC EXTERNAL ® I F CENTRAL DOCK I NG EM-
PLOYED 
7. SPAR/DSMA CARGO ® IF SRMS USED TOREDOCK BAY AND ORIENT 
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7. On-Orbit Servicer Selection 
The 15 on-orbit servicers were described above and in that description 
it was noted that the 15 proposed on-orbit servicer mechanisms could be 
represented very effectively in seven categories (See Table IV-l2). Of 
these categories, three include several concepts. Due to the close similarity 
of the servicers within these categories, it was determined that a single 
servicer concept be selected to represent these categories. The representative 
servicers selected should be comparatively well documented to efficiently 
expedite their economic comparison to other concepts. Accordingly, the 
following selections were made: 
a) Pivoting arm-type servicers to be represented by the TRW concept; 
b) General Purpose Manipulator-type to be represented by the MDAC 
external concept; 
c) Shuttle Cargo Bay Only servicers to be represented by the SPAR/DSMA 
EOS concept. 
In addition, the Bell Aerospace cylindrical coordinate concept appears to 
be an improved version of the Bell Aerospace cartesian coordinate servicer 
and incorporates advanced thinking regarding access to the entire spacecraft 
module surface, interaction wi.th the docking mechanism, and module emplace-
ment mechanism simplicity which leads to a more economical device. Therefore, 
it was determined that the Bell Aerospace cartesian coordinate servicer need 
not be selected for further servicer evaluations. This suggestion does not 
reject such a device for certain dedicated applications, but merely says that 
contract resources, should not be expended in subsequent tasks to further 
compete this servicer since it can be shown to be relatively in..;":ficient 
when viewed in light of application to the entit'e characteristic set of 
spacecraft at this phase of study investigations. 
It was further noted that the Bell Aerospace cylindrical coordinate con-
cept is essentially a pivoting arm-type of servicer and can be well represented 
for the detailed evaluations by the TRW concept. Thus, it is not deemphasized, 
but is represented by similarity to the tRW concept for continued economic 
comparisons. 
The shuttle cargo bay only servicer mechanisms can be well represented 
by the SPAR/DSMA EOS concept for subsequent spacecraft servicer evaluations, 
particularly as it is the concept being pursued by the sponsor, Goddard Space 
Flight Center. 
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General purpose manipulator types can be effectively represented by the 
MDAC external concept. Thus, by similarity, the MDAC external servicer will 
represent the RI geosynchronous platform, MMC general purpose, and GE AGOES 
boom servicer concepts for subsequent comparisons. 
At this level of the selection process, the following six servicers 
remain for further consideration: 
1) MDAC direct access, 
2) Aerospace Corporation, 
3) RI UOP A (external)" 
4) TRW - pivoting arm type, 
5) MDAC External - general purpose manipulator, and 
6) SPAR/DSMA EOS - shuttle cargo bay only 
The above evaluations considered these six concepts with respect to: 
1) Application in orbit (LEO or REO), 
2) Spacecraft module accommodation, 
3) Docking mechanism interaction, and 
4) Access to spacecraft surfaces. 
The shuttle cargo bay only servicer is limited to LEO applications and 
thus cannot be considered for REO applications. The direct access, Aero-
space Corporation, and RI UOP .A (external) are all restricted to regular 
size modules and effectively restrict the spacecraft designer more 
than the pivoting am! or general purpose manipulator. They are also greatly 
restrictive in access to spacecraft surfaces as well as being somewhat more 
complex. The pivoting arm and the general purpose manipulator were thus 
selected to represent the whole class of on-orbit servicers for the high 
earth orbit case. They span the ranges of complexity - four degrees of 
freedom versus six; spacecraft access - axial vs radial module removal; 
versatility - limited to module exchange vs general purpose; and prime 
docking mechanism - central vS peripheral. 
The cargo bay only servicer was also considered as a candidate for LEO 
operations only. 
The advantages and disadvantages listed in Table IV-1B are based on the 
SPAR/DSMA data available to us and may not be applicable as the design is 
improved and updated. Servicing with a cargo bay only servicer appears 
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~ Table IV-1B Cargo Bay Only Servicer - Advantages and Disadvantages 
0\ 
~ 
l 
ADVANTAGES 
ENG I NEER I NGMODEL HAS BEEN BU I LT 
SERVICI NG CAN BE PERFORMED ON MULTI-
PLE SURFACES OF THE SPACECRAFT 
TOTAL MODULE EXCHANGE TIME I SLOW 
MAN IS AVAILABLE FOR: 
CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF EXCHANGER 
MONITORING OF SERVICING STATUS 
EVALUATI NG AND HANDLI NG CONTIN-
GENcEs 
SRMS IS AVAILABLE FOR OUTSIZE MODULE 
EXCHANGE 
DISADVANTAGES 
LIMITED TO SERVICING SPACECRAFT IN LOW 
EARTH ORBIT 
WEIGHT - 4,743 Ib 
SIZE -I5.4ft LONG, 2,724ft3 OF CARGO BAY 
LIM ITED MODULE SIZES AND SHAPES 
LIM ITED MODULE 'LOCATI ONS 
RESTRICTS OPERATIONS OF ORBITER DURING 
SERVICI NGACTIV ITIES . 
H' GH MODULE GU I DE FORCES 
MODULE GU I DE FORCES REACT THROUGH EN-
T! RE STRUCTURE 
LIMITED TO CERTAI N SIZE & SHAPE Of SPACE-
CRAFT 
CANNOT COMPENSATE FOR MODULE ROLL 
ERRORS 
MAGAZ I NE VOLUME EFFIC1ENCY = 21% 
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functionally to be a technically acceptable approach. A number of significa
nt 
advantages are listed. A major disadvantage is its application only to LEO 
spacecraft. Many of the other disadvantages and advantages relate only to 
this specific expression of the design of a cargo bay only servicer. 
When the TRW pivoting arm servicer or the MDAC external-general purpose 
manipulator are considered as cargo bay servicers, they appear to be more 
technically feasible than this particular expression of a cargo bay only 
servicer. Their comparable metrics are: 1130 lbs, S ft long, and 884 cu ft
. 
They place fewer limits on spacecra~t module sizes, shapes, locations, and 
masses as well as having better design details. They are also applicable to
 
both REO and LEO operations and thus represent potentially lower life cycle 
costs than if individual systems are designed for LEO and HEO. Therefore, i
t 
was determined that the TRW pivoting arm and the MDAC external-general pur-
pose manipulator should be further investigated for orbiter cargo bay module
 
exchange. 
C. COMPARISON OF PIVOTING ARM AND GENERAL PURPOSE MANIPULATOR ON-ORBIT 
SERVICER 
The results of a more detailed analyses of the Pivoting Arm (TRW) and 
General Purpose Manipulator (MDAC) on-orbit servicers are discussed in this 
section. It was concluded in the previous section that these two servicers 
most completely satisfied the first level evaluation against the screening 
criteria. Preliminary versions of the servicers are illustrated in Figures 
IV-1S and 16. The illustrations show the basic features of the concepts. A
 
summary of the comparison factors is given in Table IV-19, and a discussion 
of each factor follows. 
1. Module Removal Direction 
The pivoting arm (Figure IV-IS) uses axial removal of the modules whereas 
the general purpose manipulator uses radial. For each system the servicer 
mechanism deSign dictates that the module removal direction for the stowage 
rack be same as for the spacecraft. Module removal direction interrelates 
with other comparison factors like volumetric efficiency and module shapes 
which will be discussed later. In the geometric layouts (Chapter V) made for 
the spacecraft in the characteristic set it was found that all of the space-. 
craft could be configured to accommodate axial removal. 
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. TabZe IV-19 Comparison of Pivoting Arm and GeneraZ Purpose ManipuZator 
GENERAL PURPOSE MANIPULATOR 
COMPARISON FACTOR PIVOTING ARM (TRW) (MDAC) 
1. MODULE REMOVAL DIRECTION AXIAL RADIAL 
2. SPACECRAFT LOCATION ANY PATIERN ON END OF SPACECRAFT: ANY PATIERN ON PERIPHERY OF 
AND 01 STRI BUTION OF GOOD ACCESS TO CENTRAL REGION AND SPACECRAFT: POOR ACCESS TO 
MODULES MORE EFFECTIVE GROUPING OF SUBSYS- CENTRAL REGION 
TEMS FOR THERMAL CONTROL 
3. MODULE SIZES AND SHAPES GOOD FLEXIBILITY RESTRICTED TO PIE-SHAPES IF 
CENTRAL REGION IS USED. 
4. VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY GOOD EFFECTIVE ACCESS TO CENTRAL POOR - I NEFFECTIVE ACCESS TO 
REGION PERMITS GOOD PACKAGI NG CENTRAL REGION 
5. MECHANIZATION COMPLEXITY - SIMPLE RELATIVELY COMPLEX 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOUR DEGREES: I?Q1:ARY - 3 S IX DEGREES: ROTARY - 5 
LI NEAR -1 LINEAR -1 
6. SERVICER WEIGHT Ub) TUG ORBITER TUG ORBITER 
SERVICER MECHANISM 100 100 250 250 
STOWAGE RACK 400 400 400 400 
TUG ADAPTER 50 NlA 80 N/A 
SUPPORT EQU IPMENT NlA 450 NlA 450 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS 30 30 45 45 
TOTAL 580 980 775 1,145 
7. CARGO BAY OPERATIONS SMALL SPACECRAFT - GOOD: SMALL SPACECRAFT - INTERFERENCE 
LARGE SPACECRAFT - GOOD. PROBLEMS; 
LARGE SPACECRAFT - GOOD. 
8. SERVICER OPERATING LENGTH 
(in. ) TUG ORBITER TUG ORBITER 
STOWAGE RACK 40 40 40 40 
SERVICER MECHANISM 156 156 8 8 
DOCK I NG MECHANI SM (DOES NOT ADD LENGTH) 50 50 
TUG ADAPTER 0 NlA 0 NlA 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE NlA 8 0 8 
TOTAL 196 204 98 106 
9. SERVICER STOWED LENGTH 
(in. ) TUG ORBITER TUG ORBITER 
STOWAGE RACK 40 40 40 40 
SERVICER MECHANISM-STOWED 94 94 8 8 
DOCKI NG MECHANISM 0 0 50 50 
TUG ADAPTER 0 NlA 0 NlA 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE N/A 8 NlA 8 
TOTAL 134 142 98 106 
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. 2. Spacecraft Location and Distribution of Modules 
The pivoting arm servicer allows access to modules on one complete end 
of the spacecraft. This can be two ends if the servicer is docked a second 
time. The general purpose manipulator servicer allows access to the outer 
surface of the spacecraft. The current design has a two-tier configuration. 
The spacecraft surface access is illustrated in Figure IV-14. The shaded 
points or areas represent the areas where modules can be located. When it 
is realized that the spacecraft will be configured on a IS-foot diameter 
to effectively utilize the orbiter cargo bay, the pivoting arm servicer 
must be rated as having the more effective module pattern and distribution. 
It allows greater flexibility for mounting modules in the central region 
as shown in Figure IV-IS. This relates to flexibility in module shapes. 
A significant advantage of the pivoting arm end access is the flexibility 
in grouping of spacecraft subsystems in a given module. The spacecraft 
designer can group subsystems which require high heat dissipation together 
or keep them in separate modules according to what is dictated by good 
design. These modules can then be located on the spacecraft outer surfaces 
for efficient heat radiation to space. The subsystems which do not require 
heat dissipation can be mounted in the central region as separate modules. 
The keystone-shaped modules of the general purpose manipulator do not ac-
commodate very effectively to this spacecraft design factor. 
3. Module Sizes and Shapes 
The pivoting arm servicer has a sig::dficantly greater flexibility than 
the general purpose manipulator in the area of module sizes and shapes. 
This mainly results from the problem the general purpose manipulator concept 
has with access to the central region of the spacecraft. To have good vol-
umetric efficiency the general purpose manipulator dictates modules shaped 
similar to pie sections or keystone shaped sections. This is restrictive to 
the spacecraft designer. However, the pivoting arm servicer will accommodate 
any size of module up to the largest that the servic;er stowage rack has a 
space for. The pivoting arm servicer does have the disadvantage of one tier 
of modules, but this can be handled by a secondary docking at the opposite 
end of the spacecraft. 
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4. Volumetric Efficiency 
The definition of volumetric efficiency which is applicable evolves from 
the cost effective shape of the spacecraft dictated by the size of the 
orbiter cargo bay. Since launch costs are to be based on length in bay 
utilized and weight, it becomes important for the spacecraft designer to 
effectively utilize the IS-foot diameter of the cargo bay. This is a change 
to the designer because current launch vehicles are considerably smaller 
in diameter. Thus the spacecraft designer must work toward a vehicle envelope 
which is the conventional basic cyli~drical, but it is larger in diameter 
and shorter in length than current conventional standards. The pivoting arm 
servicer very effectively accommodates use of the central region, resulting 
in efficient packing of subsystems and good volumetric efficiency. The 
short length also indicates a one-tier set of modul~s will probably be ade-
quate which tends to negate one feature of the general purpose manipulator. 
5. Mechanization Complexity - Degrees of Freedom 
The general purpose manipulator servicer is relatively complex as com-
pared to the pivoting arm because of the differences in number of degrees of 
freedom and in the number of linear drives involved in the design. There 
are four degrees of freedom plus a 180 degree index capability in the pivot-
ing arm servicer design. This consists of three rotary joints and one linear 
travel in the wrist. The general purpose manipulator has six degrees of 
freedom: five rotar!, joints and one linear. The rationale for why linear 
travel joints are ranked more complex than rotary was given in the previous 
section. Two more degrees of freedom does result in a more complex design 
rating for the general purpose manipulator. Also, the additional linear 
drive requires a circular track wrapped around the periphery of the servicer. 
This is a complex type of drive both from complexity as well as ability to 
maintain alignment tolerances for exchange of modules during the servicing 
operation. 
60 Servicer Weight 
The servicer weights shown in Table IV-19 have been divided into the 
tug and orbiter classes because of the different equipment involved in each 
case. These weights are estimates in some cases because of insufficient 
definition in the literatureo The servicer mechanism and stowage rack would 
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pe the same obviously for each case. The structural design would be based 
on the mo~t severe loads which would be the orbiter crash loads. 
The general purpose manipulator servicer mechanism weights 150 lbs more 
than the pivoting arm servicer mechanism because of the heavy circular gear 
track in the general purpose manipulator design. The 'Stowage rack weight of
 
400 lbs has been taken as the same' for all configurations to keep the com-
parison more equitable. 
The tug adapter is required to interface the servicer to the tug for 
servicing of high and medium earth orbit spacecraft. The servicer would be 
fastened directly to the front end of the tug during launch. The general 
purpose manipulator gdapter weighs more because it must support a heavier 
servicer mechanism. The support equipment (450 lbs) listed in the table 
for orbiter application is for operation of the servicers out of the orbite~
 
cargo bay. It supports the stowage rack and servicer mechanism. The contro
l 
electronics assembly for the general purpose manipulator is 15 lbs more than 
for the pivoting arm because of the delta required in control logic due to 
the greater number of degrees of freedom. 
7Q Cargo Bay Operations 
The operation of the pivoting arm and general purpose manipul~tor on-
orbit servicers in the cargo bay for low earth orbit servicing was investi-
gated. Since the size of the spacecraft has a major effect, the effort was 
divided into small and large spacecr,aft. 
Small Spacecraft - Illustrations of small spacecraft,being serviced in 
the orbiter's car.go bay are shown in Figures IV-17 and 18. If appendages 
do not interfere, the SRMS can dock the spacecraft to the servicer mechanism
 
as shown. This approach would work very well for the pivoting arm servicer 
be.causl~ it can function within the cargo bay's lower half envelope. However, 
the general purpose manipulator could :only service half of the spacecraft du
e 
to interference with the cargo bay. The problem can be alleviated by mount-
ing the spacecraft on a turntable or redocking it with the SRMS. 
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Large Spacecraft - Both servicers work'well with large spacecraft which, 
by their nature, must be docked outside of the cargo bay envelope. Figure 
IV-19 illustrates a representative servicing configu~ation of the pivoting 
arm servicer. The general purpose manipulator servicer would have a similar
 
configuration. 
8. Servicer Operating Length 
The operating length of the serv'icer is defined as including the stowage 
rack and runs up to the servicer/spacecraft interface. Table IV-19 shows a 
detailed breakdown of the elements which go to make up the operating length. 
WINDOW 
STOWAGE 
~ACK 
P IVOTI NG ARM 
SERVICER IN 
OPERATIONAL 
ORIENTATION 
I 619 649 Ci I Il~ 715 il4 833 892 951 
I
, ~ I : : i :",--I ~ 11 ! ! RACK AND ARM STOWED 
576 1 __ -.JJ..iJ L _ __________________ _ 
HATCH ' 
Figure IV-19 Pivoting Arm (TRW)-ShuttLe Cargo Bay-Large Spacecraft 
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A fixed stowage rack length of 40 inches was used for both concepts. Some 
estimates had to be made because of insufficient information in the liter-
ature. Figures were compiled for tug and orbiter applications. The orbiter 
application requires a support structure which attaches to the sills in the 
cargo bay. The general purpose manipulator requires. 98 inches less operating 
length because the manipulator moves around the outside whereas the pivoting 
arm operates between the spacecraft and stowage rack. 
9. Servicer Stowed Length 
Since launch costs are based on"stowed length, it is an important para-
meter. The details on the stowed length comparison are shown in Table IV-l9. 
The.general purpose manipulator servicer stows in 36 inches less than the 
pivoting arm servicer. This is a definite advantage. 
10. Summary of Pivoting Arm (TRW) and General Purpose Manipulator (MDAC) 
On-Orbit Servicer Comparison 
A top level summary of this comparison is presented in Tables IV-20 and 
21. The check marks in the tables show that both servicers are technically 
Table IV-20 Technical Considerations 
TRW MDAC 
CRITERIA 
SATISFY ALL DESIGN CRITERIA X X 
TECHNICAL FEAS I B ILITY X X 
LI GHEST X 
SHORTEST STOWED LENGTH X 
SIMPLEST X 
. 
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
OPERATIONAL AREAS 
LEO X X 
HEO/MEO X X 
PROGRAMMATIC ITEMS 
EXTENDABLE TO COMPLEX SERVIC ING TASKS X 
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Table IV-21 On-Orbit Servicer Versatility 
TRW MDAC 
SPACECRAFT DESIGN ITEMS 
COMPATIBLE WITH A HIGH PERCENTAGE OF X X 
SPACECRAFT PROGRAMS 
LEAST CONSTRAINTS ON NUMBER, LOCATION, X 
SHAPE, SIZE, AND ORIENTATION OF MOD-
ULES 
CAPABLE OF AXIAL AND RADIAL MODULE 
REPLACEMENT -- --
(I NITIAL USE OF EITHER MODE WITH 
GROWTH TO THE OTHER IS ACCEPTABLE) X X 
CAPABILITY FOR MODULE LOCATION IN X X 
MULTIPLETIERS 
CAPABILITYTO MAXIM IZE VOLUMETRIC EF- X 
FICIENCY 
COMPATI BLE WITH S I DE AND BOTTOM X X 
MOUNTED LATCHES 
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM DES IGN ITEMS 
ADAPTABLE TO A RANGE OF DOCKING DE-
VICES 
CENTRAL X X 
PERIPHERAL X X 
feasible which ce'rtainly is a valid conclusion. However, the previous dis-
cussion h~s detailed how the pivoting arm servicer is somehwat better in 
many of the comparison factors. Considering the differences in all compari-
son factors the pivoting arm design rates much better than the general purpose 
manipulator and is recommended to be carried forward as the best on-orbit 
servicer design found in the literature. However, it is also recommended at 
this stage in the study that the stowed and operating lengths for the pivot-
ing arm be investigated. Design factors affecting these parameters should 
be evaluated to determine methods of minimizing these parameters. 
D. COMPARISON OF VISITING MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS 
In this section, a final comparison of the visting systems (Figure IV-20) 
is made. The visting systems at this point in the evaluation are three 
classes: (1) on-orbit servicer, (2) extravehicular activity (EVA), and (3) 
shuttle remote manipulator system (SRMS). Tradeoffs of on-orbit servicers 
done in other sections have resulted in the selection of the pivoting arm 
servicer as being the most effective design. Thus, in this section the EVA 
and SRMS maintenance systems will be compared to the pivoting arm which 
represents the most effective on-orbit servicer. 
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Figure IV-20 Visiting Systems 
The major objective of this section is to determine the relative techni-
cal ranking of on-orbit servicer, EVA, and SRMS' as visiting maintenance 
concepts for performing modular spacecraft servicing. This requires defining 
configurations which are representative but not necessarily an optimum choice. 
The definitions of the configurations are carried to a sufficient level of 
detail to establish technical feasibility and to provide an adequate break-
down of equipment required for a r.ealistic costing analysis which is detailed 
in Chapter IX, Cost Generation and Analysis. 
are: 
The most significant conclusions drawn in the analyses of this section 
1. The on-orbit servicer maintenance concept is recommended as being 
the most effective, 
2. The on-orbit servicer, extravehicular activity, and shuttle remote 
manipulator system are all technically feasible, 
3. Only the on-orbit servicer is applicable to both tug and orbiter-
based missions, 
4. Design of the spacecraft for EVA is an important factor to con-
sider in the cost analyses, 
5. The additional support structure necessary for large spacecraft for 
EVA and SRMS maintenance requires a large stowage volume which will 
have a concurrent launch cost penalty, 
6. The addition of a module exchange capability to the SRMS represents 
a significant increase in its design requirements and accuracy, and 
will result in a cost impact. 
The ground rules used in the evaluation are summarized in Table IV-22. 
As was previously stated, the pivoting arm represents the on-orbit class of 
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TabZe IV-22 Visiting System Comparison Ground RuZes 
USE PIVOTING ARM AS REPRESENTATIVE OF ON-ORBIT SERVICERS. 
SPACECRAFT ARE DESIGNED FOR SERVICING • 
CONS I DER MODULE LEVEL REPLACEMENT AS BASEL! NE. 
SERVICING IS TO BE PERFORMED INTHE ORBITER CARGO BAY. 
USE THE JSC SPACE SHUTILE SYSTEM PAYLOAD ACCOMMODATIONS 
DOCUMENT (JULY 3, 1974). 
SRMS WILL RETRIEVE, DOCI< AND DEPLOY THE SPACECRAFT FOR 
ALL MAl NTENANCE CONCEPTS. 
EVALUATE THE MA I NTENANCE CONCEPTS I NDEPENDENTL Y (NOT IN 
COMB I NATION). 
FOR ALL MAl NTENANCE CONCEPTS CONS I DER THE SPACECRAFT TO 
BE DOCKED TO SUPPORT STRUCTURE MOUNTED IN THE ORBITER 
CARGO BAY. 
USE SAME REPLACEMENT MODULE STORAGE RACK FOR ALL CON-
CEPTS (ITS SUPPORT STRUCTURE CAN VARY). 
ALL MODULES ARE LOCATED ON ONE OR TWO SEPARATE DOCKING 
FACES OR TWO ADJACENT TIERS. 
APPENDAGES ARE TO BE NONRETRACTABLE. 
APPENDAGES ARE ASSUMED TO HAVE LONG LIFE AND HIGH RE-
LIABILITY AND THEREFORE DO NOT NEED REPLACING. 
servicers. Module level replacement is baseline for all the concepts with 
capability to vary from this cited as an advantage when applicable. The JSC 
Space Shuttle Payload Accommodations Document (Chapter XI, Item D-2) has been 
used as the latest reference for EVA and SRMS design and operational data. 
The STS operational procedure for retrieving, docking and deploying of space-
craft is to use the SRMS. This is the method used across all three maintenance 
concepts. No combination of the three maintenance concepts was evaluated. 
However, when major advantages could be gained through a combination of con-
cepts, these items were cited. The spacecraft is docked to a support structure 
mounted to the cargo bay sills or to the servicer mechanism via a docking 
interface. In the comparison, the stowage rack was kept the same for all 
concepts to eliminate minor differences in this area. Appendages were 
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considered to be nonretractable. This interrelates with the manner in which 
a spacecraft can be docked in the cargo bay. 
In this comparison of the visting systems, the appro3ch taken was to 
work the following areas for each system and perform a comparison across 
systems of the common factors. 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
Establish servicing guidelines, 
Select representative servicing concept(s), 
Determine acceptable operating region in the orbiter cargo bay, 
De~ermine equipment required to perform servicing --
• servicing concept equipment, 
• spacecraft equipment, 
• STS equipment, and 
Determine advantages and disadvantages. 
The technical comparisons of the visting systems were then made on the basis 
of: 
1) Acceptable techniques, 
2) Operating regions in orbiter cargo bay, 
3) Equipment required, and 
4) Significance of advantages and disadvantages. 
1. Servicing Guidelines 
Guidelines to be factored into the evaluation of each visiting system 
for for~ulating comparison factors were generated and a discussion of them 
follows. 
Pivoting Ann Servicing Guidelines - The evaluation of the pivoting arm 
servicer was based primarily on current literature definition available, 
and was adapted to a servicer operation in the orbiter cargo bay. The 
pivoting arm servicing guidelines are listed in Table IV-23. Presently, the 
STS program has not established through a standard type control document 
any fundamental gUidelines for the pivoting arm type of servicing operation 
in the orbiter cargo bay. 
EVA, Servicing Guidelines - EVA operational guidelines (Table IV-24) have 
been abstracted from the JSC Space Shuttle System Payload Accommodations docu-
ment (July 3, 1974). A considerable number of EVA requirements have been put 
down as STS program control factors. However, a very significant factor to 
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Table IV-23 Pivoting Arm Servicing Guidelines 
EVALUATION IS BASED PRIMARILY ON LITERATURE DEFINITION 
OF THE SERV.I CER. 
ADAPTATIONS OF LITERATURE DEFI NITION ARE APPROPRIATE. 
NO CONTROL SYSTEM CONSTRAI NTS. 
COMPATIBLE WITH BOTH TUG AND ORBITER OPERATIONS. 
SRMS IS USED FOR EXCHANGE O~ MODULES NOT REACHABLE 
BY SERVICER DURING SERVICING AT ORBITER. 
Table IV-24 EVA Servicing Guidelines 
TWO, TWO-MAN, SIX-HOUR EVAs PER MISSION 
PRE-EVA'OPERATIONS -3.5 hr 
POST-EVA OPERATIONS -1.5hr 
PLANNED EVA PERIODS SHOULD NOT EXCEED ONE 6-hr DURATION 
PER DAY 
EVA CREWMAN AND EQUIPMENT MUST BE SECURED OR TETHERED 
AT ALL TIMES 
CAPAB I LITY FOR CREWMAN TRANSLATION FROM A I RLOCI< TO 
WORI< AREA MUST BE PROVIDED 
THE FIXED MANIPULATOR ARM MAY BE USED TO PROVIDE A TRANS-
LATION PATH 
EITHER ONE ANDIOR TWO CREWMEN MAY BE CONSIDERED FOR EVA 
OPERATIONS 
PAYLOAD EQUIPMENT OR SURFACES SENSITIVE TO PHYSICAL DAM-
AGE SHOULD BE PROTECTED OR NOT LOCATED IN WORI< AREAS 
note is that the requirements are for general EVA operations in the orpiter 
bay and no specific servicing requirements exist. This means that even 
though EVA is certainly baseline to the STS' program, EVA servicing of space-
craft has not reached a unified common approach which could guide the 
analyses conducted here. 
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EVA operations will utilize a self-contained life support system capable 
of supporting a six-hour EVA. Currently, three hours of prebreathing is 
required because of the 4 psi suit pressure. Considerations are being given 
to changing to an 8 psi suit pressure which would not require the prebreath-
ing. The payload is charged with two of the three prebreathing hours plus 
0.5 hour in the airlock. 
The payload bay EVA support equipment available for all missions has 
not been defined at this time. If additional support equipment is required 
by a payload, its weight will be chargeable to the payload. When the manipu-
lator end-effector is secured to the worksite, it may be used to provide a 
translation path. 
SRMS Servicing Guidelines - SRMS operational guidelines (Table IV-25) 
have been abstracted from the JSC Space Shuttle System Payload Accommodations 
document (July 3, 1974). The shuttle remote manipulator system has been 
proposed as a candidate for servicing spacecraft docked in the orbiter cargo 
bay. However, the design has been driven by the requirements imposed from 
the operations of spacecraft retrieval and docking. No SRMS module exchange 
servicing approaches are baselined in the payload accommodations document. 
One manipulator arm is base1ined. A second arm can be installed if required, 
but the weight (approximately 700 1bs) is chargeable to the payload. A basic 
jaw-type end-effector is currently base1ined. Other end-effectors which 
probably would be more compatible with servicing requirements are being con-
sidered. TV cameras located in the bay and on the manipulator arm give the 
manipulator controller views that are selectable in viewpoint and field of 
view. A significant SRMS factor to be considered for the servicing applica-
tion is its limitation in reaching around large objects. Also, this capability ~ 
varies as a function of the location and orientation of the spacecraft in the 
cargo bay. 
2. Visiting Systems Servicing Concepts 
Pivoting Arm Servicer - A description of the pivoting arm servicer has 
been discussed in detail in the previous sections. The servicer has versa-
tility in its application to both tug and orbiter servicing operations. One 
difference exists in the design for the two applications. The adapter used 
to interface the stowage rack to the tug or orbiter must be different. The 
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Table IV-25 SRMS Servicing Guidelines 
NO MODULE EXCHANGE EXI STS AS SRMS BASEL! NE DEFI NITI ON 
ARM DESIGN DRIVEN BY SPACECRAFT RETRIEVAL AND DOCKING 
REQU I REMENTS 
ONE ARM I S BASEL! NE 
SECOND MANI PULATOR ARM CAN BE I NSTALLED IF REQUI RED 
END EFFECTOR - BAS Ie JAW TYPE 
LIMITED CAPABILITY TO REACH AROUND LARGE OBJECTS 
ONE ARM CLEAR REACH ENVELOPE - HEMISPHERE ABOVE CARGO 
BAY WITH RESThlCTED REGIONS DUE TO SHOULDER TWO DE-
GREES OF FREEDOM 
WRIST MI NIMUM LATERAL FORCE - 10 Ib 
DIRECT VIEW - AVAILABLE BUT LIMITED 
INDIRECT VIEW - SELECTABLE IN VIEWPOINT AND FIELD OF 
VIEW 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM - 6 
pivoting arm servicer operating in the orbiter cargo bay is illustrated i
n 
in Figure IV-21. The spacecraft docking interface is the same as it is f
or 
the tug application. The SRMS docks the spacecraft to be serviced to the
 
front of the servicer mechanism on the docking mechanism. Prior to the 
spacecraft docking several steps must be performed to ready the servicer 
for 
the docking operation. The servicer (stowage rack, servicer mechanism, and 
docking interface) are launched as an integral structure supported from the 
sills and returned in the cargo bay in a standard cylinder type orientati
on. 
To prepare for servicing, the SRMS' removes the servicer from the stowed 
location which can be anywhere in the bay that the SRMS can reach. The s
ill 
automatic latch releases are used for this because they can be remotely ,c
on-
tt"olled from the crew control station. Then the SRMS' places the servicer
 in 
a vertical orientation (Figure IV-21) at the desired location in the bay. 
The automatic sill latches are again used for holding the servicer in pos
i-
tion. The location is flexible. It is restricted only by other cargo in
 
the bay and the SRMS reach capability. Then once the spacecraft has been
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Figure TV-21 Pivoting Arm Servicing in Orbiter Cargo Bay 
docked by the SRMS, module exchange takes place in the same manner that it 
does for the tug application with possibly an exception on the servicer con-
trol mode. If the servicing can take place near the forward end of the cargo 
bay as shown in Figure IV-2l, then the operation could be controlled with 
the monitoring being done through the rear facing windows and the cargo bay 
TV cameraso 
EVA Servicing Concept - Considerable EVA contingency type servicing 
was performed successfully during the Skylab program. This data substanti-
ates that a wide range of EVA servicing tasks can be done by a suited 
astronaut. However, the current space shuttle payload accommodations docu-
ment does not provide baseline EVA approaches. A survey of ,the literature 
shows that various EVA servicing approaches have been proposed. None of 
them presents an approach which is based on a servicing requirement for 
accommodating spacecraft which vary considerably in size and configuration. 
Two approaches representative of EVA servicing for large and small space-
craft are shown in Figure IV-22. It is important to note that the type of 
EVA servicing that can be done will be governed by the limited dexterity 
the crewman has in a pressurized suit. Conventional handrails and tethers 
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Figure IV-22 EVA Servicing Concept 
Solar Maximum Mission 
Spacecraft 
will have to be provided. EVA design, or what is sometimes called man-
rating, of the spacecraft to permit the crewman to work on or near the 
spacecraft represents a potential cost impact factor. Another significant 
factor is the support structure required to support large spacecraft above 
the cargo bay. This structure would be mounted to the bay sills. Stowage 
volume and deployment of such a large structure are considerations to be 
assessed for cost impacts. 
The EVA design elements considered were taken from Item M-1S of 
Chapter XI. They can be thought of in terms of providing a payload safe 
work station where many of the requirements are established by the shuttle 
program for everything carried in the orbiter cargo bay. The additional 
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requirements (per ~tem M-18) are 1) provision of EVA load bearing sur-
faces for hand/foot restraints and pushoff, 2) additional structural pro-
tection (contamination and thermal control) where orbital conditions 
differ from ground, and 3) secondary power and/or AC power protection. 
Further considerations are 1) contamination effects including suit leak-
age and water vapor from the suit thermal control system, 2) compati-
bility with EVA suit restrictions regarding reach, forces available, 
hand grip sizes, and restraints, and 3) unintended contact between suit 
and spacecraft including its appendages. 
Shuttle Remote Manipulator System Servicing Concept - The manipulator 
arm will be used to capture and dock spacecraft at the orbiter cargo bay. 
Servicing with the SRMS is considered to start once the spacecraft is 
secured to a spacecraft support structure in the bay. Servicing of small 
and large spacecraft present very different geometric problems relative to 
reach around capabilities of the arm and spacecraft appendage interferences. 
Representative approaches for servicing large and small spacecraft are illus-
trated in Figure IV-23. The relative geometry problem of how the arm handles 
module exchange between the stowage rack and spacecraft is discussed later 
in this section. 
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Figure IV-23 ShuttZe Remote ManipuZator Servicing Concept 
The design of the manipulator arm was driven by the prime requirement 
to provide the capability for capture, docking, stowage and deployment of 
large, heavy payloads. This arm design imposes two main restrictions on 
SRMS when used for a servicing operation. One restriction is in the area 
of reaching around objects. The mounting location of the arm and the two 
degree-of-freedom shoulder joint (as opposed to three degrees) create a 
significant reach restriction problem. The other restriction is the posi-
tional accuracy of the arm. Currently, it is felt that the present design 
will not have the positional accuracy necessary to pick up modules and 
place them. 
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The concepts shown in Figure IV-23 indicate how spacecraft must be 
m(l>uilted and located in the cargo bay to provide manipulator ann access to 
th~ spacecraft servicing areas. To provide complete access to all surfaces, 
the spacecraft will probably have to be mounted on a turntable. A second 
ann would minimize this problem to a degree. To min~mize operational time 
and the hazard avoidance problem, the ann should be programmed for automatic 
control between spacecraft servicing and stowage rack locations. 
3. Servicing Operating Regions in Orbiter Cargo Bay 
An important consideration in the comparison of an on-orbit servicer, 
EVA and SRMS for perfonning servicing on large and small spacecraft is the 
cargo bay operating regions in which each can function. 
Pivoting Ann Servicer - One orientation of the pivoting ann servicer 
can accommodate both large and small spacecraft effectively. Figure IV-19 
illustrates the cargo bay layout that was arrived at. It is shown at the 
forward end of the cargo bay and at a height were monitoring from the crew 
quarters' window can be utilized in the servicing operation. Aside from 
this advantage, the servicer could be located anywhere in the bay that the 
SRMS can place it and dock spacecraft to it. There is also the obvious 
interference with other spacecraft located in the bay. However, scheduling 
of the sequence of program operations on a particular flight could result 
in a lot of available space in the bay. However, the pivoting arm servicer 
does accommodate well to this type of a restriction if it exists. 
EVA Servicing - Few restrictions on location of the stowage rack and 
spacecraft are imposed by using an EVA servicing approach (Figure IV-24). 
It is very flexible to this factor. There is a need for the astronaut 
to get around other IS-foot diameter spacecraft which might be in the 
bay and a need for clear access to the hatch to the orbiter airlock. 
SRMS Servicing - The large manipulator appears at first level of investi-
gation to be very flexible as far as reach capabilities in the cargo bay. 
However, as geometric layout drawings are made, it becomes obvious that the 
SRMS has a considerable number of reach access problems for a variety of 
reasons. A representative functional layout for servicing small spacecraft 
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in the cargo bay is shown in Figure IV-25. For this type of orientation the 
arm can be seen to have interference with the stowage rack if it is moved 
further forward. As the stowage rack and spacecraft are moved more aft than 
shown, a point is reached where the arm once again interferes with the stowage 
rack. Details on this are summarized in a table later in this section. 
Servicing operations with large spacecraft present different geometric 
locating problems in the bay than for small spacecraft. An effective 
configuration for SRMS servicing of large spacecraft like the LXRT is shown 
in Figure IV-26. The spacecraft is tilted 45 degrees aft from vertical out 
of the bay and is mounted to a support structure which is approximately 15 
feet above the sills. This represents the most effective layout, but it has 
the disadvantage of requiring a very large support structure. The support 
structure must also be made so that it does not interfere with the manipulator 
removing modules. This is an effective layout for small spacecraft also, but 
it would not be practical to pay the penalty of the large support structure. 
Summary of Servicer Operating Regions in the Cargo Bay - The dimensional 
details of the conclusions drawn on the operating regions for each of the 
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three visiting systems are summarized in Table IV-26. The pivoting arm and 
~VA servicing result in no significant difficultues with respect to location 
in the cargo bay. 
Table IV-26 Comparison of Operating Regions in Orbiter Cargo Bay 
EVA SRMS PIVOTING ARM 
lARGE 
PERPEN- lARGE 
DICUlAR 45° SPACECRAFT SIZE SMALL LARGE • SMALL MOUNT MOUNT SMALL LARGE 
DIRECTION OF MODULE RE- AXIAL PRE- AXIAL PRE- AXIAL PRE- AXIAL OR AXIAL OR AXIAL AXIAL NIOVAL FERRED FERRED FERRED RADIAL RADIAL ONLY ONLY 
EVA HATCH CLEARANCE NEEDED FOR ALL . 
'AMOUNT OF SPACECRAFT MOST OF MOST OF 15 It AXIAL-36' 30 ft MOST OF MOST OF CARGO BAY BAY BAY IRE- RADIAL-29' CARGO CARGO USABLE STOIVAGE STRICTED 21ft AXIAl-46' 27 ft BAY BAY RACK BY APPEN- AFT USABLE USABLE DAGESI RADIAL-2I' 
AFT 
(ALL ARE RESTRICTED SOMEWHAT BY WHERE THE SRMS AN DOCK A SPACECRAFT! 
GENERAL COND IT! ONS MOUNT FOR RADIAL 
SPACE- REMOVAL A 
CRAFT ROTATABLE 
VERT!- TABLE IS 
CALLY REQUI RED 
CONCLUS IONS NO AP- NO AP- LIMITED LlMITED LIM /TED NO AP- NO AP-PARENT PARENT USABLE USABLE USABLE PARENT PARENT DIFFICUL- DIFFICUL- SERVIC- SERVICING SERVIC- DIFFICUL - DIFFICUL-TIES TIES ING REGION. ING TIES TIES REGION REQU IRES REGION· 
ROTATABLE 
SUPPORT 
STRUCTURE 
"THE NUMBERS GIVEN ARE THE NUMBER OF FEET THE SPACECRAFT/STOWAGE RACK MUST BE MOUNTED AFT OF THE EVA HATCH. 
4. Servicer Equipment Requirements 
T~e servicer equipment requirements for each visiting system servicer 
have been listed in Table IV-27. The equipment required has been divided 
into three categories: (1) servicing concept, (2) STS, and (3) spacecraft. 
This has been done so the technical and cost impacts in each of the cate-
gories can be assessed. None of the equipment required poses a question of 
technical feasibility. STS baseline equipment is assumed to be used where 
applicable, e.g., docking mechanisms and aids. The cost impacts resulting 
from weight and stowage volume for the equipment are assessed in the cost 
analyses. 
5. Visiting System Comparison Results 
Summaries of the advantages and disadvantages for each of the three 
visiting system servicers are presented in Tables IV-28, 29, and 30. The 
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TabZe IV-27 Surr@ary of Servicer Equipment Required 
P IVOTI NG ARM SERVICER EVA SRMS 
SERVICING MODULE STOWAGE RACK MODULE STOWAGE RACK SPECIAL PURPOSE END EFFECTOR 
CONCEPT SERVICER MECHANISM 5P~CECRAFT SUPPORT FRAME SFACECRAFT SUPPORT FRAME (ROTATABLE) 
EQUIPMENT I NTERFACE WITH DOCKI NG DEVICE TRArJSLATION AIDS AND MODULE STOWAGE RACK 
MODULE STOWAGE RACK ADAPTERS TETHERS ADDITIONAL ARM IF NEEDED 
SPACECRAFT SUPPORT STRUCTURE SIMULATION SIMULATION 
(LEOl CREW TRAINING TIME CREW TRAINI NG TIME 
MOCKUPS MOCKUPS 
STS DOCKI NG MECHANISM 
JHEO 
SHUTTlE REMOTE MANI PULA- SHUTTlE REMOTE MANlPULATOR SYSTEM 
EQUIPMENT DOCKING SENSOR/AIDS TOR SYSTEM (DOCK I NG/DE- DOCKING SENSORS AND AIDS 
LIGHTING PLOYMENTl LIGHTING 
DOCKING SENSORS AND AIDS 
LIGHTING 
SIMULATORS 
NEUTRAL BUOYANCY 
MOVING BASE 
SPACECRAFT DOCKING MECHANISM DOCKING MECHANISM DOCKI NG MECHANISM 
EQUIPMENT DOCKING SENSORS/AIDS DOCKING AIDS DOCKING AIDS 
REPLACEABLE MODULES HANDRAIL AND TETHER FAS- REPLACEABLE MODULES 
TENERS ACCESS TO MODULES 
REPLACEABLE MODULES' 
ACCESS TO MODULES 
CREW SAFETY 
DAMAGE-SENS ITiVE SURFACE 
PROTECTION 
TabZe IV-28 Pivoting Arm On-Orbit Servicing Summary 
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
APPLICABLE TO BOTH LEO AND HEO 
DEVELOPMENT FOR LEO A I OS GROWTH TO 
HEO 
SERVICING TASKS ARE LIMITED TO MODULE 
REMOVALI REPLACEMENT 
TOTAL MODULE EXCHANGE TIME IS LOW 
EVA IS AVAILABLE FOR EVAlUATI NG AND 
HANDLI NG CONTINGENCIES iiO) 
SRMS IS AVAILABLE FOR OUTSIZE MODULE 
EXCHANGE (LEO) 
REQUIRES MINIMAL OPERATOR TRAINING 
REQUIRES DEVELOPMENT OF A SERVICER 
MECHANISM 
MODULE REMOVAL DIRECTIONS LIMITED 
MINOR MODULE LOCATION RESTRICTIONS 
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TabZe IV-29 EVA Servicing Summary 
ADVANTAGES 
MODULES CAN BE LOCATED ANYWHERE ON 
SPACECRAFT 
SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION IS NOT RE-
STRICTED 
MINIMUM DEVELOPMENT IS REQUIRED 
(SKYLAB EXPERIENCE) 
MAN IS AVAILABl r ON LOW EARTH ORBIT 
SHUTTLE MISS 10~S 
MAN HAS ABILITY TO PERCEIVE ABNORMAL 
CONDITIONS AND COMPENSATE FOR 
THEM 
MODULE/LATCHES CAN BE COMPATI BLE 
WITH A HEO SERVICER 
TOTAL EVA TIME REQUIRED IS WITHIN 
BASELINE LIMITS (2.5 hr REQUIRED) 
MAN CAN DO BROADER RANGE OF SERVIC-
ING ACTIVITIES THAN MODULE EXCHANGE 
UTILIZES EXISTING SHUTTLE BASELINE 
EQUIPMENT 
TabZe IV-30 SRMS Servicing Summary 
IV-90 
ADVANTAGES 
UTILIZES EXISTING SHUTTLE BASELINE 
EQUIPMENT 
COST OF ONE ARM IS CHARGED TO THE 
SHUTTLE ORBITER 
SERV IC I NG CAN BE PERFORMED ON 
MULTIPLE SURFACES OF THE SPACECRAFT 
GOOD FLEXIBILITY INTHETYPES OF 
TASKS THAT CAN BE PERFORMED 
MAN IS AVAILMLE FOR: 
CONTI NUOUS OPERATION OF ARM; 
MONITORING OF SERVICING STATUS; 
EVALUATING AND HANDLI NG CON-
TINGENCIES 
COMPATI BLE WITH MISS ION SCHEDULE 
CONSTRAI NTS 
ADAPTABLE TO BROADER RANGE OF SER-
VICING ACTIVITIES BY USING MORE 
DEXTEROUS END EFFECTOR 
DISADVANTAGES 
SPACECRAFT MUST BE DESIGNED FOR 
EVA 
PRESENTEVA DEVELOPMENT IS FEASIBLE 
ONLY TO SERVICE SPACECRAFT IN LEO 
CREWMAN SAFETY 
OPTICAL SURFACI:. AVOI DANCE 
TRA I NI NG REQU I REMENTS 
SPACECRAFT MUST BE DESIGNED TO AC-
COMMODATE ATTACHMENT OF TRANSLA-
TION AND TETHER AIDS 
MECHANICAL FASTENERS MUST BE DE-
S IGNED SPEC IFICALLY FOR SU \TED 
OPERATION 
EXTERIOR EQUIPMENT AND THERMAL CON-
TROL SURFACE PHYSICAL CONTACT 
AVOIDANCE 
TIME REQUIRED FOR PRE-EVA (3.5 hr) 
AND POST-EVA !l.5 hr) 
D I SAPV ~ill~GES 
LIMITED TO SERVICING SPACECRAFT IN 
LOW EARTH ORBIT 
IF SECOND ARM IS REQUIRED, WEIGHT 
I S CHARGED TO THE PAYLOAD 
OPERATOR ERROR CAN BE DAMAGING TO 
THE SPACECRAFT 
RESTR ICTS OPERATIONS OF SHUTTLE OR-
BITER DURING THE SERVICING ACTIVITIES 
TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 
,,-,~,"-
J ,"_,~i,.;i.,t_ " 
analyses of this section and an evaluation of the advantages and disad-vantages for each visiting system have resulted in the following conclusions. 
1. The on-orbit servicer maintenance concept is recommended as being the most effective. 
2. The on-orbit servicer, extravehicular activity, and shuttle remote manipulator system are all technically feasible. 3. Only the on-orbit servicer is applicable to both tug and orbiter based missions. 
4. Design of the spacecraft for EVA is an important factor to 
consider in the cost analyses. 
5. The additional support structure necessary for large spacecraft for EVA and SRMS maintenance requires a large stowage volume which will have a concurrent launch cost penalty. 
6. The addition of a module exchange capability to the SRMS represents a significant increase in its design requirements and accuracy, and will result in a cost impact. 
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V. SPACECRAFT INTERFACE ANALYSIS 
The design of spacecraft so that they can be serviced on-orbit using a 
module exchange form of on-oribt servicer is an important aspect of orbital 
servicing. Each of the prior studies presented serviceable designs of their 
spacecraft so a good positive data base existed. The lOSS was not intended 
to delve deeply into specific serviceable spacecraft and thus did not. How-
ever, certain subjects were addressed to help develop our understanding of 
serviceable spacecraft. 
The geometric interfaces between the spacecraft, modules, docking sys-
tem, servicer mechanism, stowage rack, and carrier vehicle have been addressed. 
Part of the discussion is in Chapters IV and VIII and part is here. Con-
siderationwasgiven as to how the characteristic set might be configured for 
servicing and how the pivoting arm and general purpose manipulator forms of 
servicer mechanisms interact with the identified configurations. It was con-
cludedthat the lOSS is in agreement with prior studies that spacecraft can 
be designed to be serviceable with acceptable design, w'eight, and volume 
effects. The pivoting arm using axial module replacement was found to be 
compatible with serviceable spacecraft configurations that make greatest use 
of the STS capability. 
A discussion of modul,e characteristics is used to introduce module data 
from the Operations Analysis study and to show that modules need not be over-
ly large or unduly small. Spacecraft composed of ten to 20 modules seem 
appropriate. 
The important mechanical interface between modules and spacecraft (and 
stowage rack) was addressed significantly in the contract. That work is 
summarized here in the form of design criteria or guidelines, two specific 
SRU interface mechanism designs, an end effector design, and engineering test 
units of these items. 
The influence of rendezvous, and more particularly docking, upon on-orbit 
servicing is discussed. There is much work to be done and emphasis should 
be given to convincing the user that rendezvous and docking will be opera-
tional and safe. 
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A. SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS FOR SERVICING 
The prior s.tudies of Chapter II concluded that spacecraft could be de-
signed to be serviceable. To have a study reference against which the pivot-
ing arm and gleneral purpose manipulators could be evaluated, the characteristic 
set of spacecraft were configured for servicing as representatives of the total 
ma~ntenance applicable spacecraft set. As the BESS data was not available it was 
not included in this analysis. The configurations were to consider pri-
marily module sizes, but with some consideration given to location 
requirements. It was found that, to a first level, spacecraft can be made 
serviceable without mission objective penalties and that the pivoting arm 
and general purpose manipulator servicers can accomnodate a wide range of 
spacecraft characteristics without excessive configuration penalties. 
The factors to be evaluated were: 
1) Effect of modularizing the spacecraft on its size and shape, 
2) Effect of larger module envelopes to allow for servicer access 
and removal clearance, 
3) Effect of designing for "status quo" or "maximum STS efficiency," 
4) Effect of allowance for a docking mechanism, and 
5) Comparison of configurations based on axial vs radial module 
replacement. motion. 
The conditions of the evaluations were: 
1) Use of all spacecraft in the characteristic set except BESS, 
2) Module densities 50% greater than those used in the Operations 
Analysis study (Chapter XI, Items F-19 and -20). This increase 
was based on the DSCS II work of TRW, the PUT work of Fairchild, 
and MMC experience, 
3) Geometrical interfaces only were to be considered, 
4) Single servicing missions on body stabilized spacecraft, and 
5) The basic resources for orbital servicing were available (time, 
volume capacity, and weight capacity). 
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It became apparent that there are at least two configuration policies 
available which might be denoted as "status quo" and "maximum STS efficiency." 
"Status quo" configuration attempts to preserve expendable spacecraft en-
velopes and surface orientations while "maximum STS benefit" configuration 
strives to result in the most efficient use of the STS resources. Both are 
recognized; however, a preferred recommendation is not available at this 
time. The "status quo" approach recognizes that if servicing is possible 
with little overall envelope change or compromise to mission objectives, user 
acceptance may follow easily. On the other hand, the "status quo" configur-
ation may not fully utilize the benefits and efficiencies of the STS. The 
IImaximum STS benefit" approach does use all these potential capabilities. 
This latter approach may involve a greater impact on spacecraft design 
"tradition" affec:ting cost through overall management requirements, resource 
development and testing of spacecraft. 
The expendable forms of the characteristic set of spacecraft are shown in 
Fig. 1-1. Five of the six were configured as follows: The complement of 
modules was taken from the Operations Analysis (OA) work (Chapter XI, Items 
F-l9 and 20) along with their weights. Where the OA modules were too small 
they were combined into larger modules. The OA weights were adjusted down-
ward to allow for the heavy baseplates used by OA. The volumes were then 
computed using a set of densities representing best estimates from the DSCS 
II work of TRW, the PUT work of Fairchild, and MMC experience. Values ranged 
from 15 lbs/ft3 for electronics to 35 lbs/ft3 for electrical power systems. 
A representative upper bound on module length of 40 in. was selected based on 
cargo bay length considerations and some preliminary layouts. ~he access 
space was taken as four in. on the interface mechanism side and one in. on all 
other sides of each module. 
The resulting configurations are shown in Figs. V-I through V-5. The 
module deSignations are those of the Operations Analysis study except fnr 
Fig. V-3, the International Communications Satellite, which is an early con-
figuration prepared by COMSAT Labs. The "status quo" concept of the UAE 
takes the form of two tiers of modules. It requires two docking interfaces 
for the pivoting arm servicer and one docking interface for the general pur-
. pose manipulator. It has a diameter more than half of the orbiter cargo bay 
diameter and thus does not store efficiently in the cargo bay. The "maximum 
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STS efficiencyll form of the UAE takes advantage of the full orbiter cargo 
bay diameter and is connnensurate with the tug diameter. Should the launch 
cost reimbursement policy include a cost increment based on cargo bay length, 
then the flat disk fonn of spacecraft will be more widely used. The "maximum 
STS efficiency" form of the UAE requires one docking interface for the pivot-
ing arm servicer and cannot be easily serviced by the general purpose 
manipulator. 
The flat disk configurations; e.g., Fig. V-I, suit axial module removal 
by the pivoting arm. When the general purpose manipulator is used for radial 
module removal then the modules toward the center cannot be reached directly. 
The alternatives in.clude lining the module up two deep as in right-hand side 
of Fig. V-5 and taking out the outboard module and then the second module. 
Another approach is to use two tiers of modules as shown on the left-hand 
side of Fig. V-So Generally, radial module removal results in some loss of 
access to the central area of the spacecraft. This loss in volumetric 
efficiency can be up to 30%. The axial removal approach suffers when the 
"status quo" configuration is used and the spacecraft takes the form of two 
tiers of modules. In this case, the pivoting arm must be docked separately 
at each end of the spacecraft. The spacecraft configurations used in the 
reference documentation were also reviewed. It was found that all of the 
specific spacecraft configurations were adaptable to axial module removal 
and some used radial module removal. Thus, axial module removal has a slight 
preference. 
The general purpose manipulator can perform axial module replacement by 
using a central docking system that provides adequate module removal space 
between the spacecraft and the stowage rack. Similarly, the pivoting arm 
can be extended and degrees-of-freedom added so that it can reach outside 
the spacecraft and replace modules radially. 
In addition to the mechanical fastening between SRUs and the spacecraft, 
the following possible connector needs were identified 1) electrical, 
2) waveguide, 3) fluid, and 4) thermal. Black box electrical connections in 
spacecraft have tended to run to the hundreds of pins spread over several 
connectors per box. The problems of mating and demating this large number 
of pins seems difficult. The weight of electrical harness involved has been 
leading towards signal multiplexing or the data bus approach. This results 
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in a few signal and data pins per box and effectively provides many more 
inputs and pUtpUt1l through the mUltiplexing function. A similar trend ex-
ists with regard to electrical power. Power is distributed at one voltage 
to all boxes, then each box converts to the variety of voltages and fre-
quencies needed within the box. In this way the total number of electrical 
connections per box, including redundancy, can be kept to less than 20 in 
one or two connectors. This leve~ of connectors and pins is very adaptable 
to integration into the. mechanical fasteners. 
Waveguide connector adaptations to serviceable spacecraft have been 
addressed by COMSAT Labs in their parallel study. They have conceived a 
basis for waveguide connections for space serviceable spacecraft. It has 
been possible to avoid fluid connections in our spacecraft configuration 
analysis and they were avoided in all of the prior studies. In each case a 
thruster set and its propellant tank were packaged in the same module, with 
four modules per spacecraft to provide full attitude control. This indi-
cates that fluid connectors are not necessary. However, there are some 
advantages in being able to interconnect propellant tanks to compensate for 
some kinds of RCS failures. It is thus recommended that development of 
fluid connectors be initiated. 
The thermal aspects of serviceable spacecraft have been addressed to a 
first level with most approaches being to treat each module separately and 
minimize inter-module heat flow. The PUT study (Chapter XI, Item K-8) did 
use heat pipes to conduct heat from the inner modules to the spacecraft ex-
terior. The UOP study (Chapter XI, Item M-13) incorporated heat flow paths 
through its baseplate to conduct heat from modules to the far side of the 
spacecraft. This suggests that the development of a thermal conductor 
be initiated to increase the number of thermal design alternatives avail-
able. 
The question of module alignment accuracy was briefly addressed. Based 
on Martin Marietta's LST study contract information, we concluded that in-
strument change-out is feasible in most cases. Alignment accuracy requirements 
will in some cases require the development and addition of different calibra-
tion techniques. The current SRU interface mechanism designs are predicted 
to have an alignment accuracy of 0.001 in. in translation and 15 arc seconds 
in rotation. This accuracy is a factor of four better than the accuracy 
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required for the replacement of the area photometer in the LST. Both Itek and Perkin-Elmer have developed alignment guide designs for LST which provide alignment of the instruments and guidance sensors when they are replaced as modules by EVA. Their design accuracies are: 0.004 in. in translation and 50 arc seconds in rotation. This data has led to the conclusion that in-struments/sensors can be replaced with a servicer mechanism in most cases without a refinement to the current interface mechanism design. It is felt that a factor of five improvement could be realized if the alignment pin de-sign was refined. Testing should be done on latches under realistic environmental conditions to verify these numbers. 
Even with the alignment accuracies as quoted, there will certainly be some instruments which require special hardware development in the area of mounting and in-space calibrating. An obvious desirable guideline is to locate hardware requiring critical relative alignment in the same module. Thus, the alignment can be performed on the ground. An example is a set of attitude reference gyros. Their relative alignment is critical and can be done on the ground. However, their alignment as a unit in the spacecraft is not critical unless they are involved in a navigation process. 
Developing special calibration techniques needs to be explored. It appears that by programming the spacecraft through certain maneuvers after servicing, calibration data could be obtained from the sensors and instru-ments. Alignment errors could then be calculated with a computer program. The use. of known alignment errors would then depend on the specific mission. 
The results of this section may be summarized as: 
1) To a first level, spacecraft can be made serviceable without 
mission objective penalties -- more a management challenge to coordinate development, 
2) Further iterations are necessary to identify proper packaging density/weight penalties for servicing, 
3) Configuration along the policy lines of "status quo" or. "maximum STS efficiency" has more impact to spacecraft than servicer, and 
4) Servicers selected appear to accommodate a wide range of space-craft characteristics without excessive configuration penalties. 
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The above analysis used standardized subsystem modules from the OA study. 
This indicates that on-orbit servicing in the fonn of module exchange is 
compatible with standardized subsystems. However, there was nothing in the 
above analysis that required that the modules be standardized. The SRU inter-
face mechanisms must be standardized, but the modules need not be standardized. 
B. SPACE-REPLACEABLE UNIT CHARACTERISTICS 
The characteristics of the space-replaceable units, or modules, that were 
used have been drawn primarily from the Operations Analysis study (Chapter 
XI, Items F-14 through 27). The module data is briefly described here for 
reference purposes. The OA study considered 29 spacecraft of which 26 were 
in the lOSS maintenance applicable set. They examined the SSPD definition of 
each spacecraft, each spacecraft subsystem, and the major subsystem elements. 
They cross-compared the data for each subsystem and arrived at a set of 
standardized ~ubsystem modules. Table V-l~ taken from Item F-20 of Chapter 
XI, shows the fonn of the data for the attitude and velocity control subsys-
tem. The spacecraft were then configured from these standard modules as 
shown in Fig. V-6 for the Large X-Ray Telescope, also from Item F-20 of 
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1 ----I I 
I I 
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I ,----., 
,-- Aves 7 ~J 
I '-_-=_J : 
2 01' 4 
Required 
PA YLOAD CHARACTER T'iTIC<; 
NU;'I';\ER OF 'iRUs 23 
DESIG" LIFE ('iRS) 5 
RELIABILITY @ D. J" 0.058 
WEIGHT - DRY (Kg) 7893.1 
T'ROl-' (Kg) 80 
TOTAL 11,~) 7 73. I 
Figure V-6 Space ServiceabZe Large X-Ray TeZescope 
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Chapter XI. The figure also lists some pertinent summary data as well as 
the mission equipment required. The details of the LXRT mission equipment 
are given in Table V-2 from Item F-19 of Chapter XI. The mission equipment 
was taken directly from the SSPD and then the serviceability aspects of base-
plates, environmental control, mechanism, and electrical distribution and 
power conditioning were added by Aerospace Corpora.tion'. 
Spacecraft module p~ckaging density is one of the drivers affecting both 
spacecraft configuration for servicing and the identification of performance 
overhead due to the module stowage rack .!tnd STS interfaces of both the tug 
and orbiter. Shown in Table V-3 is a brief sample of the range of packaging 
densities found in the literature along with the values used in this lOSS. 
These densities determine the volume required, center of gravity migration, 
ACS stabilization propellant, and spacecraft to servicer interface geometry. 
Therefore, since the range of values is relatively great, subsequent studies 
should identify ~nd refine this impact. 
Table V-3 Module Density Comparison 
DENS ITY, Ib/ft3 
AEROSPACE 
COMSAT TRW SSC-3 EOS 
NONSERVICEABLE SERVICEABLE SERV I CEABLE lOSS 
POWER-BATTERIES, CHARGER, MONI- 87 25 35.4 35 
TOR, ETC 
- -'-
ATTITUDE CONTROL-PROPELLANT AND NOT AVA I LABLE; 21 19.6 22 
EQUIPMENT SHOULD BE SOME 
DUE TO PROPEL. 
WEIGHT 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT-COMM., 33.4 9.S ll.S IS 
GU IDANCE, TELEMETRY AND TRACI<-
ING 
REACTION CONTROL WHEELS 107 NOT 30 30 
UTILIZED 
NOTE: THE 3:1 REDUCTI ON I N DENS ITY WHEN MODULAR I ZAT ION I S USED. 
--
Another basis for estimating module sizes is the data pertinent to the 
on-orbit servicer stowage racks. This data is sho\vu in Fig. V-7 for eight 
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TabZ.e V-2 Mission Equipment Modules 
I -~------ ----- MODULE MODULE WEIBULL 
:E WErGHT (kg) DES!GN PARAMETERS 'DESIGN RELIABILITY PARAMETERS 
SATELLITE J4 1: He: O~ LIFE AT DESIGN 
CODE SATELLITE NAME ~ .~ COMPONENT :) ITEM I TOTAL COMPLEXlTyJ DE':y"~LOPMENT (YRSI LIFE: '" (YRS) I fJ 
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AST-9B-6 
AST-QB-7 
-, I 
Flt'ld Mnnitor Canwra t-. Flt>d. 
Rast:"plat(. 
r-..fechanl~m 
Fn\ironmental ("~tntrdl 
Flect ril al Connc.:nurs 
Flee. Dlst. & p'),\v/"'r COliditlOnlO.¢ 
TOTAL 
Gutd£' Sta r Trackt·r2: ~ Elf'(", 
Bas(>plate 
),:tt"chanism 
£n'olronment<ll C,.ontro.ll 
Electrlcal Connecturs 
Flee. Dis~. ~ Power Condthonipg 
TOTAL 
Posi.tion Sensing Prop. ("mint .... ~ 
EJ.or.. 
·\R 
.\R 
.\11 
1 
I 
All 
All 
All 
Baseplate II MC'cham.~m I 
Environmental Control AR 
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X-ray Image Det. lInt. 1; £1(.'(", 1 
Baseplate I 
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Figure V-? Module Characteristics of Servicer Stowage Racks 
different on-orbit servicers. The module volumes range from two to 40 cubic 
feet, corresponding to 1.25 to 3.4 foot cubes, and then up to the size of the 
orbiter cargo bay for the SR}lS. The number of modules that can be stowed in 
the stowage rack are generally eight to 28 with the exception of the pivoting 
arm and the SRMS. The DSCS II study examined three levels of modu1arization 
for the DSCS II with 8, 15, and 30 modules. The lightest module was 7 1bs 
and the heaviest 487 lbs with corresponding volumes of 1.8 ft 3 and 32 ft 3 • 
Average nonpropu1sive module weights were 34, 68, and 181 1bs for the three 
SRU sizes. The DSCS II propulsion modules were large; 200 and 450 1bs for 
reaction control and stationkeeping, respectively, because of the DSCS II 
ground rule to initially provide enough on-board propellant for a ten-year 
lifetime. The EOS studies used just four subsystem modules, each of which 
was 24 f t 3 with weights ranging from 100 to 300 1bs. Th.ey also used three 
pieces of mission equipment weighing from 60 to 360 lbs. It can thus be 
seen that the range of module sizes and weights considered have covered a 
wide range. However, the OA study weights and the Martin Marietta sizes 
(section A above) can be taken as representative of what can be done if 
an attempt is made to avoid the outsize modules. The result is a set of 
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spacecraft configured from reasonably sized modules that can be effectively 
handled by an on-orbit servicer mechanism. 
c. SPACE REPLACEA13LE UNIT INTERFACE MECHANISMS 
The maintenance concept analysis of Chapter IV and the spacecraft con-
figuration analysis above led to the conclusion that the SRU interface 
mechanisms represented a very significant interface and thus required furthe
r 
study. An effort was initiated to identify the criteria or design guideline
s 
for an SRU interface mechanism and then to search the literature for a suit-
able concept. The process identified ·some 12 interface mechanisms. None of
 
the concepts satisfied all of the design guidelines, although the Grumman 
Aerospace Corporation earth observatory satellite concept w~s better than 
any of the others. This resulted in an interface mechanism based on the 
Grumman and TRW DSCS II concepts being designed. This concept involved side
-
mounting of modules in the spacecraft. After discussion with MSFC of the 
relative merits of side-mounting modules versus bottom-, or end-mounting of 
modules and the implications of these two approaches on spacecraft structure
, 
it was decided that a bottom-mounted SRU interface mechanism, based on an 
MSFC concept, would be designed and that engineering test units of both the 
bottom- and side-mounted units would be built along with a single end effect
or 
adaptable to both mechanisms. 
Of the various interfaces between spacecraft and servicer and spacecraft 
and rendezvous and ~ocking system, it became apparent that the SRU interface
 
mech1'l,nisms were quite significant. The servicer m~chanism must attach to 
each module so it can transport the module between the stowage rack and the 
spacecraft. Each module must be latched into the spacecraft and into the 
stowage rack. Associated with these operations are mating/demating of con-
nectors of several types and status indication. As there is one interface 
mechanism for each module, the cumulative weight and volume effect is impor
t-
ant. There also is an important interaction between the interface melchanism
 
"capture volume", the servicer mechanism accuracy, and the servicer control 
system. 
~\nterface Mechanism Requirements 
The elements involved in the attachment· of the servicer mechanism end 
effector to the module (deSignated. the attach) and the module to the space-
craft or stowage rack (designated the latch) are shown in Fig, V-S. The 
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i Alignment i connecto;t\1 
I nterface Interface 
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Alignment 
Guides Connectors 
Module 
elements shown represent the parts of the system involved. It is important 
that all the elements be considered when setting down design guidelinas and 
evaluating existing designs. A range of terminology has' been used by industry 
in the module exchange arena. This results naturally in some difficulty in 
understanding and comparing designs. The subassemblies and elements shown in 
Fig. V-8 are an attempt to establish an explicit terminology for this study. 
As seen in the figure, the attachment mechanism used to attach the end-
effector to the module is called the attach. The latching mechanism used 
to latch the module to the spacecraft or stowage rack is called the l~tch. 
The interfaces bewteen the end effector, fllodule, and spacecraft are performed 
by what is designated as a baseplate which h~rd-mounts ,to the module and a 
baseplate inter'face receptacle which hard-mouri.ts to the spacecraft. A simi-
lar baseplate l.nterface receptacle is used between the baseplate and the 
stowage rack. 
The functional steps necessary ;..\:>f: module exchange were identified and 
broken down to a sufficient level of detail to allow the identification of 
alignment interfaces and error sources to be performed correctly. The 
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alignment was considered in six degrees of freedom for each subassembly and 
element, and the location of the coordinate system was also considered. The 
alignment interfaces for each step of the module exchange sequence were 
identified so that the error contributions could be properly assigned. Some 
of 
the error sources contributing to the misalignments which must be accommodate
d 
to realize the desired final alig. Lment are given in Table V-4. The determina
-
tion of the magnitudes of these errors and their contributions to the 
Table V-4 A'lignment Error Sources 
SERVICER MECHANISM 
END EFFECTOR IATIACH/LATCH ACTUATIONI 
BASEPLATE 
ATTACH INTERFACE 
lATCH 
ALI GNMENT GU I DES 
CONNECTORS 
Bf\SEPLATE I NTERFACE RECEPTACLE 
LATCH INTERFACE 
ALIGNMENT INTERFACE 
CONNECTOR INTERFACE 
SERVO POSITlOI'lING ACCURACY 
DOCI<,I NG SYSTEM ACCURACY 
LOCATiON OF LATCH ACTUATOR AXIS RELATIVE 
TO ATIACH AXIS 
misalignments of the attach and l~tch interfaces must await a more detailed 
definition of the docking system as well as initiation of a subsequent study.
 
The selected system and element level guidelines are given in Table V-So 
Many of these are logical extensions of the servicer mechanism criteria and 
need not be discussed further. By requiring the attach and latch forces and 
moments to be transmitted through the interface mechanism structure (base-
plate), the spacecraft module designer does not have to provide spacecraft 
load-carrying paths within the module. Also, the load-carrying paths can 
usually be kept shorter by controlling them within the baseplate and its 
mating receptacle. This should result in a weight savings. The servicer 
mechanism should only be desig~ed to transmit low level forces for initial 
capture and alignment but not final lockup. A significant savings in weight 
results from this approach. When the attach-latch forces and moments are 
applied within the end effector and bnsep1ate, a ba1ance~ load path geometry 
can be reali,zed and the loads can be contained within the immediate structure
. 
Simulations at Martin Marietta have indicated that a force of 20 1bs should 
be adequate for module exchange. 
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TabZe V-5 Design GuideZines 
ATIACH-LATCH SYSTEM LEVEL DESI GN GUI DELI NES 
Impose Minimum Restrictions on the Spacecraft and Module Designers 
- Allow Flexible and Efficient Packaging of Modules on Spacecraft 
and Stowage Device 
- Accommodate a Wide Range of Module Sizes and Masses 
- Baseplate Transmits All Forces and Moments 
- Accommodate a Range of Connector Types and Forces 
Accommodate Misalignment in Six Degrees of Freedom 
Minimize Weight and Volume 
Require Servicer Mechanism Forc.es of Less Than 20 Ibs 
Be Compatible with Operation by Astronaut 
Provide Nonredundant Module Support 
Accommodate Orbiter Crash Loads 
Allow for Thermal and Structural Deflections 
ATI ACH-LATCH ELEMENT DES I GN GU I DELI NES 
APPLI CABLE TO ATIACH AND LATCH 
Provide a Two-Stage Engagement: Capture and Lockup 
Provide Separation Forces 
Generate Operational Status Signals 
Utilize an Actuator Located in End Effector 
Accomplish Capture under Required Misalignment 
Tolerances (6 DOF) 
Make Final Alignment to Required Accuracy (6 DOF) 
Minimize Sliding Friction Areas 
ATIACH ONLY 
Use a Passive I nterface on Baseplate 
LATCH ONLY 
U§e a Passive I nterface on Spacecraft 
Provide Load Paths at Final Alignment to Handle Orbiter 
Crash Loads 
Avoid I nitial Module to Opening Close-Fit Requirement 
Provide Positive Lockup Device 
Provide Connector Make/Break Forces 
The non-redundant module support approach is recommended to minimize 
module location inaccuracies and to avoid transferring bending and thel~l 
loads to or from the spacecraft and module. A two-stage engagement, capture 
and lockup,is dictated by the fact that capture misalignments are considera-
bly larger than the final alignment requirements. The two stages also result 
fram the fact Lhat the forces applied during the capture stage come from the 
servicer mechanism and during the lockup stage they come from an actuator in 
, 
the end et~fector. The recommended approach of using a latch mechanism 
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actuator located in the servicer mechanism end effector results in (1) a single 
actuator for each service}:', (2) simple control via electrical signals, (3) a 
system that can be made very stiff, and (4) a lower overall system weight. 
The disadvantage is the need for a mechanical drive-power interface, an inter-
face which is not very difficult. 
One approach that seems useful, though not categorized as a design guide-
line, is to think of the interface mechanism as being made as a two-part 
kit - one part of the kit to be mounted on the spacecraft and the other part 
to be mounted on the module. In th~s way each designer, spacecraft and module, 
would know what the interface was and thus would not need to develop a new 
latch concept for each spacecraft. Rather, one kit concept might be used 
across all spacecraft. The variety of module sizes might dictate several 
sizes of latch kits, but they ~ould all use the same basic design and the 
same attach interface. 
2. Interface Mechanism Evaluations 
This paragraph reflects the processes by which the 12 interfa.ce mechanism 
concepts of the literature were evaluated against a set of criteria applicable 
to the wide range of spacecraft and modules contained in this study's mainte-
nance applicable set. The 12 concepts were associated with the 15 servicer 
concepts discussed elsewhere in the study, augmented by three recent design 
studies on the earth observatory satellite (EOS). None of the interrace mecha-
nism concepts sat~sfied all the criteria or design guidelines because each of 
the concepts was designed to suit a limited spacecraft sample or was con-
strained by a particular servicer mechanism. The Grumman Aerospao~ Corporation 
EOS concept is better than the other concepts with the TRW DSCS II concept 
also satisfying a large number of the criteria. 
It was not intend-ed to develop a relative ranking of interface mechanism 
concepts; rather the intent was to identify, from the literature, an exist-
ing concept that could be further defined. While the search was unsuccessful, 
much was learned that helped lead to our design. 
The 12 latch/attach mechanisms identified are listed in Table V-6 by 
reference to the originating organization with modifiers as necessary. The 
mechanisms have been grouped, in the case of the EOS designs, where four 
functionally similar alternatives were created by four different organizations. 
V-l7 
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TabZe V-6 SRU Interface Mechanisms 
McDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRIONICS COMPANY DIRECT ACCESS 
(1(-8) 
A£ROSPACE CORPORATION (F-19) 
BELL AEROSPACE CARTES IAN COORD I NATE (K-1) 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL - UOP-B !INTERNAL) (M-l3) 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL - GEOSYNCHRONOUS PLATFORM 
DEFINITION STUDY [M-6) 
TRW SYSTEMS INC. P IVOTI NG ARM (N-14) 
MSFC - PUSH ROD LI NKAGE CONCEPT I \ INFORMAL 
MSFC - CABLE LINKAGE CONCEPT I I COMMUNICATION 
SPAR/DSMA CARGO BAY ONLY - EOS (0-1) 
GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORPORATION - EOS (1-8) 
GENERAL ELECTRIC - EOS (H-12) 
TRW SYSTEMS INC. - EOS (N-71 
The primary specific references used for the detail data on the concepts of 
the table are given in Chapter XI by the item numbers in parentheses. 
The important ground rules used in this evaluation were: (1) spacecraft 
designed to be serviceable\, (2) module exchange only, and (3) all modules are 
located on one or two separate docking faces or in one or two adjacent tiers. 
The various detail mechanisms identified in the interface mechanisms from 
the literature were related to the system and element guidelines developed 
above to obtain an idea of which mechanisms might be more useful and which 
should not be used for the interface mechanism application. Twelve mechanism
s 
such as push-off devices and ball-screw actuators were identified. The full 
list of system and element level guidelines was reviewed and 11, such as base
-
plate transmits all forces and moments and minimize sliding friction areas, 
were selected for use in this part of the evaluation. The result of the 
evaluation is that seven mechanisms were judged to be good, simple, highly re-
liable items that will be dependable when properly utilized in a design. 
These are: (1) push-off devices, (2) cone/wedge locators, (3) worm gear 
drives, (4) linka!~e systems, (5) hook latches, (6) rollers, and (7) ball 
screw actuators. 
The 12 interface mechanism concepts of Table V-6 were evaluated against a 
preliminary set of the system and element level guidelines of Table V-5 as par
t 
of the mechanism screening. Table V-7 is a summary of the evaluation. Each 
interface mechanism design was analyzed to determine if it could functionally
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Tab~e v-? Swnmary of Latch/Attach Evaluation Against Design Guidelines 
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ATTACH-LATCH SYSTEM LEVEL DESIGN GUIDELINES 
• Impo.se Minimum Restrictions on the Spacecraft Designer 
-
Accommodate a Hide Range of Hodule Sizes 
and Hasses 
- Baseplate Transmits All Forces and Homents 
-
Accommodate a Range of Connector Types 
and Forces 
• Accommodate Misalignment in Six Degrees of Freedom 
• Minimize Height and Volume 
• Require Servicer Mechanism Forces of Less than 10 lbs 
• Be Compatible 1'1t.h Operation by Astronaut 
• Provide Nonredufldant I:odule Support 
• Accommodate Orbiter Crash Loads 
ATTACH-LATCH ELEMENT DESIGN GUIDELINES 
APPLICABLE TO ATTACH AND LATCH 
• Provi de a T~/o-Stage Engagement: Capture and Lockup 
• Provide Separation Forces 
• Generate Operational Status Signals 
• Utilize an Actuator Located in End Effector 
• Accomplish Capture Under Required Hisalign-ment Tolerances (n DOF) 
• 11ake Fi na 1 Al i gnment to Requi red Accuracy (6 DOF) 
• 11inimize Sliding Friction Areas 
ATTACH ONLY 
• U,e a Passive Interface on Baseplate 
LATCH ONLY 
• Use a Passi ve Interface on Spacecra ft 
• provide Load Paths at Final Alignment to Handle Orbiter Crash Loads 
• Avoid Initial Nodule to Opening Close-Fit. Requi rement 
• Provide Positive lockup Device 
HDAC Aero-
Direct space 
Access Corp. 
No Yes 
No Yes 
~lod No 
No No 
No No 
No ~lod 
No tlod 
No No 
~lod Mod 
No Yes 
Yes Yes 
Mod ~lod 
No Yes 
Yes Yes 
No No 
No Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
110d Nod 
No Yes 
Yes No 
MSFC 
L ink- MSFC 
Bell RI RI TRi-J ages Cables 
Aero- UOP Geosynch. DSCS (1 atch ( latch 
space B Pl atform II only) only) 
No Yes No Yes No Yes 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
~lod Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
No No No Yes Yes Yes 
Yes No Yes Yes No 110d 
Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 
Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 
No No No Yes Yes Yes 
Hod Mod r10d I·lod ~lod r·lod 
No No No Yes Yes Yes 
Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 
r10d Mod Hod ~lod Mod Mod 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
No No No Ye, 'Yes Yes 
No No No Yes Yes Yes 
No No No No Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Nod 110d l'lod Hod Mod ~1od 
No Yes Mod Yes Yes Yes 
No Yes Yes No Yes Yes 
-----
Grumman 
SPAR/ EOS 
DSt·1A (latch G.E. TRH 
EOS only) EOS EOS 
I 
No Hod No No 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
No Yes No Yes 
No '1od No No 
No Yes No Yes • 
No Yes No Yes 
No Yes No No 
~lod Mod Hod Mod 
I 
No Yes No Yes 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
!·lod Mod Mod Hod 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
No Yes No Yes 
No Yes No Yes 
No Yes No No 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Hod Hod Mod Hod 
No Yes Yes Yes 
No No No No 
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satisfy each of the design guidelines. Thus a design had to have a functional 
capability but not necessarily an optimum design mechanization. If the de-
I 
sign did noli satisfy a guideline, it was given a "no". If it was felt that 
a minor modification would allow the design to then satisfy a guideline, it 
was designated by "Mod" in the table. 
None of the interface mechanism concepts satisfied all the system and 
element level design guidelines. This is mainly dUE. to the fact that each 
concept was designed to satisfy module exchange for a limited spacecraft 
sample or was constrained by a particular servicer mechanism. The Grumman 
Aerospace Corporation EOS interface mechanism concept satisfied from a 
functional capability standpoint all but one of the guidelines. The TRW 
DSCS II and the MSFC linkage and cable designs were next in satisfying the 
largest number of the guidelines. 
A mechanical design alternatives evaluation was used to examine each of 
the 12 interface mechanism designs against the 12 mechanisms found in the 
various designs. The evaluation was not to pick a best design, but rather to 
iden.tify that design(s) which satisfies all the requirements. Each design 
was reviewed to identify which mechanisms it used. The Grumman EOS design 
employed none offhe bad mechanisms, all four of the good mechanisms, and two 
cout of the three acceptable mechanisms. Thus, it incorporates a good set of 
mechanisms overall and is satisfactory for this evaluation. The two MSFC 
concepts used four mechanisms from the good and acceptable categories, with 
only the cab}es falling in the bad category. The TRW-DSCS II design was 
interesting in that it incorporated on~y two good and one bad mechanisms and 
thus is relatively simple. However, if the single screw is deleted, it 
could be replaced by a combination of a worm gear drive, linkage system, 
hook latches, and rollers. The result would be a more complex design using 
all the good and two of three acceptable mechanisms in what could be a more 
compact representation of the Grumman EOS design. 
The observations and reconwendations reached from this analysis and 
evaluation of interface mechanisms are: 
1) None of the 12 attach/latch designs uncovered in the literature 
completely satisfy the design guidelines· used, 
2) The Grumman EOS design comes closest to meeting the design 
guidelines and uses the better mechanisms, 
I 
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3) The design guidelines postulated and used i.n thi$ analysis 
appear valid and may be used as the basis of further work, and 
4) A combination of the Grumman EOS and the TRW DSCS II designs 
might well be used as the basis of an effective interface 
mechanism. 
3. Spacecraft Structural Considerations 
While the interface mechanism evaluation did not explicitly address space-
craft structural arrangements, they a~e an implicit part of the considerations. 
Each of the servicer mechanisms as well as the interface mechanism designs 
was developed with a spacecraft structural concept in mind. One expression 
of this structure is in terms of how the modules geometrically r.elate to the 
structure. The Bell Aerospace approach has the modules inset in the space-
craft, like drawers. The RI-UOP-B approach has the mo'dules fastened to trays 
which are "bottom" mounted to a flat spacecraft surface. The TRW DSCS II 
approach has the modules "side" mounted to a deep web structure. The EOS 
approach is to "corner mount" modules to an .open frame structure. The N:a.rtin 
Marietta preference, from a mechanisms point-of-view, is for th~ TRW DSCS II 
approach. The deep webs carry loads very efficiently in shear. The ba.sic 
load carrying structure can be less deep than tIle modules, thus the structure 
,does not add to the spacecraft depth as does the UOP floor. The modules can 
be mounted outside the webs and thus the spacecraft structure can be smaller, 
and hopefully lighter. The electr:i.cal cables can be run flat a.long the shear 
webs and interconnected in the corner thus using the space efficiently. A 
web is soft in torsion about a line in the plane of the web, but this Gan be 
overcome by using two webs in parallel, properly spaced and interconnected by 
. other ~iebs. The webs can be locally reinforced by hat sections or honey-
comb to pick up concentrated loads. 
When this deep-web approach is used, the modules are "side" mounted to a 
web. This has led, partially, to a preference for side mount~ing modules as 
compared to bottom or COIner mounting of modules. This preference was re-
flected in the i.n.terfacemechan1~sm evaluations. The deep-~..reb form of spacecraft 
structure puts the structure inside where its thermal control is ea.sier, and 
the heat sources in the modules outside whe:re they can radinte to deep space. 
The side mounting of modules makes a TV system more useful in that it ca.n 
be mounted on the mechanism end effector in a way so that it can see both the 
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attach interface and the latch interface. In this way it can be used to con-
trol (or confirm) attachment and latch operation. 
The MSFC interface mechanism using the bottom-mounting approach, has been 
evolving for some time as an outgrowth of the unmanned orbital platform defi-
nition study that MSfC has been using to obtain a better understanding of 
standardized spacecraft. These st~ndardized spacecraft were designed so that 
all the SRUs were mounted to a single flaL face. This provides a broad lati-
tude in selecting location and orientation of each module and the area is not 
broken up by a series of webs so that the area may be efficiently used. The 
modules are all effectively mounted outside so the modules can radiate to deep 
space. 
There was significant discussion as to which of the side- or bottom-mounting 
SRU interface mechanisms is more applicable to the design of serviceable space-
craft. No answer was found. Both concepts have value. It was thus suggested 
that it: mj.ght be advantageous to design and fabricate engineering test units of 
each latch mechanism and of a compatible on-orbit serv:icer end effector. The 
two approaches, bottom and side, need not be thought of as competing approaches, 
but rather both are viable alternatives that will give designers of serviceable 
spacecraft more options in their selection of spacecraft configurations. 
4. Bottom-Mounted Interface Mechanism 
A bottom-mounted SRU interface mechanism ~~as designed. It \oras based on the 
MSFC designs and meets all the system and element level guidelines using those 
mec.hanisms that have previously been defined as good or acceptable. This system 
will accept SRU modules over a range of sizes from a 15-inch cube to a 40-inch 
cube. The engineering test unit that has been fabricated will accept a 26-inch 
module. 
The design is shown in Figure V-9. The SRU module mounts on the baseplate 
and the baseplate receptacle mounts to the spacecraft. Connector locations 
are between the attach pins on the baseplate receptacle. Corresponding loca-
tions would be on the baseplate. The baseplate mechanism details are shown 
in Figure V-IO. The baseplate is installed over the pins on the baseplate 
receptacle. Initial alignment is. provided by the cones on the bottom of the 
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baseplate. Outrigger spring-loaded rods give the module stability and prevent 
binding on the receptacle pins. After initial alignment is obtained, the 60:1 
worm gear is rotated. This activates the linkage, and hooks on both sides of 
the module engage the rollers in the receptacle pins. Torque is transmitted 
to the iinkage on the opposite side of the module via a torque tube. The mod-
ule is between 1-1/4 and 1-1/2 inches above final lockup and initial hook en-
gagament. As the baseplate and receptacle are drawn closer together, progres-
sively larger diameters on the receptacle pins improve alignment until final 
alignment is obtained approximately 0.6 inch above final lockUp. 
The mechanism provides approximately 300 pounds of force at initial hook 
engagement. This force increases as the parts come closer together due to the 
toggl~ action of the mechanism. To maintain lockup the toggle link would be 
slightly over center, held in place by the non-backdriveable worm gear. In 
addition, a detent and spring-loaded ball plunger is provided on the worm gear 
shaft to prevent the possibility cf launch vibration loosening the worm gear. 
To remove the baseplate from the receptacle the worm gear is reversed. 
The hooks are lowered and the cam on the linkage engages the roller on the re-
ceptacle pins. This provides positive disengagement of the connectors and sep-
tion of the bseplate and recepta 
The latch mechanisms are installed in aluminum housings on each side of 
the module. The housings are connected by two torque tubes; an inner torque 
tube to actuate the latch mechanism, and a 4-inch diameter 0.090 in. wall 
outer tube to carry structural loads. The length of these tubes can be varied 
to accommod~te modules of various sizes. Bolt holes and helicoils are provided 
to attach the module to the mechanism housings. The baseplate and receptacles 
are designed to accommodate modules up to 600 pounds and withstand the 109 
crash loads. Side-load moments are reacted by outrigger pads on the worm gear 
end of the baseplate. 
The bottom-mounted SRU interface mechanism engineering test unit shown in 
Figure V-llwas fabricated. The weight of the baseplate is 22 pounds and the 
weight of the baseplate receptacle is 5 pounds. This could be reduced for 
flight hardware. The mechanism was designed to be operated by the end effector 
used with the side-mounted interface mechanism. This end effector slightly 
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Figure V-l1 Bottom-Mounted Interfaae Meahanism Engineering Test Unit 
violates the module envelope . For flight hardware the end effector would be 
redesigned to eliminate this interference by rotatinr. the plane of operation 
of the jaws by 90 degrees. This orientation would also be compatible with a 
minor r edesign of the side-mounting interface mechanism. 
5 . Side-Mounted Interface Mechanism 
A design of a side-mount ed SRU i nterface mechanism was prepared. It was 
based on the Grumm n EOS and TRW DSCS II concepts meets all the system and ele-
ment level guidelines , and uses only the good and acceptable mechanisms. It is 
adaptable over a range of SRU sizes from a IS-in. cu~e to a 40-in. cube. n 
engineering test unit has been fabricated which is suitable for modules in the 
26 inch range . 
The design is shown in Fig . V-l2 . The module mounts to the baseplate an~ 
the baseplate recepta~le mounts to the spacecraft. Connector locations for 
V-26 
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Figure V- 12 Side-Mounting Interface Mechanism 
the baseplat e receptacle are shown. Corresponding location~ are to bused 
on the baseplate. The baseplate mechani m details are hown in F·g . V-13. 
This mechanism is a rotating latch linkage device . On ins rtion of the 
module, th latch link rotates into the sh ped, fixed 1 tch ca ch ssembly 
fi rmly fastening the module to the spacecraft. When th link i reversed the 
module is forcibly separated from the spacecraft . he i nk ro er eliminat es 
sliding friction. The link is actuated by pus rods which are moved by th 
bell crank that is turned by the worm gear. The worm gear is a 60:1 ra io 
set. If 27.6 in-lbs of to~que (end effector output) is pplied on the worm, 
initial latch link forces will be between 200 and 300 lbs . This force s 
more than adequate to force electrical connector halves together. As the 
bel l crank approaches center position, th forces increase ny times h'ch 
ensures positive final close . The b 1 crank will be a llowed to pass sligh y 
over center for positive lockup. In addi ion, he non-b ckdriv abl worm 
gear aids in maintaining latch-up . In the event tha during launch , v ibra-
tio s would cause this mechanism to back off and loosen , a saf latch is 
provided on the worm shaft to ensu e ag nst module loosening. This safety 
device is a spring loaded ball, laying in the detented worm shaft ring . e 
60: 1 gear ra tio allows f or the de tents to be widely spaced. 
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Final positioning pins are fully engaged in the mating structure in the 
last 0.3 in. of module travel. The latch links are dEH3igned to provide a 
total final module movement of 1.75 in. This is considered to be adequate 
final closing movement for electrical connector engagement, and final align
-
ment. 
Guide rollers are mounted on the housing to guide the module in the rails 
and to provide initial alignment prior to final latch-up and alignment. 
This mechanism is supported in a one-piece aluminum housing and would be 
supplied to the spacecraft module designer with a support mounting beam of 
a length suitable for that particular module. Mounting holes v1111 be pro-
vided in the mechanism housing and support beam which the spacecraft module
 
designer can use for mounting of module equipment as he desires. 
The baseplate mechanism is supplied with a selectable length support 
beam. This 3 in. square tube with an 0.125 in. wall is intended to act as a
 
beam and torsional member as module loading dictates. From this base struc
-
ture (support beam and mechanism housing), the spacecraft module designer can 
add a floor, shear panels, and equipment support legs as required. The mod
ule 
size may be varied to occupy any volume depending on the module mass. The 
module may be flat or cubic in shape. 
This mechanism is designed to support the heaviest module identified in 
the Aerospace Corporation operations iltna1ysis study, the 600-1b acceleromet
er 
module, under crash conditions of 10 gls. For lighter modules, it would 
seem that a lighter mechanism would be in order. This weight may be reduce
d 
50% for the lightweight modules. It is not practical to design numerous 
sizes of latching mechanisms regardless of mechanism design, but it may be 
feasible to provide possibly two sizes, while maintaining the interfaci~ dim
en-
sions. If just this one size is used, it does not appear to be a great 
weight penalty as the mechanism is not overly heavy as designed. 
The baseplate as shown here is estimated to weigh 14 ,1bs, which can be 
reduced for a flight unit. 
The baseplate receptacle is shown on Fig. V··12 and consists of a prefabri~ 
cated assembly containirig the guide rails, final alignment pin receptacles,
 
and the fixed latch catch fittings. These items are all prefabricated and 
supplied to the spacecraft designer as a unit which mounts directly into th
e 
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The engineering test unit fabricated to this design is shown in Fig . V-l4. 
Figure V-14 Side-Mounting Inter aoe Meohanism Engineering Test Unit 
It reflects some changes necessary t meet the tight d l'very schedule but 
reflects the important f ctors of the bove pre1imin ry design . 
6. On-Orbit Servicer End Effec or 
The end e fector concept is an extension of our prior work on general pur-
pose nipula ors and is ho in Fig. V-1S . This end effector is design d 
to mat wi h either the two nterface mechanisms discus sed above . It 
accomp1'sh s two things: (1) i t a aches the serv'cer mechan ' sm whe h r i 
be p vO ing a J gener 1 purpose manipulator SRMS or s ron u d 
001 to the module ' (2) 't operates the latching m chani~m End effec or 
ttachment is accomplished by two closing jaws r sping the rec ngul - hap d 
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baseplate grip. The closing force is supplied by a motor-driven ball screw 
'drive. This drive applies a low initial closing force ~'1hen radial alignment 
is taking place and a very bigh final closing force when module handling is 
taking place. This high force occurs because the jaw links are approaching 
an over-center position with respect to the ball screw carriage. This oper-
ation will require no more than 5 seconds to close and should open much faster 
depending on the selected motor input current. 
As the end effector is being positioned into the baseplate, misalignments 
are inevitable. The magnitude of these misalignments depends on docking posi-
tion accuracies, control system accuracies, and manufacturing tolerances. 
These errors are not yet clearly defined, therefore it was decided to incor-
porate some reasonable allowable misalignment requirements at this time. As 
shown in the drawing the end effector may approach the module misaligned with 
a 1.25 in. diameter circle plus an angular error of ±15 deg. As the end ef-
fector approaches, the alignment cone engages the baseplate, forcing the end 
effector to align axially with the mod6le. When the end effector jaws close, 
the end effector will be forced tv rotate, eliminating the angular misalignment. 
As the end effector rotates, the baseplate latch drive centerline is automati-
cally aligned with the baseplate l~tch mechanism drive shaft. The spring-load-
ed drive head falls into position over the drive screw. Engagement occurs 
when the drive is actuated. T'nt:: drive mechanism is an integral part of the 
end effector attach drive. It is operat~d by a set of spur gears driven by 
an electric motor. The motor and gear train are designed to produce an oper-
ating torque of 27.6 in.-Ibs with a stall torque of about 50 in.-Ibs. Total 
average module latch-up (or unlatch) time should not exceed 15 seconds. 
This device is fabricated as a one-piece aluminum housing with motor 
housing attached. No close tolerance gear requirements are necessary. The 
total weight is approximately 14 lbs. The attach part of this device may be 
used as a general purpose manipulator end effector. 
The engineering test unit fabricated to this design is shown in Fig. V-16. 
It was necessary to substitute off-the-shelf motors to meet the delivery 
schedule and to make other appropriate changes. It was designed to operate 
with the side-mounted interface mechanism and it adapted readily to opera-
tion with the bottom-mounted interface mechanism. 
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Figur e V- 16 E,'nd E'fector I::ngineerin Te.A Unit 
The handle was provided to aid in demonstrations of the three engineering 
test units. If the end effector was to be used by an astronaut on EVA then 
a somewhat different style of handle might evolve. The switch nearest the 
jaws operates the jaws while the second switch at the left hand side of the 
figure controls the latch/unlatch motor. 
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D. RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING 
Rendezvous and docking is not part of module exchange on-orbit per se, 
but it is a necessary prerequisite for the performance of orbital maintenance 
and does have an influence on the design of the spacecraft and the on-orbit 
servicer, and can impact the STS. Its successful accomplishment is necessary 
for on-orbit servicing, but if the docking is unsuccessful, the spacecraft 
might be ruined. So the operating techniques at docking and the failure 
modes are important to the using spacecraft program. Rendezvous and docking do influence spacecraft and servicer designs and 
there are a number of aspects that must be worked, but each of them only 
require normal engineering development. Assurance to the user that rendezvous 
and docking will be operational and safe must be developed as soon as possible 
to help obtain early user acceptance of on-orbit maintenance. Rendezvous and docking are involved when tne carrier vehicle and space-
craft come together for retrieval or for servicing. In many cases the car-
rier vehicle must also rendezvous and dock with the orbiter or tug. Candi-
date carrier vehicles are (1) full capability tug, (2) free-flying geosynch-
ronous servicer, (3) solar electric propulsion system, (4) earth orbital 
teleoperator system, (5) some forms of the ~nterim upper stage, and (6) the 
orbiter. These specific cases may be represented by two situations. First 
is the tug, with servicer, performing a rendezvous and docking with a space-
craft in geosynchronous orbit. This is the example case used here. The 
second situation is the tug returning to the orbiter where the SRMS is used 
for docking and berthing the tug. All of the expected combinations of space-
craft, carrier vehicle, on-orbit servicer, and orbiter can be represented by 
these two situations. Rendezvous involves the same general elements in both 
situations, while docking with the SRMS is different from USing the carrier 
vehicle as the active element in docking. 
The techniques of rendezvous and docking have been under study for 
many years. The United States and the USSR have each performed many 
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manned rendezvous and docking operations including a recent case involving 
spacecraft from both countries. The USSR has also p~rformed rendezvous 
and docking remotely. The rendezvous and rlockings for on-orbit servicing 
will generally be performed unmanned. The techniqu~s of rendezvous are 
such that evtm the manned cases are conducted almost as if the space-
craft were tlllmanned, so the step to unmanned rendezvous is not major. 
Docking involves determination of relative position and attitude which 
has been done manually using visua~ aids. Many techniques have been pro-
posed, built, and ground tested to perform docking automatically. These 
tests give confidence that automatic docking is possible, but the US has 
never, to our knowledge, performed an unmanned docking in space. Howe'Ter, 
unmanned docking is to be an STS capability and is being actively \-lorked 
with every expectation that it will be an operational technique when re-
quired for on-orbit maintenance. The dockings at the orbiter are per-
formed in a manned mode; it is only those at a distance from the orbiter 
that will be unmanned. 
1. Representative Profiles 
Representative profiles for rendezvous and for docking are presented. 
The rendezvous profile discussed involves flying a tug from the orbiter 
low earth orbit to mate with a spacecraft previously placed in geosynch-
ronous equatorial orbit. The t"70 most apparent divisions of the tug 
rendezvous mission are (1) ascent from the orbiter to the spacecraft and (2) 
descent from the spacecraft to the orbiter. The ascent part of the profile 
is discussed. The descent requires no flight mechzmics techniques or 
hardware not discussed in the ascent phase. 
The ascent phase itself is handled by separating it into two phases; 
an ascent to a gross targeting point and the terminal phase, from the 
gross targeting point to actual docking with the spacecraft. 
The gross target point of ascent rendezvous is not taken to be the 
actual rendezvous point. There are two reasons: first, it is virtually 
impossible to simultaneously control the state variables of position and 
velocity vectors (at predicted time) without having throttable main en-
gines or a bang-bang equivalent; second, the inaccuracies of the tug's 
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knowledge of its own position and velocity and of the target spacecraft's 
expected location do not permit prediction of the tug's given location 
relative to the spacecraft thousands of miles ahead at termination of 
final main engine burn. For these reasons, a target pOint is usually 
chosen to be biased off in such a way that regardless of dispersions and 
inaccuraeies,the two vehicles, tug and spacecraft, "rill drift toward each 
other. 
The terminal phase is begun after the tug reaches the gross target 
point. From this time on the tug guides itself with respect to the 
actual target vehicle \vhich it literally senses; "1hereas in the prior 
phase of flight, the tug guided itself to achieve a computer-generated 
position and velocity target point. 
The ascent rendezvous profile is shown in Fig. V-17 where the major 
points are noted on the figure. The nominal ascent from points ~ to ~ 
takes about 5.3 hours ~'7hen no phasing orbit is used. Normally, phasing 
orbits "7ill be used to establish the proper longitude relationship betw'een 
the tug and spacecraft. The apogee altitude and number of phfJ.sing orbits 
are selected to provide the required phasing time which can be up to 12 
hours. Each of the maneuvers of the figure is a tug main engine burn and 
is also used to accomplish part of the pl.'me: change bet"1leen the orbiter 
orbit (usually 28.5 deg) and the spacecraft orbit (essentially zero deg). 
The majority of the plane change occurs at pOint~. Rendezvous will be 
complete essentinlly one quarter orbit after point ~ (6 hours). The 
approach to t,'lL:geting and determining the guidance presetting for t!:le geo-
synchronous mission is baselined to be computed onboard the tug and com-
~letely independent of the tug deployment time, deployment orbit, or or-
bital inclination (within ± 1. 0 degrees) "1hich will decouple the orbiter 
operations from the tug operations. A midcourse correction burn is also 
used to help reduce dispersions at the targeting point. 
A docking pr"'~ile is shown in the upper half of Fig.V-18. The tug 
must locate the docking port on the spacecraft and then fly to an aimpoint 
which lies near the normal from the spacecraft docking port. The docking 
port can be located from transponders located on the spacecraft exterior 
or from prior knowledge of the spacecraft attitude orientation. Once the 
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I tug is near the aim point it l~ill use an array of transponders located near 
the docking port. These short range transponders can be active or passive 
and are discussed below. The lower parts of the figure ShO~'l typical guid-
ance schemes that might be used from the aim point to docking. These "Tere 
used during a Hartin Harietta docking simulation in 1964 using active X-band 
radar hardware carried by a six DOF moving base simulator. The vertical 
plane guidance used two angles as bounds so that motion was loosely con-
strained at longer distances and became tightly constrained at the con-
tact point. Similar angle bounds were used in the lateral plane. The 
lower right hand figure shows how the range rate is upper and lower bounded 
to higher velocities at longf.!r ranges and lm-Ter velocities at the point of 
contact. Note that contact velocities can be made very low. These guid-
ance laws are very simple yet excellent performance was obtained (less than 
one inch radial error at contact). The important part is the selection of 
sensors/transponders and contingency logic. The docking operation requires 
that the tug have full six axis control--translation and rotation--with 
minimum coupling between the two modes. 
Once the tug and spacecraft are loosely docked together, then the dock-
ing mechanism is operated to draw the two together and to fasten them 
firmly. At this point the attitude control system of the spacecraft must 
be shut off. Also, provisions Inust be established to shut off spacecraft 
electrical power to those modules which are to be replaced. These functions 
can be provided via an electrical connector or a radio communications link. 
While normally not necessary, it should be possible to keep a spacecraft, 
such as a communications mission, operating during on-orbit servicing involving 
the replacement of redundant modules. The docking impact can be kept small 
and if its direction is aligned well with respect to the spacecraft center 
of mass, then the spacecraft attitude can be kept within bounds. The tug 
could then maintain the desired spacecraft attitude during module exchange. 
2. Rendezvous and Docking Equipment Reguired 
The equipment required by the tug and spacecraft tor rendezvous and 
docking are listed in Table V-S. The tug is considered to be the active 
vehicle with the spacecraft only required to hold relatively constant attitude 
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during rendezvous and docking. The additional items for docking are asso-
ciated with the docking itself and with the relative attitude information. 
The guidance laws generally use position and rate of change of position 
information so the rate information must be computed. or additional sensors 
provided. 
A variety of manufacturers provide equipment which can satisfy the 
needs of Table V-So They are too many to list here and the selection of the 
proper set is a part of the tug development process. 
TabZe V-8 Rendezvous and Docking Equipment Required 
VEHICLE RENDE~OUS DOCKING 
TUG LONG RANGE TRACKING DEVICE SHORT RANGE TRACK I NG DEV ICE 
ATTITUDE CONTROL ATTITUDE SENSORS 
ATTITUDE SENSORS RELATIVE ATTIJUDE SENSOR 
LINE OF SIGHT RATE SENSORS SIX DOF REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM 
MAIN ENGINE COMPUTER 
COMPUTER DOCKI NG MECHAN I SM - ACTIVE 
LATCHING SYSTEM - ACTIVE 
SPACECRAFT TRANSPONDER TRANSPONDERS 
ATTITUDE CONTROL ATTITUDE CONTROL 
ATTITUDE SENSORS ATTITUDE SENSORS 
DOCKING MECHAN ISM - PASS IVE 
LATCHING MECHANISM - PASSIVE 
3. System Option~ at the Spacecraft 
The rendezvous and docking system equipment explicitly required on the 
spacecraft, with alternatives in each class, are given in Table V-9. It 
is desirable that the spacecraft equipment be passive to decrease its 
probability of failure and thus reduce spacecraft losses due to this factor. 
However, use of active transponders increases the probability of acquisition 
at longer ranges while permitting reduced pot.;rer in the tug tracking systems. 
Acquisition times tend to be long with the narrow beam laser systems. 
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TabZe V-9 Rendezvous and Docking System O
ptions at Spacecraft 
DOCKING MECHANISMS 
Central or Peripheral 
Energy Absorbing or Enveloping 
LONG RANCE TRANSPONDERS 
None - Skin Tracking 
Corner Cubes 
Flashing Lights 
Active Transponders 
SHORT RANGE TRANSPONDERS 
Paint Patterns (TV) 
Array of Corner Cubes 
Array of Mirrors 
Array of Flashing Lights 
Visual Aids (1\1) 
Active Tracker and Data Relay 
While there are many approaches to ob
taining relative position and at-
titude data during docking with passiv
e systems on the spacecraft, no 
single one has yet been selected. The
 selection will be part of the tug de
-
velopment process. The spacecraft tra
nsponder equipment tends to be light 
and small, both passive and active, an
d should not be a burden on the 
spacecraft. The passive docking syste
ms are relatively light, (on the order 
of 30 lbs) and moderate in size (20 inch diame
ter for the central form). 
4. Impacts on Servicing Activity 
The equipment for rendezvous and docki
ng tends to be located on the same 
spacecraft face as are the replaceable
 modules. Similarly for the on-orbit 
servicer stowage rack. The rendezvous
 and docking equipment could inter-
fere with the servicing operations if
 it is not carefully located. Pos-
sible impacts are listed in Table V-IO
. 
As is shown in Chapter VIII, the dod:.
ing mechanism can intrude inte 
the module exchange volume and thus re
duce the usable spacecraf~ volume for 
module location. The docking alignmen
t accuracy can complicate the control 
system as is discussed in Chapter VI. 
The sensors and transponders ~nd their
 
fields of view can be selected small e
nough and can be located so they need 
not interfere with module exchange. 
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Rendezvous and Docking System Impacts on Servicing Activity 
DOCKING SYSTEM INTERFACE WITH MODULE EXCHANGE 
DOCK I NG ALI GNMENT ACCURACY 
ENERGY ABSORPTION SYSTEM STROKE 
PROBAB I LlTY 9F SPACECRAFT DAMAGE 
CONTAM I NATION 
STIFFNESS OF DOCKED AND LATCHED CONFIGURATION 
TRANSPONDER SIZES, SHAPES, FIELD-OF-VIEW, AND LOCATIONS 
SENSOR SIZES, SHAPES, FIELD -OF-V lEW, AND LOCATIONS 
ELECTR I CAL CONNECT I ONS 
In a system which involves a mechanical connection bet,qeen two objects 
that are initially moving relative to each other, there is a possibility 
of unintended contact ,with resultant damage. The Apollo docking experience 
showed that damage could be avoided. HO~7ever, one must be aware of the 
possibility and plan carefully on how to avoid it. The user community 
may well require analyses, tests, and space demonstrations to assure them-
selves that the probability of unintentional damage is very 10,"1. Hmvever, 
each of these potential impacts can be overcome by careful design of the 
rendezvous and docking system, the spacecraft, a.nd the on-orbit servicer. 
Control of the rendezvous operation can be automatic with verification 
to the ground. The midcourse correction can be li:alculated on the ground 
or on-orbit. Control of the docking phase is more complex because of the 
ramifications of a failure. The alternatives are similar to those discus-
,sed in Chapter VI with respect to the control of module exchange. ~ com-
bination of supervisory control for the primary mode and remotely manned 
control for contingencies may be appropriate. 
5. Rendezvous and Docking Impacts on the STS 
No new rendezvous and docking impacts have been identified. The range 
of combinations of vehicles involved has been expanded but the techniques 
to be developed should be applicable for all of the new combinations. The 
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selected technique must minimize the probability of spacecraft damage. 
There must be an ability to reattempt after a missed docking has disturbed 
the spacecraft attitude. Provisions must be made for undocking even if 
the primary undocking system should fail. The adva,ntages of multiple 
spacecraft servicing are such that the capability for repeated dockings 
on each mission should be developed. Each of these items can be consider-
ed to be part of the ·normal development of a rendezvous and docking capa- . 
bility for the tug and thus are not significant impacts on the STS. 
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VI. ON-ORBIT SERVICER CONTROL ISSUES 
The control system selected to be used 'Nith the on-orbit servicer 
mechanism can strongly affect the servicer's operational utility and its 
versatility. If the control system is too limited in its capability, 
then so will the on-orbit servicer system be limited. Conversely, the 
control system need not have a comparatively greater capability than the 
servicer mechanism. Because of this importance, and because there was 
little in the literature on on-orbit servicer control systems, a top-level 
analysis of the situation was conducted with the objective of recommending 
a control system approach. 
The task was performed in four phases: (1) review servicing concepts 
to identify control system requirements, (2) identify and analyze con-
trol system alternatives, (3) select the more useful control alternatives, 
and (4) recommend an approach for on-orbit servicer control development. 
The selected approach is to use supervisory control as the primary mode 
and remotely manned control to provide backup operation for failures and 
operational contingencies. 
The selected system combines the best qualities of each of the two 
modes, and thus overcomes each of their deficiencies by using supervisory 
control as the primary mode and remotely manned control to provide backup 
operation for failures and operational contingencies. Because-the re-
motely manned control is only a backup mode and will not be used fre-
quently, longer operating times can be accepted. This permits use of a 
simplified TV camera(s) with very low frame rates (say three per minute) 
as well as using the TV system instead of proximity sensors for the alter-
native hazard avoidance system in this backup mode. Tolerance compensa-
tion can be handled by the operator using his ground-based computer. The 
major advantage of this combined mode is the availability of different 
and completely separate backup functions to obtain the highest probability 
of successful module exchange over the widest range of operating conditions. 
A. CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
The general task from which the control system requirements were de-
rived is (1) unstow the servicer mechanism, (2) remove a failed module 
from the spacecraft, (3) stow the failed module (temporarily or perma-
nently), (4) locate the replacement module in the storage rack, (5) place 
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the replacement module in the spacecraft, (6) verify that the replaced 
module is latched in place, (7) permanently stow the failed module, (8) 
repeat as necessary, and (9) restow the servicer mechanism. Note that 
rendezvous and docking and spacecraft checkout are not considered in this 
particular analysis. 
The servicer control system requirements were developed from the 
above general task outline, the literature referenced,' and consideration 
of the pivoting arm and the generalwpurpose manipulator forms of serv-
icing mechanisms. These requirements are listed in Table VI-l and should 
be applicable to most servicer mechanism configurations. The usual re-
quirements of system stability, low weight, and low life-cycle cost 
would also apply. 
TabZe VI-l ContpoZ System Requipements 
.. .. 
Exchange Modules One at a Time 
Accommodate a Variety of Module Sizes, Masses, Locations, 
and Orientations 
Operate with Different Spacecraft on a Single Mission 
Up to 25 Module Exchanges per Flight 
Provide Backup Modes 
Generate Signals for Individual Mechanism Joints 
Provide Required Accuracy and Repeatability 
Compensate for All System Tolerances 
Avoid Control Anomalies (e.g., Singular Points) 
Provide for Hazard Avoidance 
Provide Suitable Stiffness 
Be Compatible with Structural Flexibility 
Minimize System Data Rates 
Accommodate Data Transfer Delays 
In general, it takes six degrees-of-freedom (DOF) to define the rela-
tive :position and attitude of one object (e.g., module) with respect to 
another (e.g., spacecraft), yet we are sugg~sting the use of a four-DOF 
system (pivoting arm) to perforIn module exchange. The answer lies in an 
examinat.ion of the uncertainties that might occur in the uncontrolled de-
grees of freedom. The pivoting arm system can position a module anywhere 
on the end of a spacecraft, in any orientation, and over the required 
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range of axial positions. The unavailable degrees of freedom might then be called the two angles pitch and yaw. They are defined by the geo-metric uncertainties of the hard docking and Hpacecraft latching system. 'lhese location geometry uncertainties, in pitch and yaw, occur at the spacecraft periphery and thus can be well contrQlled because of the long baseline (spacecraft diameter). The resulting effect is that the mechan-ism must bend slightly (with a possible corresponding readjustment of the controlled variables) to make up for the misalignments. The bending di-rections for the pivoting arm are directions in which the mechanism tends to be naturally softer. For a representative set of numbers, the arm natural frequency when moving a module would need to be on the ordeL of 1 Hz to be soft enough to accommodate the anticipated docking uncertain-ties in pitch and yaw. 
When a module is being moved from the stowage rack to the spacecraft, the module will be turn·::d end-for-end so the same set of module latches can be used for the spacecraft and stowage rack. If the modules are ro-tated about an individual mechanism axiS, the space between the stowage rack and spacecraft must be greater than two module lengths. Conversely, if the mechanism coordinates its motions so the module is rotated about its geometric center, the spacecraft-to-stowage rack separation can be re-duced to a little over one module length. A more careful evaluation of this situation when the mechanism end effector geometry is considered re-sults in a slightly more complex trajectory and the need to provide addi-tional clearance for the end effector. Thus mOQule trajectories will generally require coordinated motions of the mechanisms. 
Table VI-I requires that the selected control system avoid control anomalies and, in particular, Singular points where the desired motions cannot be obtained by the controlled variables. One aspect of this was discussed above with respect to limited degrees of freedom. For the general purpose manipulator with six nOF a similar situation exists near a line that is an extension of the first joint axis. The problem is overcome by proper orientation of the singular line so it does not pass through the work area or by use of a seven-DOF manipulator. 
The major geometrical error anticipated is associated w.ith roll about the docking system axis. This is sometimes called a clocking error. The error results from the fact that ~any docking systems have 
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not had to correct this error and it is difficult, though not impossible, 
to reduce. llote that both mechanisms have a control axis parallel to the 
docking system roll altis. Thus, if an acceptable way can be found to 
measure the clocking error, it can be readily biased out of the system. 
Any positioning errors that cannot be removed from the system must 
be accommodated by a "capture area" at the mechanical interface. This 
capture area might typically be a one-inch diameter circle. When attach-
ment is made, the positioning errors show up as bending in the mechanism 
and control system error signals that can generate control torques and 
motor overheating. This latter aspect can be alleviated by control loop 
gain reduction or the use of a rate control mode. 
B. CONTROL SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES 
Three general control modes will be addressed--automatic, supervisory 
control, and remotely manned. Each will be discussed in turn as to how 
it satisfies the requirements of on-orbit servicing. Servicing in geo-
synchronous orbit will be our example case though much of what is said 
also applies to operation in the orbiter cargo bay. 
Our reviews of prior studies of orbital servicing uncovered little 
as to how module exchange could be controlled. Automatic control and 
supervisory control have been briefly mentioned for the geosynchronous 
case and remotely manned control for the orbiter cargo bay operations. 
1. Automatic Control 
The automatic control mode involves a control electronics assembly 
(CEA) that controls all the module exchange activities including module 
trajectories, hazard avoidance, sequencing, activity completion indica-
tions,redundancy, fail-safe aspects, and tolerance compensation. A 
block diagram is shown in Figure VI-l where the spaceborne control equip~ 
ment is shown above the dashed line and the ground- or orbiter-based 
equipment below. The CEA contains all the logic for control functions as 
shown. For automatic control, the various algorithms must be sophisti-
cated enough to handle all anticipated failures and unanticipated con-
tingencies. Fail operational/fail-safe operation implies at least double 
redundancy for all functions, with triple redundancy for functions re-
quired to allow the servicer to release from the spacecraft. The tolerance 
compensation algorithm uses measurements of docking errors and other 
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significant system errors and biases the stored module locations appropri
-
ately. Module exchange would be along a trajectory that minimizes chances 
of the moving parts unintentionally contacting any structure. These tra
-
jectories could be developed on the ground using a simulator and then 
stored in the programmer. An alternative is to develop an algorithm that
 
will solve for safe trajectories as a function of the end points. This 
algorithm would then be stored in the spaceborne CRA. A second alterna-
tive is to develop a set of standard "safe" subtrajectories; e.g., turn 
module end-for-end, and then have a set of connecting regions where any 
trajectory is safe. The total trajectory would consist of alternate 
standard and connecting trajectories. As all of the trajectories used 
in this way are safe, there would be no need to verify each selected tra-
jectory. 1he tradeoff is between a one-time development and higher CRA 
costs versus solving the problem individually for each case. Hazard 
avoidance then is involved in safe trajectory generation, but not explic-
itly in the on-orbit operations. 
The automatic mode can sa.tisfy most of the Table VI-l requirements. 
It particularly minimizes communication system data rates and the effects
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, I 1 I 1 I I 1 of data transmission delays. The difficulties lie in accommodation of 1 
system tolerances and the approach to the fail-safe/backup mode considera- 1 
tion~ .. " The CEA and mechanism errors can generally be made small. The 1 
error~ associated with docking, thermal effects, and manufacturing toler-
ances are iarger. In particular, many docking systemt. are designed with 
poor control over vehicle relative roll angle (clocking errors) because 
these errors usually can be accep~ed. For module exchange, the errors can 
be important. These geometric uncertainties can be accommodated by (1) 
large mechanism end effector and module latch capture volumes, (2) reduced 
tolerances, (3) measuring the error and appropriately biasing the control 
system computations, or (4) providing a closed-loop tracking system that 
will cause the mechanism end effector and module latches to home in on the 
actual positions. Which of the four compensation techniques to use must 
depend on the results of a detailed tradeoff study. Note that the end 
effector-to-module and module latch-to-spacecraft (and stowage rack) cap-
ture problem is a close parallel to the tug-to-spacecraft do~king problem. 
In the three cases all six relative degrees of freedom and their rates 
must be controlled based on some combination of measured and precalculated 
values. 
Selection of the approach to meeting the fail-safe and backup require-
ments is much more difficult for the automatic mode. Fail-safe can be 
handled for many elements by triple redundancy. This approach is not as 
easy in the mechanical aspects. Design of an automatic system with the 
adaptability to handle unanticipated contingencies is quite difficult. 
The automatically operated decision logic that transfers from the primary 
mode to the backup mode also presents a design challenge. The need to pre-
vent servicer malfunctions from inhibiting later repair of a spacecraft 
also presents a difficult design challenge for the automatic control mode. 
In brief, there appears to be no cost effective way to ensure fail-safe 
operation and to provide a backup mode for fully automatic operation. 
The advantages of the automatic control system are in the low data 
rates to the ground and effective hazard avoidance in the primary mode. 
The disadvantages are in difficult contingency hazard avoidance, difficult 
tolerance compensation, and very limited alternatives for independent 
backup operation for failures and operational contingencies. An automatic 
control system with adaptive features for the required reliability will 
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be very expensive to implement. 
2. Supervisory Control. 
The supervisory control mode involves a CEA that controls the detail 
module exchange activities, including module trajectories, hazard avoid-
ance, and some of the redundancy aspects. Man, through a command and 
data link, selects sequencing, acknowledges completion, and provides some 
of the redundancy, and fail-safe aspects. Supervisory control, as shown 
in Fig. VI-2, is a modification of automatic control with the module ex-
change initiation and acknowledgment controlled and displayed at the 
ground. The onboard CEA generates and controls the specific module tra-
jectories after the operator has identified the locations of the modules 
to be replaced. To minimize communication system data rates, it is as-
sumed that the supervisory mode does not involve a television system. 
Hodule exchange trajectories could be developed and used as p!'eviously 
discussed for the automatic mode. The only difference is tnat a subse-
quent servicer mechanism (module) trajectory could only be initiated by a 
discrete signal sent from the man. Because the operatcr would be allowed 
to initiate only those trajectories stored onboard, the hazard avoidance 
problem would be similar to that for the automatic mode. 
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Because it is in many ways similar to the automatic mode, the super-
visory control mode also can satisfy most of the Table VI-l requirements. 
Supervisory control will require higher data rates and be slightly more 
affected by transmission time delays. Neither effect is very significant. 
However, supervisory control is similar to automatic control in accommo-
dation of system tolerances. It is possible to involve man in the measure-
ment of system errors and their introduction into the CEA biasing scheme. 
Man could also be involved in the closed-loop tracking by the mechanism end 
effector of the module attachment point. Either of these approaches re-
quires that the proper data be colle'cted and transmitted to the ground for 
use by the operator. The CEA is less complex for this mode than for the 
automatic mode because the module trajectory algorithm, module location 
memory, and tolerance compensation algorithm can all be modified from the 
ground to work around some failures and unanticipated contingencies. 
With regard to the fail-safe and backup requirements, the supervisory 
control mode is no better than the automatic mode unless the operator is 
provided with more data and control path alternatives. If the operator is 
reduced to initiation of stored programs, his ability to act in a backup 
capacity is very limited. 
Although this modification of automatic control introduces some ground 
based manual and computer backup control possibilities, there is a minor 
increase in communication system data rates and the basic limitations of 
automatic control are not adequately alleviated to provide sufficient back-
up operation for overcoming failures and operational contingencies. 
3. Remotely Manned Control 
The remotely manned mode involves an onboard CEA and sensor system, a 
two-way communication link, and an operator at a control and display sta-
tion (C/DS). The operato~ controls all the module exchange activities in-
cluding module trajectories, hazard avoidance, sequencing, activity com-
pletion acknowledgment, and fail~safe aspects. The redundancy aspects 
would still be a part of the machine. 
The remotely manned control approach, as shown in Figure VI-3, takes 
nearly all the CEA functions to the ground and brings the cognitive and 
adaptive capabilities of man fully into play. The significant on-orbit 
additions are the TV camera(s) with high communication system data rate 
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requirements and the proximity sensors to provide a backup hazard avoid-
ance function. An option to include the feedback of measured forces at 
the end effector in the form of an inner control loop (discussed below) 
shown here can become a part of any of the control modes. 
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Trajectories would be generated in response to the operator's control 
inputs. Many cont;ol input devices have been suggested and used in the 
past such as (1) joint-by-joint s (2) replica, (3) nongeometric correspon-
dence, (4) three-DOF hand controllers, and (5) six-DOF hand controllers. 
The relative value of these devices has been disCUSSE!d extensively in 
the literature. The multiple-degree-of-freedom hand controllers with the 
same number of degrees of freedom as the exchanger mechanism appear suit-
able for this task. Use of a rate control mode seems suitable for the 
level of control and time available. Its use also avoids the need for re-
indexing systems. Coordination of display and hand controller motion is 
very desirable. Coordinate system transformations can be performed on the 
ground or on~'orbit. 
The possible need for outer-loop force-feedback control, where the 
operator "feels' \' the control forces being exerted, can also be discussed. 
However, simulations at Martin Marietta in late 1973 indicated that 
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effective manipulator arm control could be obtained in a rate mode without 
outer-loop force-feedback. For the levels of force in the simulated tasks, 
and in the tasks of module exchange, the forces being fed back are not 
significant to the operator. Since outer-loop force-feedback also re-
quires a much wider communication system bandwidth, it is suggested that 
outer-loop force-feedback not be included unless later work shows it must 
be used. The use of inner-loop force-feedback, where the forces at the 
end effector are measured and signals are generated to reduce the forces 
(and moments, in some cases) not in the desired direction to zero, cannot 
be decided so easily. MIT has shown (Chapter XI, Item 0-7) that long pins 
can be inserted into holes with very low clearances using this technique 
of minimizing lateral forces while maintaining an axial force. As all 
signal processing can be done onboard, the communication channel band-
width is not affected. This force measurement might also be used in the 
hazard avoidance system. It is suggested that inner-loop force-feedback 
be considered as part of on-orbit servicing control for the remotely manned 
mode and possibly also for the automatic and supervisory control modes. 
For most of our manipulator system investigations, we have used visual 
feedback, as have most other investigators. Television is the obvious 
sensor for orbital operations. The cameras are small, lightweight, rela-
tively inexpensive, and very versatile. Their power requirement is also 
low, but their need for supplemental lighting must be evaluated for each 
situation. The TV system's main disadvantage is communication system 
bandwidth. This bandwidth requirement can be reduced by reducing frame 
rate, line pairs, and gray scale to those needed for module exchange. 
Stereo TV has been shown to be useful in some cases as have two cameras 
with orthogonal viewing. TV systems for servicing could also be used for 
spacecraft docking and for spacecraft inspection prior to docking. Camera 
and lighting location selection must be left to a careful evaluation of 
the operational environment. 
Hazard avoidance in the remotely manned mode becomes difficult because 
the number of trajectories that might be commanded increases significantly. 
One alternative is to use the command signals, as derived from the oper-
ator's control input devices, combined with computer graphic techniques in 
a ground computer to generate bias signals that would prevent module col-
lisions. The computer would inform the operator of near hazards and that 
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it was biasing the command signals. This open-loop fonn of hazard avoid-
ance leaves much to be desired because its calculations may not be based 
on true data. Onboard alternatives would include use of proximity warn-
ing sensors or the inner-loop force-feedback sensors previously discussed. 
The TV cameras can also be used for hazard avoidance. 
Although the remotely manned mode can satisfy many of the Table VI-l 
requirements, it requires the highest communication system data rates and 
is most susceptible to data transfer delays. This susceptibility is par-
ticularly true for outer-loop force-feedback systems. The remotely manned 
system can bes't accommodate system tolerances because properly selected TV 
systems will accurately display the errors to be corrected. The system 
can be made mostly fail-safe by incorporating logic that will stop the 
mechanism whenever the control loop is broken or when the operator shuts 
off power. The operator can shut off mechanism power whenever he notes 
any unusual motion and thus provide another increment of fail-safe opera-
tion for the module motion part of the system activity. Should the serv-
icer fail to release the spacecraft, the operator could initiate a pyro-
technic system that would ensure spacecraft separation. 
Backup modes can be provided for remotely manned operation. Each 
function, except the mechanism itself, can be independently paralleled. 
For example, the servo feedback pots instead of the TV can provide posi-
tion data. Two control/display stations and operators (or some equiva-
lent engineering compromise) can also be provided, as can communication 
system redundancy. 
The advantages of remotely manned control are the introduction of 
man's cognitive capability, a more complete backup capability, and good 
compensation for system tolerances. The penalties are very high data 
rates, an increased susceptibility to data time delays, and a more complex 
hazard avoidance situation because of the variety of trajectories the 
operator might generate in comparison with the preprogrammed trajectories 
of the automatic mode. 
c. EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
From the discussions of each of the three control systems, it is ob-
vious that each has good areas and bad areas, with none appearing to com-
pletely satisfy all requirements. The three are now compared and analyzed 
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to identify a suitable compromise. 
1. Evaluation 
The above discussions of the three control modes concentrated on five 
of the requirements of Table VI-I. A more complete evaluation is required 
and Some of the general factors not listed in Table VI-l will be brought 
in. The following list of requirements can be met by proper design of any 
of the three control modes or their combinations: (1) exchange modules 
one at a time, (2) gen~rate signals for individual mechanism joints, (3) 
provide required accuracy and repeatability, (4) avoid control anomalies, 
(5) provide suitable stiffness, and'(6) be compatible with structural 
flexibility. Table VI-2 lists the factors used for further evaluation. 
The first five factors corne from Table VI-l and have been discussed. Note 
that hazard avoidance has been divided into the areas of prime and contin-
gency or backup because the evaluation tends to be quite different for the 
two areas, yet both are important. The sixth item, capability, combines 
three items from Table VI-I: (1) accommodate a variety of module sizes, 
masses, locations, and orientations, (2) operate with different spacecraft 
on a single flight, and (3) make up to 25 module exchanges per flight. 
Versatility is used to bring in the need to be able to change and reorder 
things late in the launch preparation sequence or perhaps during the mis-
sion. Complexity of the spaceborne equipment and of the control station 
equipment are self-explanatory. When the control station is located in 
the orbiter, the penalty for a complex control station becomes relatively 
more significant. The next three items are also self-explanatory. The 
last item reflects the relative ease of providing the additional redun-
dancy/backup at the control station that can be used to help provide con-
trol system redundancy/backup. 
An examination of Table VI-2 confirms that none of the three modes 
will satisfy all requirements. The best system would be a combination of 
automatic and remotely manned but this is impossible by our definition of 
automatic. The equivalent thus becomes a combination of supervisory con-
trol and remotely manned control using the best parts of each. 
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TabZe VI-2 Contro~ Mode EvaZuation 
---
TYPE OF CONTROL 
EVALUATION 
REi~OTELY 
PARP.METER IIUTO~lI·\TI C SUPERV
ISORY 1J.l\NNED 
Provi de Backup P.edundancy only Red
undancy. + se- Different 
Hodes qu
ence modifica-
tion 
Compensate for Diffi cult Mo
derate Easy 
All System 
Tolerances 
Implement Prime - inner-- Pr
ime - inher- Pl~ime - complex: 
Hazard ,;voi d- ent; Contingency ent
; Contingency Conti ngency -
ance - very difficult -
difficult least difficult 
Minimize System ~li ni ma 1 Lovi 
High 
Data Rates 
J\ccommodate Data Easiest 
Easy ~1ost diffi cult 
Transfer Del dYS 
Capability Lovles t Me
dium Highest 
Versatil ity Lovles t r1
edi um Highest 
Compl exity - Highest 
High LOlli 
Spaceborne 
Equipment 
Compl exity - Least L
O\'1 Highest 
Control Station 
Operator Trainin9 Very general 
fios tl y general Hi ghly specifi c 
Ri s k of Damage l~one 
Very 1 i ttl e Very hi gh 
because of Oper~ 
ator Error 
Re 1 i abil ity Very lovi L
ow r'ledi um 
versus Cost 
Ground or Orbiter None 
Some More 
Redundancy/Backup 
2. Selected System 
The selected system is a blend of sup
ervisory and remotely manned con-
trol with the characteristics listed 
in Table VI-3. When the system oper-
ates in the prime mode, it is the sup
ervisory control system we have de-
scribed above except that the system 
errors are measured remotely by the 
ground operator and then biased in th
e onboard CEA. The ground operator 
provides the contingency and backup o
peration. A lower performance in 
te~s of module exchange time is accept
ed in the backup mode which in turn 
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permits use of a low data rate TV system that has a picture refresh rate 
of perhaps three frames per minute. 
TabZe VI-3 Recommended ContpoZ System ChaPactepistics 
Primary Mode - Supervisory Control 
Backup Mode - Remotely Manned Control 
Stored/Interpo 1 ated t10dul e Trajectori es 
Hazard Avoidance 
Supervisory - Precalculated 
Remotely Manned - TV and Ground Computer Graphics 
System Errors Measured by r1an and Biased Onboard 
Separate Translation and Rotation Hand Controllers 
TV and Mechanism Position Displays 
Mechanism Joint Control 
Supervisory - Position 
Remotely Manned - Rate 
TV Refresh Rate - Three per minute 
.. 
A block diagram of the recommended system is shown in Figure VI-4. It 
appears very similar to the supervisory control system of Figure VI-2, ex-
cept for the contingency and backup modes, adding the TV cameras, and de-
leting the tolerance compensation algorithm. The TV system is used in-
stead of proximity sensors for the alternative hazard avoidance system in 
the backup mode. One major advantage of this combined mode is the avail-
ability of different and completely separate backup functions to obtain 
the highest probability of successful module exchange. It also brings 
the cognitive and adaptive capabilities of man into the situation as they 
are needed without burdening him with the routine activities. Figure VI-4 
does not show inner-loop force-feedback, but it certainly should be con-
sidered for this application. Another area for investigation is a careful 
examination of the TV requirements to determine if reductions in gray 
scale, resolution, or field of view can be accepted to further reduce com-
munication system bandwidth. 
A review of Table VI-2 for our selected system shows that a signifi-
cant improvement in capability results for a moderate level of communica-
tion system data rates, system complexity, and operator training. 
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In summary, the selected system combines the best qualities of each 
of the two modes, and thus overcomes each of their deficiencies by using 
supervisory control as the primary mode and remotely manned control to pro-
vide backup operation for failures and operational contingencies. Because 
the remotely manned control is only a backup mode and will not be used fre-
quently, longer operating times can be accepted. This permits use of a 
simplified TV camera(s) with very low frame rates (say three per minute) 
as well as using the TV system instead of proximity sensors for the al-
ternative hazard avoidance system in this backup mode. Tolerance compensa-
tion can be handled by the operator using his ground-based computer. The 
major advantage of this combined mode is the availability of different and 
completely separate backup functions to obtain the highest probability of 
successful module exchange over the widest range of operating conditions. 
D. DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
The importance of the on-orbit servicer's control system with respect 
to its utility and versatility when combined with the control system's low 
state of development implies the need for a comprehensive development plan. 
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The major items of a development plan are given in Table vr-4. The control 
modes must be adequately defined before they can be simulated, evaluated 
and compared. Simulation is a major tool in control system development. 
The specific items for evaluation in the simulations and analytical eval-
uations are given in Table VI-5. 
Table VI-4 On-Opbitep Sepvicep Contpol System Development Items 
DEFI NE SELECTED CONTROL MODES TO A LEVEL SUFFICIENT FOR SIMULATION 
CONDUCT SIMULATIONS AND ANALYTICAL EVALUATIONS 
DETERM I NE VALUE OF I NNER-LOOP FORCE -FEEDBACI< 
DETERMINE MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE TV REQUIREMENTS 
DEFI NE GROUND SUPPORT REQU I REMENTS FOR M ISS ION OPERATIONS AND CONTROL 
PERFORM DETAIL DESIGN OF SERVICER CONTROL SYSTEM FOR PROTOTYPE HARDWARE 
IDENTIFY FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION REQUIREMENTS 
,j Table VI-5 Simulation and Analytic Evaluation Considepations ~l; 
, 
/. '':. 
'. 
I I 
LOGICAL DIVISION OF FUNCTIONS BETWEEN MAN AND MACHINE FOR PRI-MARY AND BACKUP MODES 
TRADEOFF BETWEEN ON-ORBIT AUTOMATION AND TELEMETRY DATA RATES 
APPLICAB ILITY OF SUPERVI SORY CONTROL MODES AND FORCE STEERI NG CONCEPTS 
OPTIMUM COMMUNICATION SYSTEM BANDWIDTHS (e.g., TV FRAME RATE) 
EFFECTS OF STRUCTURAL FLEXI BILITY AND TELEMETRY TIME DELAYS 
METHODS TO COMPENSATE FOR STRUCTURAL, DOCI<I NG, AND CONTROL SYSTEM TOLERANCES 
HAZARD AVOI DANCE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQU I REMENTS 
MODULE TRAJECTORY SOFTWARE REQU I REMENTS 
TASI< STATUS I NG AND SEQUENCER SOFTWARE REQU I REMENTS 
MODULE I DENTIFICATION AND LOCATION HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE RE-QUIREMENTS 
APPLICATION OF COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND VIDEO GUIDANCE 
CONTROL AND DISPLAY HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUI REMENTS 
POSITION AND FORCE FEEDBACI< REQUIREMENTS 
ADDITIONAL SRT REQUIREMENTS 
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The potential value of inner-loop force feedback, or force steering, 
was discussed above. It might well be particularly useful with the four 
DOF pivoting arm servicer mechanism that is recommended. The te1eoper-
ator visual system study performed by Martin Marietta for MSFC in 1973 
(Chapter Xl, Item J-2l) indicated that control might be possible with 
drastically reduced bandwidths. This possibility should be investigated. 
The ground support requirements for mission operations and control should 
be investigated to identify a compatible and acceptable approach as well 
as to integrate control system requirements with normal mission operations. 
A significant part of any flight demonstration is evaluation of the con-
trol system utility and versatility. 
The following items are suggested for supporting research and tech-
nology activity: 
1) Simulations of control system and element alternatives; 
2) Investigation of inner-loop force-feedback; and 
3) Investigation of minimum acceptable TV requirements. 
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Vllo ON-ORBIT SERVICER PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
Fifteen on-orbit servicer concepts were screened and evaluated to 
select the pivoting arm concept as the most effective. This evaluation 
and the associated results are presented in sections B aqd C of chapter 
IV. The TRW design was selected to represent a group of four pivoting 
arm type servicers: RI UOP B (internal), MSFC, TRW, and Bell Aerospace 
cylindrical coordinate. The evaluation of all the on-orbit servicers, and 
especially the pivoting arm group, established in the project team a basic 
level of knowledge in the functional and mechanization aspects of on-orbit 
servicerso This "bank of knowledge" formed the basis for performing three 
subtasks which led to the final level of on-orbit servicer design knowledge. 
The first subtask was to formulate a comprehensive list on on-orbit servicer 
design requirements which are discussed in section A. The second subtask 
involved a top level investigation of several alternative pivoting arm 
servicer configurations. The objective was to utilize as much as possible 
the most effective features of all four of the pivoting arm designs which 
had been reviewed~ The third subtask (section C) was to configure and 
fabricate a semi-functional model of a pivoting arm servicer with the 
associated stowage rack, SRUs and spacecraft. The very significant objective 
of this third sub task was to provide an effective and efficient "learning 
tool" for expanding our engineering design knowledge. By sequencing (man-
ually) the pivoting arm through the series of operational steps involved in 
module.exchange with a three-dimensional mockup, a realistic and focused 
discovery process took place. 
This final level of on-orbit ser.vicer design evaluation led to the 
pivoting arm on-orbit servicer preliminary design illustrated in Figure 
VII-I. The approach taken to arrive at this preliminary design has resulted 
in a design, not only very advanced for the preliminary stage, but also one 
that is effective and realistic because it has evolved through a systematic 
engineering process. The details of our pivoting arm oll-orbit servicer are 
discussed in section D of this chapter and are related to engineering design 
drawings. Two significant conclusions have been drawn from this engineering 
design effort: 
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1) Analysis, design, engineering test unit fabrication, and evalua-tion of on-orbit servicers should continue, and 2) No advancements in the state of the art are required for the pivoting arm on-orbit servicer. 
A. ON-ORBIT SERVICER DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
A realistic and complete listing of requirements evolves naturally through an iterative process during a study which reviews end analyzes other concepts and then generates an improved design. The iterative process has taken place during this study and has resulted in the on-orbit servicer design requirements listed in Table VII-I. An important part of the genera-tion of this requirements list has been the technical interchange with MSFC design engineers. 
Some of the requirements in Table VII-I, like minimize degrees of freedom (resulting in minimum complexity and weight), are fundamental to mest spacecraft equipment. These types of fundamental requirements are a natural integral part of eur designer's approach to all space equipment. Requirements, like module mass range from 0 to 700 pounds, and the maximum medule sizes, were arrived at by surveying the pertinent references to determine what maximum module weight and volume have been indicated. An accelerometer for the GRAVSAT spacecraft represents the heaviest module to. be exchanged and thus sets the 700 pound upper limit. Cost impacts interrelate as a forcing factor with many of the require-ments for many reasons, e.g., cost to design and manufacture a servicer; cost to utilize a servicer in the STS program, and cost impacts on related equipment. Stowed length and weight are examples of requirements which can drive the spacecraft user's cost up when the launch cost reimbursement pelicy is based on them. 
The requirement for the servicer mechanism to have a tip force greater than twenty pounds in werst configuration is based on good engineering practice for a space application of the servicer type. It is significant to note that the tip force requirement interrelates .with the attach/latch actuator located in the end effector. The large forces required for making and breaking cennectors are generated by the end effecter actuator and de not impose forces on the servicer mechanism arm. The tip force level is 
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TaoZe VII-l On-ophit Sepvicep Design Requipements 
, Minimize Degrees-of-Freedom 
Module Mass Range 0 to 700 Pounds 
To Handle and Stow Modules of the Following Size Characteristics: 
Large - 40 X 40 X 40 Inches 
Medium - 26 X 26 X 40 Inches 
Small - 15 X 15 X 40 Inches 
Minimize Stowed Length. 
Tip Force> 20 Pounds I n Worst Configuration 
Attach/Latch Actuator Located I n End Effector 
Time to Replace One Module - 10 Minutes 
Generate Operational Status SignalS 
Minimize Sliding Friction Areas 
Be Compatible With OrbiterlTug/EOTS Electrical Power 
Be Compatible With Automatic, Supervisory, and Remotely Manned Control 
Satisfy All Latch/Attach Mechanism Guidelines 
Compatible With Operations at Orbiter, Tug (I US, FCn EOTS 
Compatible With Most Automated Spacecraft 
Multiple Spacecraft Capability per Mission 
Probability of Mission Success = 0.98 
Reusable for 100 Missions 
Lifetime of Five Years 
Provide Failed Module Temporary Stowage 
Provide Module Environmental Control (Thermal, Radiation, Contamination) 
Operate Module Latches 
Compatible With EVA 
Compensate for Tolerances/Misalignments In 6 DOF 
Withstand Orbiter Crash Loads 
No Ability to Exchange Modules In One-G 
Operable In One-G, No Modules 
Lightweight 
compatible with that for the SRMS and has been shown to be reasonable for 
module exchange in a Martin Marietta simulation. 
Time to replace one module should be under ten minutes. This upper 
time bound has been arrived at from past Mar·tin Marietta manipulator 
simulations and references in the literature. 
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Very important requirements are ~hat the servicer be compatible with 
operations 
spacecraft 
These two 
establish 
at the orbiter, tug (IUS, 
as well as with the SEPS, 
requirements are important 
spacecraft user acceptance. 
FCT) , and EOTS, with most automated 
and free-flying geostationary servicer. 
from an economic standpoint and to 
Oper(;ltion of the servicer in one-g without a module is needed to pro-
vide the capability of ground checKout both on a subsystem level after 
fabrication and at the launch facility. 
B. PIVOTING ARM SERVICER ALTERNATIVE CONFIGURATIONS 
The TRW pivoting arm on-orbit servicer was selected as discussed in 
Chapter IV as being the most effective of its group and of the fifteen 
servicers in the total field. The group consisted of: (1) the TRW pivot-
ing arm, (2) MSFC pivoting arm in three evolutionary stages, (3) RI pivoting 
arm, and (4) Bell Aerospace Corporation cylindrical coordinate system. A 
top level formulation of alternative pivoting arm concepts was performed. 
The objective was to try to utilize many of the desirable features of the 
six existing designs. In this top level formulation, minimum as well as 
maximum changes from the six existing pivoting arm concepts were considered. 
Since this study was begun, the TRW pivoting arm concept has evolved 
to that shown in Figure VII-2 where the linear motion is at the wrist. 
This results in a minimum stowage length of 105 in. and an operating length 
of 156 in. for the servicer mechanism and docking probe. A tertiary link 
has been added to provide some of the arm length and to orient the end 
effector to the module attach point. The extended arm length is 57 in. 
which is not long enough to reach the outer euge of a stowage rack (88 in.) 
that is the tug diameter. 
The results of this investigation are shown in Figures VII-3, VII-4, 
VII-5, and VII-6. All four alternative concepts shorten the servicer mechan-
ism operating distance which is defined as the distance from the front of 
the stowage rack to the front surface of the spacecraft. This is a very 
desirable objective because operating distance can be reflected in stowage 
1engtp which in turn affects launch costs charged to the user. Alternative 
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concepts B, C and D represent almost a minimum operational distance for 
module exchange. They also are very simple mechanizations. However, this 
is done at the expense of losing a significant portion of the central region 
of the stowage rack and spacecraft for module location. Essentially, one 
tier of modules can be accommodated. Also, during the module exchange, the 
modules pass outside of the stowage rack/spacecraft envelope. 
Out of the four alternatives, concept A was the only concept rated 
effective. It does not have limited module location, and thus it has 
excellent volumetric efficiency. Concept A shortens significantly the 
operational distance for module exchange from the TRW design because the 
linear drive has been transferred to the main central support structure. 
Thus, as a module is turned end for end, the linear drive can be driven 
to compensate for the turn around motion. The operating distance is thus 
shortened. The TRW design has the linear drive in the end effector and 
can't benefit from the same feature. Also, concept A can hinge the serv-
icer mechanism to shorten the stowed distance. Alternative concept A was 
selected to be carried forward in the detailed design effort. 
Co PIVOTING ARM OPERATIONAL AND INTERFACE INVESTIGATION 
The generation of our on-orbiter servicer design, discussed later, was 
aided significantly by an operational and interface investigation which 
centered around a pivoting arm servicer and spacecraft mockup. Figure 
VII-"l shows a11 of" the total system parts which were mocked up for the 
investigation. The parts mocked up reflect the design parameters which 
were variables in the investigation. These variables included: 
1) Side- and bottom-mounted module interface mechanisms, 
2) End effector for side- and bottom-mounted modules, 
3) Different spacecraft: INTELSAT and Large X-ray Telescope" 
4) Stowage rack and spacecraft with side- and bottom-mounted modules, 
5) Different module sizes (making largest module removable), and 
6) Stowed and operating orientations o~ the pivoting arm. 
The stowage rack was made to accommodate side and bottom mount interface 
... 
mechanisms by fabricating the stowage rack so that one half could accept 
bottom-mounting modules and the other half could accept side-mounting 
modules. Plexiglass was used for the outer structure of the stowage rack 
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and the module exchange region of the spacecraft to aid in observing module 
interference with other modules and the spacecraft structure during module 
exchange. 
Figure VII-B is an artist's illustration of a tug performing a docking 
approach with an INTELSAT in high earth orbit. The pivoting arm servicer is 
mounted on the front of the tug. The docking probe is extended and the 
servicer mechanism is in operational status but positioned back against the 
stowage rack front face to minimize potential hazards during the docking 
operation. Figure VII-9 is a photo showing the same servicing operation as 
it was investigated with the mockup. 
Servicing of a large x-ray telescope with the pivoting arm servicer at 
the orbiter is illustrated in Figure VII-IO. The stowage rack is shown in 
the operational configuration where it is supported from side mounts extend-
ing up from the cargo bay longerons. The docking probe which is an integral 
part of the servicer is extended and ready for docking. The stowage rack is 
moved from the stowed launch location to the operational location shown by 
the SRMS. Figure VII-II is a photo showing the same servicing operation as 
it was investigated with the mockup. However, the cargo bay was not mocked 
up and potential operational interferences with the sides of the cargo bay 
had to be visualized. 
The mockup investigations of pivoting arm servicing for orbiter or tug 
applications evidence how readily this type of on-orbit servicer can be 
adapted to servicing of both low and high earth orbit spacecraft. The two 
half sections of the stowage rack were examined for ease of module installa-
tion. The side-mounting half, with the vertical webs, appeared to be more 
restrictive in module locations. The bottom-mounting half, with no dividers, 
appeared to be more flexible in module location. However, both halves were 
easily able to stow a representative half complement of modules. This was 
even true for the multiple spacecraft servicing situation. It was also 
relatively easy to locate the large (40 in. cube) modules for either inter-
face mechanism form. 
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The LXRT was configured for both botto
m- and side-mounting of modules. 
The resulting configuration appeared d
ifferent. Bottom-mounting arranged 
the modules radially, while the side-m
ounting arranged the modules generally
 
rectangularly. In both cases, all the
 required modules could be installed 
with some excess space. 
A single end effector design was deriv
ed which was adaptable to both 
versions of the SRU interface mechanis
m. The attach interface, between the
 
end effector and the baseplate, occurs
 at the exterior spacecraft surface 
for the side-mounting case, and about 
9 inches from the mounting surface 
in the other case. This amounts to a
 31 inch difference in length of the 
end effector. The approach suggested 
is to move the attach interface up 
from the bottom so that it occurs in t
he same plane for both bottom- and 
side- mounting SRU interface mechanism
s. 
A typical operatibnal module exchange 
sequence is shown in the series 
of photos of Figure VlI-lZ. As the p
ivoting arm is manually moved through 
the operational steps, module trajectory paths an
d interference clearances 
were observed. The mockup provided an
 excellent three-dimensional investi-
gation. No operational or interferen
ce problems were noted during the 
investigation. However, utilization 
of the mockup for design investiga-
tions was only really just started. Different pa
rts of the mockup can be 
changed to allow much more detailed in
vestigations of design variables in 
the future • 
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D. ON-ORBIT SERVICER PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
During the course of this study and as discussed above, it was de-
termined that for spacecraft servicing (module exchange), the pivoting arm 
device would be the most useful and the simplest mechanism. A more de-
tailed conceptual design of this mechanism has been completed and is pre-
sented here. 
This design has only two major components: (1) a pivoting arm serv-
icer mechanism (as is shown in Figur~ VII-l), and (2) a stowage rack for 
module transport. A docking mechanism is also shown for reference and so 
that the mechanical interface aspects can be more easily visualized. The 
servicer mechanism and the stowage rack were designed separately with in-
terfaces for individual removal and replacement. This allows for simple 
removal for maintenance and also for quickgroundreconfiguration. Stowage 
racks can be configured and loaded for particular flights prior to attach-
ment to the carrier vehicle. It may be desirable to have available several 
stowage racks for this purpose. The docking mechanism and stowage racks 
are structured to accept longitudinal and bending loads imposed by the 
spacecraft during the docking and servicing phases. This structure is 
also capable of handling launch and crash loads when in the servicing only 
configuration. The concept is also adaptable to mounting a spacecraft on 
the docking mechanism during launch and reentry. For this case, the 
structure is capable of handling fore and aft launch and crash loads but 
will require auxiliary side load supports when the spacecraft is in the 
orbiter cargo bay. 
This concept does not preclude the use of a peripheral docking mechan-
ism as proposed by McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Corporation. The central 
docking device is shown here for the purpose of showing the advantage of 
a cent:!:"al docking mechanism in regard to interfacing with variable space-
craft diameters and the removal of interferences at the outer edge of the 
stowage rack. 
1. Pivoting Arm Servicer Mechanism 
The pivoting arm consists of three primary sections, the central posi-
tioning mechanism, the arm mechanism, and the end effector as. shown in 
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Figure VII-13. The central positioning mechanism incorporates two of the 
servicer mechanism's four degrees of freedom--shoulder roll and linear 
travel. The arm mechanism consists of an inner arm, an elbow, an outer 
arm, and a wrist. It incorporates the elbow roll and wrist roll degrees 
of freedom as well as the two position pitch drive. The end effector pro-
vides the module attachment interface and contains the motor to drive the 
SRU interface mechanism latches. The end effector and the SRU interface 
mechanisms are described in Chapter V. The figure shows the travel of the 
various elements and the location of the edge of the spacecraft during 
module exchange. The docking probe is shown extended. After docking, it 
is retracted so the spacecraft takes the position shown. 
The central positioning mechanism proviuee ths first two degrees of 
motion--shoulder roll and linear travel--, is the interface with the arm 
stowage mechanism, provides space for the docking probe, and interfaces 
with the arm mechanism. 
shown in Figure VII-14. 
The physical expression of these functions is 
The figure also shows the details of the arm stow-
age mechanism which is described below. The interface between the shoulder 
roll drive and the stowage rack is a simple hinge and latch arrangement. 
These parts are well spaced to provide good bending and torsional stiff-
ness as well as good alignment accuracy. The shoulder roll drive pE~rmits 
positioning the end effector along any radius of the stowage rack, or 
spacecraft. Precision and stiffness are obtained by use of two large di-
ameter, thin section bearings. Note that the inner bearing race support 
structure (center post) also forms the support structure for the docking 
probe. This probe can be installed or not with no effect on servicer 
mechanism operation. The roll drive uses a DC torque motor with a 5l~1 
gear reduction, most of which is obtained from a pinion through an idler 
to a large external gear fastened to the center post. The roll drive 
motor, gearing, brake, tachometer generator, and potentiometer are fastened 
to the linear drive support and move around the center post. Backlash can 
be controlled at the output gear mesh by shimming the roll drive housing 
or mounting the idler gear in eccentric bushi~gs to obtain the desired 
low level. 
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The space between the center post and linear drive support can be used 
for wire bundle motion. Flat cable, or flat wiring, in the form of a loop 
could be put into this space,or an appropriate enlargement. 
A linear drive was selected as the simplest method of obtaining the 
desired motion parallel to the stm.;rage rack/spacecraft centerline (X mo-
tion). Linear drives tend to be heavier and more complex than rotary actu-
ators and are harder to,configure for good stiffness and alignment. How-
ever, no reasonable form of rotary actuator configuration was discovered 
in our preliminary layouts. All the pivoting arm forms in the literature 
also used at least one linear drive. 
The linear drive support provides the required torsional and bending 
stiffness to support the arm mechanism. These structures are all designed 
to give the desired structural natural frequency when the maximum mass 
module is supported in the softest arm configuration. Th\~ 20 lb tip force 
should not cause too large a deflection of the arm tip. The drive support 
has\been sized to provide rigid local support of the linear drive rollers 
and so that the structural deflections due to pinion and rack loadings 
~il1 be acceptable. 
The linear drive has a rack and pinion as final output gearing. They 
are located midway between the locating rollers to minimize deflections 
and backlash. As there is no magnifying effect in the rack and pinion 
linear drive (as is the case between a rotary actuator output gear and 
wrist motion), backlash is not a problem. Four rollers are used for Z and 
pitch alignment and four other rollers are used for Y, roll, and yaw align-
ment. While three rollers are theoretically all that are required, four 
are used to obtain a slightly smaller package. The rollers and support-
ing tracks are sufficiently spaced to prevent binding. 
The linear drive contains a DC torque motor, 10.7:1 gear reduction, 
brake, tachometer and potentiometer. Note that an idler is provided to 
connect the output pinion to the rack. The outer part of the drive pro-
vides the support and attachment for the inner ann. A sheet metal trough 
can be mounted to one (or both) side(s) of the roller guides to support 
the wire bundle loops. Again, flat cables or flat wiring can be used. By 
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attaching one end of the cable bundle near the mid point of travel, the 
unsupported length can be minimized. 
The arm mechanism, with its associated elements is shown in Figure 
VII-l3 in three different positions--extended, maximum operating reach, 
and folded. Unequal arm segment lengths (inner 52.25 in., and outer 39.25) 
were used to obtain the desired arm stowage characteristics. The extended 
arm dimension was chos~n so that at 90 percent of full reach (maximum 
operating reach) the arm would reach any SRU interface mechanisms at the 
outer edge of tbe stowage rack. The minimum operating reach (25 percent 
of full reach) is compatible with any anticipated central location of the 
SRU interface mechanisms. The 25 and 90 percent figures are those typi-
cally used in manipulator design. 
Figure VII-15 shows the arm mechanism details. The inner and outer 
arm segments are thin-wall, square aluminum tubes to provide the maximum 
cross sectional moment of inertia for the volume available. It was de-
cided to design a four DOF arm. This means that there can be tolerance 
buildups in the two degrees of freedom that are not available for control 
as is discussed in Chapter VI. The effect here is that the arm segments 
must be designed to be soft enough to compensate for the tolerances yet 
stiff enough to be controllable in the other degrees of freedom. The se-
lection of the required stiffness level is beyond the scope of the present 
effort., 
The elbow drive uses two large-diameter thin-section well-spaced out-
put bearings to provide the desired stiffness with light weight. The gear 
reduction is an internal gear, double pinion system that we have used 
successfully in several manipulator arms. It permits adjusting the back-
lash down to the low desired levels. The elbow drive contains a DC torque 
motor, brake, tachometer, and potentiometer along with the 110:1 gear 
reduction. 
The wire loop bundle can be routed around the outside of the drive or 
placed in sheet metal cans at one or both ends of the drive. Again 
flat cable or flat wiring can be used. The limited travel and fewer wires 
simplifies the wire routing at this joint. 
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The two position pitch drive is located at the wrist end of the outer 
arm. Its purpose is to turn the modules end for end so they may be placed 
in the spacecraft or stowage rack. The drive is thus an indexing and not 
a servo controlled drive. As the index positions will be hard stops at 
the output shaft, gearing backlash is nota problem. Good bearing accuracy 
and stiffness must be obtained. A 25:1 gear ratio is used along with the 
motor, brake and a potentiometer. The potentiometer provides an indica-
tion of when the joint is at a stop and provides a basis for'generating 
the other drive signals as the module is turned end for end. 
The wrist roll drive design was driven by the desire to minimize length 
in the X (stowage rack centerline) direction so that the operating length 
would be minimized. The outer form of the end effector (Chapter V) was 
cylindrical and thus could be readily mounted in large diameter, small 
cross-section bearings as is desired. The drive then took the form of a 
large gear mounted on the end effector and driven directly by a pinion 
mounted on the motor shaft. This provided a 7:1 gear ratio and meant a 
slightly heavier motor than usual. As the wrist requires the lowest torque 
levels, the penalty is acceptable. The other drive elements--brake, tach-
ometer generator, and potentiometer--are geared directly to the large 
gear. Note that a full 360 degrees of travel are provided in the wrist 
roll drive so that any module can be positioned in any roll orientation on 
the spacecraft. 
The two position pitch drive and wrist roll drive wire rout:Lng can be 
effected similarly to the methods suggested for the other rotary actuators. 
No part of this design is particularly unique. It accomplishes a 
straight-forward task by well known means. We have limited the use of the 
linear drive to one operation. The use of the linear drive at this posi-
tion rather than at the end effector allows for the shortest distance be-
tween spacecraft and stowage rack. The simple geometry of the pivoting 
arm means that the control system will be correspondingly simple. Whether 
doing automated or man-controlled functions, it is an exceedingly simple 
device to operate. 
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The pivoting ann servicer mechanism exchanges modules between 'the 
spacecraft and the stowage rack. The longer the separation distance be-
tween the face of the stowage rack and the spacecraft interface, the 
greater the weight required to maintain adequate structural rigidity to 
meet the module exchange positional accuracies. The operational separa-
tion distance required by our design shown in Figure VII-13 is 60 inches. 
This is a significant reduction from the TRW pivoting ann design which 
requires 105 inches for exchanging modules. Our design can exchange 40-
inch modules in an operating length <;>f 60 inches because the linear drive 
is on the main support structure at the shoulder rather than in the wrist 
as in the TRW design. Programming of the linear drive is required to 
drive it in a compensating direction as a module is rotated 180 deg dur-
ing a module exchange operation. 
A weight statement for the on-orbit servicer is given in Table VII-2 
for the design described above. The data for the pivoting arm mechanism 
and for the stowage rack are given separately. The mechanism weight is 
close to what was previously estimated for the mechanism when the addi-
tion of the folding capability is taken into account. Note that the dock-
ing probe weight is not given. 
The stowage rack weight is somewhat heavier than earlier estimates 
due to two factors. The weight of twelve tracks (baseplate receptacles) 
has been included ;or the first time. More importantly, the structure 
has been designed to take the launch and crash loads when a spacecraft is 
mounted on the docking probe. This additional requirement, which may 
not be valid, has contributed in large part to the weight increase. 
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Table VII-2 On-orbit Serviaer Weight Statement 
P IVOTI NG ARM ASSEMBLY 1361b 
ROTATI NG TUBE 40 
UPPER ARM 5 
LOWER ARM 5 
ELBOW DRIVE 5 
LINEAR DRIVE 8 
, HI NGE PLATE AND BRACKETS 25 
GEAR 6 
BEARING SHAFT 15 
ARM BASE PLATE 5 
WI RING AND CONNECTORS 10 
END EFFECTOR 12 
STOWAGE RACI< ASSEMBL Y (EXCLUDI NG MODULES) 4841b 
OUTER 5 KIN (0.050) 110 
END SK IN (0.040) 98 
FRONT MEMBER 25 
BIG FRAME 55 
SHEAR PANELS (0.032) 70 
BACI< ANGLES 27 
FITT! NGS 41 
ANGLES 10 
INTERFACE MECHANISM TRACKS 48 
(12 AT 4 Ib EACH) 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS AS SEMBL Y 30 Ib 
P IVOTI NG ARM SERVICER TOTAL WEI GHT 650lb 
2. Stowage Rack 
The stowage rack serves the following purposes~ 
1) Serve as support structure for modules, side-mount and bottom-
mount, 
2) May be designed as environmental enclosure and system support 
device for transported modules, 
3) Provides carry-through structure for docking probe and spacecraft, 
4) Acts as adapter to tug 
5) Provides attachment location for airborne support equipment for 
mounting in orbiter 
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6) Provides support structure for docking system latches 
7) Provides mounting structure for pivoting arm mechanism stowage 
device and its latches. 
The stowage rack ~s shown in Figure VII-13 is a continuation of the 176 
in~ diameter tug outer skin. There are fore and aft ring frames, outer 
skin and suitable skin stiffeners. All crossing members are shown as 
shear panels and are used to support the module track assemblies which 
receive the removable modules. The front edge of the panel is supported 
by cross beams. These beams are required to resist side loading of 4 g's 
during crash conditions. They also serve as the front :support member for 
attachment of the module track assemblies. At the rack center is a me-
chanical splice fitting to which all structural members are attached and 
to which the pivoting al'm assembly attaches. Longerons are located at the 
outer skin to help spread out the longitudinal loads for equal distribution 
into the tug outer skin. 
3. Arm Stowage Mechanism 
An arm storage mechanism is located at the center of the stowage rack 
for folding of the total pivoting arm during nonoperating periods. This 
shortens the stowage length in the orbiter cargo bay. Servicer mechanism 
stowed length is a critical design parameter because of both structural and 
lau~ch cost impacts. The TRW pivoting arm servicer design has a stowed 
length of 105 inches. In our study considerable design effort was focused 
on minimizing the servicer mechanism stowage length. Our design requires 
21 inches for stowing the servicer mechanism. The details of the stowed 
configuration are shown in Figure VII-16. The small stowage length is 
arrived at by hinging the pivoting arm center post and the docking mechanism 
tube at the forward face of the stowage rack. In the stowed configuration, 
the! pivoting arm then lies up against the face of the stowage rack. Note 
how the docking mechanism also lies flat against the front surface of the 
stowage rack. During the servicing operation the servicer mechanism would 
be rotated 90 deg to a position normal to the face of the stowage rack. 
The lower and upper segments of the pivoting arm are stowed by driving 
the elbow roll to a position where the arm is folded completely back on 
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itself. The design of the elbow joint permits this. Also the shoulder 
roll is driven to where the folded arm lies flat against the face of the 
s towage rack. 
In the stowed configuration, the servicer mechanism is fastened to 
the stowage rack by latches at the center post, docking probe, arm elbow, 
and at end effector. These latches are to take launch, reentry and land-
ing loads and vibrations. A single latch is used to hold the pivoting arm 
mechanism in the operating position. This latch along with its operating 
cylinder is shown on Figure VII-14. Gaseous nitrogen is stored in a 
cylinder to provide the pressure to operate the various latches. Sufficient 
nitrogen for several operating cycles can be provided. The pneumatic cylin-
ders provide high forces for low weight. The mechanism for folding the 
arm is also nitrogen operated. The nitrogen storage tank can be recharged 
before each flight. 
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VIII. STS IMPACT ANALYSIS 
As a necessary part of the study of the feasibility of the various 
maintenancE concepts, the impacts on the elements of the STS were evalua-
ted. The elements of the STS included primarily the orbiter and full-
capability tug, although ground support impacts were also investigated. 
The main re.sult of the STS impact analysis was that there were no major 
impacts identified. Several minor impacts were identified and are dis-
cussed below. 
A. GROUND OPERATIONS 
Most of the work performed during this study involved the investi-
gation of performing the maintenance of spacecraft while in orbit. 
However, it should be realized that the expenses of maintenance occur on 
the ground, during development, production and operations. Figure VllI-l 
presents a schematic of the full recurring cycle of potential maintenance 
missions and represents the entire process that was investigated and 
costed by us during this study. The figure illustrates some 32 different 
activities, only eleven of which (marked with asterisks) directly in-
volve orbital maintenance. This illustrates how orbital maintenance is 
closely interwoven with STS operations. 
In-depth assessments of ground and flight operational requirements 
r· 
as applicable to the srs elements and servicing hardware end items (space-
craft, servicers, replacement modules, etc) were summarized. These as-
sessments were made for the purpose of idei.'l.tifying those operational and 
support requirements which are common or unique to specific maintenance 
modes and/or servicing concepts. Further evaluations of each requirement 
provided indications of those which are included in the basic costing 
work breakdown structure (WBS); the remaining requirements were investi·· 
gated as imposing potential impacts on current STS designs or servicing 
program costs. 
Each of the three maintenance modes--expendable, ground refurbishable, 
and on-orbit maintainable--were considered. The on-orbit maintainable 
mode was represented by the pivoting arm on-orbit servicer, EVA, and SRMS 
maintenance concepts. For each of these five maintenance concepts, those 
associated STS eleme~ts and servicing hardware end items were compared 
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with corrunon listings of operational (ground, flight, and recovery) func-
tions and support (ground equirment, logistics, and facilities) items. 
Resulting requirements were then compared for corrunonalities or uniqueness 
among the maintenance modes and servicing concepts. Those requirements 
found to be included in the work breakdown structure were considered as 
presenting no design or costing impacts; those not in the WBS were eval-
uated further to determine impact significance and/or magnitudes. 
Results of the assessments indicated no significant impacts of ground 
and flight operational/support requirements on the STS elements or ser-
vicing hardware end items. This result is commensurate with the NASA 
intention to design the STS to be compatible with all three maintenance 
modes. However, requirements for additional bonded storage space at the 
launch site were identified, and the need for additional flight support 
equipment (support structures, special-purpose manipulator end effectors, 
and EVA tools) was noted. Also, the assessments revealed other consider-
ations (spacecraft contamination, crew safety, docking and 1a.tching me.chan-
ism selection, and multiple spacecraft dockings) which must be taken into 
account during subsequent studies. 
Each requirement identified during the STS impact analysis was defined 
in detail (quantities and weights of additional support items, additional 
training, additional personnel support, etc) and applied to subsequent cost 
support efforts (Chapter IX). Additional costs resulting from the require-
ments were reflected in the total comparative costs generated for each main-
tenance mode and servicing concept. 
Ground operational steps included in the STS impact analysis are 
shown in Fig. VIII-2 which represents the expendable spacecraft case. 
The detailed operational flows and functions shown represent those activities 
and operational steps required at the respective launch sites (ETR and WTR) 
during ground processing of the: 
(1) Orbiter, 
(2) Tug, 
(3) External tank, 
(4) Solid rocket booster, and 
(5) Spacecraft. 
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Detailed assessments were made of each identified operational step in 
order to determine functional and support requirements and to establish 
requirement commonalities among the various hardware elements identified 
above. As the STS baseline flow is for the expendable spacecraft concept, 
it was only necessary to prepare a new assessment for the other four main-
tenance concepts. The operational elements considered are shown in 
Table VIII-l grouped as to which are common and uniqu,e to the STS units. 
Table VIII-l Operational Elements Related to STS Units 
UNIQUE COMMON 
GROUND PRODUCTION, FABRICATION, ASSEMBLY, RECEIVING INSPECTIONS 
OPERATIONS AND ACCEPTANCE FUNCTIONAL TESTING 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS HARDWARE INSTALLATION 
RECOVERY PROCEDURES I NTEGRATED SYSTEMS TESTl NG 
REFURBISHMENT ACTIVITIES 
FLIGHT DEPLOYTUG, EOTS, OR FREE-FLYING RENDEZVOUS/DOCK I NG 
OPERATIONS SERVICER ON-ORBIT SERVICING 
RETRIEVE FAILED SPACECRAFT FOR RE-
TURN 
STOW SPACECRAFT FOR RETURN 
GROUND SUPPORT ADAPTERS PORTABLE TRANSPORTERS 
EQUIPMENT ORDNANCE TEST EQU I PMENT MONITORI NG/TEST EQU IPMENT 
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION TEST LATCH MECHANISM TEST EQUIPMENT 
EQU IPMENT ALIGNMENT EQUIPMENT 
LOGISTICS CRITICAL SPARES TRANSPORTATIOflUHANDLI NG INSTRUCTIONS 
PAYLOAD REMOVAL INSTRUCTIONS I NTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENTS 
TRAINING/SIMULATION PROCEDURES 
FLI GHT PLANS/OPERATIONS CHECKLISTS 
. 
FACILITIES H,AZARDOUS PROCESS I NG FAC I L1T1ES PROCESS lNG/TEST FACI L1T1ES 
COMMODITIES CLEAN ROOM FACILITIES 
RECOVERY FAC I LIT I ES BONDED STORAGE AREAS 
As assessment efforts progressed, additional ground flows developed 
for the on-orbit servicer, and replacement modules were incorporated into 
the baselined flowchart. An illustration of the incorporated ground flow 
is presented in Figure VIII-3 for the on-orbit servicer. This simplified 
figure, as eompared to Figure VIII-2, shows the major interaction points 
between on-orbit servicers and the baseline ground processing flow. It 
may be noted that the flow corresponds closely to the previously baselined 
flow for an expendable spacecraft, and its integration into the flowchart 
presented no significant impacts on either STS elements or program costs. 
Other maintenance concepts (such as servicing by FNA or by use of the 
orbiter SRMS) were similarly evaluated, and their ground processing flows 
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were found to follow the same general flows as developed for the on-orbit 
servicer. The flows for the EVA and SRMS servicing concepts were found 
to be somewhat less complex than for the on-orbit servicer in that there 
are no operational interfaces with the tug. The flow for the on-orbit 
servicer could also be shown without the tug for missions where the on-
orbit servicer is used to maintain LEO spacecraft. 
During the impact analysis, considerations were also given to those 
major flight operational functions which could potentially impact the STS 
elements or servicing hardware end items. Each major function was assess-
ed in relation to each element and end item to determine commonalities 
among the elements/end items or to identify unique operations which 
could present potential impacts on STS elell'.ent or servicer designs. 
B. STS IMPACTS 
Although no major impacts were identified, Tables VIII-2, VIII-3, 
and VIII-4 present a summary of the orbiter, tug, and ground system 
impacts identified. These impacts are above the baseline capabilities of 
the STS as identified in Chapter III. They were identified from the 
totality of the contract work and not just those discussed in this chapter. 
The functional and hardware requirements of Chapter III provided a useful 
crosscheck. 
C. CARGO BAY UTILIZATION 
Stowage of typical payload complements in the orbiter cargo bay was 
examined to identify any problems that might exist. Typical payload 
complements of on-orbit servicers, characteristic set spacecraft, orbital 
maneuvering system (OMS) kits and tugs were considered for the LEO and REO 
cases. This check was for the stowed configurations of the spacecraft 
as opposed to the servicing operations considerations of Chapter IV. It 
was concluded that there is adequate room in the orbiter cargo bay for 
the small payload combinations considered and that spacecraft in the maxi-
mum STS efficiency configuration further decreased cargo bay stowage 
problems. 
The LEO case is shown in Figure VIII-4 which includes the OMS kit, 
the SPAR/DSMA cargo bay only servicer and alternate stowage of the BESS, 
two GRAVSATS, or the LXRT. The lower half of the figure is for the SSPD 
expendable configuration of spacecraft while the upper half is for 
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Table VIII-2 Orbiter Impaots Summary 
GROUND REFURBISHMENT P IV OT! NG ARM EVA 
J SRMS 
, I 
! 
SPACECRAFT EXCHANGE CAPABILITY CREW CONTROL & DISPLAY STA- SPACECRAFT SUPPOR
T PLATFORM ! CREW CONTROL & DISPLAY STATION 
CONTAMI NATiON CONTROL 
TlON CREW SAFETY REQU I REMENTS I ADDITIONALCAPABILITYTO BASE-
STOWAGE RACK IN BAY STOWAGE RACK I N B~Y 
LINE SRtvi5 
THERMAL CONTROL OF MODULES SPEClilL PURPOSE EVA TOOLS & END 
SPACECRAFT SUPPORT PLATFORM 
CAUTION AND WARNI NG EFFECTORS STOWAGE RACK I N BAY 
POWER DATA, FLUIDS, & COM- ADDITIONAL TRANSLATION AIOS & SPECiAL PURPOSE END EFFECTOR 
MAND INTERFACES TETHERS POSS I BLE ADO ITIONAL ARM 
PAYLOAD BAY VIDEO SYSTEM LIGHTING THERMAL CONTROL OF MODULES 
CONT AM I NATI ON CONS I DERATI ONS POWER DATA, FLUID, & COMMAND 
THERMAL CONTROL OF MODULES INTERFACES 
ADDITIONAL EVAs & EVA CONSUM-
ABLES 
POWER DATA, FLUIDS, & COM-
MAND INTERFACES ~".' 
Table VIII-3 Tug Impaots Summary 
GROUND REFURBISHMENT P IVOTI NG ARM EVA SR
MS 
SPACECRAFT EXCHANGE CAPABILITY DOCKI NG SYSTEM INTERFACE CREW SAFETY IF EVA PERFORMED VO
LUME & REACH RESTRAINTS IF 
REQUIRES 2 TUGS FOR SOME SPACE-
IV ITH SERV ICER MECHANI SM WITH TUG IN BAY SRMS USED FOR MAINTENANCE 
CRAFT IN GEOSTATIONARY SPACECRAFT INTERFACES FROM LEO SPACECRAFT SUPPORT PLATFORM 
WITH TUG INBAY 
TUG THROUGH SERVICER, TO AND STOWAGE RACK VOLUME CON- LEO SPACECRAFT SUPPORT PLAT-
SPACECRAFT STRAINTS FORM & STOWAGE PACK VOLUME 
IF PIVOTING ARM CARRIED 
CONSTRA I NTS 
ROUND TRIP, OTHER SPACE-
CRAFT CAPABILITIES RE-
DUCED AS FOLLOWS, FOR GEO-
STATIONARY 
WAS IS 
DEPLOY 7926 7000 
RETRIEVE 3396 3200 
ROUND TRIP 2500 1920 
MODULES MUST ALSO BE CAR-
RIED UP 
CAPABILITY TO DUMP MODULES 
BEFORE LEAViNG GEOSTATIONARY 
POWER DATA, FLUID, & COM-
MAND INTERFACES 
V IDEO SYSTEM 
THERMAL CONTROL OF SERV I GER, 
MODULES 
Table VIII-4 Ground and Other Impaots 
GROUND REFURBISHMENT P IVOTI NG ARM EVA SRM
S 
BONDED STORAGE AREA FOR SPACE- BONDED STORAGE AREA FOR BONDED STORAGE AREA FOR MODULES BON
DED STORAGE AREA FOR 
CRAFT MODULES ADDITIONAL NEUTRAL BUOYANCY 
MODULES 
ADDITIONAL GSE TRAINING ADDITIONAL GSE 
SPECIAL PURPOSE SIMULATORS ADDITIONAL GSE GROUND INVENTORY LOGISTICS 
GROUND IrWENTORY LOGISTIC GROUND INVENTORY LOGISTICS PRO-
PROGRAM 
PROGRAM GRAM 
GROUND CONTROL & DISPLAY 
AREA FOR SERVICER OPERATION 
SERVICER TRAINERS & MOCK-UPS 
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Figure VIII-4 Cargo Bay Utilization - LEO 
space-servicable maximum STS efficiency spacecraft configurations. The 
small spacecraft fit very well with plenty of room, but the LXRT will not 
fit when the OMS or cargo bay only exchanger mechanism is carried. The 
servicab1e form of GRAVSAT saved some additional length, but this did not 
occur for the BESS or LXRT. 
The comparable case for REO is shown in Fig. VIII-5 which includes a 
full capability tug, the pivoting arm on-orbit servicer, and alternate 
stowage of the upper atmosphere explorer (UAE) , international communica-
tions satellite (INTELSAT), and environmental monitoring satellite (EMS). 
Any of these characteristic set spacecraft can be combined and flown 
with the pivoting arm servicer from a volume point of view. In this case 
there are significant cargo bay length savings associated with the maxi-
mum STS efficiency serviceable spacecraft configurations. Note also that 
the pivoting arm on-orbit servicer uses up less of the cargo bay length 
than any of the expendable configuration characteristic set spacecraft. 
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Figure VIII-5 Ca~go Bay UtiZization - HEO 
D. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
I I I 
o 51 101 
During the performance of the STS impact analysis, a few areas were 
identified where special con:1iderations will subsequently be required. 
Although the areas of concern do not present impacts on the current STS 
element designs, they may influence future efforts associated with the 
development of operational or procedural constraints for each servicing 
mission. The areas of concern identified during the analysis were: 
1. Contamination - operational or procedural constraints on orbiter 
venting or thruster firings may be necessary to preclude the 
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contamination of critical spacecraft surfaces and hardware during 
servicing operations while the spacecraft is in or adjacent to the 
orbiter. 
I," 
2. Spacecraft Configuration - design considerations may be necessary 
relative to the retraction (and subsequent redeployment) of spacecraft 
appendages (antennas, protuberances, etc) to permit placement of the 
spacecraft in the orbiter cargo bay (or alongside the orbiter) dqring 
servicing operations. 
3. Spacecraft Design for EVA - design considerations will be necessary 
to assure that serviceable spacecraft meet design requirements [O}!' 
EVA servicing. These considerations will also apply to the incor-
poration of required crew tanslation aids and restraints. 
4. Docking Mechanism - consideration will be necessary to assure that 
docking mechanisms on serviceable spacecraft and the various ser-
vicers are universally compatible. This consideration should be 
extended to cover compatibilities between the spacecraft replacement 
modules and their associated module exchange mechanism(s). 
The configuration of the docking mechanism can strongly affect the 
configurations of the spacecraft and of the on-orbit servicer. This 
point was addressed with respect to the servicer at some length in 
Chapter IV, where adaptability of the servicer to either ~entral or, 
peripheral docking mechanisms was used as a design criteria. The 
selected pivoting arm servicer can be adapted to central or peri-
pheral docking systems. However, there are some limitations. 
These are illustrated by Fig. 111-6 which shows a square frame docking 
mechanism and its relationship to a typical spacecraft and a pivoting 
arm servicer as represented by a stowage rack location. The inter-
ference between the docking mechanism legs and crossbars and the end 
of the spacecl:aft can be eaSily seen. About one-half the useable 
axial module replacement volume is lost for large diameter space-
, craft and somewhat more for small diameter spacecraf
t. 
5. Servicing Monitors - consideration will be necessary to assure that 
adequate monitoring devices (data displays, video monitors, etc) are 
incorporated to assist the crewmen and ground support personnel in 
the monitoring of servicing operations. 
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6. Contingency Planning - extensive planning and procedural development 
activities will be necessary to cover any contingencies encountered 
during the various servicing modes and concepts. 
It should be re-emphasized that the foregoing considerations do not 
impact the current STS element design efforts; however, they are believed 
to be of significance when future serviceable spacecraft programs are 
developed. 
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IX. COST GENERATION AND ANALYSIS 
One of the most important facets of this study involved the deter-
mination of the economic benefits to NASA and-to the user community of 
developing the capability to perform maintenance on spacecraft of the 
shuttle era. This involved not only the determination of the economic 
benefits of maintenance; in general, but also the dj~termination of 
which mode, concept, and system will provide the greatest econonlic 
benefits, and for which spacecraft programs. In order to accomplish 
these evaluations, costs were developed for flying the shuttle era 
automated spacecraft program in the three competing modes of expendable, 
ground refurbishable, and on-orbit maintainable. Costs were also developed 
for performing on-orbit maintenance using EVA, SRMS, and an on-orbit 
servicer mechanism. Costs were developed to compare the two best 
servicer mechanisms, a pivoting arm-axial module removal-servicer, and 
a general purpose manipulator-radial module removal-servicer. 
Results of the economic analyses showed that the greatest economic 
benefits to NASA and to the user community would come from the earliest 
possible development and use of a pivoting arm servicer mechanism. Over 
9 billion dollars can be saved during the shuttle era with an early 
development and early user acceptance of a pivottng arm servicer. 
This chapter will discuss the approach, assumptions, costing tech-
niques and equations, development of data, and results used to obtain 
this set of conclusions. 
A. APPROACH 
An important part of the understanding of the techniques and results 
of the economic analysis isa knowledge of the ground rules used. Table 
IX-l presents a brief summary of some of the more important ground rules. 
The first rule presented - a conJtant avail~bitity across all three 
maintenance modes - was used to establish the basis of the costing anal-
ysis and is discussed in more de-tail below. 
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Tab~e IX-l Cost Estimation Ground Ru~es 
o AVAILAB ILITY AND SPACECRAFT PROGRAM DURATION HELD CONSTANT ACROSS 
ALL THREE MA I NTENANCE MODES 
o ALL COSTS ARE 1975 $ 
o STS COST PER FLI GHT (OR BITER - $12.0 M I LLI ON, FULL CAPAB I LlTY TUG - l. 1 
MILLION) 
o SHUTTLE IOC 1980 AT ETR 
o SHUTTLE OPERATIONAL FROM WTR - 1983 
o FULL CAPABILITY TUG IOC-DECEMBER 1983 
o LEO SPACECRAFT LAUNCHED ON EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES IN 1979 CONSI DERED 
FOR SERVICING WITH ORBITER STARTING IN 1980 
oMEO AND HEO SPACECRAFT LAUNCHED WITH INTERIM TUGS IN 1982 AND 1983 
CONSIDERED FOR SERVICING WITH ORBITER/FULL CAPABILITY TUG STARTING 
IN 1984 
o SPACECRAFT PROGRAM COSTS CALCULATED FOR ALL THREE MODES FROM 1979-1991 
FOR LEO SPACECRAFT AND FROM 1982-1991 FOR MEO AND HEO SPACECRAFT 
o MAINTENANCE PERFORMED ON AUTOMATED SPACECRAFT FLOWN DURING SHUTTLE ERA 
°NO DOD OR SORTIE LAB SPACECRAFT CONSIDERED FOR MAINTENANCE 
Figure IX-l presents a brief flow schematic depicting the performance 
of the cost analysis. In perfonning the total economic analyses, a "quick
-
look", preliminary analysis was performed to determine the main cost 
drivers, and then a detailed "baseline" analysis was performed using the 
best data to obtain the most accurate resultso This was followed by a 
sensitivity study to determine the accuracy and validity of input data, 
the effects of data inputs on results, and the effects of possible future 
changes in input data on the study results. 
The general approach us:ed to perform the costing involved the estab-
lishment of a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) which wias used to hf:~lp cost: 
the three modes. The WBS was established so that all of the maintenance 
modes, maintenance concepts, and spacecraft programs could be cos,ted uSing 
the same WBS 0 Figure IX-2 presents the WiBS us,ed and Taible IX-2 presents 
the WBS dictionary explaining the it:ems in the WBS. 
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Table IX-2 Work Breakdown Structure ~ctionary 
WBS TITLE: SPACECRAFT PROGRAM 
This element surnm€&'rizes those projects (spacecraft, 
spacecraft/module refurbishment, maintenance con-
cept, orbite.r and tug), as applicable, to accomplish 
expendable, ground refurbishable and on-orbit main-
tainable spacecraft programs. 
WBS TITLE: SPACECRAFT 
WBS Number: 10 
This element summarizes the DDT&E, production and 
operations phases. Each phase includes the direct 
and indirect effort to provide hardware, software, 
services and facilities as required. 
WBS TITLE: SPACECRAFT-DDT&E 
WBS Number: 11 
1 
j 
1 
WBS LEVEL 1 
J 
,~ 
WBS LEVEL 2 
WBS LEVEL 3 
This element consists of the one time cost of deSign,] 
development, testing and evaluation of spacecraft i 
hardware. Specifically, it includes the following: j 
development engineering and development support, major j~ 
test hard~are, captive and ground test, ground support 
equipment, tooling and special test equipment, site 
activation and other program peculiar costs not 
associated with repetitive production • 
WBS TITLE: SPACECRAFT-PRODUCTION WBS LEVEL 3 
WBS Number: 12 
This element consists of the costs associated with 
producing flight hardware through acceptance of the 
hardware by the government including all costs to: 
fabricate, assemble, checkout and acceptance test 
of flight hardw~re, spares, and maintenance, of tool-
ing and special test equipment. 
WBS TITLE : SPACECRAFT-OPERATIONS 
WBS Number:' 13 
This element consists of the repetitive services 
and activities that comprise launch 
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TabZe IX-2 Work Breakdown structure Dictionary (Cont'd) 
W~S Number: 13 (Continued) 
operations. Launch operations include spacecraft 
receiving and inspection, prelaunch checkout,or.biter/ 
. tug mating and checkout, and launch countdown. Flight 
operations include mission planning, flight control, 
data reduction, analysis and documentation. 
WBS TITLE: SPACECRAFT/MODULE REFURBISHMENT 
WBS Number: 20 
This element consists of restoring failed spacecraft/ 
modules, retrieved from orbit, to a flight readiness 
condition for subsequent missions. This effort in-
cludes removal from the orbiter, shipment to the 
vendor's facility, inspection, disassembly, mainten-
ance, refurbishment and acceptance testing, and 
shipment to launch site. 
WBS TITLE: SPACECRAFT/MODULE REFURBISHMENT-OPERATIONS 
WBS Number: 23 
Same as Spacecraft/Module Refurbishment 
WBS TITLE: MAINTENANCE CONCEPT 
WBS Number: 30 
Same as Spacecraft 
WBS TITLE: MAINTENANCE CONCEPT-DDT&E 
WBS Number: 31 
Same as Spacecraft-DDT&E 
WBS TITLE: MAINTENANCE CONCEPT-PRODUCTION 
WBS Number: 32 
Same as Spacecraft-Production 
WBS LEVEL 2 
WBS LEVEL 3 
WBS LEVEL 2 
WBS LEVEL 3 
WBS LEVEL 3 
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TabZe IX-2 Work Breakdown Structure Dictionary (Cont'd) 
, ----------------------------------------------------------------------
WBS TITLE: MAINTENANCE CONCEPT -OPERATIONS 
WBS Number: 33 
This element summarizes the cost of launch operations, 
flight operations and refurbishment including all 
management and supporting functions. 
WBS LEVEL 3 
WBS TITLE: PROJECT MANAGEMENT WBS LEVEL 4 
WBS Number: 3XI 
This element summarizes the activities of cost/per-
formance management, configuration management, in-
formation management and GFE management required to 
accomplish overall project objectives. 
WBS TITLE: PROJECT ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATION 
WBS Number: 3X2 
This element summarizes the activities of analysis 
and integration, shuttle interface, payload inter-
face, reliability, quality assurance, safety and 
human engineering required to direct and control 
the design. 
WBS TITLE: HARDWARE-AIRBORNE 
WBS Number: 3X3 
This element summarizes the subsystems of a vehicle 
system and its assembly and checkout. Each sub-
system includes the design, development test, qual-
ification test of components and subsystems, tooling, 
procurement, hardware fabrication, quality contrpl, 
assembly and checkout efforts which satisfy applic-
able design requirements. 
WBS TITLE: STRUCTURES AND THER~lAL 
WBS Number: 3X31 
" 
. This element is the load carrying entity which pro-
vid,es moun"ting and tlupporting surfaces for all 
equipment. It consists of the body or primary 
structure, secondary structures such as brackets, 
mounts, fairings, pyrotechnics and the thermal 
protection and insulation systems installed on 
the structural components. 
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TabZe IX-2 Work Breakdown Structure Dictionary (Cont'd) 
WBS TITLE: MECHANISMS 
WBS Number: 3X32 
This element is the mechanical or electromechanical devices of the on-orbit servicing system that will 
repetitively move objects from one point to another 
and may involve latch/attach ~perations. 
WBS TITLE: CONTROL ELECTRONICS 
WBS Number: 3X33 
This element is the electrical a!1d electronic signal 
conditioning equipment of the on,-orbit servicing 
system except those contained within a spacecraft 
module or available as STS baseline equipments. 
WBS TITLE: ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT 
WBS Number: 3X34 
This element summarizes the activities and materials 
required to perform final assembly, checkout and 
acceptance testing of the completed system. 
WBS TITLE: SPARES-AIRBORNE 
was Number: 3X4 
This element summarizes the effort to fabricate and 
maintain subsystem spares necessary to support the 
servicing and maintenance of system hardware at 
test and launch sites. 
was TITLE: LOGISTI·CS 
WBS Number: 3X5 
This element summarizes the effort to develop, im-plement and maintain a logistics activity to support 
the system hardware and includes maintainability 
analysis, spares management, analysis of support 
requirements, inventory management, warehousing and 
storage, training requirements and equipment, tech-
nical manuals and transportation analyses and plan-
ning. 
WBS LEVEL 5 
WBS LEVEL 5 
WBS LEVEL 5 
WBS LEVEL 4 
WBS LEVEL 4 
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TabZe IX-2 Work Breakdown struature Diationary (ConaZ'dJ 
WBS TITLE: GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT WBS LEVEL 4 
WB.§. Number: 3X6 
This element summarizes the design, production, soft-
ware and maintenance activities for equipment required 
during fabricatiori effort and at the launch site to 
checkout, test, service, handle, transport, maintain 
and refurbish the airborne hardware. 
WBS TITLE: FACILITIES WBS LEVEL 4 
WBS Number: 3X7 
This element covers facilities (new or modification 
to existing) for fabrication, test, lalInch, mainten-
ance and refurbishment of an operational program. 
Use of basic launch and operations facilities planned 
for the orbiter (if appropriate) is not included. The 
facilities effort includes planning, acquisition or 
modification and maintenance. 
WBS TITLE: OPERATIONAL SITE SERVICES 
\.J'BS Number: 3X8 
This element summarizes the repetitive services and 
activities of launch operations, flight operations 
and maintenance/refurbishment. Launch operations 
include vehicle receiving and inspection, prelaunch 
checkout, orbiter/tug mating and checkout and 
launch countdown. Flight operations include mis-· 
sion planning, flight control, data reduction, 
analysis and documentation. Haintenance/refurbish-
ment is restoring the reusable airborne vehicle, 
after each mission, to a readiness condition for 
subsequent missions. All costs pertaining to the 
vehicle inspection, maintenance/refurbishment, both 
scheduled and unscheduled .. testing and checkout are 
included. 
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The work breakdown structure served as a common framework for all cost estimates. Continuity and correlation of cost data across the various spacecraft and maintenance concepts was assured by means of this WBS. Cost data for each program element, except the orbiter and tug, were developed to WBS levels as follows: 
1) Spacecraft 
Level 3 2) Spacecraft/module refurbishment Level 3 3) Maintenance concept 
Nonhardware 
Level 4 Hardware 
Level 5 Orbiter and tug costs are operations costs and a cost per launch for each was supplied by MSFC. 
Following the establishment of the WBS, a generalized format was established to compare the~osts of the three modes according to the WBS. Figure IX-3 presents the general organization of the cost estimation which was used throughout the study to establish cost comparisons. 
Expendable Ground Refurbishable On-Orbit Maintainable Launch SIC Launch, Retrieve & launch SIC, launch & 
---i Orbiter 
Relaunch SIC Return Servicer & Modules 
---[§J launch SIC Launch, RetrieVe & launch SIC, launch & Relaunch SIC Return Servicer & Modules 
-;;-~ Basic Modified Basic Modified Basic 'la Basic Modified Basic for Fleet Modified Basic for Fleet 
... 
-HProductlon I ~ u ff 
Size Size 
r- .... g. E VI 
Launch CIO, launch CIO for Fleet launch CIO for Fleet 
~ 
- 4aperatlons .1 e Sustaining Size Size c.. ;:' L--
~ ~ ::I '81: ::EQ) N/A Refurbish SIC, launch Replace Modules, launch a: E I-- .... .s: --{Operations I CIO of Refurbished CIO of Modules, Sustain-... ..!!! u ,Q SIC, Sustaining ing ff" .... .2 Q. Q) ~ 
~ ~ NlA NlA Develop for Servicer 
c: 
~ 
-l Production I "-~t NlA NlA Develop for Servicer ltl. N/A N/A Launch CIO Servicer, 
.... 0 
-l Operations I ::Eu 
Sustaining Servicer 
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Costing equations for each of the modes were then established to match 
'the WBS cost formC!f.:. Figures IX-4, iX-5, and IX-6 present the costing 
equations used for the three m0des of expendable, ground refurbishable, 
and on-orbit maintainable. They are presented in the respective WBS for-
mats and show the various cost parameters which were" input. Table IX-3 
presents a definition of all the cost parameters used. 
PabZe IX-3 Costing Parameters 
PARAMETERS - DifFERENT FOR EACH MODE 
PARAMETERS - SAME FOR ALL MODES EXPENDABLE GROUND REFURBISHABLE ON-ORBIT MAINTAINABLE n 
- NUMBER OF OPERATING CKPE - SUS- LFI - LOS S FACTOR - RE-CYCLES (NUMBER OF EX- TRIEVE PENDABLE SPACECRAFT) TAINING 
nf - ON-ORBITFLEET SIZE LF2 - LOSS FACTOR, SIC Lr3 - LOS S FACTOR, SIC CSIC - SPACECRAFT UNIT COST RF 
- REPLACEMENT SIC pf 
- PARTS FACTOR 
CNR - SPACECRAFT DDT&E PF - PARTS FACTOR sf 
- FACTOR TO MOD I FY SIC 
UNIT COST LF 
- LOSS FACTOR, EMPLACE SF 
- FACTOR TO MOD I FY d 
- FACTOR TO MOD I FY SIC UNIT COST DDT&E R 
- RATIO OF LAUNCH CIO TO D 
- FACTOR TO MODIFY CKPO - SUSTAINING SIC COST DDT&E 
CKPG - SUSTAINING CS1 - SERVICER PRODUCTION 
CS2 - SERVICER OPERATIONS 
CSN - SERVICER DDT&E 
a 
- LAUNCH SHAR I NG FACTOR b 
- LAUNCH SHARING FACTOR FOR ORBITER FOR TUG 
Co - ORB ITER LAUNCH COST Ct - TUG LAUNCH COST 
Ju - LOAD FACTOR, ORBITER 
"t - LOAD FACTOR, TUG 
, 
J 
B. MISS ION MODEL SELECTION 
For the cost analysis, the expendable mode consisted of launching the 
desired number of satellites to obtain the desired on-orbit fleet size and 
then replacing each satellite as it fails until the pt"ogram is complete. 
The ground-refurbishable maintenance mode is similar to the expendable 
mode except that when a flatellite fails it is retrieved from space, repaired 
and checked out on the ground, and then again placed in orbit. When the 
availability requirement is high, then additional spacecraft are procured 
in the ground refurbishment mode so that the replacement spacecraft can be 
launched as soon as possible. The failed spacecraft is retrieved on the 
launch flight if the capability exists, otherwise On a separate flight. 
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Figure IX-4 BxpendabZe Cost Equation 
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The on-orbit maintainable mode also starts like the expendable mode ex-
cept that when a satellite fails, an on-orbit servicer carries replacement 
• 
modules to the failed satellite, replaces the failed modules as well as 
any degraded modules, and then the on-orbi t servicer returns to earth. 
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The economic comparison of the three maintenance modes; expendable, 
ground refurbishable, and on-orbit maintainable, involves a knowledge of 
the number of spacecraft failures expected, the number of spacecraft on-
orbit at one time, the fraction of a spacecraft that should be maintained, 
and the number of spacecraft that might be lost. Several of the prior and 
current studies have obtained measures of these items by use of reliabil-
ity simulation models incorporating the Monte C~r.10 process. To use such 
a model requires input data on anticipated failure rates, or reliability 
functions, for the level of element (spacecraft, module, subsystem, or 
component) that is being considered. In our case, we were interested in 
module failures so that reliability parameters would have to be established
 
at the module level. One problem that arises is that this data must be 
selected so that the resultant anticipated number of spacecraft failures 
fits the number of launches and on-orbit fleet sizes of the SSPD. This 
would involve an iterative process which must be performed for each of 
the spacecraft programs of interest. This process would involve a signifi-
cant detailed amount of work and would be too refined to be cons'istent 
with the level of definition of the data in the SSPD and payload model. 
It was determined that the use of a simulation model in this study would 
have been too precise with regard to the proper sensitivity for the deci-
sions to be made. 
The decision on which maintenance mode to develop should not be based 
on the assumed reliability of some module in some spacecraft; reliability 
estimates can change and certain s~acecraft programs might never exist. 
More explicity, one of the objectives of our study was to select and 
justify between the three maintenance mode alternatives: expendable, 
ground refurbishable, and on-orbit Inaintainable. Part of that selection 
involved an understanding of the sensitivity of the selection to the 
various parameters involved. Each of the spacecraft program elements 
would be varied about its nominal value as a part of the sensitivity 
study (section L) to determine its importance in evaluating 
the recommended mode. Therefore, it was primarily necessary that a 
represeO'f;.;ative number be established for each spacecraft program element. 
If it should develop that the mode selection critically depends on speci-
fic values of certain spacecraft p.lements, then a rationale different 
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from the comparative costing analysis
 would have to be used to make the 
decision, as we can have little confid
ence in any prediction of the flight 
situation five to twenty years in the
 future. (Sensitivity study results 
later showed that the general conclusi
ons of the cost analysis were fairly 
insensitive to a wide variation in th<2
 data.) 
In performing the economic evaluation,
we have suggested and used an 
analytic method of calculating the im
portant costing parameters rather than
 
a Monte Carlo computer simulation mod
el. We chose the analytic method 
because of the available level of inpu
t data for all the spacecraft, the 
ease of performing the sensitivity stu
dies of the costing parameters input, 
and the proper sensitivity, with regar
d to the input data/output costs, 
as to the decision on which maintenanc
e mode can provide the greatest 
economic benefits. The analytic metho
d involved primarily the ground rule 
of maintaining a constant program ava
ilability and a constant spacecraft 
reliability across the three maintenan
ce modes for the selected mission 
model. The study mission model used f
or costing was the maintenance 
applicable set Df spacecraft, as descr
ibed in chapter III. 
This model is a very preliminary estim
ate and is expected to change 
significantly as time goes on. Howe
ver, the maintenance applicable set 
must be considered as the best represe
ntative case on which to make the 
economic evaluations and the data in i
t can be accepted. It is possible 
to ac~ept some uqcertainty in the spa
cecraft program elements. The effects
 
of the uncertainties were fully evalu
ated in the sensitivity study. 
Before that mission model could be use
d for the sensitivity study, it 
was necessary to eliminate inconsiste
ncies in the data which could project 
errors or uncertainties into the cost
 comparison. The basic premise of 
the analytic technique is that the mi
ssion model presents a basic relia-
bility of a spacecraft and a basic av
ailability for the spacecraft program 
and these must be held constant across
 the three modes. The three para-
meters which represent that data are t
he number of operating cycles (n), 
the on-orbit fleet size (nf), and the average o
perating time (ADT) of 
each spacecraft. 
For example, if the performance of a 
certain group of experiments 
requires one spacecraft in orbit and t
he mission model shows one launch 
per year for 5 years, then it can be a
ssumed that that spacecraft is 
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e~pected to perform reliably for one year after launch before an expected 
failure, and that a replacement spacecraft would be launched after one 
year, and each succeeding year, up to four replacement flights. Even 
though that spacucraft may eventually be dev~loped and built with a higher 
reliability, we must use an expendable spacecraft with a One year average 
operating time (AOT) with four replacement flights as the basis for 
costing across the expendable~ ground refurbishable, and on-orbit mainte-
nance modes. We could then accomplish that mission with five expendable 
spacecraft, with one spacecraft th~t is brought back to the ground and 
refurbished once each year. or with one spacecraft that is refurbished 
on-orbit each year. This case would be represented by the number of op-
erating cycles being five (n = 5), the on-orbit fleet size of one (nr = 1) 
and the average operating time being 1 year (AOT = 1). 
Similarly, where the SSPD shows a spacecraft that is launched and then 
serviced on-orbit every year for four yea~s aftex the initial launch, it 
is postulated that this mission can also be performed by launching five 
one-year expendable spacecraft, or by returning it to the ground and 
repairing it each year. 
These basic postulates on spacecraft reliability are necessary to 
insure that the costing of three separate maintenance modes was performed 
equitably. 
The raw data -in the mission model presented these paratneters, but in 
many cases the data was inconsistent and had to be revised. For example, 
the SSPD launch schedule for INTELSAT showed 16 launches. an on-orbit 
fleet size of between 7 and 10, and an average operational time of from two 
to 16 years. In ~nother source, the average operational time was shown as 
~ 1. These types of inconsistencies existed for about half of the space-
craft. The method used to reconcile these inconsistencies involved the 
following general steps z 
1) Obtain correct on-orbit fleet size for each spacecraft program 
from an independent source or analysis of mission objective. 
2) Maintain the same number of flights as in the mission model. 
3) Maintain the same launch schedule as in mission model. 
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4) Modify average operational time to be compatible with correct 
on-orbit fleet size • 
5) Modify launch schedule as required if step 4) is not sufficient. 
The original maintenance applicable set contained 49 spacecraft pro-
grams with 335 missions. A revised mission model for the maintenance 
applicable set of 47 spacecraft programs and 317 missions was established 
for the preliminary cost analysi~. During the performance of the pre-
liminary aualysis, it 'was discovered that the mission model being used was 
penalizing t~e on-orbit maintainable and ground refurbishable modes for 
some programs during the later portion of the period being investigated 
in that spacecraft were being launched without being serviced. Since the 
cost benefits of maintenance, whether on the ground or in-orbit, occurs 
only when a spacecraft has been serviced, and a cost penalty must be paid 
to first produce and launch a maintainable spacecraft, it was felt that 
to make the cost comparison between the three modes more equitable, it 
was necess'ary to complete some amount of servicing on all spacecraft that 
were launched. This made it necessary to l consider missions past 1991 •. As 
a nlinimum, it was decided to service each spacecraft that was launched 
prior to 1991 at least once (that would be compared with launching another 
expendable spacecraft at the same time). Since the preliminary cost anal-
ysis also showed that the more a spacecraft was serviced, the greater the 
savings over the expendable mode, it was also decided to extend certain 
spacecraft programs in the period after 1991 by having more than one 
servicing per spacecraft. This was done on spacecraft programs started 
immediately prior to 1991 that were planned to last for longer than the 
2 or 3 year period until 1991. The revised mission model was then expanded 
for the 47 programs from 317 missions to 340 missions, all 23 additional 
missions occurring after 1991. Figure IX-7 presents the maintenance mission 
model used for the final cost analysis. Table lX-4 presents a summary of 
the maintenance applicable set mission model data for values of n, nf, and 
ADT as used during the various phases of this study. The "ORIGINAL" column 
lists n,. nf, and ADT values originally developed during the first half' of 
the study. The "PRELIMINARY" column lists the n, nf, and AOT values for 
the revised mission model used during the preliminary cost analysis in the 
third quarter of this study. The "FINAL" column lists the final mission 
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TabZe IX-4 Maintenance Mission Model Summary 
I Payload 
Payload Hodel ORIGINAL PR
ELIMINARY 
No. Code No, LEO Spacecraft Name n nf 
AOT n nf AOT n 
AS-03-A IIST-lB I r.osmic Raok.round "XD loror 7 
1 1 7 1 1 7 
SO-03-A AST-J Solar Haximllm Mission 
6 ~ 6 < 6 
HE-09-A AST-4 Lar[!e High Ener[!v Observotorv B 
2 
-
1 1 
" 
1 
HE-03-A AST-5A Extended X-RaY Survey 
3 1-2 1 3 1 1 3 
HF._OR_ ,"1'-,R I nh 
3 -2 3 1 1 3 
HP._ 
-
'"1'-SC 'OTnp H; nh ~n>T' 
(' 2 1 .- 2 1 2 2 
,HE-OS-A '"T-50 Hinh Latitude Cosmic Rav Survev 
1 1 3 1 1 3 1 
AS-Ol-A AST-6 Larne SDace Telescope 
12 1 1 12 1 1 12 
SO-02-A AST-7 Large Solar Observatory -
'loT 'T T 'T 
HE-ll-A AST-9A Laree Hioh Energv Observatorv D 
4 1-2 1 4 1 '2 4 
HE-Ol-A AST-9B Large X-Ray Telescooe Facilitv 3 
1-2 1 3 1 2 3 
1IS-07-A AST-Nl 3m Ambient Temperature IR- TelescoDe 9 
1 1 9 1 1 9 
AS-ll-A AST-N2 105m IR Telescooe 
36 ,1 .25 11 1 11 
AS-13-A AST-N3 UV -Survev Telescooc 6 
1 ,25 6 1 6 
AS-14-A AST-N4 1m UV - ootical TelescoDe 
11 1 1 11 1 1 11 
AS-17-A AST-N5 30m IR Interferometer 
4 1 1 4 1 1 4 
~:;;:n;IlY-1A Small High Energv Satellite 6 1 1 {) T 1 b 
AP-04-A 'PHY-2A Gravitntional and Relativity· Satellite - LEO 
2: 'T '7 1 1 . .2 
HE-12-A PHY-S Cosmic Ray Laboratorv 5 1 
1 5 1 1 5 
LS- 2-A LS-l Biomedical Experiment Scient c Sate ite. 25 
1 ,5 25 ,5 25 
EO-OB-A EO-3 Earth Observatorv Satellite 19 1-
4 1-2 16 2 1 16 
EO-lO-A EO-5 Applications EXDlorer Special Pur ose Sate lite -
2 
OP-02-A EOP-5 Gravitv Gradiometer 
1 1 1 1 T 1 1 
'OP-04-A EOP-7 GRAVSAT 
1 1 2 1 1 2 1 
OP-05-A EOP-8 Vee tor Ma~netometer Satellite 
9 3 1 9 1 9 
OP-51-A NN/0-14 Global Earth and Ocean Monitorinc Svs tern 
9 3 2 9 ~ 
1 TOTAL LEO 209 30-38 - 180 32 - l~O 
HEO/HEO Spacecraft Name 
AS-05-A AST-IC Advanced Radio Astronomv EKoiorer 
3 1-2 3 1 3 3 
• "-16- A~1'-8 .arl!e Radio bsorv"ton Ar'rSv 
4 1 2 4 I .. 
" 
AP-01-A PHY-lS Upper Atmosphere Explorer 
2 1 1 2 1 1 ! 2 
AP-02-A PHY-1C ExplUI'cr .. Medium Altitude 
J T T "1 J 
AP-05-A PHY-3A Environmental Perturbation Satellite-A 
1 1 3 1 1 3 1 
AP-07-A PHY·3B Environmental Perturbation Satellite"B 
2 '1 3 2 1 3 2 
-
EO-09-A EO-4 Synchronous Earth Observatory Satellite 8 
2 1-2 8 2 2 8 
EO-12-A EO-a TIROS 
2 '1 2 1 2 
" 
CN-51-A NN 0-1 INTELSAT 
16 7-10 2-1 16 9 6 18 
CN-53-A NN/0-2B DONSAT B 
14 10 7-1 11 7 6 14 
CN-58-A NN O-ZC ooNSAT C 
6 5-7 3-6 6 '.'!' 
-i- .Jl 
r.N-54-A NN D-J Disaster Warn In. Satellite 
3 5 2-4 
" 
r 4 
CN-55-A NN/0-4 Traffic Nana.ement Satellite 
6 5 2-7 14 7 5 14 
CN-56-A UN 0 .. 5.\ Furainn ommunicat on ~::lte ite-
7 7 1-3 20 12 6 24 
CN-,9- 1,,,,/0_' ""n n~'"ntvnP 
3 3-5 1-2 3 1 4 3 
EO-56-A NN/D-8 Environmental l1onitorin~ Satellit:c 
7 1-2 1-2 7 1 1 7 
EO- 5 7 - A NN/O-~-::- .Eoreign SynChronous H£!teorological SDtcllite 5 --¥-+-8 ~ ~..L 4 6 
EO-58- NN 0-10 Gcusvnchronous Oncrst 10nDl Meteorological Sate 11 i te 
3-4 2, 3 8 
EO-61-A NN/D-ll C'lrth Resources SlIrvey Operational Satelli.te 13 
1-2 1-2 11 2 2 11 
EO-59-A NN/o-ll Geosynchronous Earth Resources Satellite 4 
2 2 4 "2 
-
2 ln 
EO-62-A NN 0-13 Porebm Svnchronoll~ Earth Observation Satelllte 
4 1-2 1-3 4 2 1 2 ,0 
CN-52-A NN 0- D ~ 
-
DRO PPED FRIl!'fT1J\o 
CN-60-A NN/D-5B Foreign Communication Sat.·B 
3 7 4-7 
TOTAL NEO " HEO 126 79-91 -
137 61 
-
160 
rTOTAL 335 1
09-129 - 317 / 93 / - /340 J 
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model used in the final cost analyses and includes the 23 additional mis-
sions flown after 1991 to provide a more equitable comparison between 
expendable and maintainable modes. 
Another factor observed during the performance of the preliminary cost 
analysis indicated that the mission model used also could penalize some 
expenddble spacecraft programs during the early portion of the shuttle era. 
This was because in the cost analysis a total DDT&E cost was included for 
each expendable program, and for each maintainable program~ regardless of 
whether or not those programs had flown expendable spacecraft prior to 
1979. If a program had flown spacecraft prior to 1979, then almost no 
new DDT&E would be required to fly expendable spacecraft after 1979. How-
ever, it is possible that almost all of the DDT&E budgeted for the on-orbit 
maintainable spacecraft would still be required, over and above the DDT&E 
already expended for the expendable spacecraft. It was not possible to 
calculate the effect of this problem and it was decided to temporarily 
ignore it. It Wc!IS decided to designate those programs which 
might be affected by this problem, review the total costs at the end of the 
cost analysis, and then to determine the possible effects on those total 
program costs. Table IX-S presents a list of the programs in the mainte-
nance mission model which launch spacecraft prior to 1979. The 1979 date 
applies to low earth orbit (LEO) spacecraft only. High earth orbit 
spacecraft are to be flown expendable until 1982. 
It should be noted here that the economic benefits of servicing are 
highly dependent upon the mission model being considered. The SSPD and 
payload model data were combined into a mission model to create as "real" 
a test case as possible to be used to compare costs for servicing against 
expendable. The actual missions flo~n during the shuttle era will almost 
certainly vary quite widely from this mission model, but it is hoped that 
the data in the sensitivity analyses will provide indications as to what 
happens to the costs as the mission model varies. 
C. LAUNCH COST REIMBURSEMENT POLICY 
Launch cost reimbursement policy (LCRP) is the name given to the 
method to be used to charge the space shuttle users and to reimburse NASA 
for the recurring costs of the space shuttle system including, for our 
purposes, both orbiter flights and tug flights. Since most of the system 
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TabZe IX-5 Spacecraft Programs with launches Prior to 1979 (1982) 
PAYLOAD LAUNCHES, 
PAYLOAD MODEL 1979 AND LAUNCHES PRIOR TO 
NO, CODE NO, SPACECRAFT NAME AFTER 1979 
AS-03-A ASHB COSM IC BACKGROUND EXPLORER 7 ?(9 BETWEEN AST-IA, 
AST-IB, AST-IC) 
SO-03-A AST-3 SOLAR MAXIMUM MISS ION 6 1 
HE-D9-A AST-4 LHEO B 1 3 
HE-07-A PHY-IA SMALL HIGH ENERGY SATELLITE 6 ?19 BETWEEN PHY-IA, 
PHY-IB, PHY-IC, PHY-lD) 
EO-08-A EO-3 EOS 16 3 
EO-I0-A EO-5 APPLICATIONS EXPLORER 16 3 
LAUNCHES, 
1982 AND LAU NCHES P R I OR TO 
AFTER 1982 
AS-05-A ASHC ADVANCED RATIO AST. EXPL. 3 7 (9 BETWEEN AST -lA, 
ASHB, AST-IC) 
AP-DI-A PHY-IB UAE 2 ?(9 BETWEEN PHY-IA, PHY-
IB, PHY-IC, PHY-lD) 
AP-02-A PHY-IC EXPLORER - MEDIUM ALTITUDE 3 7 
EO-09-A EO-4 SEOS 8 1 
EO-12-A EO-6 TlROS 2 1 
CN-51-A NNID-l iNTELSAT 18 14 
CN-53-A N~D-2B DOMSAT B 14 7(20 BETWEEN N~D-2A, NNfD-
2B, MOST PROBABLY ALL 
ARE NNID-2M 
CN-55-A NNlD-4 TMS 14 11 
CN-60-A NNlD-5 FOREIGN COMSAT 24 13 
EO-56-A N~D-8 EMS (AIR SAT) 7 2 
EO-57-A NNlD-9 FOR. SYNCH. MET. SAT. 6 2 
EO-58-A NN/D-lO GEO. OP. MET. SAT. 8 6 
EO-61-A NNlD-11 EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY OP. SAT. 11 4 
will be reusable, ~he costs will involve mainly operations costs plus some 
costs for the nonreusable portion (external tank). Because one of the 
purposes of the STS is to provide low launch costs to potential users, a 
policy is required to calculate the lowest costs to users, while still 
permitting NASA to recoup recurring costs of the system. 
The basic premise used for the LCRP in this study is that every STS user 
pays for the portion of the orbiter and tug capabilities that his spacecraft 
requires. This means that first the capabilities of the orbiter and the tug to 
emplace and retrieve spacecraft in various orbits must be known. What-
ever percentages of this capability that a spacecraft uses is the percentage 
of the total launch cost that that particular spacecraft must pay. 
For the orbiter, the capability is calculated in terms of the weight 
of the spacecraft to be carried, and the volume of the spacecraft, since 
it must occupy a portion of a limited volume in the cargo bay. For the 
tug, only the spacecraft weight is included in the ca.pability; the space-
craft volume is important only in the cargo bay. (Weights and volumes 
of payload support system cradles, adapters, control and display equipment, 
and tug support equipment must be included, where applicable.) 
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The Space Shuttle Payload Accommodations document (bibliography item 
D-l) and the Baseline Space Tug documents (blbliography items E-5 thru E-8) 
provide current indlcations of orbiter and tug capabilities. Tables IX-6 
and IX-7 and Figure IX-8 provide a summary of the orbiter and tug capabil-
ities as used for the LeRP. Note that the orbiter volume capability is 
measured in terms of payload bay length utilized. This policy then tends 
to force a spacecraft designer to use as little of the length of the payload 
bay and as much of the diameter for his spacecraft as possible, resulting 
in potentially better space utilization of the payload bay. 
POINT DETERMINED BY 
TUG COSTING CURVE ---- TUG TANKS FULL 
4000 
ORB PL WT = 65000 LB 
CD 
.....I 
rUG r,:::----
I-
~ QRB p1rv:s FULL 
--z T <65000 TUa ;;;-
~ ORB PL wi _NOT FULL 
0 
- 65000 
0 
« 
9 ~ >-
« ~ Il.. 
~ 
1000 ~ 
O~--~~--~~--~~--~~--~ ____ ~ __ ~L-~~L-
o 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
PAYLOAD UP WEIGHT, LB 
Figure IX-8 Tug Geostationary Performanoe 
Equations were established to calculate how much weight and length each 
payload should be charged. Two major categories were established; low 
earth orbit spacecraft, delivered only by the orbiter, and tug-delivered 
spacecraft. For the maintenance applicable set, the tug-delivered space-
craft comprise two subgroups; those going to geostationary orbits and those 
going to nongeostationary orbits. These correspond, roughly, to high earth 
orbit (REO) missions and medium earth orbit (~mo) missions, although one of 
the nongeostationary spacecraft goe,s to twice geosynchronous altitude but 
with no plane change. 
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Table IX-6 Orbiter and Tug Capabilities 
WEIGHT LENGTH 
ORBITER UP CAPABILITY SEE FIGURES 3-3 THROUGH 3-12 OF 60 ft WITHOUT OMS KITS 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ITEM D-l 
65,000 Ib MAXIMUM, ALSO NOM 1- 50.3 ft WITH I, 2, or 3 
NAL FOR 28.5° INCLINATION, UP OMS KITS 
TO 190 n mi ORBIT 
ORBITER DOWN CAPABILITY SEE FIGURE 3-15 OF BI BLIOGRA- 60 ft WITHOUT OMS KITS 
PHY ITEM D-l 
32,000 Ib MAXIMUM, ALSO NOMI- 50.3 ft WITH I, 2, or 3 
NAL FOR ALL CI RCULAR ORBITS OMS KITS 
250 n mi AND 90° INCLI NA-
TION 
TUG UP CAPABILITY 7,500 Ib TO GEOSTATIONARY WITH 
NO DOWN (SEE FIGURE IX-8) 
TUG ORBITS OTHER THAN GEOSTA-
TIONARY CALCULATED SEPA-
RATELY. (SEE TABLE IX-8) 
TUG DOWN CAPABILITY 3,200 Ib FROM GEOSTAtiONARY, 
WITH NO UP. (SEE FIGURE IX-7) 
TUG ORBITS OTHER THAN GEOSTA-
TIONARY CALCULATED SEPA-
RATELY. (SEE TABLE IX-7) 
Table IX-? Tug Capabilities for Nongeostationary Spacecraft 
ORBIT (APOGEE-n mil MAX UP MAX DOWN NUMBER OF MISSIONS 
PERIGEE-n miliNCLIN- CAPABILITY CAPABILITY IN MA I NTENANCE AP-
SPACECRAFT ATION- Degree) Ob) Ob) PLICABLE SET 
GEOSTATIONARY 19,323119.323/0° 7,900 3,400 128 (80%) 1---'---
AST-8 38,635/38,635/28.50 8,850 4,130 4 (2.5%) 
PHY-IB 1,900/140/90° 22,490 125,220 2 (1.25%) 
(ORBITER 
LIMITED TO 
32.000)' 
PHY-IC 19, 986/1,000128.50 23,660 25,310" 3 (1.875%) 
PHY-3A 6,895/6,895/55° 16,780 16,490 1 (0.625%) 
--~-~ .-
PHY-3B 6,895/6,895/55° 16,780 16,490 2 (1. 25%) 
EO-6 915/905/102.970 15,510 83,910 2 (1.25%) (ORBITER LIMITED 
TO 32, 000)· 
NNlD-8 915/9051102.97° 15,510 83,910 7 (4.375%) (ORBITER LIMITED 
TO 32,000)" 
NNiD-ll 490/490/99° 21,620 268,720 11 (6.875'70) (ORBITER LIM ITED 
TO 32, 000)-
TOTAL 160 
.TUG PLUS ORBITER INTERFACE REQU IRES 7,050 OF 32, 000, LEAVI NG 24,950 FOR SPACECRAFT. 
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Table IX-8 presents a list of the equations used to calculate the weights 
and lengths to be used for charging, for the expendable, ground refurbish-
able, and on-orbit maint'ainable modes for LEO spacecraft, only. Table IX-9 
presents the weight equations used for tug charging, and Table IX-IO pre-
sents the weight and length equations used for orbiter charging, for the 
MEO and HEO spacecraft. Table IX-ll provides a definition of all terms 
used in Tables IX-B, IX-9, and IX-IO. There are Some differe.nce in the 
ground rules used to ~alculate up and down weights and lengths for Tables 
IX-B, IX-9, and IX-IO. Table IX-12 presents a list of the ground rules 
used to calculate up and down weights and lengths • 
TabZe IX-12 Ground RuZes for Up and Down Weights and Lengths 
FULLY-LOADED SPACECRAFT ARE LAUNCHED, WHERE APPLICABLE 
IN ALL THREE MODES; HOWEVER, ONLY EMPTY SPACECRAFT (CON-
SUMABLES HAVE BEEN USED OR PURGED) ARE RETRIEVED FOR 
GROUND REFURB I SHMENT. 
FULLY-LOADED MODULES ARE LAUNCHED FOR ON-ORBIT MAl NTE-
NANCE; HOWEVER, EMPTY MODULES ARE RETURNED FOR LEO SPACE-
CRAFT, WHILE NO MODULES ARE RETURNED FOR TUG-DELIVERED 
SPACECRAFT. 
THE PAYLOAD SUPPORT EQUIPMENT IS RETRIEVED FOR ALL MODES 
FOR LEO SPACECRAFT; THE PAYLOAD SUPPORT EQUIPMENT IS NOT 
RETURNED FOR ALL MODES FOR TUG-DELIVERED SPACECRAFT. 
THE B FACTOR I S MADE UPOF B UP AND B DOWN. WHERE B DOWN 
IS NOT ZERO, B UP IS USED TO CALCULATE ORBITER UP CHARGES 
AND B DOWN IS USED TO CALCULATE ORBITER DOWN CHARGES. 
WHERE B DOWN IS ZERO, B UP IS USED FOR BOTH. 
After the calculation of the STS capabilities, and the calculation of 
the up and down weights and lengths, the next step is to combine them into 
the correct terms for the LCRP. Table IX-13 presents the equations used 
to do this. Note the basic difference between the equations used for 
orbiter and for tug. The r~e30n they are different is that the up capa-
bility and the down capability of the orbiter are indepedent of each 
other, while on the tug, they are directly dependent on each other, as 
was shown in Figure IX-B. For the Qrbiter, a
up =Mx[fl ,f2 ], adown = 
;} IX-23 
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TabLe IX-8 Weight and Length Equations fop LEO Spacecl'aft 
EXPENDABLE 
GROUND REFURBISHABLE 
WUP = WS/ C + WC&D + WpL SUP 
WDN = WS/ C .. WCONS + WC&D + WpL SUP 
ON-ORBIT MAINTAINABLE 
LUp = LSER 
LDN = LSER 
* SEE TABLE IX-II FOR DEFINITION OF TERMS 
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Table IX-9 Weight Equations fo~ Tug fo~ MEa & HEO Spaaearaft 
EXPENDABLE 
(for n) 
GROUND REFURBISHABLE 
WUP = W sic + WpL SUP (for n) 
WDN = W sic -=- WCONS + WpL SUP 
ON-ORBIT MAINTAINABLE 
WUP = WSER + WMODU 
WDN = W SER 
* SEE TABLE IX-ll FOR DEFINITION OF TERMS 
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TabZe IX-l0 Weight and Length Equations for Orbiter for MEO & BEO Spacecraft 
EXPENDABLE 
*WUP = W Sic + wpL SUP + WC&D + b(WWG F) 
WDN = WC&D + b(WTUG E) 
LUp = Ls/c + LpL SUP + b(LTUG ) 
L,DN = b (LTUG) 
GROUND REFURBISHABLE 
(for n) 
(for n) 
(for n) 
(for n) 
WDN = WS/C - WCONS + WpL SUP + WC&D + b(WTUG E) 
WDN = WC&D + b(WTUG E) 
(for n-nf ) 
(for nf ) 
Lup = LS/C + LpL SUP + b(LTTJ'G) 
LDN = L S/C + LpL SUP +b(LTUG ) 
LDN = b(LTUG) 
ON-ORBIT MAINTAINABLE 
WUP = WS/C + WpL SUP + WC&D +b(WTUG F) 
WDN = WC&D + b(WTUG E) 
WUP = WSER + W MODU + WC&D + b(WTUG F) 
WDN = WSER + WC&D + b(WTUG E) 
LUp = LSI C + LpL SUP + b (LTUG ) 
LDN = b (L TUG) 
LUp = LSERV + b (LTUG ) 
LDN = LSERV + b(LTUG ) 
* SEE TABLE ~-ll FOR DEFINITION OF TERMs 
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Table IX-l1 Definition of Terms 
Wup = W(light carried up, charged to particular program, lbs 
W
DN 
= Weight carried down, charged to particular program, Ibs 
LUp = Length ca~ried up, charged to particular program, ft 
LDN = Length carried down, charged to particular program, ft 
W
s
/
c 
Fully-loaded spacecraft weight, lbs 
WC&D = Weight of spacecraft-dedicated controls and displays, lbs 
W
pL 
SUP = Payload bay spacecraft support equipment ,.,eight, lbs 
LS/ C = Length of spacecraft, ft 
LpL SUP = Payload bay spacecraft support equipment length, ft 
WCONS = Weight of consumables in spacecraft, lbs 
WSER = Servicer weight, lbs 
= Weight of modules carried up (fully loaded), lbs 
= Weight of modules carried down (empty), lbs 
- Servicer length, ft 
W
TUG 
F = Weight of fully loaded tug in payload bay, lbs 
W
TUG 
E = Weight of empty tug in payload bay, Ibs 
L
TUG = Length of tug, ft 
b = Tug charging factor used to charge tug up and down to 
orbiter costs 
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H Table IX-13 Shuttle User Charges - Launch Cost Reimbursement Policy Evaluations ~ 
N 
00 
, ._·.i-~' -:'!:' ";;.:;;;:.: c':' ~"-;, ,~ t'··.·-::: 
CHARGE 
PL UP 
PL DOWN 
ORBITER 
C orb 
Mx [f1' f2] ,\ ORB 
J C orb Mx [f3' f4 ,\ ORB 
f = PL up wt .... ._ 
1 PL up wt oapability + PL dnwt capability 
TUG 
C Tug 
f5 "TUG 
C Tug 
f6 "'TUG 
f = PL up length .... 
2 PL up length capability + Pl dn length.capability 
PL dn wt 
f3 = PL up wt capability + PL dn wt capability 
_ PLdn length f -_._. .. - .. 
4 PL up length capability + -Pl-dn lengtheapablht-y-
PL up wt 
f5 = PL up wt capability 
PL dn wt 
f6 = PL dn wt capability 
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i 1 
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bup = fS' bdown = f6' and b = bup + bdown = 
factors for the orbiter and the tug, ~ b = 
or 
For the tug, 
The average load 
0.70 and ~tug = 0.85, were 
suggested by NASA . Table IX-l4 presents a summary of the spacecraft in 
the maintenance applicable set and the values used to calculate up and 
down weights and lengths. These values we~e taken mostly from the SSPD 
and the payload model and modified for use, as appropriate, although data 
on the payload support equipment weights and lengths were based on data 
from the MMC Study, Multi-Use Mission Support Equipment, NAS8-30847 (biblio-
graphy items J-IO, -11, and -12). Table IX-IS presents the up and down 
capabilities as used for the maintenance applicable set, and Table IX-16 
presents a summary of a and b for the spacecraft in the maintenance appli-
cable set. 
Table IK-17 presents another form of summary of the data from the 
launch cost reimbursement policy as used for' this program. The data is 
presented in the form of "equivalent orbiter flights", and "equivalent 
tug flights" required to fly the maintenance applicable set in the expend-
able, ground refurbishable, and on-orbit maintainable modes. As can be 
seen, the number of "equivalent orbiters" required for the on-orbit main-
tainable mode is quite a bit less than for expendable, while the number of 
"equivalent tugs" is about the same. The numbers of "equivalent orbiters" 
and of "equivalent tugs" can be converted directly into cost. (The ground 
refurbishable mode clearly requires more tug and orbiter flights.) 
One of the purposes of utilizing a form of LCRP to cost the maintenance 
modes was to show the dependence of results on the form of the LCRP used. 
The value of total savings and costs, the seleci!:ions of the most economic 
maintenance mode, and maintenance operations considerations (return module 
or not, expendable servicer, etc.) all depend on the form of the LCRP 
used. The variations in the parametel~s used in this study for the LCRP 
were investigated in the cost sensitivity study. However, changes in the 
methods used to calculate LCRP as suggested in Table IX-18 can have an 
effect on the results of this study. 
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Table IX-14 Up and Down Weights and Lengths Summary 
Payload I 1 Payload Model 
WS/C 
, I 
No. Code No. LEO Spacecraft Name I I 
EX GR OOM WC&D IW PL SUE 1 
AS-03-A IA!':T-1R ,Cosmic Rack~round Exn10rer 1312 1347 1980 200 900 1 
SO-03-A AST-3 Solar Maximum Mis!,ion 1643 1678 2311 26 ~ 
HE-09-A AST-4 Large High Ener!!" ObservatorV" B 13792 13827 14460 265 .j 
HE-03-A AST-5A Extended X-Ray SUl:vev 16996 17031 17664 265 i 1 
HE:oR~A ~.j'-'iR ,:"~""pHi "h Rnp,.,,;;""iih"",p"\T~en,.v A 8515 8550 19183 265 "~ 
HE-10-A IAST-'" """r"" Hi"h Rn",."" nh.",."""nr,, r. 11098 11133 1176b 2b5 I I 
H~-05-A [.1ST-50 High Latitude Cosmic Rav Survey 14904 14939 15572 265 1 
1=. AS-Ol-A AST-6 Large Space Te1escooe 20169 20204 20837 265 r 11 SO-Ill-A AST-7 Large Solar Observatory 20~6 2103! 21664 1153 4 
lIE-ll-A AST-9A Large High Energv ObserYatory- D l4Z'l:>2 l429T IljJ2° ~o~ ! ~ 
lIE-Ol-A AST-9B Large X-Ray Te1escooe Facilitv 2120.9 21244 21877 265 1 
.. AS-07-A AST-N1 3m"A~bient Temperature IR Telescope 18282 18317 18950 265 I 
AS-ll-A AST-N2 1.5m IR Telescope 12661 12696 13329 265 1 
AS-13-A AST-N3 UV Survey Te1escone 7528 7563 8196 265 
"I ~ 
AS-14-A AST'-N4 1m UV - Optical Telescope I:lZ~~ 8289 8922 265 "I 
AS-lJ-A AST-N5 30m IR Interferometer 7027 7062 7695 265 I "I 
HE-07-A PHY-1A Small High Energy Satellite 1311 1346 "1979 200 I 'I 
AP-04-A PHY-2A GraYitational and Re1ativitv Satellite - LEO LJ2J 1358 1991 ~:ll I 
1IE-12-A PHY-5 Cosmic Ray Laboratory 21453 21488 22121 265 I 
LS-02-A LS-l Biomedical ~xperiment Scientific Satellite 4965 5000 . 5633 265 i 
EO-08-A EO-3 Earth ObseLliatorY Satellite 6994 7029 7662 100 i I 
EO-lO-A EO-5 Applications Explorer Special Purpose Satellite 310 3':'5 978 100 • OP-02-A EOP-5 Gravitv Gradiometer 7226 7210 7843 100 1 I 
OP-04-A EOP-7 GRAVSAT 6805 6840 8141 100 I I 
OP-05-A EOP-8 Vector Magnetometer Satellite 310 345 978 100 
OP-5l-A NN 0-14 Global Earth and Ocean Monitoring SYstem 2841 2876 3509 10 I 
MEO/HEO Spacecraft Name I· I 
AS-OS-A AST-lc Advanced Radio Astronomy Explorer 2644 2714 3980 232 450 I ,I 
AS-16-A IAST-8 arge "R.adio" nbservator.;-A"rrav" Ll~~ UJ4 ~7 lOS 
AP-Ol-A PRY-IB Upper Atmosphere Explorer 2004 1988 2621 251 
AP-02-A PHY-IC Explorer-Metiium Altitude 599 583 l216 251 
AP-05~A PHY-3A Environmental Perturbation Sate11ite-A 3281 3J16 3949 25J 1 
AP-07-A PHY-3B Environmental Perturbation S'atellite-B 8701 8736 9369 5~1 t 1 
EO-09-A EO-4 Synchronous Earth ObservatorVSatellite 3376 3411 4044 100 I j 
EO-12-A EO-6 TlROS 4706 4·74l 5374 100 ' ; 
, CN-51-A NN!D-l INTSLSAT 20YO 2'125 2513 l,Q0 11 
CN-53-A NN/D-2B DOMSAT B 3246 3281 3914 100 U 
CN-58-A NN/D-2C OOMSAT C 1913 1948 2581 100 I} 
CN-54-A INN/n-3 Inisaster Warning Sate1 ite 1285 1320 1953 100 , "). 
CN-55-A NN/0-4 Traffic Management Satellite b511 b~j _l:l26 luu I 
CN-56-A INN 0-5A Foreinn Communication Satellite- 705 740 1373 100 1 
r.N ~<;Q_ I~jn~ '''nmm''n;c~.;nno lli.n ""n~n'''no 2109 2144 2777 lOO ]I 
EO-56-A NN/0-8 Environmental Monitoring Satellite 4860 4895 5528 100 I 
EO-57-A NN/0-9 Foreign SYnchronous Meteorolootica1 Satellite 56b~ 5~0 1183 i 100 11 
EO-58-A NN/O-IO Geosvnchronous Onerational Meteorolo~ical Satellite 566 550 1183 100 • 11 
EO-61-A NN/O-ll Barth Resources Survey Ooerational Satellite 1616 1651 2284 100 I 
EO-59-A NN/D-12 Geosvnchronous Earth Resources Satellite 3376 3411 4044 100 '.I 
E _F.' _A mrln_ "n~oinri. ~"nch"nnn .. o "o~.h "hoa~"o"innSatellite 3376 3411 4044 100 I 
IX-30 .~'~{" 
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r.1j"'·'nl~. 
, 
/ 
J~ I 
R OOH WC&D r'PL SUJ' Ls/c LpL SU WeONS 
wSER IWgoDU WMODD LSER .- ! 
347 1980 200 900 10.3 ' 7.0 250 • 1030 . 558 495 4.0. 
. ' 
678 2311 26 10.5 7.0 65 404 393 
827 14460 265 .30.0 2.0 2760 1550 1301 
'031 17664 265 j 30.0 2.0 1222 1700 1590 
:550 19183 265 30.0 2.0 1266 1840 ,126 
,133 11766 205 .:IU.U L.U LLL, H09 1059 
,939 15572 265 30.0 2.0 1222 1511 1401 
'204 20837 265 r 42.3 2.0 2020 2057 187~ 
l03r 21664 115J :>tI.J. L.U 'LU.:I 'l.:l~ L~5u 
f'~, L4~JU :tb: j .:1.:1.5 :I.U l'l.Z 14:>4 p~4 
l244 21877 265 i :>L.:> L.U 1'+00 1'+U1 
D17 18950 265 40.1 2.0 3647 2034 1706 
1696 13329 265 30.0 .2.0 2684 1441 ' 1200 
7563 8196 265 30.0 2.0 ,21 757 738 
3289 8922 265 30.0 2.0 1222 9J3 803 
7062 7695 265 ! 55.9 2.0 265 716 693 
1346 '1979 200 [ tI.b (.U L:>I 201 17~ 
1:$58 1991. 251 11. ,-U L..'Jl> , ';, L., 
&88 22121 265 30 0 2 0 1492 2121 1991 ---
5000 . 5633 265 , 20.0 7.0 1500 713 563 
7029 7662 100 36.1 7.0 1150 1410 1226 
345 978 100 3.5 7.0 10 287 28 
7210 7843 100 15.1 7.0 1868 874 706 
6840 8141 100 I 8.9 7.0 574 2092 1954 
345 978 100 4.0 7.0 41 285 274 
2876 3509 100 i 1.Z.U i. ,tItI Itl 
J), 
I. 
f'lTUG F TUG E TUG 
2714 3980 232 450 ' 8.1 2.0 248 580 930 4
.U :>tltlr~ 050 .:IU 
L'.:l4 ,tlol Lb: .U LLU :>tl 
1988 2621 251 7.8 386 271 1\ I 
583 1210 251 6.{) 4 98 \ I 
3316 3949 25 ,z';'1 LbJ. tltI4 
8736 9369 ~l 15.~ ~N b.:l,o. \ L 
3411 4044 100 17 .1 1'+0 bZ9 \ I 
4741 5374 100 13.3 27 972 L 
,-125 251::l luo tl.2 365 806 I 
3281 3914 100 1 8.2 120 1130 
1948 2581 100 12.1 174 854 
1320 1953 100 lb.t! L:> :r:;, 
b~j IJ,b lUU lV.O J~ . ..)';Ib 
74r 1373 100 7.7 154 . 366 .il 
2144 2777 100 15'.7 16.8 736 I \ 
4895 5528 100 12.2 2,7 889 I \ 
:>50 1183 ilia lU • ..) .D 45 I 
550 1183 100 1U • .:I .:I:> 4b.:l I L 
t1651 2284 100 10.0 32 301 
13411 4044 100 17.1 146 629 If 
-3411 4044 100 17.1 146 587 
" 
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Tab~e IX-15 Orbiter and Tug Up and Down Weight and Length CapabiZities 
Payload 
Payload Model 
No. Code No. LEO Spacecraft Name 
Orb Up 
Wt Lng 
Orb Dn 
Wt Lng 
Tug 
Up 
Tug 
Dn 
Wt 
~~A~~-~0~3~-~~~~T~-~1~R~lc~o~s~m~i~c~ na~c~k~Q'r~ou~n~d~E~x~nlo~r~e~r~ ____________________ ~~6~2~K~~ 6~0~r4~32~K~~~60~~~ _____ ~ __ -Wi 
SO-03-A AST-J Solar Maximum Mission 52K ~0.3 29.2K 50.J 
HE-09-A AST-4 Lar2e High Ener~v Observatorv B 64K 60 ~32K aU 
HE-03-'" AST-5A Extended X-Rov Survev 64K 60 32K 60 
HE-OB- .~'1'_'R '.M·OP lQh EnM'O" n"oprvntnrv A fJ4K fJU J~K 
HE-OS-A AST-5D High Latitude r.osmic Rav Survev 52K 60 32K aU 
AS-01-A AST-6 Large Space Telescooe 52K 50.J 2~.U. ,U.J 
80-02-A AST-7 Large Solar Observatorv 6SK 60 32K 60 
HE-ll-A AST-9A Lar~e Hi~h Ener2' Observatorv D 5~K 50 J 29. 2K 50.3 
HE-01-A AST-9B Large X-Rav Te1escooe Facilitv 56K 50 3 29.2K 50.3 
AS-07-A AST-Nl 3m Ambient Temnerature IR Telescooe 62K 60 32K 60 
AS-ll-A AST-N2 1. 5m IR Telescooe 62K 60 
AS-D-A AST-N3 UV Survev Telescooe 65K 60 
AS-14~A AST-N4 1m UV - Ootical Telescope 65K 60 
AS-17-A AST-NS 30m IR Interferometer 40K 50.3 
HE-07-A PHY-IA Small High Energv Satellite 64K 60 
AP-04-A PHY-2A Gravitational and Relativitv Satellite - LEO :<lK 50~3 
HE-12-A PHY-5 Cosmic Ray Laboratory -64K 60 
LS-02-A LS-I Biomedical Exoeriment Scient ic Sate ite 49K 50.3 
EO-OB-A EO-3 Earth Observatorv Satellite 8K 50.3 
EO-10-A EO-5 Aonlications Exnlorer Soecial Puroose Satellite 14K 50.3 
OP-OZ-A EOP-5 Gravitv Gradiometer 35K 60 
OP-04-A EOP-7 CRAVSAT 35K 60 
OP-OS-A EOP-B Vector Magnetometer Satellite 28K 50.3 
OP-51-A NN/D-l4 Global Earth and Ocean Monitoring Svstem 25K 50.3 
MEO/HEO Spacecraft Name 
32K 
J2K 
J2K 
28.3K 
'32K 
2 .2K 
32K 
29.2K 
10K 
l5.2K 
32K 
32K 
29.2K 
22.2K 
AS-OS-A AST-IC Advanced Radio Astronomv Exolorer 65K 60 32K 
AS-16- AST-8 arge Radio bserv"orv Arrav 6SK 0 3iK 
60 
60 
60 
50.3 
60 
.~ 
60 
50.3 
50.3 
50.3 
60 
60 
50.3 
50. 
60 
AP-Ol-A PHY-lB Upper Atmosohere Exolorer 37.5K 60 32K 60 
AP-02-A PHY-IC Exolorer··Medium Altitude hW hn ,?I< hf 
AP-05-A PHY-3A Environmental Perturbation Satellite-A ·60K 60 32K 6u 
AP-07-A PHY-3B Environmental Perturbation Satellite-B 60K 60 32K 60 
EO-09-A EO-4 Synchronous Earth Observatory Satellite 65K 60 32K 60 
I 
I 
/ 
I I 
/1 
I 
/ I 
7500 3200 
* * 
7500 3200 
EO-IZ-A EO-6 TIROS 29.5K 6"0 32KfJU ;, ;, ,t:~CN~-~5~l;-A~NN~gD~-1~+#.INT~E~LS~A~T~::::::::::::::::::::::==::::::::::t:~G5~K~~6~0~~~3~2~K::t46g:::t7ti5~O~0=t~3~2g0g0~ 
CN-53-A NN/D-2B DOMSAT B 65K 60 32K 60 7500 3200 
CN-58-A NN D-2C DOMSAT C 65K 60 3ZK 60 7500 3200 
CN-54-AINN D-3 Disaster Warnin~ Satel He r;<; 60 60 7500 I2lJL 
CN-55-A NN/D-4 Traffic Mana2ement Satellite 65K 60 32K 60 7500 3200 
CN-56-A NN D-S'\ Forei~n Communication Satel ite-A 65K 60 2K 60 7500 3200 
EO-56-A NN/D-8 Environmental Monitoring Satellite 29.5K 60 32K 60 
'" * 
EO-57-A NN/D-2~ ~FRo£re~1~"~n~S~vlnc~h~r~o~n~o~u~s~M~e~t~e~o~ro~1~o~~i£c~a~1~S~a~t~e~1~lk~'t~eL-~ __ ~ __ 6~5~K~~760~ __ +*32~K~' __ ~60~ ___ ~*II~)UU~~.~Jj~~UU~ 
EO-58-A NN D-10 Geosvnchronous Oocrational Meteoroloeical Satellite 65K 60 32K 60 7500 3200 
EO-61-A NN/D-ll Earth Resources Survev Onerational Satellite 33K 60 32K 60 '" '" 
EO-59-A NN/o-12 Geosvnchronous Earth Resources Satellite 65K 60 32K 60 ~~~ 
EO-6Z- INN/o_ S ,,~ F.~"rth Ohservation Satellite 65K 16C 32K UU I nuu 
*See Table 2 
Wt in pounds; Lng in feet 
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Table IX-16 LCRP Values used for IOSS 
Payload 
Payload Model 
No. Code No. LEO Spac
ecraft Name 
A..'l-01_A lAST-IS ICosmic Back2round E
xolorer 
SO-03-A AST-) Solar Maximum Mission 
HE-09-A AST-4 Large Hi2h En
er2v Observatorv B 
HE-Ol-A AST-5A Extended X-Rav
 Survev 
ltF.-OR_A IA<:'l'_'lR .ar"e Hi "h "no~"" nh 
A 
lIJ!-lO-A 'AST-sr ."T"" H [<>h F.';p;';~ nh 
C 
HE-05-A AST-5D Minh Latitude C
osmic Ray Survey 
AS-Ol"'A f.ST-6 Lar"e Soace Telesc
ooe 
SO-02-A AST-7 Large Solar Obser
vatory 
HE-lt-A AST-9A Lar2e Hi2h Enei"v O
bservatory D 
HE-OI-A /lST-9B Lar2e X-RaY Telesco
De Facilitv 
AS-07-A /lST-Nl 3m Ambient TemDe
rature IR TelescoDe 
AS-lt-A /lST-N2 1.5m IR. Telescooe
 
AS-13-A AST-N3 UV Survey Telesco
oe 
AS-14-A AST-N4 1m UV - Ootical T
elescooe 
AS-17-A AST-N5 30m 1R Interferomet
er 
HB-07-A PIIY-1A Small Hi"h Enero:v Sa
tellite 
AP-04-A PHY-2A Gravitational and
 Relativitv Satellite - LEO 
HE-12-A PIIY-5 Cosmic Ray Laborato
ry 
LS-02-A LS-l Biomedical Experi
ment Scientific Satellite 
EO-08-A EO-3 Earth Observatory S
atellite 
EO-lO-A EO-5 Applications Exolor
er Soecial Puroose Satellite 
OP-02-A EOP-5 Gravity Gradiometer
 
OP-04-A EOP-7 GRAVSAT 
OP-05-A EOP-8 Vector Mannetometer
 Satellite 
OP-51-A NN/D-14 Global Earth and Oc
ean Monitorin2 SYstem 
MEO/HEO Spacecraft Name 
JlS-05-A AST-lC Advanced Radio Astro
nomy Exolorer 
lIS- 6- IAllT-8 arlte R"dio Observator
v Arrav 
AP-OI-A PIIY-IB Upper Atmosphere EX
Dlorer 
AP-02-A PRY-IC Exolorer-Medium A
ltitude 
AP-05-A PHY-3A Environmental Per
turbation Satellite-A 
AP-07-A PHY-3B Environmental P
erturbation Satellite-B 
EO-09-A EO-4 Synchronous Earth
 Observatory Satellite 
EO-12-A EO-6 UROS 
CN-5l-A NN D-l INTELSAT 
CN-53-A NN/D-2B DOMSAT B 
CN-58-A NN D-2C OOMSAT C 
CN-54-A INN D J IDisaster Warnin2 Sa
tellite 
CN-55-A NN/D-4 Traffic Management 
Satellite 
CN-56-A NN D-5A Foreign Communica
tion Sate lite-A 
CN-59-A INN/n-f. {'~ .n;o .HM
O 'R'int>;'';.~ ... no 
EO-56-A NN/0-8 Environmental Monitor
in" Satellite 
EO-57-A NN/D-9 Foreign Synchronous H
eteoroloo:ical Satellite 
EO-58-A NN/D'~lo Geosynchronous Onerational Meteorolo!!:ical Sat
ellite 
EO-6l-A NN/D-ll Earth Resources Survey 
Q'oerational Satellite 
EO-59-A NN/D-l2 Geosvnchronous Earth Re
sources Satellite 
EO-62-A NN/O-13 Forei2n Synchronous E
arth Observation Satellite 
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TabZe IX-l? Launch Cost Reimbu!'sfiiment Policy Swnma!'y 
GROUND ON-ORBIT 
EXPENDABLE REFURB ISHABLE MAl NTAI NABLE 
~a ~b ~a ~b ~a !:b 
n "'OI~B "'TU~ "'ORB "'TUG "'ORB "'TUG 
LEO 180 83.:3 -yo 132.7 -- 30.5 --
MEG & HEO 160 84.2 83.5 116.1 144.4 69.1 83.4 
TOTAL 340 167.5 83.5 248.8 144.4 99.6 83.4 
EQUIVALENT ORBITERS 168 249 100 REQUIRED 
EQU IVALENT TUGS 84 145 84 REQUIRED 
NOTE: "'ORB = 0.70, "'TUG = 0.85 
TabZe IX-1B Suggested Changes to LCRP 
1) DIFFERENT LOAD FACTORS FOR UP AND FOR DOWN TRAFFIC 
2) DIFFERENT COSTS FOR UP AND FOR DOWN TRAFFIC 
3) NO COST FOR DOWN TRAFFIC 
4) VAR I ABLE DOLLARS PER Ib FOR TYPE OF M' SS ION, i. e., TUG, IUS, SORTIE, AUTOMATED SIC, PLANETARY, 
SERVICERS, ETC 
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D. PARTS FACTOR 
The main cost savings in going from an expendable satellite program 
to a maintainable program is the smaller number of satellites that must be 
purchased. The primary item that reduces this savings is the cost of 
maintaining the satellites and the most important l?arameter in determining 
that cost is the parts factor, which is the ratio of the cost of the 
replaced modules (or refurbished parts) to the total satellite unit cost. 
Parts factors represent the portion of the satellite that is repaired 
or replaced. The basic idea of the parts factor is expressed as: 
P t F t -
Cost. of Replaced Modules ,..; Weight of Replaced Modules 
ar s ac or - S 11" U" C ,.., S 11" T 1 W " h ate 1te n1t ost ate 1te ota e1g t 
The replacement modules are generally considered as modules to replace 
failed modules, and it was necessary to first examine the types of failures 
that could necessitate module replacement. Generally, three types of 
failures are encountered in spacecraft; design failures, random failures 
and wear-out failu~es. Design failures are failures that usually occur 
soon after launch and usually occur in all components of the same <lesign 
in any fleet of spacecraft. Random failures can occur any time in the 
life of a spacecraft and are the usual type of failures handled by reli-
ability techniques. Wear-out failures usually occur near the end of the 
design life of a spacecraft and represent such things as running out of 
propellant. The parts factors that were used in this study represented 
only the random failures and the wear-out failures. Design failures were 
handled and are discussed separately. The parts factor used here was made 
up of a random failure parts factor and a wear-out :failure parts factor. 
The module data developed by the Aerospace Corporation in the Operations 
Analysis (Study 2.1) Payload Designs for Space Servicing (see bibliography 
items F-l9 andF.;..20) were used to help develop parts factors. In th~t study, 
Aerospace developed standardized modules for a large number of missions 
from the NASA payload model. They modularized 29 spacecraft of which 26 
were represented in the 49 spacecraft programs in the maintenance appli-
cable se!:. We have used the reliability data developed for their modules 
to help determine parts factors in our study., We did not use the, fact 
that these modules were standardized modules. We used the Aerospace data 
since it represented the best available data on what typical modularized 
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sp~'~ecraft and modules may look like in the time period IJf interest for a large number of the spacecraft in the maintenance applicable set. In addi-tion to the Aerospace data, we also used module data from bibliography items C-l, E-9, H-l thru -13, 1-1 thru -9, K-8, M-l3 thru -16, and N-1 thruN-19. 
The equations used to calculate parts factors are shown in Figure IX-9. 
As can be seen, the parts factor for ground refurbishment contains an e~tra 
term, and is discussed in more detail later. The reliabi1ities of the mod-
ules were determined based on the Weibull function R(t) = exp (-t/a){3 where 
the Weibu11 parameters a and ~ were taken mainly from the Aerospace data. 
Wearout parts factors were calculated for such modules as propellant modules, 
batteries, and cryogen modules. 
A study was also made to investigate the effects of performing succes-
sive servicings on the spacecraft, i.e., servicing a spacecraft for a second 
(or more) time which would contain some modules which were originally 
launched and which had one specific time period used to calculate their re-
liabilities, and which would contain some newer modules with a shorter time 
of operation used t;) calculate their reliabilities. The general approach 
used to do this is shown in Figure IX-lO. In that figure, the "U'S" repre-
sent the unreliabilities, which are the main element used to calculate 
parts factors. Let the upper part of Figure IX-lO represent the module 
reliability curve 'starting from zero time. The quantities, b, c, d, and e 
represent the change in unreliability from one servicing interval to the 
next for those modules which are never replaced. At time T modules are 
replaced, on the average, to the extent of the unreliability, b. The ex-
pected reliability of these replaced modules with time can be represented 
as in the middle part of Figure IX-lO. Note that the reliability function 
has been scaled by the quantity of modules involved (b) and the curve has 
been shifted to the right by ,a time interval equal to one servicing period. 
The unreliability at point 2"i then becomes c (from upper part of Figure 
IX-lO) plus f (from middle part of Figure IX-lO). lhese are replaced by 
new modules (c + f of them) which start their decay from unity reliability 
at time = 2T. This is sketched in the lower part of Figure IX-10. The 
unreliability at 3 T thus becomes d + g + i and this fraction of a module 
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is replaced to start new at time = 3 1'. Continuing in this way, the un-
reliability at 4 l' thus becomes e + h + j + k and this portion of a module 
is replaced to start new at time = 41'. The process is repeated as often 
as necessary to cover the servicing intervals desired. It must be done 
for each module (or module with a different reliability function) of each 
spacecraft to obtain the parts factors. The pattern of identifying the re-
liabilities makes their calculation quite simple. ' 
Step 1 
Ul = 1 
Step 2 
R( 1') = b 
c = R( 1') - R(2 l' ) 
U2 = c + f = c + bUl 
Step 3 
d = R(2 T) - R(3 T) 
U3 = d + g + i 
= d + cU1 + bU2 
A computer program was set up by COMSAT Corporation and runs were 
made for several spacecraft. The results of those runs showed that the 
parts factors did not change by much at all, even up to very large numbers 
of successive servicings. Figure IX-ll presents some results of the succ
es-
sive servicings study. M is the average multiplier that was used to 
multiply the random failure parts factor for each spacecraft to take into 
account the successive servicings. The main re~son M remains so close to 
1 was the large number of modules with ~ = 1 or ~ 1. For ~ = 1, a constant
 
failure rate exists and M will equal one. The wearout parts factors are 
unaffected by successive servicings. 
After parts factors were determin~d for the 26 spacecraft in the mainte-
nance applicable set which were in the Aerospace data, the parts factors w
ere 
spread to include all the remaining spacecraft in the maintenance applicabl
e 
set. This was accomplished by plotting the parts factors calculated agains
t 
WEIGHT 
the parameter AOT for each spacecraft as shown in Figure IX-12, and then
 
extrapolating to the remaining spacecraft. 
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PARTS FACTOR :: COST OF REPLACED MODULES "oJ WEI GHT OF REPLACED MODULE 
, SPACECRAFT UNIT COST ,..., SPACECRAFT TOTAL WEIGHT 
pf :: pf(RANDOM) + pf(WEAROUn ~::»ON-ORBIT MAINTAINABLE 
PF:: pf(RANDOM) :: pf(WEAROUn + pf(GR) = pf + Pf(GR) ,;:> GROUND REFURBISHABLE 
n (l - R.) w. 
~ I I 
• pf(RANDOM) :: LJ W 
i = 1 TOT 
nw 
AOT wi 
• pf(W' EAROUT) = L -DL W-i TOT i = 1 
= pf(APPENDAGES) + pfCLEAN, PAl NT, DECONT., TEST 
WHERE 
R. :: RELIABILITY OF MODULE i AT AOT 
I 
Wi = WEI GHT OF MODULE i 
WTOT = TOTAL SPACECRAFT WEIGHT 
nw = NUMBER OF MODULES WHICH CAN HAVE WEAROUT FAILURES 
DLi = DESIGN LIFE OF MODULE i (OR OF SPACECRAFT, WHICHEVER IS LEAST) 
AOT :: AVERAGE OPERATING TIME IN YEARS 
Figure IX-9 Parts Faetors Equations 
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Figure IX-l0 Successive Servicing Method 
1.15 
1.10 
M 
Multiplicand of 
Fi rst Servici ng 
Random Failure 
1.05 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
Number of Successive Servlclngs 
Figure IX-l1 Successive Servicing Resutts 
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Figu~e IX-12 Extension of Pa~ts Factor 
For the preliminary cost analysis, the relationship 
PARTS FACTOR = Cost of Replaced Modules ""' Weight of Replaced Module 
Spacecraft Unit Cost ~ Spacecraft Total Weight 
was used almost exactly to calculate part factors. However, for the base-
line, final cost analysis, this relationship was modified to take into 
account the fact'that the dollars pe~ pound of spacecraft components vary. 
In particular, it was noted that the average dollars per pound for a space-
craft varied from $3000 to $7000 per pound, while the cost of monomethy1 
hydra~ip.e, the primary propellant carried in all of the spacecraft con-
sidered, cost around $5 per pound, a cost difference of 3 orders of magni-
tude. Thus, the part factors were modified to eliminate all propellant 
costs. 
Parts facturs were also modified to rectify inconsistencies in certain 
spacecraft carrying modules with design lives shorter than the spacecraft 
design life. It was also noted that the reliability analyses used to 
calculate part factors included many modules with no built-in-redundancy 
and that actual flight modules would not be built in that manner. How-
ever, we decided to use these values since it would be too hard to attempt 
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to redesign the modules or reestimate the module reli~~ility, and the 
values as used would tend to give higher parts factors. The effect Wo!.S o!. 
too-high worst-case, estimate of maintenance costs. 
A delta between on-orbit mo!.intaino!.ble po!.rts fo!.ctors and gr.ound-refurbish-
o!.ble parts factors Wo!.S used to take into o!.ccount o!.dditiono!.l considero!.tions: 
external appendages that must be folded or removed so the satellite could 
fit back into the orbiter bay, additional painting, cleaning, and deconM 
taminating, and a final acceptance test. This delta was broken down as 
follows: 
1) A For appendo!.ges varied from 0.02 to 0.23 with average =- 0.06 
2) AFor clean, paint, decontamino!.te = 0.01 
3) ~For final qualifico!.tion test = 0.04 
As the baseline for the ground refurbishable handling of appendages, 
a parts factor was calculated assuming the removal of appendag~s in orbit 
and the replacement of the appendages on the ground. The handling of the 
appendage problem could have been accomplished, instead, by an increase in 
spacecraft DDT&E and production costs to design and install retractable 
appendages, but the approach selected was felt to be a less complicated 
and more accurate method of handling the appendage problem. The total ~ 
for ground refurbishment varied from 0.07 to 0.28 with an average value 
of 0.11 
Table IX-19 presents a summary of parts factors used for both the 
preliminary cost analysis and the final cost analysis. Additional vari-
ations in parts factors, and their effects on the total cost picture, are 
discussed in the section on variations of costing parameters. 
E. LOSS FACTORS 
Loss factors are used to represent additional spacecraft that must be 
built, launched, or serviced due to potential losses such as shuttle sys-
tem failures, nonreplaceable unit (NRU) failures, servicer failures, and 
others. Four primary loss factors have been evaluated: (1) LF = loss factor 
due to orbiter or tug failure to perform the mission; the same value was 
used for all three modes; (2) LFI = loss factor for retrieval in ground 
refurbishable missions due to failure to rendezvous and dock, or to handle 
appendages on spacecraft to be returned; (3) LFt = loss factor for number of 
spo!.cecro!.ft to be lo!.unched for ground refurbisho!.ble mode; o!.nd (4) LF3 ,. Loss 
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Tab':") IX-19 Parts Faotor Summa~y 
Payload 
Payload Model PRELIMINARY FINAL 
No. Code No. LEO Spacecraft Name PF pf PF pf 
A!';-03-A IAST-1s Cosmic Rack<>round Exn10rer .42 .3u .j I .;':;, 
SO-03-A AST-J Solar Maximum Mission .32 .22 .27 .1" • I 
HE-09-A AST-4 Large High EnerSl Observatorv B .17 .10 .16 .09 
HE-03-A AST-5A Extended X-Rav Survey .17 .10 .16 .09 
HF.-nR_ ~!,;'1'-'jR .ar"e Hi!?h En",."v ()h~pr"~.nr" .16 .09 
HE-IO-A AST-5C_ Lar!!.e • .Ii "h "nor" .. Observator" l' .17 .10 .16 .09 
HE-OS-A AST-5D Hi!!.h L~titude Cosmic Rav Survey .17 .10 .16 .09 
AS-OI-A AST-6 Large Space Telescope .17 .10 .16 .09 
SO-02-A AST-7 Large Solar Observatory .1"1 .10 .• 16 .02, 
HE-H-A AST-9A Large Hi"h Ener"v Observatorv D • lS • Lb .09 
HE-Ol-A ,~T .. 9B Large X-Rav Telescooe Facilitv .15 .08 .13 .06 
AS-07-/>', AST-Nl 3m Ambient Temoeratur'e IR Telescope .17 .10 .16 .09 
AS-11-A AST-N2 1.5m IR Te1esc~pe .17 1 .16 .09 
AS-13-A AST-N3 UV Survey Telescope .17 .10 .16 .09 
AS-14-A AST-N4 1m UV - OlDtical Telescope .17 .10 .16 .09 
AS-l7-A AST-N5 30m IR Interferometer .17 .10 .16 .09 
HE-07-A PIN-IA Small High Enen!V Satellite .22 .10 .21 .09 
AP-04-A PHY-2A Gravitational and Relativity Satellite - LEO .27 . 1 !:I .;,:u oL" 
HE-12··A PHY-5 Cosmic Ray Laboratory .17 .10 .16 .09 
LS-02-A LS-1 Biomedical Experiment Scientific Sate ite .24 .11 .23 .1 
EO-08-A EO-3 Earth Observatory Satellite .28 .17 .27 .16 
EO-1O-A EO-5 Applications Explorer Special Purpose Satellite .44 31 .42 .29 
OP-02.-A EOP-5 Gravity Gradiometer 23 .10 .22 .09 
j 
OP-04-A EOP-7 GRAVSAT .50 .38 .36 .24 
OP-OS-A EOP-8 Vector Mal!netometer Satellite .43 .30 .41 .28 
OP-SI-A NN/D-14 Global Earth and Ocean Monitoring System .25 .15 .20 .1 
AVERAGE LEO .24 .15 .21 .1 
}~O/HEO Spacecraft Name 
AS-05-A AST-1C Advanced Radio Astronomy Exn1or.er .37 .24 '.35 .22 
AS-16-A IAST-8 arl!e Radio bservatory Arrav f2G' .37 .24 .32 .I'J 
AP-OI-A PHY-1B Upper Atmosphere Explorer ·f3 .12 .20 .09 
AP-02-A PHY-IC Explorer-Medium Altitude .24 .09 .23 .08"--
AP-OS-A PHY-JA Environmental Perturbation Sate11ite-A .38 .25 .34 .21 __ 
AP-07-A PIN-3B Environmental Perturbation Satellite-B .28 ;15 .28 .15 .. _ 
EO-09-A EO-4 Synchronous Earth Observatory Satellite .27 .19 .23 .15 
EO-12-A EO-6 TIROS .29 ;21 .26 .itl 
CN-51-A NN/D-1 INTELSAT .49 :31 .46 • ~8' --. 
-_.-
CN-53-A ::N/D"2B DOMSAT B .49 .31 .46 .28 __ 
CN-58-A NN D-2C OOMSAT C .52 .38 .45 .31 .. _ 
CN-54 -A INN/D-) Disaster Warn in!? Satellite .56 .28 .52 .7.4 
CN-55-A ::!\ /D-4 Traffic Mana!?ement Satellite .48 .33 .44 .29 __ 
CN-56-A !',"N/D - 5A P0reign Communication Sate11ite-A .48 .34 .38 .24 __ 
CN-59-A I:."I/n-r. ., <lmmll ni ""t' "'i~ BIiIC f.Qt;Qt;l/glil .72 .46 .51 .25 
EO-56-A :;N/D-8 EnvirD",ncntal :'lonitoring Satellite .28 ,19 .25 .16 
EO-S7-A :;:;/D-9 fFu'-reicn S'mchronous Neteorolodcal Satellite .63 .50 .50 .37 
EO-58-A :;};/D-lG ~;~"svnchronous Ooerational Met.eoro1oo ical Satellite .64 .51 .51 .38 
,.--
EO-61-A mUD-1l I Earth Resources Survey Operational Satellite .25 .14 .24 .13 
EO-59-;' N)I/D-12 Ge0synchronous Ear th Resources S atell ite .32 .22 .25 .15 '-
EO-62-AI N:lID-lJ .-,[Ic'rei!?n Svnchronous Earth Observation Satellite .30 .21 .23 .14 
-r AVERAGE MEO & HEO .41 .27 .35 .21 
I AVERAGE .31 .20 .28 .16 
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factor for on-orbit maintainable mode for failure to rendezvous and dock 
'with a spacecraft, failure in the servicer, or failure in the NRU. Figure 
X-13 presents a list of the equations used to calculate loss factors. 
EXPENDABLE: 
LF = If ORB x n FOR LEO 
LF = [tfORB + £fTUG] x n FOR MEO AND HEO ====> if TUG = 0.01 
GROUND REFURBISHABLE: 
LF = LFEXP 
LFI • LFEXP FOR (n - nfl 
+ £fRENO, DOCK, ACS, APPEND x (n - nfl ====> .HREND, DOCK, ACS, APPEND = 0.02 
LF2: MAX (LFl , LF l 
ON-ORBIT MAl NTAI NABLE: 
LF = LFEXP 
LF3 = LFI GR + ifSERV x (n - nfl ------r> ifSERV ' 0.03 
> lfNRU = o.Oll 
0.02 DEPEND I NG ON SPACECRAFT 
0.03 
Figure IX-13 Loss Factors Equations 
Basically, the same loss factors were used for the preliminary and the 
final cost summary. However, there were several changes which did affect 
the loss fac tors. An error' was found in the calculation of LFl , due to 
leaving out the orbiter and tug loss factors during a retrieval mission. 
The number of flights over which the loss factors were applied were 
changed in some cases due to the changes in nand n£, changing the total 
loss factors. In addition, the method in which loss factors were applied 
for the servicing missions were modified somewhat to allow for inability 
to rendezvous and dock for the servicing mission. Table IX-20 presents a 
summary of the loss factors used for the preliminary and final cost sum-
maries. The main differences lie in the ground refurbishable loss factors. 
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Table IX-20 Loss Factor Summary 
Payload 
Payload Nodel 
No. Code No. LEO Spacecraft Name 
A~-03-A IA~1'-lB Cosmic Rack.round Exnlorer SO-03-A AST-J Solar Maximum Mission HE-09-A AST-4 Large gi~h Energy Observatory B HE-03-A AST-5A Extended X-Rav Survey HE-08-A iAST->R ,"YOP , 'h 1"o",.ou nh.Py",t'nTv A HE-I0-A I A"1'_'r. ,arfOe Hi"h I'n<>ro'V nhopr"a,.orv r. HE-05-A AST-5D Hiuh Latitude Cosmic Ra Survey AS-OI-A AST-6 Large Space Telescope SO-02-A AST-7 Large Solar Observatory llE-ll-A AST-9A Laroe Hi!!h Ener.;v Observatorv 0 llE-OI-A AST-9B Lar!!e X-Ray Telescooe Facility AS-07-A AST-Nl 3m Ambient Temnerature IR Te1escooe AS-ll-A AST-N2 1.5m IR Telescooe AS-13-A AST-N3 UV Survey Telescope AS-14-A AST-N4 1m UV - Optical Telescope AS-17-A AST-N5 30m IR Interferometer HE-07-A PHY-IA Small !lich Ener!!v Satellite AP-04-A PHY-2A Gravitational and Relativitv Satellite - LEO HE-12-A PHY-5 Cosmic Ray LaboratorY LS-02-A LS-l Biomedical Experiment Scientific Satellite EO-OB-A EO-3 Earth Observatory Satellite EO-lO-A EO-5 Aoolications Exolorer Soecial Pur ose Satellite OP-02-A EOP-5 Grayit:L Gradiome~er OP-04-A EOP-7 GRAVSAT OP-05-A EOP-8 Vector Magnetometer Satellite OP-51-A NN/D-14 Global Earth and Ocean Monitoring System 
MEO/HEO Spacecraft Name AS-05-A AST-IC Advanced Radio Astronomv Exolorer _~6-A AST-8 arge Radio Observatorv Arrav AP-:H-A PHY-IB Upoer AtmosEhere EXElorer AP-02-A PHY-IC Explorer-Medium Altitude AP-05-A PHY-3A Enviro.nmental Perturbation Satrallite-A AP-07:A PflY - 38 Environmental Perturbation Sa~ellite-B EO-09-A £0-4 Synchronous Earth Observatory Satellite EO-12-A EO-6 TIROS CN-51-A NN D-l INTELSAT CN-53-A Nll/D-20 OOMSAT B CN-5B-A NN D-2C DOMSAT C CN-54-A INN D-J Disaster Warnin~ Satellite CN-55-A NN/D-4 Traffic Hanao.ement Satellite CN-56-A ~:-: O-S'\ F\)rei 'n ommunic'ati.on ~-atct 1 ite-Ir.N-59- ,:,/n-f, I!Ommunicotion< R"n Prot'otvD~ Eo-5&-A :-IN/D-8 EnvironmentaL Monitorin~ Satellite EO-j7-A f~/D-Y yu£,elgn Svnchronolls NeteoroLugical Sdtell ite EO-58-A ::N!D-1U (,!,!usvnch ["nnous 0 lerat lona L Me tearo lu I i co 1. Sa t(! It i tL' EO-6t-A IIN/D-II IE.1rth Resources Survey OlPrational SatelrJtc EO-59-A N!-I/D-12 I GCIlsynchrono(Js Earth Rcsources Satcilltc EO-6?-A NN U-l J ·ih)ra 'n ~c;:vnchronou s Earth Ohscrvat ton Sate L L Ltc 
PRELIHINARY FINAL 
LF LFI LF2 LF3 LF LFI LF2 LF3 
.07 I':u .12 db .Ul .~~ .18 .42 
,O!; ,10 ,10 
.30 .06 .15 .15 .35 ,0-1 
.0 01 .0 .01 .0 01 .0 
,n. rl4 04 .16 .03 
.06 .06 .1B no n, H, ,01 06 0.6 IB 
.02 .02 .02 .08 .02 .03 .03 .09 
.01 . 0 .01 ,0, .0) . 
.0.1 .0 
.12 .22 .22 .~H .l:t .jj .jj .yy ;or orr ."T:!' .4<1 .ut 010 ,'0 
."," 
.04 .06 .06 .2'+ .U4 .O~ .09 .27 
.03 .04 .04~ 
.16 .03 .06 .06 .L8 
.09 .16 .16 .64 .09 ~4 .<4 .J'L 
.11 .20 .20 .HU .Ll .~u 
.30 .YU 
.06 .10 .10 .40 .06 .15 .15 f-:45 
.ll .20 .20 .80 .ll .30 .30 .90 
.04 .06 .06 .24 .04 .09 .09 .27 
.06 .10 .10 .30 .06 .05 .06 .35 
.02 .02 .02 .06 .02 .03 '.03 .07 
.05 .08 .08 .32 .05 .12 .12 .36 
.25 .48 .48 .44 .25 • (L • tL l.btl 
.16 .28 .28 .84 .16 .42 ~2_ 
·Y!3 .16 .28 .28 .8 .16 .4: .4; .~b 
.01 .0 .01 .0 
.01 .0 .01 .0 
.02 .0 
.02 .U 
.01 0,0 .01 .0 
.09 .12 .12 .36 .09 • L8 .IB .42 
.18 .18 .18 .36 .09 .IH .18 
.,4} 
.06 .04 .04 .12 .06 .08 .08 .16 
.08 .08 .08 .21 .08 2 .12 .2 
.04 .02 .04 .06 .04 .04 .04 .08 
.06 .04 .06 • LL .Ub .U!1 .U!1 .~o 
.02 ,0 .02 .0 
.02 .n .0 
.04 .02 .04 .06 .04 .04 .04 .08 
.16 .12 .16 .42 .16 ,-24 .L4 
.'4 
.04 .02 .04 .06 .U'I 
.u" ;04 .,o!3 
.32 .14 ' .32 .49 .36 .3/) .j6 .81 
.22 .08 .22 .28 .28 :3.~ ".28 .63 .12 .06 .12 .21 ,_l2, ,-1 oiL .L/ 
.08 .04 .08 .14 .08 ,-08 .u, 
.28 .14 .28 .49 .28 .28 .28 .~3 
.40 .16 .40 .56 .40 .48 t-'~8 l.08 
.06 .04 .06 .14 .06 08' 
.08 .1B 
.14 .12 .12 .36 .14 .24 .24 .48 
.ro .06 .10 
.!!!" I~ Q~ .J.O .Jl .14 .lD .14 .30 .16 .4 '.24 -;7i8" 
.ll .18 .18 .54 .22 .36"" ';36 
.72 
.lnf .04 .08 .14 .W ·j3~ '-;On oI~ 08 04 08 14 20 .32 .32 .72 
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F. REPLACEMENT FACTOR 
The parameter RF is the replacement factor which is used to a<:count for extra spacecraft to replace a failed on-orbit spacecraft while it 'is being repaired on th~ ground. If a spacecraft program can afford the loss of spacecraft availability while the failed spacecraft is being repaired, then the RF value can be zero. If, on the other hand" a minimum loss of spacecraft availability is required, then RF must be at least one, and is calculated for this study by the equation: 
[ RRT. ] RF = AOT xnf + 1 
Where [ ] = greatest integer 
ADT = average operational time 
RRT = refurbishment and replacement time 
nf = on-orbit fleet size 
The RRT is the period from the time that the failed spacecraft is retrieved by the orbiter and tug until it has been brought back to the ground, refurbished, scheduled for launch and replaced back in orbit. A refurbishment time of 700 working hours was developed in the DSCSII work (see bibliographY items N-12 to N-19) and can be considered satisfactory for this use. 
If a replacement time of four weeks for scheduling and one week for operations is assumed, a total RRT of 0.43 years is calculated. Table IX-21 presents RF values for each of the spacecl:aft in the maintenance ap-plicable set. 
G. SPACECRAFT NONRECURRING AND RECURRING COSTS 
Spacecraft non-recurring (DDT&E) costs - CNR - and spacecraft recurring (production or unit) costs - CS/C - were provided by MSFG for most of expendable spacecraft programs. These costs were then spread to the remaining expendable programs by similarity to the programs for which 
the 
cost data was available. The data were received in terms of 1972 dollars and, due to one of the ground rules, Here first converted to 1975 dollars before use. Factors to modify these costs were then established for both the ground refurbishable and the on-orbi.t maintainable modes. This was 
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TabZe IX-21 RepZacement Factops 
Payload 
Payload Model 
No. Code No. LEO Spacecraft Name 
I-AS -OJ-A AST-IB Cosmic Background EXQlorer SO-OJ-A AST-3 Solar Maximum Mission 
HE-09-A AST-4 Lar~High EnergY-QEservatory B HE-OJ-A AST-SA Extended X-Ray Survey ~.::A. IAS~-Sn I&rg~ Uign En~!g:l Qb§~l:lli!tQl::l A HrL::.lQ:A IAST-5C Lill'.£LlL~~~.\ll;s..nr.<l.!;.Ql;'y' C HE-05-A AST-SD High Latitude Cosmic Ray Survey AS-OI-A AST-6 Large Space Telescope 
SO-02-A AST-7 Large Solar Observatory 
HE-ll-A AST-9A Large High Energy Observatory D 
,...tlE-Ol-A AST-9B L~~ X-Ray TelescoQe Facility AS-07-A AST-NI 3m Ambient Temperature IR TelescoEe AS-ll-A AST-N2 1.5m IR Telescope 
AS-13-A AST-N3 UV Survey Telescqpe 
AS-14-A AST-N4 1m UV - Optical Telescope 
AS-17-A AST-NS 30m IR Interferometer 
HE-07-A PHY-IA Small High Energy Satellite AP-04-A PHY-2A Gravitational and Re1ativity_ Satellite 
- LEO HE-12-A PHY-S Cosmic Ray Laboratory 
LS-02-A LS-1 Biomedical Experiment Scientific Satellite EO-08-A EO-J Earth Observatory Satellite 
EO-1O-A EO-S Applications Explorer (Special Purpose Satellite) OP-02-A EOP-S Gravity Gradiometer 
OP-04-A EOP-7 GRAVSAT 
OP-OS-A EOP-8 Vector Magnetometer Satellite OP-SI-A NN/D-l4 Global Earth and Ocean Monitoring System 
MEO/HEO Spacecraft Name 
AS-OS-A AST-lC Advanced Radio Astronomy EX1210rer . AS-l6-A AST-8 Large Radio Observatory_ Array 
AP-Ol-A PHY-lB Upper AtmosEhere ~lorer 
----_. AP-02-A PHY-IC Explorer-Medium Altitude 
AP-OS-A PHY-3A Environmental Perturbation Satellite-A AP-07-A PHY-3B Environmental Perturbation Satellite-B EO-09-A EO-4 Synchronous Earth Observatory Satellite EO-12-A EO-6 'rIROS 
CN-SI-A NN/D-I INTELSAT 
CN-S3-A NN/D-2B DOMSAT B 
CN-58-A NN/D-2C DOHSAT C 
rSJ1-S4-A NN/D-3 Disaster Warning Satell'tte 
CN-SS-A NN/D-4 Traffic Management Satellite CN-56-A NN/D-SA Foreign Communication Satellite-A 
r.N-59-A NN/n-n r.ommllnications R&n Prototvoe 
EO-56-A NN/D-8 Environmental Monitorin~ellite EO-S7-A NN/D-9 Foreign Synchronous Meteorological Satellite EO-58-A NN/D-lO Geosynchronous Operational Meteorological Satellite EO-6l-A NN/D-ll Earth Resources Survey Operational Satellite EO-S9-A NN/D-12 Geosynchronous Earth Resources Satellite EO-62 -A NN/D-13 Foreign Sy~chronous Earth Observation Satellite 
RF 
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accomplished by taking the average value of data from several previous 
,studies (bibliography items F-5 thru F-7, K-2 thru K-8, and N-l2 thru N-19) 
where these types of cost modifications were evaluated in detail. 
The factors used to modify spacecraft unit costs for ground refurbish-
able (SF) and on-orbit maintainable (sf) were estabrished for the preliminary 
and reexamined fo1;' the final cost analysis. The preliminary values of a 
2% increase in spacecraft unit cost for ground refurbishable and a 16% 
increase for on-orbit maintainable were the averages for spacecraft in 
PUT, DSCS II and DSP studies. A review and further analysis of the data 
for the on-orbit maintainable spacecraft lowel:ed this factor due to excess
 
mission sensor redesign for one spacecraft and the removal of module/spare
s 
cost from certain spacecraft unit costs. The revised factor for on-orbit 
maintainable (sf) was changed from 16% to 8% and the ground refurbishable 
(SF) remained at 2%. It is believed that the current values are the most 
representative of the actual costs to be expected. Variations of these 
values were examined in the cost sensitivity study. 
The factors used to modify spacecraft design, development and test 
. 
(DDT&E) costs were also established for the preliminary analysis and then 
reexamined. The findings affecting unit costs also applied to the DDT&E 
costs. The ground refurbishable factor (D) was 2% in the preliminary 
analyses and remained at 2% in the final analysis. The on-orbit maintain-
able factor was l~% in the preliminary analyses and was revised to 4% in 
the final analysis. 
In addition to the unit cost of the spacecraft, the recurring cost 
also includes the spacecraft operations. Spacecraft operations costs 
includes launch checkout effort for all production spacecraft and a cadre 
of knowledgeable personnel maintained throughout the entire mission span 
time for each spacecraft program. No cost was included for flight opera-
tions associated with each spacecraft as these were considered equal for 
all three modes. 
Launch checkout (R) cost covers a recurring effort, performed at ETR/ 
WTR, on each spacecraft and is estimated at 9 percent of the spacecraft 
unit cost. This percentage is the average of the actual experience from 
three completed spacecraft programs. Services and activities included 
are: 
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1) Vehicle receiving and inspection, 
2) Prelaunch checkout, 
3) Orbiter/tug mating and checkout, and 
4) Prelaunch and launch countdown. 
Each spacecraft program requires a cadre of knowledgeable personnel 
maintained from the end of production until the last launch that can be 
built up to the crew size necessary to perform launch operations. The 
cost of this sustaining effort is given by: 
where 
CMY is the cost per man year 
Np is the number of personnel retained 
A T is the number of years Np is required 
and Np varies depending on spacecraft complexity, with the minimum being 
22 people 'and the maximum 90. The number of years ( 6. T) is the time span 
from first launch to last launch as shown in the mission model less the 
number of years it takes to produce all required spacecraft at a rate of two 
per year. The number of required spacecraft qre equal to the number of 
operating cycles (n) for the expendable mode, the on-orbit fleet size (nf) 
plus the replacement factor (RF) for the ground refurbishable mode, and the 
on-orbit fleet size (nf ) for the on-orbit maintainable mode. 
ATEX Time of Last Launch - Time of First Launch -
ATGR = Time of Last Launch - Time of First Launch -
ATOM = Time of Last Launch - Time of First Launch -
H. MAINTENANCE CONCEPT COSTS 
n - n(first year) 
2 
nf + RF - n(first year) 
2 
nf - n(first year) 
2 
Total program cost estimaoes of the maintenance system concepts required 
to perform the on-orbit maintainable mode for the automated spacecraft were 
developed. 
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Costs of maintenance concepts were dev
eloped for four separate mainte-
nance concepts, a pivoting arm, a gen
er.al purpose manipulator, the shuttle
 
remote manipulator system (SRMS) and extravehi
cula'r activity (EVA) from 
the orbiter. The first two concepts c
ould be used both in the orbiter 
payload bay and on the tug, and can s
ervice all 47 programs in the mainte-
nance applicable set. The last two c
an only operate from the orbiter and 
can service spacecraft only in LEO. 
In the preliminary analysis, only the
 
pivoting arm was costed. For the fin
al analysis, the pivoting arm cost wa
s 
reevaluated and the other three metho
ds costed. The total program cost 
included design, development, test and
 evaluation, production cost 
for the flight and backup articles, an
d operations cost for each concept. 
Table IK-22 presents a sun~ary of cos
ting considerations for each concept. 
1. Maintenance Concepts - DDT&E 
Design, development, test and evaluati
on (DDT&E) cost for each concept 
was estimated using parametric techniq
ues. Parametric estimating utilizes 
cost estimating relationships (CERs) such as c
ost ratios, percentages, or 
a dollars per pound relationship to d
erive costs for each WBS element. 
Development cost, by WBS element, for 
each concept is presented in Table 
IX-23. 
Table IX-23 On-Orbit Serviaer DDT&E Cost
s 
COST ($ IN MILLIONS) 
PIVOTING GENERAL 
WBS ELEMENT BASIS 
ARM PURPOSE SRMS EVA 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 6"10 OF SUBTOTA
L $ 1. 6 $ 1.8 $ 1.3 $ 1. 0 
PROJECT ENGR. & INTEGRATION 11% OF SUBTOT
AL 2.7 3.0 2.1 
1.7 
STRUCTURES & THERMAL SAMSO DATA 
5.5 5.7 5.3 5.3 
MECHANISMS ANALOGOUS 
TO PDRM DATA 1.6 2.8 0.5
 1.6 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS ANALOGOUS TO
 PDRM DATA 4.7 4.7 NIA 
NIA 
ASSEMBLY & CHECKOUT 5% OF HARDWARE
 COST 0.6 D.7 0.3 
0.3 
SRMS UPDATE 
NIA NIA 5.4 NIA 
AIRBORNE SPARES "" 
NIA NIA NIA NIA 
AIRBORNE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
LOGISTICS ANALOGOUS TO P
DRM 'ND 5.6 6.7 2.8 
3.8 
TUG DATA 
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT ANALOGOUS TO TUG
 3.7 3.7 1.8 
1.8 
FACILITIES ANALOGOUS TO
 TUG 0.6 0.6 0.2 
0,2 
OPERATIONAL SITE SERVICES ANALOGOUS TO T
UG 1.5 1.5 1.5 1
.5 
TOTAL 
$28, 9 $32.0 $22.0 $18.0 
PDRM = PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT & RETRIEVAL MECHA
NISM 
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TabZe IX-22 Costing Considerations 
WBS ELEMENT BASELINE-PIVOTING ARM GENERAL PURPOSE MANIPULATOR SRMS EVA 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 6% OF SUBTOTAL X X X 
PROJECT ENGR & INTEGRATION 11'70 OF SUBTOTAL X X X 
STRUCTURES & THERMAL 400 Ib STORAGE RACK X X X 
50 Ib RACK/Tue AOAPTER 80 Ib RACKITUG ADAPTER N1R N1R 
MECHANISM 100 Ib MANIPULATOR ARM 250 Ib MANIPULATOR ARM 20Ib-END 100 Ib-TOOLS, RE-
EFFECTOR STRAINTS, HAND-
HOLDS, ETC 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS 30 Ib 4-7.5Ib UNITS 45 Ib 6-7.5 Ib UNITS N/R N1R 
ASSEMBLY & CHECKOUT DDTBE 5% OF HARDWARE X X X ~ PRODUCTION lor. of HARDWARE X X X AIRBORNE SPARES 5 FLIGHT ARTICLES X 3.5FLlGHT 3.5 FLIGHT ARTICLES 
ARTICLES i SUBSYSTEMS -PARTI AL X , 
AIRBORNE SUPPORT EQUIP- 200 Ib CRADLE-RACK X X X ~ MENT 1 
250 Ib SERVICING PLATFORM· X X x J LOGISTICS LOG I STI CS MANAGEMENT X X X :,1 
I NVENTORY CONTROL X X x 1 1 
O&M MANUALS x 0 ~ 1 
1 
TRA I NERS (1 ETR, I WTR) X 0 
TRAINING X X ® 
GROUND SUPPORr EQUIPMENT MECHANICAL-49 UNITS X X X 
ELECTRICAL-IS UNITS X ELECTRICAL-3 ELECTR ICAL-3 UN ITS 
UNITS 
FACILITIES REARRANGEMENT X 
OPERATIONAL SITE SERVICES LAUNCH OPERATIONS X 0 0 
FLIGHT OPERATIONS X X @ 
MAl NTENANCE X 
LEGEND: 
X REQUIREMENTS IDENTICAL TO BASELINE 
0 REQUI REMENTS REDUCED FROM BASELI NE 
® REQU I REMENTS I NCREASED FROM BASEL! NE 
EOUI PMENT WAS LATER DELETED FROM THE PIVOTING ARM. 
HOWEVER, COSTS WERE NOT CHANGED. 
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Project management is estimated at six percent of all other WBS elements, 
cost and project engineering and integration at 11 percent of all WBS ele-
ments excluding project management. These percentages have been developed 
from previous contract history. 
Structures and thermal WBS elements consist of a stowage rack for all 
four maintenance concepts and a rack/tug adapter for the pivoting arm and
 
general purpose manipulator concepts. The SAMSO cost model for structure
 
was used to cost this 'element. 
Hechanisms WBS element consists' of a manipulator arm for the pivoting arm
 
and general purpose manipulator concepts, a special end effector for the 
SRMS 
concept and various tools, restraints, hand holds, etc, for the EVA conce
pt. 
l~C cost data for a pr.evious study on payload deplo~nnent and retrieval m
ech-
anism (now called the shuttle remote man.ipulator system) was adjusted to cri-
teria in the areas of technical requirements, number of development units
, 
length of development program, fiscal year, etc. This adjusted development 
cost was the data point to derive a straight line log-log plot of develop
ment 
cost versus mechanisms weight that encompasses all four maintenance conc
epts. 
Control electronics WBS element consists of servo-electronics subassembli
es 
(one at each joint) and the recluired software for the pivoting arm and gener,al 
purpose manipulator concepts. The electronic subassemblies are similar t
o those 
in the payload deployment and retrieval mechanism (PDID,1). This PDRM cost data 
was adjusted as discussed under mechanisms to derive DDT&E costs. Software 
development was estimated based on similarity to other programs of compa
rable 
scope. 
SRMS update WBS element consists of the additional development cost to 
the current shuttle remote manipulator system program to acquire the pre
cision 
and fidelity (add seventh degree of freedom, increased precision of joints, 
added mechanical and electrical components, etc) required to perform module 
exchange. 
Assembly and. checkout WBS element consists of the design and fabrication 
of assembly tools and the development of acceptance test procedures. Thi
s 
element is estimated at five percent of all subsystems hardware cost. 
Airborne support equipment WBS element consists of two items: a cradle 
to mount the modUle stowage rack in the orbiter and a spacecraft servicin
g 
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platform with rotation capability that would support the spacecraft during 
module exchange. Airborne support equipment development was estimated using 
the mechanisms data with reductions for complexity. Differences with air-
borne support equipment among the various concepts is discussed in more de-
tail in chapter IV. The difference in the items has led to difference in 
the launch cost reimbursement policy effects on the various concepts. 
Logistics WBS element consists of logistics management, inventory control, 
operations and maintenance manuals, trainers, and training. All these func-
tions, except trainers, were estimated from Space Tug Systems Study-Storable 
data as a reference point and adjusted based on relative complexity. Two 
trainers, one each at ETR and WTR, provided for all four maintenance concepts 
with the EVA concept requiring a third unit for neutral buoyancy training. 
Trainers are estimated as the equivalent of a flight unit and then adjusted 
for fidelity requirements. 
Ground support equipment WBS element consists of the development of GSE 
and the production of GSE reqtlired for ETR and WTR. A list of GSE and quan-
Table IX-24 Ground Support Equipment 
ITEM QUANTITY 
ACCESS EQU I PMENT 3 
PORTABLE HOIST/CRANE 3 
SLI NG SETS-SERVICER 4 
SLI NG SETS-ADAPTER 4 
SLI NG SETS-CRADLE 4 
ADAPTER I'NSTALLATION'TOOL KIT 3 
PORTABLE TRANSPORTER 4 
CRADLE AND RESTRAI NTS 4 
ELECTR I CAL TEST SET 3 
ORDNANCE TEST SET 3 
LATCH MECHANISM TEST SET 3 
TUG/SERVICER INTERFACE SIMULATOR 3 
COMMUNICATIONS TEST SET 3 
PROTECTIVE COVERS 5 
ALIGNMENT SET 3 
STORAGE SUPPORT FIXTURE 10 
tities of each item for the 
pivoting arm concept is shown 
in Table IX-24. GSE develop-
ment was estimated based on 
similarity to space tug GSE 
items. 
Facilities l-lBS element consists of rearrangement costs to existing 
facilities (contractor and government) and assumes no new facilities. This 
cost is for rearrangement of 3000 sq ft at ETR and WTR plus modification and 
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rearrangement of contractor manufacturing and test facilities. The estima
tes 
were derived from historical experience on programs of a similar nature. 
Operational site services WBS element consists of mission planning and 
flight support software development. These items were costed based on rel
a-
tive complexity and number of operations as compared with space tug effort
. 
2. Maintenance Concepts - Production 
Unit and production costs for the four maintenance concepts are pre-
sented in Table IX-2S. 
Table IX-250n-O~bit Se~viae~ Unit and P~oduation Costs 
COST ($ IN M) 
PIVOTING ARM GENERAL PURPOSE SRMS EVA 
WBS ELEMENT UNIT PRODUCTION UNIT PRODUCTION UNIT PRODUCTION UNIT PRODUCTION
 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 0.10 0.97 0.13 1.26 0.07 0.59 0.08 0.63 
PROJECTENGR. & INTEGRATION 0.17 1.60 0.21 2.08 0.12 0.98 0.14 
1.1l) 
STRUCTURES & THERMAL 0.98 2.94 1.04 3.12 0.90 2.70 0. 90 2.70 
MECHANISMS 0.24 0.72 0.45 1.35 0.08 0.24 0.24 0.72 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS 0.17 0.51 0.25 0.75 N/A N/A N/A NIA 
ASSEMBLY & CHECKOUT 0.14 0.42 0.17 0.51 0.10 0. 30 o.n 0.33 
SRMS UPDATE N/A N/A NIA N/A N/A 9.40 N/A N/A 
AIRBORNE SPARES 8.45 ll.72 4.23 4.30 
AIRBORNE SUPPORTEQUIPMF.NT 1.46 1. 46 1.46 1.46 
LOG I STICS N/A N/A N/A N/A 
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT NIA N/A NIA N/A 
FACILITIES N/A N/A N/A N/A 
OPERATIONAL SITE SERVICES N/A N/A N/A N/A 
TOTAL 1. 80 17.07 2.25 22.25 1.27 10.50 1.47 11.19 
Project management is estimated at six percent of all other WBS elements, 
cost and project engineering and integration at 11 percent of all WBS elements 
excluding project management. These percentages have been developed from 
previous contract history. 
Unit subsystem WBS elements (structures, mechanisms, and control electron~ 
ics) costs were estimated using the same data sources and techniques as pre-
viously described for these elements under DDT&E. The production costs fo
r all 
concepts are all based on three units with no application of an improvemen
t curve. 
SRMS update WBS element consists of the delta cost to the existing flight 
units, caused by the added requirements previously described under DDT&E a
nd 
the addition of one flight unit because of the increased number of operati
ons 
due to performing module exchange. 
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Assembly and checkout WBS element consists of assembly, installation, 
checkout and acceptance ,testing. This effort is estimated at ten percent of 
th~ subsystem hardware cost. 
Airborne spares WBS element consists of complete flight article spares 
and subsystem component spares. For the pivoting arm and general purpose 
manipulator concepts, airborne spares are five units consisting of one spare 
unit and four units calculated as reliability los~es. For SRMS and EVA, 
which are only used for low earth orbit missions, the airborne spares are 
3.5 units consisting of 1 'spa_r~ unit and 2.5 units calculated ,as reliabi.1ity 
losses. Subsystem component spares for all concepts are calculated at 20 
percent of mechanisms flight hardware costs and 30 percent of control elec-
tronics flight hardware costs. 
Airborne support equipment WBS element costs were estimated using the 
same data sources and techniques as previously described for this element 
under DDT&E. The production cost is based on 5.6 units with no application 
of improvement curve. 
3. Mainten.ance Concepts-Operations 
OperaHons category summarizes the cost of launch operations, flight opera-
tions, maintenance (scheduled and unscheduled), refurbishment, management and 
supporting functions. Table IX-26 presents operations costs, byWBS element, 
TabZe IX-26 On-Orbit Serviaer Operations Costs 
COST ($ IN MILLIONS) 
PIVOTING GENERAL 
WBS ELEMENT BASIS ARM PURPOSE SRMS EVA 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 6% OF SUBTOTAL $ 3.2 $3.6 $ 2.3 $ 2.4 
PROJECT ENGR. & INTEGRATION 11'70 OF SUBTOTAL 5.3 6.0 3.7 3.9 
STRUCTURES & THERMAL SAMSO DATA N/A N/A N/A N/A 
MECHANISMS ANALOGOUS TO PDRM DATA N/A N/A N/A N/A 
CONTROL ELECTRONICS ANALOGOUS TO PDRM DATA N/A N/A N/A N/A 
ASSEMBLY & CHECKOUT '10 OF HARDWARE COST N/A N/A NIA N/A 
SRMS UPDATE -- NIA NIA N/A N/A 
AIRBORNE SPARES -- N/A N/A NIA NIA 
AIRBORNE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT -- N/A N/A N/A NIA 
LOGISTICS ANALOGOUS TO PDRM AND 4.9 4.9 4.9 6.9 
TUG DATA 
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT ANALOGOUS TO TUG 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.2 
FACILITIES ANALOGOUS TO TUG NIA N/A N/A N/A 
OPERATIONAL SITE SERVICES ANALOGOUS TO TUG 42.6 48. 9 28. 9 37.4 
TOTAL $56.5 $63. 9 $40.0 $50.8 
PDRM' PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT & RETRIEVAL MECHANISM 
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for the four maintenance concepts. These costs cover 12 years at ETR and 
nine years at WTR. 
Project management is estimated at six percent of all other WBS elements, 
cost and project engineering and integration at 11 percent of all WBS ele-
ments excluding project management. These percentage~ have been developed 
from previous contract history. 
Logistics WBS element consists of implementing the various logistics 
management functions ana inventor:y control techniques developed during the 
DDT&E phase. Also included is effort to update operations and rnaintenance 
manuals to incorporate information gathered through the operations phase. 
The nature of training makes it a continuing task which extends through all 
of the operations phase. This is due to attrition of personnel as well as 
the variations in payloads as a result of the mission model. These tasks 
were estimated as to relative complexity with comparable items i.n the Space 
Tug Systems Study. The EVA concept cost includes effort to simulate each 
of the maintenance missions in a neutral buoyancy tank. This task is es-
timated at two million dollars for the 12 years of operations. 
Operational site services WBS element consists of the repetitive tasks 
and functions of launch operations, flight operations ~nd maintenance/re-
furbishment. Launch operations includes servicer receiving and inspection, 
prelaunch checkout, orbiter/tug mating and checkout and launch countdown. 
Flight operations includes mission planning, flight control, data reduction, 
analysis and documentation. Maintenance/refurbishment is restoring the re-
usable servicer, after each mission, to a flight readiness condition for 
subsequent missions. Cost estimates for the functions just described are 
based on the manpower (engineering, technical and support) and material re-
quired to sustain the mission model flight schedule. Space Tug Systems 
Study operations costs were examined in detail and inapplicable costs such 
as propellants and gases were deleted from the base data. Analyses of rela-
tive complexity and number of operations of each servicer concept as compared 
to the tug established ratios to apply against the basic data. Cost estimates 
for operational site services showing per year costs by launch site and 
totals for the 12-year operational phase for each maintenance concept is 
given in Tables IX-27, IX-28, IX-29 , and IX-3~. EVA operational site services, 
Table IX-3~, includes the crew EVA operations element at $60K per service 
mission (see chapter XI, item B-1). 
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Table IX-2? Operational Site Services, Pivoting Arm 
($ INMILLIONS) 
WBS ELEMENT ETR/Yr W:rR/Yr 
SITE SERVICES AND SUPPORT $0.30 $0.30 
MISSION PLANNING 0.50 0.30 
FLI GHT CONTROL 0.50 --
FLIGHT EVALUATION 0.10 0.10 
SCHEDULED MAl NTENANCE 0.20 0.10 
UNSCHEDULED MA I NTENANCE 0.30 o. 10 
POSTFLI GHT CHECKOUT 0.10 0.10 
TUG MATING AND CHECKOUT 0.30 0.20 
DEPOT MA I NTENANCE 0.20 0.20 
TOTAL $2.50 $1. 40 
--:-~. __ -=~~}:c-::~~'.~~::';'I;;;""· -~., 
1 
! 
TOTAL 
$ 6.30 
8.70 
6.00 
2.10 
3.30 
4.50 
2.10 
5.40 
4.20 
$42.60 
Table IX-28 Operational Site Services, General Purpose Manipulator 
($ IN MILLIONS) 
WBS ELEMENT ETR/Yr WTRlYr TOTAL 
SITE SERVICES AND SUPPORT $0.30 $0.30 $ 6.30 
M ISS ION PLANN ING 0.50 0.30 8.70 
FLI GHT CONTROL 0.50 -- 6.00 
FLIGHT EVALUATION 0.10 0.10 2.10 
SCHEDULED MA I NTENANCE 0.20 o. 10 3. 30 
UNSCHEDULED MA I NTENANCE 0.50 0.20 10. 80 
POSTFLI GHT CHECKOUT O. 10 O. 10 2.10 
TUG MATING AND CHECKOUT Q 30 0.20 5.40 
DEPOT MA I NTENANCE 0.20 0.20 4.20 
TOTAL $2.70 $1. 50 $48.90 
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Table IX-29 Operational Site Sepvice8~ SRMS 
($ IN MILLIONS) 
WBS ELEMENT ETRlYr WTRlYr 
SITE SERVICES AND SUPPORT $0.10 $0.10 
MISS ION PLANN I NG 0.50 0.30 
FL I GHT CONTROL 0.50 --
FLIGHT EVALUATION 0.10 O. 10 
SCHEDULED MAl NTENANCE 0.20 O. 10 
UNSCHEDULED MA I NTENANCE 0.20 0.10 
POSTFLI GHT CHECKOUT 0.06 0.06 
ORB ITER MATI NG AND CHECKOUT 0.03 0.03 
DEPOT MA I NTENANCE 0.07 0.07 
TOTAL $1. 76 $0.86 
Table IX-3~ Operational Site Service8~ BVA 
($ IN MILLIONS) 
WBS ELEMENT ETR/Yr WTR/Yr 
SITE SERV I CES AND SU PPORT $0.10 $0.10 
MISSION PLANNING 0.70 0.40 
FLIGHT CONTROL 0.50 --
FLIGHT EVALUATION 0.10 0.10 
SCHEDULED MA IN ,ENANCE 0.10 0.10 
UNSCHEDULED MA I NTENANCE 0.10 0.10 
POSTFLI GHT CHECKOUT 0.03 0.03 
CREW EVA OPERATIONS O. 70 0.20 
DEPOT MA I NTENANCE 0.07 0.07 
TOTAL $2.40 $1. 10 
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TOTAL 
$ 2.10 
8.70 
6.00 
2.10 
3. 30 
3.30 
1. 40 
0.60 
1. 40 
$28.90 
TOTAL 
$ 2.10 
12.00 
6.00 
2.10 
2.10 
2.10 
0.70 
8.90 
1.40 
$37.40 
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Results of the costing of all the maintenance concepts are summarized in 
Table IX-31. 
Table IX-31 Maintenanoe Conoept Cost Summay.y 
COST (DOLLARS IN M I LLI ONS) 
MAl NfENANCE CONCEPT DDT&E PRODUCTION OPERATIONS TOTAL 
PI VOll NG ARM 29 17 57 103 
GENERAL PURPOSE MANI PULATOR 32 22 64 118 
SHUTTLE REMOTE MANI PULATOR SYSTEM 22 20 40 82 
EVA 18 11 51 80 
I. FINAL MAINTENANCE MODE COST SUMMARY 
Results of the final cost analysis can be presented in a myriad of for-
mats. Figures IX-14, IX-15 and IX-16 present total program costs for all 
47 programs in the mainte~ance applicable set if all programs are flown in 
the expendable, ground refurbisha?le, and on-orbit maintainable modes. 
Figure IX-14 presents a summary for LEO spacecraft only, Figure IX-15 presellts 
the summary for MEO and REO spacecraft only, and Figure IX-16 presents the 
sunnnary for all of the spacecraft. IIi these summaries, the maintenance con-
cept costs have been excluded. (This same type of data has been calculated 
for each of the 47 individual programs in the maintenance applicable set and 
is summarized in Table IX-32.) It can be seen from these fig~res that a 
significant savings can be realized (~9 billion dollars) if all spacecraft 
are flown in an on-orbit maintainable mode. However, it was noted during 
the preliminary cost analysis that the most economical method of flying this 
mission model was to provide the capability to fly all three of these modes, 
and to fly each particular program in the mode that is the least expensive for 
it. One of the results of this study showed that if a particular program 
has ,on1y'one,mission, it will be cheaper to fly expendab ly . All i 
other missions were less expensive to fly in an on-orbit maintainable mode. 
None of the programs were less expensive in a ground refurbishable mode; how-
ever, this could change depending on the final form of the LCRP used by 
NASA. Table IX-33 presents a summary of LEO spacecraft expendable mode program
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Table IX-32 Individual Spacecraft Program Coat Summary 
Payload 
Payload Hodel 
No_ Code No. 
~S -03-A ~~ 
SO-OJ-A AST-J 
IIE-09-A AS1'-4 
IIE-03-A AST-5A 
IIE-08-A lAST-oR 
,-1!kl.9.::A ~.l.=.5.C 
IIE-05-A AST-5D 
AS-OI-A AS1'-6 
SO-02-A AS1'-7 
IIE-11-A AST-9A 
___ HE-Ol-~_ ~ST-YB 
AS-07-A AST-NI 
--";S-ll-A AST-N2 
AS-13-A ASl'-N3 -:'~ AS-14-A AST-N4 
AS-17-A AST-N5 
HE-07-A PIIY-IA 
AP-04-A PHY-2A 
IIE-12-A PHY-5 
LS-02-A LS-1 
EO-OS-A EO-3 
EO-lO-A EO-5 
OP-02-A EOP-5 
OP-O/,-A EOP-7 
OP-OS-A EOP-8 
OP-51-A NN/D-14 
- AS-05-A AST-1C 
AS-16-A AST-§ 
AP-OI-A PHY-IB 
AP-02-A PHy-TC 
AP-OS-A PIIY-JA 
AP-U7-A PHY-JU 
EO-u9-A EO-4 
EO-12-A EO-6 
f--_9N - 51-A NN/D-l 
eN-53-A NN/D-2B 
CN-5S-A NN/D-2C 
CN-54 -A INN D-J 
CN-55-A NN/D-4 
CN-56-A NN D-5A 
r' ->;'- INN/n_~ 
EO-56-A NN/O-8 
EO-57-A NN/D-9 
EO-58-A NN D-IO 
EO-6l-A NN/D-ll 
EO-59-A NN/D-12 
EO-62-A NN D-13 
LEO Spacecraft Name 
~~l'ound EXQlorer 
Solar Maximum Mission 
l-.argf! High Energy Observator:t B 
Extended X-Ray Survey 
_0,"0 loh F.noro Oh,Prvo'nrv A 
i L;,roe High En.e.l:l>Y..Jl.ll.:ulrvatorvur. 
Hi.h Latitude Cosmic Rav Surve 
Lar'c Soacc Telcscooe 
Lar2e Solar Observatory 
Large High Energy Observatory D 
Laroe X-Rav TelescoQe l'acility 
3m Ambient Temoerature IR Telescooe 
1. 5m lit Te lescooe 
UV Survey Telesc"De 
)m UV - Oetical Teleseoee 
30m lit Interferometer 
Sma II High Energy Satellite 
Gr-avitational and Relativitv Satellite 
- LEO 
Cosmic Ray Laboratory 
Biomedical Expe.riment Scientific Satellite 
Earth Observatory Satellitl'l 
Aiilll ieations Explorer SeecLal Purpose Satellite 
Gravitv Gradiometer 
GRAVSAT 
Vector Magnetometer Satellit" 
Global Earth and Ocean MonitorinR Svstem 
ITOTAL, LEO 
NEO/HEO Spacecraft Name 
Advanced Radio Astronomv Explorer 
arga Radio Qbservator Arrav 
UPDer Atmosphere Explorer 
-Exp1orer-Hediurn Al titude 
Environment'll Perturbation Satellite-A 
Environmental Perturbation Sate1lite-n 
SYnchronolis Earth Observatory Satellite 
TlROS 
1NTELSAT 
DOflSAT B 
DOflSAT C 
Disaster Warn!no SatelIite 
Traffic Manaoement Satellite 
Foreien Communication Satellite-A 
I r~;"';;"~ienHnnq n.<.n Prn"n"vnP 
Environmental Honitorin' Satellite 
Foreign Synchronous Heteorolo~ica1 Satellite 
Geosvnchronous Ooerational Hetcorolooical Satellite 
Earth Resollrces Survey Ooerational Satellite 
Gcosvnchronous Earth Resources Satellite 
Foreien Synchronous Earth Observation Satellite I TOTAL, MEO/HEO 
TOTAL 
OR.IGmAL PAGE IS 
OB" ,POOR QJIALtry 
TOTAL PROGRAH COST (C&Hl 
EXP GR OOM 
145.3 133.6 105.8 
491.6 t;01f.~ 324.0 
242 I. 24'i 2 2e::3 a 
515.7 482.4 381.3 
544.9 509.3 403 :2 
313.6 334.9 268.7 
-288.9 294.6 302.6 
1659.1 1005.6 683.0 
1079.9 780.7 555.3 
634.8 550.2 427.6 
614.1 575.2 442.6 
1058.1 698.0 492.4 
978.4 609.9 428.1 
504.4 91.1 290.1 
795.1 511.6 349.7 
388.5 349;1 246.8 
619.5 421.4 289.2 
11l:J.5 _Tr.1 100.0 
1033." 772X 5~l.U 
~; ~6. 34<;....1-
lQR?11 111R Q m+-.96.4, 18: .9 
220.2 224.5 230.7 
251.6 252.8 260.6 
197.5 178.4 158.3 
529.1 -427.1 342.1 
-16343.6 12494.9 9396.1 
-
121.3 136.0 111.8 
253.9 250.3 210.4 
126.1 120.8 119.4 
241.7 225.6 221.1 
260.8 266.0 272.1 
303.5 326.6 277.6-
537.0 462.L. J4:>_ 
lO9.5 -TW. DO.O 
79~ .6 748.L bJ5.b 
697.4 676.1 567.0 
204.1 214. 1~4.4 
204.7 220.7 184. 
289.1 291. 2 252.8 
433.6 413.1 372. 
284.8 306.6 246.1 
392.9 338.7 285.4 
199;8 206.~ 7Y.~ 
233.6 236.8 199.5 
1502.0 1060.1 86J.6 
632.0 533.4 375.5 
m. 5J2.J j 76.0 
8525.1 7726.6 6438.2 
24869.1 20221. 5 15834.3 
" 
1 
i 
! 
I 
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costs, savings of on-orbit maintainable mode over expendable mode, and per-
I cent savings. Each is ranked from highest to lowest. Table IX-34 presents 
the same data for the MEO and REO spacecraft. 
Tables IX-33 and IX-34 show that by proper mode selection for each of 
the spacecraft programs, a savings of 7 billion dollars in LEO programs and 
a savings of 2.1 billion dollars on MEO and REO programs (for a total of 
9.1 billion dollars) can be realized over flying all of these programs in an 
expendable mode. Should NASA not develop the capability to perform any on-
orbit maintenance, a savings of 3.9 billion dollars for LEO spacecraft and a 
savings of 0.9 billion dollars for MEO and REO spacecra.ft, a total of 4.8 
billion dollars, could still be realized by developing the capability to per-
form ground refurbishment. 
The savings for LEO and for MEO and REO spacecraft have been presented 
separately since not all of the four maintenance concepts cos ted can service 
all the spacecraft. Only the pivoting arm and general purpose manipulator 
have the capability of being flown in the orbiter or attached to the tug. 
(They could also be attached to some sort of free flying teleoperator system.) 
The SRMS and EVA could only be performed near the orbiter. It may be possible 
to return some MEO spacecraft to the orbiter, service them with the SRMS or 
EVA, and return them to their orbit, all utilizing one tug; however, it is 
suggested that additional work be performed on this mode of operation. 
Appro~imately O.a billion of the 2.1 billion dollars savings for MEO and 
REO spacecraft are in this .. class. 
It has been suggested by several sources that should the savings gained 
by going from an expendable mode spacecraft to an on-orbit maintainable mode 
spacecraft not prove sufficiently high, then a spacecraft program might still 
elect to fly in the proven mode of expendable. The last column in Tables 
IX-33 and IX-34 show the percent savings (of expendable cost) to be realized 
by utilizing the on-orbit maintainable mode. Spacecraft programs are ranked 
from highest to lowest. Thus for LEO spacecraft, should only those space-
craft which demonstrate a minimum 30 percent savings over expendable be 
selected to be flown in the on-orbit maintainable mode, the total savings 
would be about 6.4 billion instead of the 7.0 billion dollars. For a mini-
mum 20 percent savings, the total savings would be 6.9 billion dollars. For 
~O and REO spacecraft, a 30 percent minimum would mean about 1.3 billion 
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TabZe IX-J3 LEO Spacecraft Swnmary 
EXP COST L SAVINGS L % SAVINGS L 
! 
EO-3 $ 1,982,0 $ 1,982.0 EO-3 $1052.6 $1052.6 LS-l 60.5% 
ASH I, 659. 1 3,641.1 ASH 976.1 2028. 7 ASH 58. 8 
ASH 1,079.9 4,721. 0 AST-N1 565.7 2594,4 AST-N2 56.2 AST-Nl 1, 058. 1 5,779.1 AST-N2 550.3 3144.7 AST-N4 56.0 
PHY-5 1,033.4 6,812.5 LS-l 528. 5 3673.2 AST-Nl 53 .. 5 
AST-N2 978. 4 7,790.9 ASH 524.6 4197.8 PHY-IA 53.3 LS-l 873.6 8.664.5 PHY-5 452.4 4650.2 EO-3 53.1 AST-N4 795.1 9.459.6 AST-N4 445.4 5095.6 ASH 48. 6 AST-9A 634.8 10,094.4 PHY-IA 330.3 5425.9 PHY-5 43.8 
PHY-IA 619.5 10,713.9 AST-N3 214.3 5640.2 AST-N3 42.5 
AST-9B 614.1 11,328. 0 AST-9A 207.2 5847.4 AST-N5 36.5 AST-5B 544.9 11,872.9 NNID-14 187.0 6034.4 NN/D-14 35.3 NN/D-14 529.1 12,402.0 AST-9B 171.5 6205.9 AST-3 34.1 
AST-5A 515.7 12,917.7 ASH 167.6 6373.5 AST-9A 32.6 
AST-N3 504.4 13,422.1 AST-5B 141. 7 6515.2 EO-5 30.9 $6371.1 ASH 491.6 13,913.7 AST-N5 141. 7 6656.9 AST-9B 27.9 AST-N5 388.5 14,302.2 AST-5A 134.4 6791. 3 AST-lB 27.2 
ASHC 313.6 14,615. 8 EO-5 60.6 6851.9 AST-5A 26.1 
AST-5D 288.9 14,904.7 AST-5C 44.9 6896.8 AST-5B 26.0 6891. 4 EOP-7 251. 6 15,156.3 AST-lB 39.5 6936.3 EOP-8 19.8 6930.6 ASH 242.4 15,398. 7 EOP-8 39.2 6975.5 ASHC 14.3 6975.5 EOP-5 220.2 15,618. 9 PHY-2A 16.7 6992.2 PHY-2A -9.0 
EOP-8 197.5 15,816.4 ASH 0 ASH 0 EO-5 196.4 16,012.8 AST-5D 0 AST-5D 0 PHY-2A 185.5 16, 198. 3 EOP-5 0 EOP-5 0 AST-1B ~ 16,343.6 EOP-7 _0_ EOP-7 0 
TOTAL $16,343.6 TOTAL $6992.2 
ALL COST AND SAV INGS ARE MILLIONS OF DOLLARS. 
TabZe IX-34 MEO and BEO Spacecraft Summary 
I EXP COST L SAVINGS L % SAVINGS 
NN/D-ll $1502.0 $1502.0 NN/D-ll $638.4 $ 638.4 NN/D-ll 42.5% 
NN/D-l 795.6 2297.6 NN/D-13 266.1 904.5 NN/D-13 41. 4 
NN/D-2B 697.4 2995.0 NN/D-12 256.5 1161. 0 NNID-12 40.6 
NN/D-13 642. i 3637. 1 EO-4 191. 3 1352.3 EO-4 35.6 
NN/D-12 632.0 4269.1 NN/D-l 160.0 1512.3 NN/D-8 27.4 
EO-4 537.0 4806. 1 NN/D-2B 130.4 1642.7 NNID-l 20.1 
NN/D-5 433.6 5239,7 NN/D-8 107.5 1750.2 NN/D-2B 18. 7 
NN/D-8 392.9 5632.6 NN/D-5 61.3 1811. 5 AST-8 17. 1 
PHY-3B 303.5 5936.1 AST-8 43.5 1855.0 NNID-lO 14.6 
NN/D-4 289.1 6225.2 NN/D-6 38.7 1893.7 NN/D-5 14.1 
NN/D-6 284.8 6510.0 NN/D-4 36.3 1930.0 NN/D-6 13.6 
, ' 
PHY-3A 260.8 6770.8 NN/D-lO 34. 1 1964.1 NN/D-4 12.6 
AST-8 253.9 7024.7 PHY-3B 26.5 1990.6 NNID-3 10. 1 
PHY-IC 241. 7 7266.4 PHY-IC 20.6 2011.2 NNID-9 10.0 
NN/D-lO 233. 6 7500.0 NN/D-3 20.6 2031. 8 NN/D-2C 9.7 
NNID-3 204. 7 7704.7 NN/D-9 20.0 2051. 8 PHY-3B 8.7 
NN/D-2C 204. 1 7908.8 NN/D-2C 19.7 2071. 5 PHY-IC 8.5 
NNID-? 199.8 8108.6 EO-6 10.9 2082.4 AST-IC 7.8 
EO-6 169.5 8278. 1 AST-IC 9.5 2091. 9 EO-6 6.4 
PHY-IB 126.1 8404.2 PHY-1B 6.7 2098.6 PHY-IB 5.3 
AST-IC 121.3 8525.3 PHY-3A 0 2098.6 PHY-3A 0 
ALL COST AND SAVINGS ARE MILLIONS OF DOLLARS. 
-
30% 
25% 
15% 
10% 
L 
$1268. 5 30% 
1459.8 25% 
1619.8 20% 
1793.7 15% 
2004. 7 10% 
-
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instead of the 2.1 billion dollars savings. A 20 percent minimum could mean 
a. 1.6 billion dollar savings, instead of the full 2.1 billion dollars. 
J. ADDITIONAL COSTING CONSIDERATIONS 
1. Design Failure 
In the calculation of the parts factors, two types of failures were con-
sidered; the random failures and t~e wear-out failures. Spacecraft have, 
however, through the yea~s also demonstrated that there is a third type of 
failure, the design failure. Design failures consist of those failures that 
occur due to an error or oversight in design, manufacture or testing that 
could have been corrected, if noticed, prior to launch. If a design fa:!.~.ure 
occurs in a module or component of one spacecraft, the same design failure 
will usually be present in the same modules, or components, in all identical 
spacecraft. While analytical methods have been developed to treat random and 
wear-out failures, none have been developed for design failures. To investi-
gate the effects of design failure, it was decided to investigate past data 
on spacecraft programs and to determine some method of applying this histori-
cal data to the maintenance applicable set of spacecraft. It was suggested 
to us by the COMSAT Corporation, and 1ge agreed to use the assumption, that 
two design failures would appear and. could be corrected by the third year of 
each mission, and that one would be capable of a work around not requiring 
either .a service mission or another expendable mission. In order to obtain 
some estimate of how design failures might affect program cost, it was de-
cided to either replace all spacecraft in orbit for each program three years 
after the first launch, which had not been replaced by a normal failure 
(expendable mode) or to service all spacecraft in orbit for each program 
three years after the initial launch which had not yet been serviced for a 
normal failure (on-orbit maintainable mode). A review of the normal mission 
model showed that this affected eight prograrns, all in geostationary orbits. 
All other programs had expected servicings before or at the three year time 
period and would not require additional missions. Table IX-35 presents a 
new summary for the MEO and REO spacecraft, listing the expendable costs, 
savings for on-orbit maintenance, and percent savings. It shows that the 
savings in MEO and REO could increase from 2.1 billion up to 2.5 billion 
dollars during this era if these projected design failures are taken into 
account •. While this type of analysis only provides a very rough estimate, at 
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TabZe IX-35 Design FaiZures Effects for MEG and BEG Spacecraft 
EXP COST L SAVINGS l: % SAVINGS l: 
NNID-11 $1502.0 $1502.0 NN/D-11 $638.4 $ 638.4 NNID-11 42.5 "!o 
NNID-1':' 1056.2 2558.2 NN/D-1':' 299.4 937.8 NN/D-13 41. 4 
NN/D-2B':' 814~ 5 3372.7 NN/D-13 266.1 1203. 9 NN/D-12 40.6 $1161 40"!o 
NNID-13 642.1 4014.8 NN/D-12 256.5 1460.4 EO-4 35.6 1352. 3 30% 
NN/D-12 632.0 4646.8 NN/D-2B~' 196.9 1656.9 NN/D-1':' 28.3 
EO-4 537.0 5183.8 EO-4 191. 3 1848.2 NN/D-8 27.4 1759.2 25"!o 
NNID-5':' 523.6 5707.4 NN/D-5':' 109.1 1957.2 NN/D-2B • 24.1 
NNID-8 392.9 6100.3 NNID-8 107.5 2064.8 NN/D-5':' 20.8 
NN/D-4" 343.4 6443.7 NN/D-6':' 65.7 2130.5 NN/D-6~' 20.3 2130.5 20% 
,. 
~I 
NN/D-6':' 324.4 6768. 1 NN/D-4':' 59.7 2190.2 NNID-3':' 19.3 
PHY-3B 303.5 7071. 6 NNID-3* 48.8 2239.0 NNID-2C':' 18.5 
NN/D-2C':' 262.8 7334.4 NN/D-2C':' 48.7 2287.7 NNID-9';' 18. 3 
PHY-3A 260.8 7595.2 AST-8 43.5 2331. 2 NN/D-4':' 17.4 
AST-B 253.9 7849.1 NN/D-9':' 36.0 2367.2 AST-8 17.1 2367.2 15"!o 
NN/D-3';' 252. 9 8102.0 NNID-lO 34. 1 2401. 3 NN/D-lO 14.6 2401. 3 10% 
PHY-1C 241. 7 8343. 7 PHY-3B 26.5 2427.8 PHY-3B 8.7 
NNID-lO 233. 6 8577. 3 PHY-1C 20.6 2448.4 PHY-1C 8.5 
NNID-9';' 232.6 8809.9 EO-6 10.9 2459.3 AST-1C 7.8 
EO-6 169.5 8979.4 AST-1C 9.5 2468.8 EO-6 6.4 
PHY-1B 126.1 9105.5 PHY-1B 6.7 2475.5 PHY-1B 5.3 
AST-1C 121.3 9226.8 PHY-3A 0 2475.5 PHY-3A 0 
('PROGRAMS INVOLVING DESIGN FAILURES. 
SUMMARY 
EXP OM tJ. "!o 
LEO $16,343.6 $ 9,171. 6 $6992.2 42.8 
MEO & HEO 9,226.8 6, 751. 3 2475.5 26.8 
TOTAL $25,570.4 $15,922.9 $9467.7 37.0 
ALL COST AND SAVINGS ARE MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 
1. 
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best, of the effects on costs of design failures, it does indicate the trend 
tpat the ability to take care of design failures does provide an additional 
cost b~nefit to the on-orbit maintainable mode. Although not calculated, 
simi.lar benefits could be shown for the ground refurbishable mode over the 
expendable mode, although the amount of savings would be smaller. 
2. Consideration of Expendable Spacecraft Flights Prior to the Shuttle Era 
As discussed previously, and presented in Table IX-5, some programs 
existed for which expendable spacecraft would be flown prior to 1979 for LEO 
spacecraft or prior to 1982 for tug-delivered spacecraft. Each program 
listed in Table IX-5 must make its own decision as far as launching a portion 
of its spacecraft as expendable plus a portion as on-orbit maintainable. For 
some programs, the decision is easy. Programs whj,ch show a cost penalty for 
launching in the on-orbit maintainable mode (such as AST-4) should, of course, 
fly all spacecraft in the expendabl<! mode. Other spacecraft, with only a 
small percent savings (see Tables IX-33 and IX-34) for flying in the on-
orbit maintainable mode (such as PRY-lB, EO-6, AST-1C, PRY-lC) would be 
strongly advised to also fly in the expendable mode. 
Spacecraft which lie in the upper por';ions of the percent savings List in 
Tables IX-33 and IX-34 would probably be advised to either delay the expend-
able launches until the STS is ready, particularly if the period is short and 
only 1 or 2 expendable spacecraft launches are involved (such as EO-4) or to 
pay the, penalty of. developing separate expendable and on-orbit maintainable 
spacecraft if several missions are to be launched expendably and if the space-
craft program does not want to wait for the STS to be ready for maintenance 
(possibly NN/D-ll). For some programs, the decision may be made easier due 
to the fact that the early expendable missions may be one model of the space-
craft, and the later missions may have to be a separate model anyway (such 
as NN/D-l, NN/D-2A and NN/D-2B). This decision must be made individually 
for each spacecraft, and the suggestions presented here are intended only to 
list several options, not to attempt to make early decisions for the pro-
grams lis ted. 
3. Multiple Spacecraft Servicinz 
The maintenance costs presented were based upon. a single servicing per 
mission. However, additional savings can be realized from servicing 2 or 
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more spacecraft per mission. The main savings were from the spreading of the 
launch costs of the servicer among the sapcecraft to be serviced (module 
launch costs are already spread by the launch cost reimbursement policy used), 
although some savings are realized by a slight reduction in maintenance con-
cept costs (~$10-20M). 
For tug missions, the additional savings due to mUltiple spacecraft ser-
vicings are estimated to be $92M for 2 servicings per flight or $123M for 3 
servicings per flight. For LEO spacecraft, the additional savings are esti-
mated to be $63M, $84M, and $94M for 2, 3 or 4 servicings per flight, 
respectively. The t9tal affects on multiple spacecraft servicings are esti-
mated to be about $O.2B in addition to the $9.0B already shown. 
4. Expendable Servicer Mechanisms 
With the launch cost reimbursement policy used for tug flights, the 
charge to return a servicer from the spacecraft orbit to the ground is about 
$1.2M (including both the tug and orbiter charges). 
Table IX-36 presents a summary of the servicer unit ~osts for a pivoting 
arm servicer with a 90 percent improvement curve. 
Table IX-36 Servicer Unit Costs Learning CurVe 
NUMBER OF AVERAGE 
SERVICERS COST PER 
BUILT SERVICER 
1 $1. 80M 
30 $1. 07M 
60 $0,97M 
100 $0, 89M 
The table shows that if enough servicers are built, it may be cheaper to ex-
pend servicer mechanisms than to return them for tug missions. ThiS, of cours
e, 
is highly dependent upon the final form of launch cost reimbursement policy. 
However, this does suggest that it may also be economically feasible to con-
sider the use of servicer mechanisms with the Interim Upper Stage (IUS). The 
mission model used for this study estimated a total of 99 servicing missions 
requiring the tug (more if. design failures are included, less'if multiple 
spacecraft servicing is used). Additional servicing missions flown with the 
IUS may increase the total savings even more. 
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K. MAINTENANCE CONCEPT SELECTION 
The cost summary has basically addressed, up to now, the primary question 
of which mode - expendable, ground refurbishable, or on-orbit maintainable -
provides the most economic benefits during the Shuttle era. However, it is 
also necessary to address which maintenance oonoept can provide the greatest 
economic benefits. During this study, up to 25 separate maintenance concepts 
were evaluated and four were selee,ted to be carried through the study. These 
four were selected based primarily or .. technical evaluations. These four, as 
shown in Table, IX-3l, were SRMS, EVA, and two servicer mechanisms, the pivot-
ing arm and the general purpose manipulator. The data in Table IX-3l, however, 
does not present the total story. It is necessary to examine the total eco-
nomic effects of selecting each concept. Two of the concepts (EVA and SRMS) 
could only be utilized in LEO, and thus would not realize some of the total 
economic benefits of being able to perform maintenance on the entire range of 
shuttle automated spacecraft. In addition, the life cycle costs shown in 
Table IX-3l reflected total maintenance concept costs for the pivoting arm 
and the general purpose manipulators for performing about 100 more servicings 
than for the EVA and SRMS. To compare all the concepts more equitably, costs 
for the same number of missions should be compared. And finally, the selec-
tion of anyone of the concepts will entail specific spacecraft effects which 
are not reflected in Table IX-3l. Table IX-37 preselitE? another form of 
Table IX-3? Visiting System Cost Comparisons (mil Zions of ·dollars) 
MAINTE- 6S/C DDT&E 6 
MAl NTE- NANCE AND PRO- ORBITER 
NANCE PRODUC- OPERA- CONCEPT DUCTION LCRP 
CONCEPTS DDT&E TION TIONS SUBTOTAL EFFECTS EFFECTS TOTAL 
P IVOTI NG ARM 29 17 57 103 0 0 103 
LEO/MEO/HEO 
P IVOTI NG ARM 29 14 47 90 0 0 90 
LEO ONLY 
-, 
SRMS, LEO ONLY 22 20 40 82 0 100 182 
EVA, LEO ONLY 18 11 51 80 90 100 270 
GENERAL 32 22 64 118 0 40 158 
PURPOSE 
MANI PULATOR 
LEO 1M EO IHEO 
~ 
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summary of the maintenance concepts where spacecraft program effects are in-
cluded. The 90 million dollars shown for EVA spacecraft DDT&E and production 
effects is to show the effects of designing the spacecr~£t for EVA mainten: 
ance. The' orbiter LCRP effects for the SRMS and for EVA (100 missions) is to 
take into account launching and returning the larger spacecraft support 
structure used for EVA and SRMS maintenance. The orbiter LCRP effects for 
the general purpose manipulator (40 million) is to take into account launch-
ing and returning a heayier servicer to tug orbits. Also shown is the reduced 
cost for the pivoting arm for flying only LEO missions, to put it on the same 
basis as the SRMs and EVA. The general purpose manipulator costs for LEO 
only are not shown since the pivoting arm is shown to be generally a more 
economic servicer mechanism. Table IX-38 presents a total summary of flying 
Table IX-58 Maintenance Modes and Concept Cost Summary 
ON-ORBIT MAINTAINABLE COMBINATIONS 
GENERAL LEO-EVA 
GROUND PURPOSE PIVOT- LEO-EVA MEO-EVA 
EXPENli- REFUR- MANI PU- ING MEO& MEO/HEO-
ABLE BISHABLE EVA SRMS LATOR ARM HEO-GR GR 
LEO 16.34 12.46 9.54 9.45 9.35 9.35 9.54 9.54 SPACECRAFT 
MEO & HEO 8.53 7.62 8.53 8.53 6.47 6.43 7.62 7.37 SPACECRAFT 
MA I NTENANCE 
- 0.08 0.08 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.08 CONCEPT -
TOTAL 24.87 20.08 18.15 18.06 15.94 15.88 17.24 16.99 
t::. FROM 0 -4. 79 -6.72 -6.81 EXPENDABLE -8.93 -8.99 -7.63 -7.88 
t::. FROM 
GROUND 
+4.79 0 -1. 93 -2.02 -4.14 -4.20 -2.84 -3.09 REFUR-
BISHABLE 
all the programs in the expendable, ground refurbishab1e, or on-orbit main-
tainable modes using EVA, SRMS, and the pivoting arm. Various combinations 
are also shown. 
As can be seen from both tables, the pivoting arm can save from 100 to 
200 million dollars over EVA and the SRMS, if LEO only is considered, but from 
1 to 2 billion dollars, over EVA and the SRMS if the entire shuttle automated 
spacecraft program is considered. The 9.0 billion dollar savings (shown in 
Table IX-38) from developing and flying the pivoting a.rm servicer during the 
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shuttle era could approach 10 billion or more when other factors are con-
$idered (such as design failures, multiple spacecraft servicings, expendable 
servicer mechanisms, use of the IUS, etc.). 
L. COST SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
The final cost summaries for the lOSS indicated a savings of over 9 
billion dollars possible during the shuttle era by developing the capability 
to perform on-orbit ma~ntenance rather than fly all spacecraft in the ex-
pendable mode. A sensitivity study was performed on the data used to calculate 
total costs and savings to determine: 
1) Accuracy and validity of input data and effects of data inputs 
on results, and 
2) Effects of future changes in data on study results. 
Results of the cost sensitivity study show that mission model changes 
and parts factors variations have the greatest effects on study results, but 
that on-orbit maintenance is still feasible with reductions of up to 50 per-
cent in the number of missions currently in the mission model, for almost 
all conditions. 
The method used to investigate the variation and sensitivity of the cost 
data is know. as the "influence coefficient" method. Let 
1) S = S (xl' x2 ' ••• ,xn) 
2) 
3) 
IX-70 
where S = savings of on-orbit maintainable over expendable 
x. = cost parameters used to calculate S 
~ 
where 
where 
c S 
ox. 
~ 
d S 
--' 
~ X. 
1. 
As 
Ax. 
~ 
= 
= 
= 
influence coefficient for each cost parameter 
6S = ~ AX. 
d x. ~ 
~ 
total delta in savings 
delta (or variation) in each cost parameter 
, 
1 
~ 
l 
I 
, 
" 
Once the influence coefficients have been calculated for all parameters, 
it is simple to multiply each influence coefficient by any change in any cost 
parameter to determine what its effect will be on savings. In this analysis, 
it was determined to only look at savings between expendable and on-orbit 
maintainable and to ignore ground refurbishable. While ground refurbishable 
mode may be the preferred mode for some spacecraft, the final cost summary 
showed that, for the launch cost reimbursement policy used, all spacecraft in 
the maintenance applicable set were less expensive for either expendable or 
on-orbit maintainabl.e. 
1. Equation for Savings 
The following two equations are the basic equations used in the final cost 
summary for total costs for each spacecraft for expendable and on-orbit main-
t:!linable modes: 
n+LF 
EX cost = ~ (ai Co + biCt ) + (n + LF)(1 + R) CS/C + CNR + ~PE 
n+LF 
OM cost = L: (a. C + biC ) i=1 1. 0 t 
Table IX-3 presented a definition of all parameters used in the costing 
equations. 
separate equations were made for LEO flights an~l MEO/HEO flights, and 
the following substitutions were used, as follows: 
= a for expendable flights 
= b for expendable flights 
aOl = a (nf ) for original emplacement launch for on-orbit main-
tainable flights 
a02 = a (n - nf ) for servicing launches 
bOl = b (nf ) for original emplacement launches for on-orbit main-
tainable flights 
b (n - nf ) for servicing launches 
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The on-orbit maintainable cost was then subtracted from the expendable 
·cost to calculate savings. 
where 
+ LF1)a02 ] 
+ CS/C (1 + R)[ n + LF. - (nf + LF3 + (n - nf)pf) (1 + sf)] 
+ CNR (1 - d) 
+ ~PE - 'kpo 
s = L savings equation f.or LEO 
The equation for savings for MEO/REO (SM/H) is the same with the added 
tug term. 
Ct [n bE - nfbOl - (n - n f )b02 + LFbE - LF (nf)bOl 
- (LF (n - nf ) + LF1)b02 ] 
Before the equations were used for the final cost summary, two changes 
were made. First of all, load factors were used for the orbiter and the tug 
(to allow for flying orbiters and t~gs not fully loaded) as follows: 
C12•0 C1.l 
= A 0 and C t = A t 
where. C12•0 = actual launch cost of orbiter ($12.0M was used) 
= actual launch cost of tug ($l.lM was used) 
load factor, orbiter (0.70 was used) 
= load factor, tug (0.85 was used) 
In addition, launch costs of the on-orbit maintainable mode were altered 
to take into account the differences between initial emplacement 1aunche~ for 
the on-orbit fleet size and servicing launches. Different values of "a" 
were calculated for the establishment of the fleet size and for servicing 
launches and the loss factors were alte:t"ed for the establishment of the 
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fleet and for the servicing. These resulted in launch costs as follows for 
.on-orbit maintainable. 
CKPE - CKPO was r~duced to 
sIc n f - n (C ).43 ( ) CMY .30 10 2 
where CMY = cost per man year 
A simplifying assumption of a01 ~ aE and b01 ~ bE was used and values 
for the various "LF's" were used, as shown below: 
LF LF (n f ) LF (n - nf ) LFl (n - nf ) 
LEO .Oln .03 (n - nf ) .01 (n - nf ) (.06 + 1FNRU}(n - nf ) 
MEO/REO .02n .04 (n - nf ) 002 (n - nf ) (.07 + 1fNRU)(n - nf ) 
The LEO and the MEO/REO equations could then be reduced to the following 
forms: 
SL = Co { (n - nf ) [ (aE - ao) 1.01 - .03 ]} 
+ CS/C (1 + R) { 1.01 n - sfonf (pf + .06 + 1fNRU}(n - nf ) } 
CNR (d - 1) 
_ (Cs/c) .43 (n - nf) 
CMY 30 10 2 
Co { (n - nf ) [(aE -: ao) 1.02 - .04]} 
+ Ct { (n - nf ) [(bE - bo) 1.02 - .04}]} 
+ Cs/c (1 + R) { 1.02 n - sfonf (pf + .07 + lfNRU) (n - nf ) } 
- CNR (d - 1) 
( CS/c)043(n - nf) em 10 2 30 
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2. Influence Coefficients 
From the savings equations; it can be seen that; 
C C' 
It must be remembered that C 
12.0 d Ct 
1.1 d S also can be a 
= --- an = --an 0 ~o ~t 
a function of C12•0 , Cl •1 , 
~ and ~t" 0 
, 
Table IX-39 presents a summary of all the equations used to calculate 
SL and SM/H for all the spacecraft. For the influence coefficient for n f , tw
o 
separate types were calculated with subscripts 1 and 2. Subscript 1 indicat
es 
that n varies with nf according to the follo
wing equation: 
n 
nl = n (--) original f n f 
Subscript 1 would be used, for an example, on a program like EOS, where 
the number of operating cycles is held constant at 16, but the on-orbit fleet
 
size is increased from 1 to 4. Subscript 2 would be used, for example in a 
program like INTELSAT where the originally costed program consisted of a 
fleet size of 9, each serviced once, which could be cut to a fleet size of 7,
 
each serviced once. 
Table IX-40 presents a summary of the nominal values of all the costing 
parameters for each spacecraft program in the maintenance applicable set and
 
the nominal savings. 
Table Ix-41 presents a summary of all of the influence coefficients for 
each spacecraft program in the maintenance applicable set. 
The sign of the influence coefficient is very important. A positive sign 
indicates that a positive delta (increase) of the costing parameter will re-
sult in an increase in savings for that program, and a negative delta 
(decrease) of the costing parameter will result in a decrease in the savings. 
A negative sign on the influence coefficient will, of course, mean the oppo
-
site. For example, an increase in nf (if n is held constant) would mean
 a 
decrease in savings for all spacecraft programs. However, an increase in n f 
(if n varies with nf such that the ratio between the two 
is held constant) 
would result in an increase in savings for most programs. Those that show a
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~abZe IX-40 NominaZ VaZues of Cost Parameters 
Payload 1 
Payload Model ] 
No. Code No. LEO Spacecraft Name aE-aO pf lfNRU bE-bO n nf sf d 
AS-03-A IAST-lB Cosmic B~ck~round Explorer .13 .25 .01 7 1 .08 .04 
SO:-03-A AST-3 Solar Maximum Mission .17 .17 .01 6 1 
HE;-09-A AST-4 Large High Energv Observatory B .21 .09 .03 II l 1 
HE-03-A AST-5A Extended X-Ray Survey .21 .09 .03 \ I 3 1 
_H.Ec- lR-A ~S'1'-5B .arl!e HIl!h Enerl!v Observatory A .21 .09 .03 .5 . .1. 
iIB-10-A IAST-5C I."ro:" Hiph R'1er.l!.v Oh~"rv"~n,.v c: .21 .09 .03 \ I 2 1 
HE-05-A AST-5D Hil!h Latitude Cosmic Ronr_ Survey .21 .09 .03 I / .1. 1 ;, 
AS-OI-A AST-6 Large Space Telesc~e .39 .09 .03 \ I 12 1 l 
SO-02-A AST-7 Large Solar Observatory ."rt3 .09 .OJ \ J I L j 
HE-U-A AST-9A Large High Ener!!v. Observatory D .'10 .09 .03 iL 4 1 , 
itE-OI-A AST-9B Lar~e X-Ray_ Telescope Facility. .49 .06 03 3 1 -) 
AS-07-A AST-Nl 3m Ambient Temperature IR Telescope .30 .09 .03 9 1 '! 
AS-ll-A AST-N2 1.5m IR Telescope .21 .09 .03 1.1:.. 1 1 
AS-13-A AST-N3 UV Survey TelescoQ.e 
. 21 .09 03 6 . 1 1 
AS-14-A AST-N4 1m UV - Optical Telescope .21 .09 .03 11 1 1 
AS-17-A AST-N5 30m IR Interferometer 55 .09 .03 L \ 4 ' 1 1 
HE-07-A PHY-lA Small High Energv Satellite .12 09 01 I \ 6 1 j 
AP-04-A PHY-2A Gravitational and. Relativity Satellite - LEO .19 .12 .01 / 2 1 1 
HE-12-A PHY-S Cosmic Ray Laboratory .21 .09 .03 I \ 5 1 1 
LS-02-A LS-1 Biomedical Experiment Scientific Satellite .27 .10 .01 } 25 1 l 
EO-08-A EO-3 Earth Observatory Satellite .36 .16 .01 I r 16 2 -.1 
EO-IO-A EO-S Applications Explorer Special Purpose Satellite 10 29 .01 16 2 I 
OP-02-A EOP-5 Gravitv Gradiometer .17 .09 .01 I \ 1 l ~ 
OP-04-A EOP-7 GRAVSAT .10 .24 .01 '/ \ 1 1 1 
OP-05-A EOp-8 Vector M~netometer Satellite .11 .28 .01 9 3 1 
OP-SI-A NN/D-14 Global Earth and Ocean Monitorin~ ~stem .19 .10 .01 9 3 1 
1 
MEO/HEO Spacecraft Name j 
AS-05-A AST-IC Advanced Radio Astronomv Explorer .33 .22 :01 .21 3 1 .08 .~ 
AS_-16-.A iAST-B Lari\..e Radio Observatory Arrav a .19 .02 a 4 1 l 
AP-OI-A PHY-lB Upper Atmosphere Explorer .01 .09 .01 a 2 1 l 
AP-02-A PHY-IC EXElorer-Medium Altitude a .OB .01 a 3 1 1 
AP-OS-A PHY-3A Environmental Perturbation Satellite-A .02 .21 .01 a '! 1 l 
AP-07-A PHY-3B Environmental Perturbation Satellite-B .12 .15 .01 a 2 1 ~ 
EO-09-A EO-4 Synchronous Earth Observatory Satellite .42 .15 .02 .33 8 2 i 
EO-12-A EO-6 TIROS .06 .19 .01 a 2 1 I 
CN-SI-A NN/D-l INTELSAT .21 .28 .02 .11 8 9 I 
CN-53-A NN/D-2B DOMSAT B .35 .28 .02 .25 14 7 I 
CN-S8-A NN/D-2C OOMSAT C .22 .31 .02 .10 6 3 j 
CN-S4-A NNiD-3 Disaster Warnin!! Satellite .19 .24 02 08. 4 2 I 
CN-55-A NN/D-4 Traffic Management Satellite .09 .29 .02 .01 14 7 I 
CN-s6-A NNjD-sA Foreil!n ommunication Satellite-A .11 .24 .02 .01 24 12 I 
C:N-<;9-A INN!n_h r.nmmunlcatlons RMl PrototvDe .25 .25 .02 .15 3 1 i 
EO-s6-A NN/D-8 Environmental Monitoring Satellite .05 .16 .01 a 7 1 I 
EO-57-A NN/D-9 Foreign Synchronous Meteorological Satellite .08 .37 .01 -.02 6 2 
EO-58-A NN/D-lO Geo~nchronous Ooerational Meteorological Satellite .08 .38 .01 -.02 B 2 
EO-61-A NN/D-ll Earth Resources Survey Operational Satellite .03 .13 .01 a 11 2 . 
EO-59-A NN/D-12 Geosynchronous Earth Resources Satellite .42 • 15 .02 .33 10 2 J 
EO-6Z-A NN In- 11 I'nrpion Synchronous Earth Observat' on Sate Hite .42 .14 .02 .33 10 2 ','-
* In millions of dollars 
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.21 .()~ .03 3 1 \ J 134.4 
21 .09 .03 1 14 • 
• 21 .09 .03 \ 2 1 44.9 
.21 .09 .03 \ 1. 1 \ 7 ~rr.7 
.39 .09 .03 \ 12 r 1 I I' ~i70.1 
.~3 .09 .03 \ 7 I :><:4.b 
.30 )9 .03 4 ' 1 I 207.2 
.49 .06 03 3 1 1 
.30 .09 .03 9 1 565.7 
.21 .09 .03 11 1 550:"3" 
.55.09 .03 4 ' 1 /1 141.7 
• U 09_ .01 I \ 6 1 I \ 330.3 
:e - LEO .19 .12 .01 2 1 16.7 
.21 .09 .03 I \ 5 1 I \ 452.4 
~llite .27 .10 .01 25 1 I I 528.5 
.36 .16 .01 I U 16 2 I I "1052":0 
Ie Satellite 10 29 .01 16 2 bU • 
• 17 .09 .01 I \ 1 1 7 \" -10.5 
item L9.1 .01 9 3 187.0 
.33 .22 :01 .21 3 1 .08 .04 .09 0.70,0.85 .7.1 ,1.3 _rr.o· ToT ~ 
o .19 .02 o 4 1 4 .• 
.01 .09 .01 o 2 1 6.7 
o .08 .01 o 3 1 
~A .02 .21 .01 o 1 -11..! 
.12 .15 .01 o 2: 1 "26.5 
ite .42 .15 .02 .33 8 2 191.J 
.06 .19 .01 o 2 1 11>.9 
.21 .02 .11 18 9 160.0 
.35 .28 .02 .25 14 7 13U • .4 
.22 .31 .02 .10 6 3 IQ 7 
.19 .24 02 .08 4 2 
.09 .29 .02 .01 14 7 
• 1 .24 .02 .01 24 12 61.3 
.25 .25 02 .15 3 1 
.05 .16 .01 o 7 1 107.5 
atellite .08 .37 .01 -.02 6 2 ?1l11 
~ica1 Satellite .08 .38 .01 -.02 8 2 34.1 
:litellite .03 .13 .01 o 11 2 
llite .42 .15 .02 .33 10 2 
-''''s'ate11ite • L4 .02 .JJ o 2 2iili 
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Tab~e IX-41 Summary of In~uence Coefficients 
Payiol!cI 
Paj,load 
(~~) (~ (~:f) (~J) t~i) ~ Model (~~J (~:~ No. Code No. LEO Spacecraft Name i 
'1 
AC;-03-A IAST-IB ICosmic Background EXD10rer 6.527 -7.112 38.576 -54.377 -24.508 -47.7 30.156 .. ·1 
SO-03-A AST-3 Solar Maximum Mission fJ5.0[6 -38.193 171.902 -245.9~3 -100.238 -166.2 153.991 -~ 
HE-09-A AST-4, Large High Energv Observatorv B 57.196 -61. 983 -4.~. 0 -bll.bl -lbll.'; -4.41. 1 
HE-03-A AST-5A Extended X-Rav Survev 74.208 ~8C ;li7\f --rzi'2:.~_ -19'3. 970 -122.150 -220.3 128.643 -4 
HE-08-A AS'l'-5B .nr~" 1-1 I'~h "n"rnu nh A 78.51 ~-84. ITT 5C • J85 -;(1 • 1)4 -Hll.nll -;(J.-'.4 .36.293 -~ 
HE-I0-A AST-5C I r.nro" IH nh "n~rn" Ob.orun.or" (' 55.619 -60.270 50.968 -72.0~;t -78.715 -163.5 45.6: 1 .. 2 
...HE-05-A AST-5D High Latitude Cosmic Rav Survev 67.978 -73.700 -5.723 I) -82.077 -201. 2 -5.271 
AS-OI-A AST-6 Large Space Telescope 89.879 -97.21.7 981..H1 -1251.975 -314.101 -258.5 860.785 -41\ 
SO-02-A AST-7 Large Solar Observatory fll"r.~ ;:r .2;'U 532.430 -677.9 2 -217 65 -263.3 463.066 -29 
HE-ll-A AST-9A Large High Enere:v Observatorv D 73.S32 -79.92 215.401 -283.1 6 -134.624 -224.5 190.619 
-9 
HE-OI-A AST-9B Large X-Rav TelescoDe Facilitv 94.016 -101.281 180.765 -225.0 2 -135.465 -255.4 149.251 -lll 
AS-07-A AST-N1 3m Ambient TemDerature IR Telescone 72.077 -78.020 570.673 -736.3 1 -207.981 -208.8 504.765 -26: 
As-ll-A AST-N2 1.5m IR Telescope 55.707 -60.365 552.'+u -721.5 1 -187.088 -163.8 495.672 -211 
AS-13-A AST-N3 UV Survey Telescone 44.160 ~;-sTS" II .!'+" -283.068 -99.612 -128.!. q? 7R~ _10' 
AS-14-A AST-N4 1m UV - Optical Te1escol>e 44.946 -;Jill. b/U 44:>./~~ -57b.7' -149.548 -131.1 396.21 -2' 
AS-17-A AST-N5 30m IR Interferometer 50.21 -:>j.~~U 14b.!I:J/ -170.5~ 7 -81. 077 -129.1 114.799 -18J 
HE-07-A PHY-1A Small High Energv Satellite 67.384 -I';.U.J!I· 331.267 -437 .8~4 -145.973 -77.1 306.230 -5) 
AP-04-A PHY-2A Gravitational and Relativitv Satellite - LEO 22.720 :24.559 20.11110 -21l,.4~ 3 -31.390 -116.8 17.782 -, 
HE-12-A PHY-5 Cosmic Ray Laboratory 17.909 -i27 ;g99- -46T.:>~7 -621.9V -247.661 -271.5 421. 716 -81 
LS-02-A LS':l Biomedical Experiment Scientific SateLlite 21.865 -23.461 :>'j.-",,~ 
-593.208 -116.281 -147.6 415.036 -691 
EO-08-A EO-3 Earth Observatory Satellite 76.538 
-83.226 529.078 -1450.064 -500.702 -284.8 925.971 
-56' 
EO-lO-A EO-5 Aoolications Explorer Special Purpose Sate 11ite 4.012 -4 400 2 .698 -ll4. jll -39.135 -53.0 43.640 - LIJi 
OP-02-A EOP-5 Gravitv Gradiometer 49.269 -53.319 -4.051 0 -58.097 -157.5 -3.731 ) 
OP-04-A EOp-7 GRAVSAT 29.212 -32.267 -3.055 0 -43.818 -160.2 -2.814 • OP-05-A EOp-8 Vector Magnetometer Satellite 6.881 -7.580 16.448 -64.~70 -51.143 -68.:! 32.954 
-!I" 
OP-51-A NN D-14 Global Earth and Ocean Monitorin" Svstem 1J2.975 -35.650 63.274 -'4ll.:>til -D4.lj~ -lJb.~ 167.144 -1. ~ 
, 
1 
MEO/HEO Spacecraft Name t. ; 
AS-05-A AST-1C Advanced Radio Astronomy Explorer [0;189 -11.328 • 21. 287 -19.538 -14.475 -51.7 11.056 _7' 
AS- 6-A AST-8 arge Radio ObservntorvTrrav 16.619 -17.912 48.565 -llZ.~/tl '"'1:, • 
" 
- '!I.b 4~.llll -1-1. .• 
AP-01-A PHY-1B Upper Atmosohere Exo1orer lD.01l7 -lD.871 9.476 -14.9li8 -16.196 -68.3 9.860 +~ 
AP-02-A PHY-IC Explorer-Medium Altitude lJ.J27 -:yq;J9J -ZO.UllU -38.6Q6 -23.596 -138.1 26.11U4 +, , 
AP-05-A PHY-3A Environmental Perturbation Satellite-A 34.807 :J7.921 -2.635 0 -)l.Ul -1!1~.4 -l.1l14 ~ 
AP-07-A PHY-3B Environmental Perturbation Sate11ite-B 36.632 -39.487 34.658 -51.670 -58.857 -169.1 31.239 .. : 
EO-09-A EO-4 Synchronous Earth Observatory Satellite 34.720 -37.008 103.279 -248.582 -131. 986 -Ub.4 L56.45 -2; 
EO-12-A EO-6 TIROS 15.639 -16.911 15.4:>, -;;4.1Ltl -28.155 -98.6 13.924 -~ 
CN-51-A NN D-1 INTELSAT 20.912 -22.758 19.634 -JOO.8lil -381. 687 -116.0 143.238 -18.~ 
CN-53-A NN/D_2B DOMSAT B 23.605 -25.458 22.323 -234.812 -297.913 -117.3 111.800 -26~ 
CN-58-A NN!D-2C DOMSAT C 10.832 -11.703 10.229 -47.315 -61.345 -73.8 21.126 - :. 
CN-54-A INN D-3 isaster Warn ina ~nte1Iit" 14.719 -15.902 13.900 -4'.ll<t.J -:>l./b~ -94.6 21.971 - ~ 
CN-55-A NN/D-4 Traffic Mana2ement Satellite 6.932 -7.614 6.459 -86.510 -110.259 -72.0 40.396 
-
• 
CN-56-A NN O-SA Forei2n ommunicat on Sate ite-A 8.105 -8.807 7.619 - 52.539 -187.881 - .7 1/j.~'1 -1 ~ 
-CN~<;(-' l""'/n-G I (,nmmnnirnHnno ,,<:n ?~",ii -26.857 48.517 -74.15'1 -57.683 -141. 5 39.236 -, 
EO-56-A NN/D-8 Environmental Monitoring Satellite 18.325 :-20.152 111. 750 -168.076 -63.298 -107.5 107.214 -~ 
EO-57-A NN/o 9 Foreign SynChronous Meteorologica1_ Satellite 7.112 - ;944 13.7/b -60.262 -53.018 -81. 9 25.805 - :. 
EO-58-A NN D-I0 Geosvnchronous Ooerational Meteorological Satellite 7.112 -7.944 20.565 -90.394 -66.412 -81.9 38.646 -21: 
EO-6l-A NN/D-ll Earth Resources Survev ODerational Satellite 73.145 ~78;026 328.2711 -925.828 -370.585 -281.1 6.LJ .44: +~ ?ij 
EO-59-A NN!D-12 Geosvnchronous Earth Resources Satellite 39.882 -::37:-183 138, ~~ -133.326 - L5.J.~? -1l7.6 211.211 -;7:; 
EO-fi2-A INN 
-
"Mohn ~unrhMnnno 'nreh nho"rvation--Satellite 35.710 :J1j.Olili 142.302 -338.034 -150.263 -140.5 217.296 -IT 
All coefficients are in millions of 1975 dollars per unit change in parameter except for 
those marked * where the coefficients are dimensionless. 
E. \ 
" ",,·-·c-.. --."-,,~ "=,=".~-,,-=-~.-,, .. ~.~,-. 'C,,' - .·7 ..... ·•·c .. -'1 
----~- .. ...it 
;~ients 
.1 
6.527 -7.112 38.576 -54.377 -24.508 -47.7 30.156 -7.294 103.69 4.010 -.04 .bUll 
! ::15.016 -38.193 171.902 -245.993 -100.238 -166.2 153.991 -8.502 86.41 . .l.~J4 -.U4 .tU~ 
57 .196 -61.~IlJ -4.tllll a -bll.bt -Lbll.J -4.4L U - -.Uto -.04 a 
74.208 -tiU.4/U J.4'<:.~ ~:J.~70 -122.'150 -220.3 128.643 -4.370 \ I 34.56 \ I 1.680 -.04 .364 
.869 
1.013 
o \ 
____ +--=-7:;:.8 ... 5::--'1"="1_-~ti4.:.;. ~+~c~~C'..;:H~l~5~-:.::,;;2005~,,"".5~04+-.::LLLll. rLi -l. .'1 Ub. !~. -4. J4. .6tl.-.04 64 <? 
55.619 -60.270 50.968 -72.0~2 -78.715 -163.5 45.631 -2.185 17.28 .800 -.0.:;.4+.....!..~18~2'-++-++-.~2.ll...16++-\-+-i 
67.978 -73.700 -5.723 U -82.077 -201.2 -5.271 0 \ I - \ I -.u76 -.04 a \ 0 \ 
89.879 -~l.nt ~lli .. HJ. -1251.975 -314.101 -258.5 860.785 -48.035 \ I 190.09 9.592 -.04 4.005 \ 5.719 \ 
tl~.')5 ., .. ~~v 532.430 -677.952 -217.651 -263.3 463.066 -29.110 103.69 5.197 -~04 2.426 \ 3.466 ~ 
73.Jj32 ·t~.9V 215.40. -283.166 -134.624 -224.5 190.619 -9.828 51.84 \ I 2.557 -.04 .8 9 1.170 \ 
94.016 -101.281 180.765 -225.042 -135.465 -255.4 149.251 -11.158 34 56 1 752 -.04 .930 1.329 \ 
72.077 -78.020 570.673 -736.331 -207.981 -208.8 504.765 -26.208 138.25 6.944 -.04 2.184 3.120 
55. 707 ·bU.3b))~<!."v -721.5\,11 -187.088 -163.8 495 .. 672 -21.852 172.81 8.682 -.04 1.1121 2.601 
______ ~4~4~.~16~0+·~4f/~ •• ti~S.i~)-2~~i~.i~.~14~2~-~2~83~.~0~6~8+~-~9~9.~6~1*+5~-128.4~~1~92~7~85~-~l~0.9~'.~h--~~~8~llh~.~4~--~--~-~4.?~q~---~.0~4+_~.~.Y~lO+~_4~1~.3~0~0_+--*-~ 
44.946 -4ti.btU 4'1).].;) -576.72 -149.548 -131.1 396.21 - .852 .81 8.664 -.04 l.llli 2.601 
50.21 -5J.titiU J.4b.~)t -170.54.7 -81.077 -129.1 114.799 -18.918 \ 51.84 I \ 2.546 -.04 1.576 2.251 
67.J1l4 ·IJ.V."· 331.267 -437.8l!4 -145.973 -77.1 306.230 -5.472 86.41 I \ 4.428 -.04 .456 \ .651 J 
=£O:::.... __ ~a.ll.U ·~4.5'9 20.8110 -2ts.4113 -31.390 -116.8 17.782 -1.943 17.28 .779 -.04 .162 .231 
17.909 -1~7.~~~ 4bL)Y7 -621.927 -247.661 -271.5 421.716 -8.741 I 69.12 II 3.446 -.04 .7211 ~ .040 1 
21. 65 ·lJ.4t ;U;.l.J.;),,_ -593.208 -116.281 -147.6 415.036 -69.898 414.74 I \ 20.958' -.04 5.825 .Jll 
76.538 -83.226 529.078 -1450.064 -500.702 -284.8 925.971. -56.045 241.93 11.320 -.04 4.670.UlL 
:e lit:e 4.012 -4400 2 698 -M.OIll -39.135 -53.0 43.640 -11.928 241.93 8.561 -.U4 .9)2 .Jb 
~~4~9~.~2~69~~.~53~.~3~19~~-~4~.0~5~1~ __ ~0 ____ ~-~5~8~.~09H7~~-1~5~7~.~5+-_-~3~.7~3~1~ __ ~0~~/ ____ \H-__ -__ _4~ ____ ~ __ ~-~.0~7~6-4 __ ~-~.*047+ __ ~0~~ ___ \tr~0~~~ __ ~\ 
r-- 29.212 .32.267 -3.055 a -43.818 -160.2 -2.814 a l\.· - I \ -.076 -.04 a \ 0 
6.881 -7.580 16.448 -b4.~70 -51.143 -68.3 32.954 -5.839 103.69 3.671 -.04 .487 .b~b 
2.975 -35.650 63.274 :2411.)1l4 -1)4.4j~ -J.jb.~ lb .144 -H.b). LUj.o~ . :l.uoo. -.Ql<.. .~ '1.J~t [1 
f ~-----~.~10~.'7ron8'9+-'~11,.o32o.8,r,·~2~1,.o2~8~7+-·~-1~9'.~53~8~--~174~.4~7~5+---~51~.~7~~171~.0~5~6~--~]~.1~1~8+---~.3~803+-~34~.~9~O~~2~.6~3~-+~1'-.~37~0~'-~-~.~U4+--'.)~,'~~J~~.'1~0·.04'/ .4U~ 
16.6b -17.912 48.565 -Ol..~ -4.. - ,~. 4~. H.44 +.l.JZ .Jb .~: 4.2 -.04 -.120 -.12 .170 -t-_~~ 
10.047 -10.871 9.476 -14.948 -16.196 -68.3 9.860 +.358 +.044 17.45 1.32 .814 -.04 -.030 -.04C-.043. -:~ 
J.,j • .ll -14~j_~ lo.UllU -38.606 -23.596 .. 138.1 lb.llU'I +.~b +.Ullll J'I.~U l.bj • flb -.04 -.08 -.08 .114 _=.:.9Ji.. 
34.807 -37.921 -2.635 a -"L.'l1 -1~" .. 4 -'.1l/4 U U - - -.076 -.04 a 0 a .. _.g".,... 
36.632 -39.487 34.658 -51.670 -58.857 -169.1 31.239 -.989 +.088 17.45 1.32 .760 -.04 .082 -.08 .117 . ~'~4-
34.720 -37.008 103.279 -248.582 -131.986 -13b.4 .56.457 -L.9b5 - .9511 L04. .9U4.824 -.04 2.330 1.78 .329 _~.'_~~. 
__ ------~1~5~.*63~9~~-I~6~.~9~71~_715~.4~)~2~-ii1.4~ .. 1~lL~o~-~2~8~.1~5~5~~-~9~8~.6~~13~.~9~2~4~~-~.2~5;44_~+~.~08~8H-~1~7~.;4~5~+1~.3~2~~~~.~7~1;6_+--~-~.*04T+~~.0~2~1~-~.~0~~~.~1-. ~~ 
20 912 -22.758 19.634 -JOO.8ifl -381.687 -116.0 143.238 -18.814 -.715 157.17 11.84 5.318 -.041.568 .65 .24 _.~ 
23.605 -25.458 22.323 -234.812 -297.913 -117.3 111.800 -26.628 -1.656 122.16 9.21 4.136 _.04 2.219 1.50 .170 1.771 
10.832 -11.703 10.229 -47.115 -61.345 -7:. H.42!J. -6.b:J~ -.205 52.36 :J.95 1.631, -.04 .553 .18 .790 .~U-
14.719 -15.902 13.900 -44.11"'J -)4.to~ -94.£ 21.971 -3.691 -.092 34.90 2.6 1.264 - . .04 .JOt! .OtlL .44.lL -:-0" 
6.932 -7.614 6.459 -86.510 -110.559 -72.0 40.396 -4.351 +.229 122.16 9.21 4,083 -.04 .363 -.20 .• )l~ ~.L'I:> 
8.105 -8.807 7.619 -152.59 -LS7.SS: -7:. /0. - .j~, +.j~. W~.44 i:>./~ .. t.IU -.04 .866 -.35 1.237' ':Jl;~'7' 
24.810 -26.857 48.517 -74.15'1 -57.683 -141.5. 39.236 -5.16 -.249 34.~u 4.bj 1. -.04 .430 .22f .614 .266 
18.325 -20.152 111.750 -168.076 -63.298 ~107.S 107 •. 214 -.792 +.264 104.71 7.90. 4.775 -.04 .066 -.24 .094 -.282 
;?'t::.e --:-:-:-_+--,:7;-'-.7-1T;12;+......;-7;.:'';;+' 944i-+--;;I::1~. 7rt;1~ O_-.~6*0"". 2~6;;:2+_-...:;:573.:.;. 0;:-;1~8~_-~8~1~. 9:M--.;;.25;o.;.:.:;8~O.;.5+~""'1.:..;. 9;.;;'~~L.~. ~ . ..;+~';;: 416;<;'b<+",b~~.*!j .~*5.:.;' ..,..._-1-....;.2 .~0:'::6~9-+ ___ -..:.o.;:0+4+--". =,16~6 - • 24 .23 7 .. _-. 7~ 
!S..ilteLlit:e 7.112 -7.944 20.565 -90.394 -66.412 -81.9 38.646 -2.995 +.399 104.71 7.90 3.098 -.04 .250 -.36 .357 .- .• ~ 
!te 73.145 -7H.ULb 328.2711 -925.828 -370.585 -281.1 o .• 44: + •. S +.396 157.07 11.84 7.556 -.04 -.085 -.36 .121 ~'.~.~ 
r 39.882 -jt.111_~ 1J~,~~ -333. S26 -.5. .257 -LJ.o 211.211 -37.286 -2.610 139.62 10.53 6.461 -.04 3.107 2.37 •• 439 _. 2 •. ~ 
11. He 35.710 -J8.044 142.302 -331$.0:;4 -lS0.263 -140.5 217.296 -37.286 -2.610 139.62 10.53 6.45.6 - 4 310 2.37 .439 2.791 
r.nge in parameter except for 
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decrease in savings are programs with only one operating cycle. Table IX-42 
presents a summary of which cost parameters will result in increases or de-
creases with positive deltas. 
TabZe IX-42 Summary of Cost Parameter DeZtas Sign Effects 
COST PARAMETERS WHICH COST PARAMETERS WHICH 
INCREASE SAVI NGS FOR DECREASE SAVI NGS FOR 
POS ITiVE DELTA POS ITI VE DELTA 
n nf I 
n ':, 
f2 
pf 
R':' sf 
(aE - ao) d ' 
(bE - bo) 1..0 
CS/C 
::: AT 
Co 
CT 
CNR 
C12. 0 
Cl. I 
':'WILL DECREASE SAVINGS IF ONLY I FLIGHT PER PROGRAM. 
Once the influence coefficients were determined, the next step was to re-
examine the cost parameters to dete~ine the possible variations. The main 
effect on the costs and savings comes from possible changes in the mission 
model used to cost expendable and maintainable programs. 
At this date, the spacecraft programs that will be flying on the shuttle 
are very nebulous and it is necessary to know what possible changes will do 
to on-orbit maintenance. Any changes in the mission model will affect mainly
 
the parameters nand nf , although the end e
ffects of mission model changes 
may result in changes to parameters associated with the launch cost reimburs
e-
mentpolicy, A , At' C , C , a, b, etc. For this analysis, only o o' t 
the changes in nand nf were examined fpr c
hanges in the mission model. 
Changes in the LCRP were looked at separately. 
The mission model used to cost spacecraft programs for this study is the 
maintenance applicable set, and was discussed in Chapter III. 
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It consists of 47 spacecraft programs with 317 missions from 1979 through 
1991 and an additional 23 missions after 1991. Only the years of mission 
launches are. required, it was not necessary to assign mission to shuttle 
flights due to the method of calculating LCRP. If correctly loaded on board 
shuttles and tugs, the LCRP indicates that the entire maintenance applicable 
set could be flown using 168 shuttle flights and 84 tug flights, if all mis-
sions are flown expendably or 100 shuttle flights and 84 tug flights, if 
flown in the on-orbit maintainable mode. (This assumed a load factor of 
0.70 for the orbi ter a.nd 0.85 for tl).e tug.) The current traffic model lis ts 
a total of 782 shuttle flights, with 540 flights being available for NASA 
and commercial missions. (The October 1973 Space Shuttle Traffic Model, 
NASA TM X-64751, Rev. 2, MSFC, January 1974, Bibliography Item A-2.) Other 
mission models have suggested a reduction in the total number of flights to 
572 or to 546. (The "572 Flight Shuttle Traffic Model" and "Generation of 
Shuttle Flights Manifests for the October 1974 Traffic Model", NASA Memoran-
dum, D. N. Turner, 10 June 1975, Bibliography Item A-6.) These represent, 
roughly, a reduction in the total number of flights by about 25 percent. 
Since the costs were determined for the maintenances applicable set 
independent of which specific flights the missions were flown on, and since 
it appears tha,t the specific flight data may vary as the shuttle era draws 
closer, it was decided to vary the mission model used for costing mainten-
ance independe.ntly of specific flight data. Two separate cases were 
investigated, a reduction in the mission model of 25 percent of the operat-
ing cycles (missions) and of 50 percent in the operating cycles. No 
programs were eliminated in the reduction of operating cycles. Operating 
cycles were reduced according to the following rules: 
1) Programs with 1 or 2 cycles - no reductions. 
2) Programs with 3 cycles - reduce 1. 
3) Programs with 4 or more cycles reduce at least 25% (or 
50%) to have each program and total number close to 25% 
(or 50%) reduction. This applied to programs with n f = 1. 
4) For programs !with large n f , reduce n f (accord-
ing to the #2 method, where n = n (nf ) using rule 3) for 
n f instead of n. 
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The actual number of operating cycles was reduced from 340 to 249 for a 
25 percent reduction and from 340 to 171 for a 50 percent reduction. Re-
sults of this showed that total savings were reduced from 9 billion dollars 
(for 340 cycles) to 5.9 hillion dollars for a 25 percent reduction and 3.3 
billion dollars for a 50 percent reduction. 
The deviation in parts factor (p£), factor to modify sic unit cost (sf), 
factor to modify DDT&E (d), and ratir, of launch chec~out to sic cost (R), for the 
on-orbit maintainable mode were calculated as follows: 
where D = total deviation in parts factor values 
Dl = deviation due to inaccuracies in data sample 
D2 = deviation about the mean of the data sample 
D3 = deviation of the mean due to the limited size of the data 
sample 
6E 
Dl = ~ = 
D _. l""I:~(-x--x-) ~2~\ _ 
2 - 'f n-l -
Individual inaccuracies 
~number of data samples \ 
= standard deviation about the mean 
deviation oe the mean due to limited data sample. 
If n = N (the data sample represents all of the 
possible cases) then D3 = O. If i :::: 0 (the data 
sample is very limited) then D3 = 
3. Sensitivity Analysis Results 
Table IX-43 pr9sents a summary of data and results for variations in pf, 
sf, d, and R. Results indicate that for an average parts factor of about 
0.16 a variation of a max of ±a.08 is reasonable, for a value of sf of 0.08 
a variation of a max of +.06 is reasonable, for a value of d of 0.04 a 
variation of a max of ±a.03 is reasonable and for a value of R of 0.09, a 
variation of ±.03 is reasonable. 
Applying the correct influence coefficient for each spacecraft program 
for each of these cost parameters, the total cost parameters can be calculated. 
Resu1ts'of these calculations are presented in Table IX-44. Note that in-
creases in R tend to increase savings while increases in pf, sf, and d all 
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Tahle IX-43 Swnmary Of Deviation in pf~ sf~ d~ and R 
.~ . 
, .. COST PARAMETER pf sf d R 
n 25 6 4 3 
- 0.16 0.08 0.04 0.09 X 
.6.E ±0.045 ±0.02 ±0.01 ±0.0225 
Dl ±0.0106 ±0.0082 ±0.0050 ±0.0075 
D2 +0.0589 ±0.0312 ±0.0124 .±0.0115 
N 47 ? ? ? 
n/N 0.53 0 0 0 
D3 +0.0080 +0.0127 +0.0062 +0.0067 
D +0.0776 +0.0521 +0.0237 +0.0257 
DUSED +0.08 +0.06 +0.03 +0.03 -
Table IX-44 Swnmary of Cost Variations for pf~ sf~ d~ and R 
COST PARAMETER pf sf d R 
DEVIATION +0.08 +0.06 +0.03 +0.03 
- - - -
.6.SLEO ($M) +738.5 +210.7 +133. 1 +185.3 
.6.SMEO/HEO ($M) +266.8 +142.6 +73.7 + 59. 0 
.6.STOTAL ($M) +1005.3 +353.3 +206.8 +244.3 
-
1,\ 
I: ii 
l -.'r-r-
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tend to decr~!ase savings. Also note that the variation in costs due to pf is 
larger than all the others. It is also possible to sum the A's in saving 
and to root sum square (RSS) these deltas in savings, which is probably more 
correct since all are pretty much independent. The sum of the absolute magni-
tude of these values is 1.8 billion and the RSS value is 1.1 billion, both 
fairly small as compared to the 9 billion or more total savings expected from 
on-orbit maintenance. 
The same type of analyses as applied to pf, sf, d and R was applied to 
the cost parameters aSdocated with the LCRP. Table IX-45 presents a summary 
to the data used to calculate deviations for these parameters. Table IX-46 
then presents the summary of A's in savings due to applying the cost para-
meters variations in Table IX-46 to the individual influence coefficients 
for each of the 47 spacecraft programs. Again, the individual A's can be 
d d 'd I· 1 f +1454.5 f h d +890.4 f summe an RRS to resu t 1n va ues 0 -1117.6 or t e sum an -719.0 or 
the RSS. 
It would be possible to combine the A's calculated for the LCRP along 
with the remaining maintenance cost parameters, but it was decided not to 
because: (1) it was believed that the LCRP parameters were il lot more 
nebulous than the other parameters and 2) while the variations in most of the 
maintenance cost parameters could easily be in either directions (+ or -), 
'the expected change for the LCRP parameters are expected to be mostly in a 
known direction (+ for C12 •0 and C1.l and - for A 0 and At). In fact, a 
separate calculation was made for orbiter launch costs. If the cost of 
launching the orbiter were to increase from $12.0M per flight to $20M per 
flight, the savings obtained by flying in the on-orbit maintainable mode 
would be increased from $9.0B to $9.6B (the increase in savings would be 
$556M). 
Figures IX-17 and IX-18 present plots of total savings in going from 
expendable spacecraft programs to on-orbit main.tainable spacecraft programs 
as a function of what percentage of the maintenance applicable set is 
flown. Plotted in Figure IX-17 are the possible variations in cost due to 
maximum expected variations in pf, sf, d and ,R and plotted on Figure. IX-18 
are possible variations in cost due to maximum expected variations in the 
LCRP parameters. For both Figures IX-17 and IX-18 it can be seen that for 
reductions in the mission model of up to 50 percent and for a wide range 
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TabZe IX-45 Summary of Devia'bions for LCRP Para;neters 
I ($M) ($M) 
f... 
COST PARAMETER C12•0 Cl. 1 ORB f... TUG (aE - ao) 
I 1 
n -- -- -- -- 47 
- 12.0 X 1.1 0.70 0.85 0.207 
~E -- -- -- -- +0.10 
~. , 
~~ .. -'~".. ~ 
-
Dl -- -- -- -- +0.0146 
-
D2 -- -- -- -- +0.1358 
N -- -- -- -- 47 
n/N -- -- -- -- I 
D3 -- -- -- -- 0 
D -- -- -- -- +0.1504 
-
I' , 
DUSED +3.0 +0.3 +0.3 +0.15 +0.15 
TabZe IX-46 Summary of Cost Variations for LCRP Parame'bers 
C12•0 C1.1 
f... A
TUG (aE - ao) COST PARAMETER ORB 
DEVIATION +3.0 +0.3 +0.3 +0.15 +0.15 
-
~SLEO ($M) + 141.3 -- -164.5 -- +383.6 
-
+392.4 -
~ SMEO/HEO ($M) +67.4 +2.6 -78.3 -1. 3 +259.2 
- - -
+ 187.0 + 1. 6 
~STOTAL ($M) +208.7 +2.6 -242.8 -1. 3 +642.8 
- -
+1.6 -+579.4 
(bE - b
o
) 
21 
0.089 
+0.10 
+0.0218 
-
+0. 126 
21 
1 
0 
+0.1478 
-
+0.15 
(bE - b
o
) 
+0.15 
--
+ 19.5 
-
+19.5 
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of possible variations in cost parameters, on-orbit servicing can still 
save billions of dollars over expendable spacecraft programs. 
Many other variations in the input data are p~ssible and, in fact, 
will come about long before the shuttle era. The data provided in this 
report will enable any interested party to calculate for himself the ef-
fects on the total savings (or on individual spacecraft savings) due to 
any changes in any of the input data by using the influence coefficients 
and nominal savings given in Table IX-4l. 
M. COST ANALYSIS SUMMARY 
The important conclusions that can be drawn from the economic evalua-
tion include: 
1) Use of on-orbit servicing over the 12 years covered by the 1974 
SSPD and the October 1973 Payload Model results in savings 
greater than 
• nine billion dollars over the expendable mode, and 
• four billion dollars over the ground refurbishable mode. 
2) The life cycle costs of the on-orbit servicer represent approxi-
mately one percent of the overall savings and these costs can be 
fully recovered by 1982. 
3) Cost sensitivity analyses showed that wide variations in cost 
data, especially mission model size and fraction of spacecraft 
replaced, affect specific savings but do not change the major 
study conclusions. 
4) A long-life free-flying servicer at geostationary orbit is po-
tentially cost effective. 
5) Specific launch cost reimbursement policies can be an important 
factor in which form of servicing is adopted for individual 
spacecraft programs. 
6) Expendable satellites are cost effective where satellite life-
time meets program lifetime requirements. 
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x. SELECTION OF A RECOMMENDED SYSTEM 
Chapters III through IX have developed material and presented evalua-
tions, tradeoffs, and selections in the various aspects of orbitc!l.l 
maintenance. However, each of the chapters addresses part of the story; 
this chapter brings it all together to select the final recommended main-
tenance concept. All of the necessary data was developed above; the 
important factors will now be isolated and brought together in a logical 
way. The selection of a cost effective orbital maintenance system and 
the supporting rationale are the primary study outputs. 
A. SELECTION APPROACH 
The approach to the final selection logic is shown in Figure X-l. 
The three maintenance modes--expendable, ground refurbishable, and on-
orbit maintainable--are shown along with the alternative maintenance 
conC;epts for each mode that survived the prior evaluations and tradeoffs. 
The 'order of conducting ·this final selection will be from the bottoRl"·ap .• -··----... 
The first selection will be between the on-orbit servicers--pivoting arm 
and general-purpose manipulator--,the second between the visiting systems--
EVA, the shuttle remote manipulator system, and the selected on-orbit 
servicer--,and the third between the three maintenance modes. 
The evaluation considerations listed are those that were used through-
out the study and those that were USed in this final selection. Spacecraft 
design aspects involved whether spacecraft can be designed to be compati-
ble with a given maintenance mode with acceptable design, weight, volume, 
and cost effects. This has been expressed as minimum constraints on the 
spacecraft design. The spacecraft program mission requirements and 
schedules should not be compromised by spacecraft design for servicing. 
The STS impacts involve the effects of the maintenance concept on the STS 
and include such things as rendezvous and docking, weight capability to 
desired orbits, communications requirements, and integration into the 
ground processing flow. 
Technical considerations involve whether a maintenance concept is 
technically feasible and involve such things as weight, stowed length, de-
sign requirements, docking system compatibility, reliability, simplicity, 
operability, and need for advances in the state-of-the-art. Operational 
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MODES 
areas involve application of a mainten
ance concept to low-, medium-, and 
high-earth orbits. 
The programmatic considerations involve
 such things as whether more 
than one maintenance concept must be de
veloped, whether the development 
schedule is compatible with the need, g
rowth capability, and the number of 
spacecraft programs where the maintena
nce concept is appli~~ble. There are 
two levels of cost considerations. Ma
intenance concept costs involve DDT&E, 
production, and operations for the main
tenance concept only. Spacecraft 
program costs involve the spacecraft D
DT&E, production, and operations 
costs as well as the launch costs asso
ciated with the spacecraft and the 
maintenance concept. 
The spaceborne part of the maintenance 
concepts involved in the. final 
selection are shown in Fig. X-2. The 
expendable and ground refurbishable 
concepts'are also involved in the final
 selection. 
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Figure X-2 Remaining Visiting Systems 
B. ON-ORBIT SERVICER SELECTION 
MDAC - General Purpose 
Manipulator 
The two maintenance concepts involved in this level of selection are 
the pivoting arm and the general purpose manipulator. Each has been con-
figured to do basically the same module exchange activity. They have 
similar spacecraft design effects wfth the important difference being that 
the pivoting arm primarily replaces modules axially, while the general 
purpose manipulator primarily replaces modules radially. However, either 
can be developed to handle modules in both directions. The pivoting ann 
places fewer constraints on the spacecraft designer and because it uses 
the entire end of the spacecraft it permits a slightly better spacecraft 
volumetric efficiency (the central region is not lost). 
Either concept is ada~table to central pr 'peripheral docking mecha-
nisms. They both satisfy all the design criteria and are technically 
feasible. The pivoting arm is lighter and simpler, while the general pur-
pose manipulator has a shorter stowed length. The general purpose 
manipulator is 15 percent higher in maintenance concept cost, but when the 
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difference in total spacecraft program costs are also considered, the 
'general purpose manipulator costs can be as much as 50 percent higher. 
Both can be applied at all spacecraft orbits, but the general purpose 
m4nipu1ator is more adaptable to complex servicing tasks should they be 
required. 
The results of this evaluation are summarized in Table X-I. The 
totality of the factors favors the pivoting 'arm concept and it is 
selected and 1recommended. The preliminary design of this concept was 
accomplished successfully (Chapter VII) which strengthens this recom-
mendation. 
TabZe X-lOn-Orbit Servicer SeZection Summary 
RECOMMEND PIVOTING ARM 
LEVEL OF AVAILABLE SPACECRAFT DEFINITION HAS NOT PERMITTED IDENTIFICATION OF A SPECIFIC REQU IREMENT FOR RADIAL MODULE REPLACEMENT TO THIS POI NT. 
VERSATILITY FOR RADIAL MODULE REPLA<IMENT SHOULD BE OBTAINED THROUGH CONCEPT GROWTH. 
LITTLE DIFFERENCE IN STS IMPACT 
SIMPLEST 
NO DIFFERENCE IN OPERATIONAL AREAS 
SIMILAR DEVELOPMENT PLANS AND OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
LEAST COST 
C. VISITING SYSTEM COMPARISON 
The three maintenance concepts involved in this level of selection are 
(1) EVA, (2) shuttle remote manipulator system, and (3) pivoting arm ser-
vicer. They are all evaluated on their ability to perform module exchange, 
although each does it in different ways and with different effects. The 
EVA and SRMS concepts are limited to operations at the orbiter. An early 
cost analysis showed that the cost of using two tugs and orbiters to bring 
a high earth orbit spacecraft to the orbiter for maintenance and then to 
replace it in its orbit was excessive. Thus this option is not further 
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considered. Only single tug/orbiter options are considered. The result is 
,that the majority of this evaluation involves operations at the orbiter. 
The effect of this limitation is brought into the cost discussion. 
The three maintenance concepts have been defined and evaluated in 
Chapter IV~ All have similar spacecraft design effects in that each con-
cept has been defined to perform axial module exchange using similar 
module sizes, SRU interface mechanisms, and end effectors (power tools for 
EVA). EVA places some'additiona1 design conditions on the spacecraft. 
These are not major but do inov1ve such things as sharp edges, restraint 
attachments, delicate surface protection, and hand grip sizes for EVA 
gloves. These effects on spacecraft design will show up as increased space-
craft cost. The effect will be small and is estimated to be one percent 
of spacecraft non-recurring and recurring cost. 
All the three concepts are compatible with central or peripheral dock-
ing devices. The SRMS is used to dock spacecraft for each of the concepts 
and to move concept equipment (e.g., stowage rack) from launch/reentry loca-
tion to and from the servicing operation location in the orbiter cargo bay. 
Each of the three concepts are technically feasible. EVA requires de-
velopment of a power tool for module replacement which has been included 
in the EVA costs. The current SRMS design requirements do not include 
module exchange, rather they emphasize payload deployment and retrieval. 
The addition of a module exchange capability to the SRMS will result in 
increments in development, production, and operation costs. These cost 
increments have been developed and discussed in Chapter IX and will be 
shown in the maintenance concept costs below. The pivoting arm design can 
be essentially the same for use on the orbiter, tug, EOTS, a geosynchron-
ous free-flyer, or some forms of the IUS. Each maintenance concept can 
use the same form of module stowage rack. 
The airborne support equipment (ASE) for the three concepts is differ-
ent.The pivoting arm concept is easily placed into an operating position 
by the SRMS. It contains its own spaceq.raft docking mechanism, h~.s a 
short stowage length and simple, foldable, support structure between the 
stowage rack and the orbiter when in the operating position. 
Both EVA and SRMS require a large bulky structure to support large 
spacecraft, with deployed appendages, above the orbiter mould line and 
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clear of the orbiter tail. This structure must also span from orbiter 
!ongeron to longeron. It takes the form of a truss work that is approxi-
mately 17 ft x 17 ft x 10 ft when in the operating configuration. It must 
be folded to get it into the cargo bay (doors closed) and further folded 
to decrease its stowed length. The technique for this folding has not 
been addressed, but is possible. A stowed length of five feet is esti-
mated which results in an increluent in the launch costs for SRMS and EVA 
over the pivoting arm for large spacecraft. Small spacecrl'ft with accept-
able a;'pendages can be placed in th~ orbiter cargo bay for servicing and 
prestmt no launch cost penalties. 
Several additional considerations are shown in Table X-2 which complete 
the non-cost considerations. The non-cost considerations may be sununarized 
as: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Equivalent spacecraft design effects; 
Equivalent STS impacts, except for orbiter cargo bay stowage 
aspects; 
Each is technically feasible; 
Only the pivoting arm can be used in high earth orbit; 
(5) Programmatic considerations --
a) SRMS operations are more awkward, 
b) EVA and SRMS use more STS baseline equipment, 
c) Use of pivoting arm in LEO implies a single 
visiting system development. 
Visiting system maintenance concept life-cycle costs are shown in Table 
X-3 in millions of dollars. The EVA and SRMS costs shown are those associa-
ted with servicing and which are in addition to the STS baseline costs. The 
pivoting arm costs are shown for LEO/MEO/REO which represent a capability 
to service all 47 spacecraft programs. They are also shown when the capa-
bility is reduced to LEO only so th~t they may be compared with the SRMS 
and EVA costs. Note that for LEO only, the direct costs of the different 
viSiting systems are estimated to only vary by ±6 percent (from 80 to 90 
million dollars). However, when the additional spacecraft costs for EVA, 
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TabLe X-2 AdditionaZ Considerations for Visiting Sys
tems 
SERVICING TIME 
EACH CONCEPT REQUIRES 1 TO 2.5 HOUR RANGE WHICH 
IS NOT A SIGNIFICANT 
DIFFERENCE. HOWEVER, EVA REQUIRES AN ADDITIONAL
 5 HOURS FOR PRE-
AND POST-EVA ACTIVITIES. 
CARGO BAY OPERATIONS 
EVA AND PIVOTING ARM OPERATING LOCATIONS ARE 
PRIMARilY LIMITED BY 
SPACECRAFT APPENDAGES. SRMS. IS ALSO LIMITED B
Y ITS OWN REACH AND 
CONFIGURATION EFFECTS. 
UTILIZATION OF EXISTING STS BASELINE EQUIPMENT 
EVA AND SRMS USE MORE OF THE STS BASELINE EQU IPME
NT THAN THE ON-
ORBIT SERVICER. 
SERVICING ORBITS 
EVA AND SRMS ARE LIMITED TO LOW EARTH ORBITS W
HILE THE ON-ORBIT 
SERVICER CAN BE UTILIZED IN HIGH EARTH ORBITS A
LSO. 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE ON-ORBIT SERVICER FOR LEO AP
PLICATIONS 
BENEFITS THE EXTENSION OF SERVICING TO HEO APPL
ICATIONS 
ESTABLISHES USER ACCEPTANCE BEFORE HEO SPACEC
RAFT DESIGNS BECOME 
FIXED. 
TabLe X-3 Visiting System Cost Compariso
ns (miLLions of doLLars) 
MAINTE- b. SIC DDT&E b. 
MAINTE- N
ANCE AND PRO- ORBITER 
NANCE PIWDUC- OF:ERA- CON
CEPT DUCTION lCRP 
CONCEPTS ODT,&E TION TlONS SU
BTOTAL EFFECTS EFFECTS 
PIVOTING ARM 29 17 57 103 
0 0 
lEO/MEO/HEO 
P Ivon NG ARM 29 14 47 90 0 
0 
LEO ONLY 
SRMS, LEO ONLY 22 20 40 82 
0 lOD 
EVA, LEO ONLY 18 11 51 
80 90 100 
TOTAL 
103 
90 
182 
270 
r' ~--:-=--.. -,. ,.:~ ~~~~~--~~---- -- :-I~-- , -", 
and the incremental launch cost reimb"rsement policy effects for EVA and 
'SRMS at'e included, the on-orbit serviceI' could be some 90 million dollars 
cheaper than the SRMS and some 180 million dollars cheapel: than EVA. 
The total spacecraft program costs for the three v:.f.siting systems' are 
shown in Table X-4. When looked at across the total mission model, includ-
ing MEO/REO orbits, the pivoting ~rm servicer could save an additional 2.2 
TabZe X-4 Visiting Sys'tems - Spacecraft Program Costs miZZions of DoZZars) 
PIVOTING 
EVA (1) SRMS(1) SRMS(2) ARM 
LEO S P ACEC RAFT 9.35 9.54 9.45 9.45 
MEO AND HEO SPACE- 6.43 8.53 8.53 7.37 
CRAFT 
MA I NTENANCE CON- 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.08 
CEPTS 
TOTAL 15.88 18.15 18.06 16.90 
(1) MEO AND HEO FLI GHTS ARE I N EXPENDABLE MODE 
(2) BEST MIX OF SRMS, GROUND REFURBISHABLE AND EXPENDABLE 
billion dollars over the EVA and SRMS concepts when the MEO and FlEO flights 
are conducted in an expendable mode. The fourth column shows a best mix 
using SRMS at the orbiter for LEO, a single tug returning some spacecraft 
to the orbiter for SRMS servicing, and then replacing the spacecraft in 
orbit for some MEO, and the least expensive of expendable or ground-refurbish-
able for the oth~r MEO and REO spacecraft. The 'pi~oting arm servicer 
provides one billion dollars additional savings .when compared to. the best 
of the other visiting system alte~~atives. 
The pivoting arm form of on-orbit servicer is thus selected to repre-
sent the on-orbit maintainable mode and, as will he justified below, 1 ..s 
thus recorranended for further development. 
D. MAINTENANCE MODE COMPARISON 
The three maintenance modes involved at this level of selection are the 
expendable, ground refurbishable, and on-orbit maintainable, where the 
pivoting arm servicer is the concept used for the on-orbit maintainable 
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mode. The expendable mode just uses expendable spac~craft and thus may bf~ ,considered to be represented by a valid cClncept. The ground refurbishable mode only required some changes in the spacecraft for rendezvous, docking, and retrieval and thus also may be considered to be represented by a valid maintenance concept. Table X-5 summarizes the non-cost considera,tions. 
Tab~e X-5 Maintenance Mode Non-Cost Considepations 
SPACECRAFT. CAN BE DES IGNED FOR EACH MODE - EFFECt I S REFLECTED I N COSTS 
STS REQUIREMENT'S ARE PART OF STS BASELINE OR EFFECTS ARE REFLECTED I N COSTS 
EACH OF THE THREE MODES IS TECHNICALLY FEASIBLE 
EACH OF THE THREE MODES CAN BE USED I N LEO, MEO AND HEO 
'ACCEPTABLE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS AND OPERATIONAL METHODS ARE POSS I BLE FOR EACH MODE - EFFECTS ARE REFLECTED I N COSTS 
Each of the three modes is feasible and practical. All non-equivalent aspects can be, and have been, expressed as costs. 
Table X-6 presents a cost summary of flying the 47 spacecraft programs TabLe X-6 Mainter~nce Mode Cost Summapy (Billions of DoZlaps) 
GROUND ON-ORBIT EXPENDABLE REFUR B I S HA BLE MAINT'AINABLE LEO SPACECRAFT 16.3 12.5 9.3 
MEO/HEO 8.5 7.6 6.4 
MA I Nl"ENANCE CONCEPT '--
-- 0.1 
TOTAL 24.9 20. 1 15.9 
-,-
-- 4.8 9.0 
and 340 missions of the mission model in each of. the threlemodes. 1n the first column, all missions are £lQw:ne*Pi~:nda'blJt 'and the total life cycle cost for all the program.s is :25 bi1liJiln dollars. lnthe secend column, most missions are flown i~ the~,el!l.lld efurbishaible mode, although some are still flown in an iexpeadal:lle mode (those that would be cheaper to fly in an expendable mode), aad the tw1tal life cycle cost; is about 20 
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billion dollars, a savings of almost 5 billion dollars. The third column 
. represents most programs being flown in the on-orbit maintainable mode 
(as typified by the pivoting arm servicer). Some programs are still 
cheaper to fly in an expendable mode, but none are cheaper in the ground 
refurbishable mode. The total cost is less than 16 billion dollars and 
that represents a savings of some nine billion dollars, or 36 percent, over 
flying all spacecraft expendably and some 4.2 billion dollars, or 21 per-
cent over the ground refurbishable mode. 
The total life cycle costs for 'the pivoting arm servicer of 103 million 
dollars represents approximately 1 percent of the nine billion dollars that 
can be saved by utilizing on-orbit maintenance instead of all expendable 
spacecraft. As, noted in the sensitivity analysis of chapter IX, expected 
variations in cost elements change the value of savings, but in all cases, 
the on-orbit maintainable mode is the least expensive. 
It is concluded that on-orbit maintenance is the most cost effective 
mode. 
One of the cost sensitivity factors investigated was the size of the 
mission model. It was shown that reductions in the size of the mission 
model reduced the siz,e of the savings. It also is recognized that if a 
spacecraft program is initiated in an e~~endable mode and then later 
swit~hed to the more cost effective en-orbit maintainable mode, then,the 
cost of the second development will reduce the possible savings. Both of 
these factors imply that early acceptance of on-orbit maintenance should 
be act.:iwely pursued. This in turn implies that development of the pivoting 
arm on-orbit servicer should include early demonstrations to strengthen 
user acceptance. It also implies that analysis, design, engineering test 
unit fabrication and evaluation of on-orbit servicers should be continued 
actively. 
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